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Part 1: Tanium Console and Interact overview
Tanium Console
The Tanium™ Console is the graphical user interface that you use to manage the Tanium™ Core Platform and to access Tanium™
modules (such as Tanium™ Interact) and Tanium™ shared services. The Tanium Console is a web application that is installed with
the Tanium Server and does not require separate licensing. You use the Tanium Console to perform the following key tasks:
l

Import and use Tanium modules, shared services, and content packs.

l

Manage content, including sensors, packages, saved questions, and filter groups.

l

Manage actions.

l

Manage role-based access control (RBAC) configurations for users, user groups, roles, computer groups, personas, and
content sets.

l

Configure global settings that affect the behavior of the Tanium Console, Tanium™ Server, Tanium™ Zone Server, Tanium™
Zone Server Hub, and Tanium™ Clients.

Tanium Interact
Use Tanium Interact to issue questions to managed endpoints, analyze their answers, and deploy actions to the endpoints based on
the answers. Although it is licensed as part of the Tanium Core Platform, Interact is a Tanium module, so you can update it
separately from the Tanium Console and the Tanium Server.

Additional Tanium deployment information
For information on installing the Tanium Core Platform servers, see the guide that matches your platform:
l

Tanium Core Platform Deployment Guide for Windows

l

Tanium Appliance Deployment Guide

l

Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide (reference information for all platforms)

l

Tanium Client Management User Guide: Provides an overview of the Tanium Client and procedures to deploy clients to
endpoints, configure client-to-client peering, connect to Tanium Core Platform servers, upgrade clients, troubleshoot client
issues, and use the client CLI.

For information about installing and using particular Tanium products, see the product-specific user guides at
https://docs.tanium.com.
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Part 2: Getting started with the Console and
Interact
Sign in to the Console
Access the Tanium Console through a supported web browser: see Web browsers on page 38. After you sign in, your Console user
session persists (remains valid) until you manually sign out, close the browser, or the inactivity timeout expires (default is 10
minutes). To manually sign out, see Sign out of the Console on page 28. To change the inactivity timeout, see Set Console user
preferences on page 97.
After you sign in to the Tanium Console, the system you are using periodically sends the Tanium Server a heartbeat
message as long as you keep the browser open. The heartbeat interval (default 2.5 minutes) is half the value of the
session_expiration_seconds platform setting (default 5 minutes). If the server does not receive a heartbeat by the
session_expiration_seconds interval, it terminates your user session. Therefore, if an event such as a network
connectivity issue interrupts the heartbeat, you must sign in to the Console again regardless of whether the
inactivity timeout has expired.

The steps to access the Tanium Console depend on where you sign in:
l

Sign in through the Tanium Server on page 25

l

Sign in through a SAML IdP portal on page 27

After you first sign in after Tanium Server installation, the Tanium Console displays a pop-up window that shows the progress of
initial content pack imports, and then opens the Solutions page. Use this page to import Tanium modules and shared services that
you are licensed to use (see Part 4: Managing Tanium solutions on page 71). For subsequent sign-on sessions, the Tanium Console
displays its home page (https://<Tanium Server>/#/home) by default. However, if your browser URL field specified another
Console page (such as https://<Tanium Server>/#/actions/scheduled/) when the browser timed out or you signed
out, that page opens when you next sign in through the same browser.
If you cannot access the Console, see Troubleshoot Console access on page 441.

Sign in through the Tanium Server
The type of authentication that is configured for your user account determines the sign-in prompt that you see:
l

SAML authentication: If the Tanium Server functions as a Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) service provider (SP)
and your account on the server matches an account on the SAML Identity Provider (IdP), the Console provides single sign-on
(SSO) authentication. SSO enables a user to start new Console sessions repeatedly without re-authenticating, until the IdP
session times out. For details, see SP-initiated SSO on page 428.
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The IdP session timeout is configured on the IdP server. Consult your IdP administrator for more
information.

l

LDAP or local authentication: If the Tanium Server authenticates your account through local authentication or Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) authentication instead of SAML SSO, you sign in for each session with a user name and
password. For details on local authentication, see User authentication on page 377. For details on LDAP authentication, see
Integrating with LDAP servers on page 412.

Perform the following steps to sign in through the Tanium Server:
1.

Open a web browser and go to the Tanium Server URL.
The URL has the format: https://<FQDN or IP address>[:<port>]. If the Tanium Server uses the default port (443),
you do not need to specify the port.
If a pre-signin page is configured, the page provides warnings or information that you must read before proceeding. See
Configure a pre-signin page on page 91.
If you are using LDAP or local authentication and SAML SSO is not configured for any user, the sign-in page displays only the
Username and Password fields.

If the Tanium Server is configured to authenticate some users through SAML SSO, the sign-in page displays a Sign In with SSO
button and a Sign In with Password link below it.
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2.

(Pre-signin page only) Read the pre-signin information and click I Agree.

3.

(SSO authentication only) Sign in through SAML SSO:
a.

Click Sign In with SSO.

b.

If you never signed in to the IdP or your IdP session has timed out, sign in to the IdP with your username and password.
If you previously signed in to the IdP and your IdP session is active, you do not need to enter credentials.

4.

(LDAP or local authentication only) Enter your Username and Password. If the sign-in page does not display these fields, click
Sign In with Password and then enter your credentials.
When you first sign in after the Tanium Server is installed, you must enter the username and password of the
initial Tanium Console administrator account. The credentials for this account are set during server
installation. This account has the Administrator reserved role and can create additional users.

By default, the Tanium Server applies the permissions of your default persona when you sign in. If your account has
multiple personas and you want to switch to an alternative persona, see Select a persona for your Console session
on page 409.

Sign in through a SAML IdP portal
If the Tanium Server integrates with the IdP portal that your organization uses for accessing applications, the portal provides SSO
access to the Console. For details, see IdP-initiated SSO on page 427.
1.

Go to the IdP SSO portal.

2.

If you never signed in to the IdP or your IdP session has timed out, sign in to the IdP using your username and password. If you
previously signed in to the IdP and your IdP session is active, you do not need to enter credentials.
The IdP portal displays a tile for each application that you can access.

3.

Click the Tanium Console tile.
The IdP redirects you to the Tanium Server and the Tanium Console opens in your browser. If a pre-signin page is configured,
the page provides warnings or information that you must read before proceeding. See Configure a pre-signin page on page 91.
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4.

(Pre-signin page only) Read the pre-signin information and click I Agree.
By default, the Tanium Server applies the permissions of your default persona when you sign in. If your account has
multiple personas and you want to switch to an alternative persona, see Select a persona for your Console session
on page 409.

Sign out of the Console
To sign out of (terminate) your Tanium Console user session, go to the Main menu, go to the Main menu and select <user
name> > Sign Out. To access the Console again, you must then sign in to start a new session.
If the Tanium Server is configured to integrate with a SAML IdP, your IdP session can remain active even after you sign out of the
Tanium Console. As long as your IdP session remains active, you can access the Tanium Console again without re-authenticating.
If you are inactive on the Tanium Console for longer than the inactivity timeout (default is 10 minutes), your user session ends
automatically. To change the timeout interval, see Set Console user preferences on page 97. Closing the browser that you are using
to access the Console also terminates the session.
Sign out before closing the browser.

Console components and navigation
The following figure shows the common components and navigation widgets that the Tanium Console displays regardless of which
Tanium solution workbench is currently open:
Figure 1: Tanium Console components and navigation
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1

Main menu (header)
Navigate among Tanium modules, shared services, and the pages that you use to administer the Tanium Console and
Tanium Core Platform. You can customize the border color, logo, help link URL, and some text in the Main menu: see Part
5: Customizing the Console and Interact on page 91. Below the border, the Main menu displays the following elements
from left to right:
l

Logo
Return to the Tanium Home page on page 31 from any other page in the Console. You can customize the logo for your
enterprise.

l

Home
Return to the Tanium Home page from any other page in the Console.

l

Modules
Open the workbench (user interface) for a Tanium module. You can open modules that are imported and that you
have permissions to access.

l

Data
Provides access to Tanium™ Reporting pages for exploring data and for managing reports and dashboards. See
Tanium Reporting User Guide.

l

Administration
Navigate the Console administration pages or open the workbench for a Tanium shared service that you have
imported. The menu displays only the administration pages and shared services that you have role permissions to
access.
If approval is required for actions that other users created and you have the Approve Action
permission, a red number beside the menu indicates the number of actions that you can approve. See
Managing action approval on page 228.

l

Quick Access
Opens a typeahead search field where you enter a text string to find a quick link. Selecting a quick link opens the
associated page or dialog in the Tanium Console or a solution workbench. For example, after you enter comply, you
can select a quick link to one of the Tanium™ Comply pages.

The Quick Access tab appears only if all your licensed Tanium solutions support the feature.

l

<Custom text>
By default, the area above the Build (<Platform>) <version> | Console <version> information is blank, but you can

addInc.
textAlltoRights
help Reserved
users identify the environment they are using: see Configure Console header text on page 94.
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2

Module menu
The module menu is in the workbench of every Tanium solution (module or shared service) so that you can navigate the
workbench pages. Figure 1 shows the expanded menu for Tanium Interact. By default, the menu is collapsed (Figure 2)
until you click Options

. You can also select a solution page without expanding the menu by hovering over Options

and then selecting the page name.
Figure 2: Module menu: collapsed

In the Tanium Console Administration pages, you can pin the menu for each category of pages (Actions, Content,
Permissions, or Configuration) to the side of the interface: go to one of the pages in a category (such as the Content
> Sensors page), hover over Options

and, when it changes to the pin icon

, click it. Click

again to unpin the

sidebar menu.
Figure 3: Administration sidebar menu: pinned
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Display pane

3

Displays the main body of the current Tanium Console page. In Figure 1, the display pane shows the Interact Home page.

The Tanium Console supports navigation through the keyboard:
l

Use the Tab key to navigate through the options on each page.

l

Use Shift + Tab to return to a previous option.

l

Press the Enter key to activate a link or button.

l

Press the Spacebar to expand or collapse a dropdown menu or section, and to select checkboxes.

l

The Main menu contains a Skip to Main Content button that appears when you tab into the Main menu.
Press the Enter key to skip all options in the Main menu and to navigate to the first option in the display
pane.

Tanium Home page
The Tanium Home page (Figure 5) provides an overview of your environment and quick access to Tanium solutions. You can
perform the following tasks on the Home page:
l

Customize the Tanium Home page on page 33

l

View environment status on page 33

l

Explore data from endpoints on page 34

l

Add Quick Links on page 34

l

Access Tanium module workbenches on page 34

l

View dashboards on page 35

l

Add favorite Interact categories, dashboards, and saved questions on page 35

Figure 5: Tanium Home page
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Customize the Tanium Home page
To change the contents of the Tanium Home page, click
page 100. You can toggle between collapsing

Customize Page. For details, see Customize solution overview pages on

or expanding

a section.

View environment status
This section shows general metrics related to your enterprise inventory.
The charts display data only from endpoints in computer groups for which you have management rights. As a result,
different users might see different numbers in the same environment. Users with Unrestricted Management Rights
will see data from all endpoints in the environment. To change management rights, see Managing computer groups
on page 365.

Charts include:
l

Online Endpoints
The number of managed endpoints that have registered with the Tanium Server in the last 31 minutes. Endpoints are
devices such as desktops, laptops, servers, virtual machines, or containers. Managed endpoints have the Tanium Client
installed. Click the number to issue the saved question: Get Computer Name and IP Address and Operating
System from all machines.This question returns results from endpoints that are online at the moment you click the

number.
l

Total Endpoints
The total number of online and offline managed endpoints. The Tanium Server calculates the number based on multiple
identifiers that the Tanium Data Service collects from each endpoint. Using multiple identifiers improves the accuracy of the
count in environments where, for any particular endpoint, one identifier might change over time while other identifiers do
not. The number includes offline endpoints only if they have registered with the server within the retention period (default is
30 days). Click the Total Endpoints number to issue the saved question: Get Computer Name and IP Address and
Operating System from all machines. The server collects the question results from the Tanium Data Service cache for

all endpoints that have registered within the retention period. To change the retention period, see Configure removal of
expired sensor results on page 251.
The Tanium Server does not determine license compliance based on the Environment Status count. To
tally endpoints for compliance, the server identifies each endpoint only by its fully qualified domain name
(FQDN). You can see the FQDN-based count on the Administration > Configuration > Client Status page.
See View managed endpoints count for license compliance.

l

Operating Platform
The number of offline and online endpoints, grouped by operating system platform.

l

Unmanaged Network Interfaces
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The number of unmanaged network interfaces that Tanium™ Discover has found. Unmanaged interfaces are unique MAC
addresses that are not currently Tanium-managed. It is normal to see more interfaces than endpoints; an endpoint with
multiple network interface controllers (NICs) displays as multiple interfaces. Click the number to open the Interfaces page in
Discover (see Tanium Discover User Guide: View interface data). This chart appears only if Discover is installed and you have
a user role with the Discover Asset read permission.
After you install Discover, the Unmanaged Network Interfaces chart appears when Discover finds any
unmanaged network interfaces. The amount of time to find unmanaged network interfaces depends on the
complexity of your environment. For details on user roles and discovering network interfaces in Discover,
see Tanium Discover User Guide.

Explore data from endpoints
Use the Explore Data field to issue questions or click the Build Question button to open the Question Builder. For details on these
Interact features, see Part 6: Asking questions on page 152.

Add Quick Links
When you install Tanium solutions, the Quick Links section on the Tanium Home page populates with common links to those
solutions. You can customize the links that appear to include links that you access frequently. Go to the Quick Links section, click
Edit

, select the pages, and click Save.

By default, the Quick Links section is hidden. To show the section, click Customize Page, select Quick Links, and click Save.
Figure 6: Quick Links

You can also select quick links in the Quick Access typeahead search field.

Access Tanium module workbenches
In the Modules section, click a tile to open a module workbench. The page displays tiles only for the modules that are imported and
that you have permissions to access.

Click the logo

or Home

in the Main menu to return to the Tanium Home page from any solution

page.
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View dashboards
The Dashboard and Dashboard List sections highlight dashboards provided by Tanium™ Reporting. The Dashboard section shows
one complete dashboard, and the Dashboard List section shows small (micro) charts for up to five dashboards that you select. The
dashboards are interactive; click a data point on any chart to view the report that contains the underlying data.
By default, the Dashboard section is hidden. To make the section visible, click Customize Page and select the
sections that you want to appear on the Tanium Home page. For more information, see Customize solution
overview pages on page 100.

Use the controls above the dashboards to filter the data by computer group, favorites, or to show only charts with alerts. For the
Dashboard List section, you can also filter by dashboard and chart name.
By default, the Dashboard and Dashboard List sections contain dashboards provided by Tanium. For more information on
dashboards and reports, including how to customize the Dashboard and Dashboard List sections with your own dashboards, see
Tanium Reporting User Guide.
The Dashboard and Dashboard List sections only appear if Reporting 1.8.40 or later and Interact 2.12.113 or later
are installed.

Add favorite Interact categories, dashboards, and saved questions
Tanium groups saved questions by dashboard and groups dashboards by category. If you frequently issue certain questions or
dashboards, you can flag them as favorites on the Tanium Home page.
By default, the Home page does not display the Favorite Interact Dashboards and Favorite Interact Saved Questions sections. To
display them, click

Customize Page, select the check boxes for those sections, and click Save.

If the dashboards that you frequently use belong to the same category, you can also flag that category as a favorite to appear on the
Home page. Expand

a category to see its dashboards and questions. You can also Expand

a dashboard to see its questions.

Figure 7: Favorite Interact Categories
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To change the favorite

or non-favorite

status of a category, dashboard, or saved question, see Filter

by favorites.
For details on categories, dashboards, and saved questions, see Managing saved questions on page 261.

Set up the Console and Interact
The Tanium Console and Interact are licensed as part of the Tanium Core Platform. After you install the Tanium Core Platform
servers, perform the following tasks to set up the Tanium Console, Interact, and Tanium Core Platform:
1.

Review the system, network, security, and user role requirements for the Tanium Console and Interact. For details, see Part 3:
Tanium Console and Interact requirements on page 38.

2.

Import the Tanium modules (including Interact), shared services, and content packs that you will use: see Part 4: Managing
Tanium solutions on page 71.

3.

(Optional) Customize the Tanium Console and Interact. For example, you can customize the border color and logo in the Main
menu, set your user preferences, and reorganize the Interact Overview page. For details, see Part 5: Customizing the Console
and Interact on page 91.

4.

(Optional) Configure Tanium Core Platform settings such as Tanium Client subnets, proxy server settings, allowed URLs, and
bandwidth throttles. For details, see Tanium Core Platform configuration on page 102.

5.

(Optional) Create custom content (such as packages and saved questions) to complement the Tanium-defined content that
you import through Tanium modules, shared services, and content packs. For details, see Content overview on page 233.

6.

(Optional) Configure sensors for automatic collection of results so that you can see stored results from endpoints that are
offline when you issue questions: see Manage sensor results collection on page 247.

7.

Set up role-based access control (RBAC) to determine what users can see and do with the Tanium Core Platform. This involves
configuring users, user groups, user roles, personas, computer groups, and content set permissions. For details, see RBAC
overview on page 313.

Use Interact
The following are regular tasks that you perform after the initial setup of the Tanium Console and Interact:
1.

Issue dynamic questions to retrieve information about the endpoints in your network: see Part 6: Asking questions on page
152.

2.

Analyze and manage question results. For example, you can drill down into the question results with additional questions,
filter the Question Results grid, and export its content. For details, see Part 7: Managing question results on page 168.

3.

Manage actions. For example, you can deploy ad-hoc actions or schedule recurring actions based on question results, and
configure an action approval workflow. For details, see Actions overview on page 185.
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4.

Manage saved questions. For example, you can create saved questions, assign them to dashboards, assign the dashboards to
categories, and assign saved questions to content sets based on RBAC requirements. For details, see Managing saved
questions on page 261.
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Part 3: Tanium Console and Interact
requirements
Web browsers
Use one of the following supported browsers to access the Tanium Console:
l

Google Chrome (recent)

l

Microsoft Edge (recent)

l

Mozilla Firefox (recent)

l

Safari (recent)

The Tanium Console is designed for a display resolution of at least 1280 pixels wide and at least 720 pixels high. The Tanium Console
might not appear as designed in browser windows smaller than these dimensions.

Core platform dependencies
The Tanium Console and Interact depend on other Tanium Core Platform components:
l

Tanium license: The license entitlement for the Tanium Core Platform includes the Tanium Console, Tanium™ API Gateway,
and Interact. For details, see Managing the Tanium license on page 125.

l

Tanium Core Platform servers: The Tanium Console and Interact require the following minimum versions of Tanium Core
Platform servers, which include the Tanium Server, Tanium Module Server, and Tanium Zone Server:
Solution Version

Minimum Tanium Core Platform Servers Version

Console 3.2

7.5.4

Console 3.1

7.5.3

Console 3.0

7.5.2

Console 2.1

7.4.6

Console 2.0

7.4.4

Interact 2.8.105

7.5

Interact 2.3

7.3.314.4250

You can update Tanium Console and Interact versions independently from the Tanium Core Platform. For details,
see Part 4: Managing Tanium solutions on page 71.
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Interact dependencies
If you select Tanium Recommended Installation when you import Interact, the Tanium Server automatically imports all your
licensed solutions at the same time. See Tanium Console User Guide: Import all modules and services.

Import specific solutions
If you select only Interact to import and are using Tanium Core Platform 7.5.2.3531 or later with Tanium Console 3.0.72 or later, the
Tanium Server automatically imports the latest available versions of any required dependencies that are missing. If some required
dependencies are already imported but their versions are earlier than the minimum required for Interact, the server automatically
updates those dependencies to the latest available versions.
If you select only Interact to import and you are using Tanium Core Platform 7.5.2.3503 or earlier with Tanium Console 3.0.64 or
earlier, you must manually import or update required dependencies. See Tanium Console User Guide: Import, re-import, or update
specific solutions.

Required dependencies
Interact has the following required dependencies at the specified minimum versions:
l

Tanium™ Core Content 1.3.100

l

Tanium™ Default Computer Groups 1.0.6 or later

l

Tanium™ Default Content 8.1.95

Solution dependencies
All versions of Tanium modules and shared services support Tanium Console 3.0 or later and Tanium Core Platform 7.5.2 or later
except the following solutions, which require a minimum version. Before updating to Console 3.0 or later, update all solutions to the
required versions (see Import or update specific solutions on page 76) and uninstall any solutions that you do not plan to upgrade
(see Part 4: Managing Tanium solutions on page 71).
l

Asset 1.17.155

l

Client Management 1.7.191

l

Comply 2.10.900

l

Connect 5.2.6

l

End-User Notifications 1.8.38.0000

l

Enforce 1.8.197

l

Deploy 2.8.174

l

Discover 4.4.126

l

Health Check 1.12.18
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l

Integrity Monitor 2.9.542

l

Map 3.5.32

l

Patch 3.1.66

l

Performance 1.10.57

l

Reputation 6.1.32

l

Reveal 1.4.0.0029

l

Threat Response 3.4.357

l

Trends 3.7.303
Tanium Console 3.0 or later does not support Tanium Protect or Tanium Network Quarantine. Remove these
solutions before updating to Console 3.0 or later.

Core Platform resources
The Tanium Console and Interact workbenches are installed on the Tanium Server. The Tanium Data Service installs and runs as a
service on the Tanium Module Server. The resource specifications for the Tanium Server include the host computer resource and
network requirements for the Tanium Console and Interact. See the guide for your deployment for details.
l

Tanium Core Platform Deployment Guide for Windows: Requirements

l

Tanium Appliance Deployment Guide: Requirements

Endpoints
Supported operating systems
The Tanium Console and Interact support the same operating systems (OSs) for endpoints that the Tanium Client supports:
l

Windows

l

MacOS

l

Linux

l

AIX

l

Solaris

For details about support for specific OS versions, see Tanium Client Management User Guide: Client version and host system
requirements.
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Disk space requirements
On managed endpoints, the Tanium Console and Interact require at least 100 MB of disk space and another 100 MB of cache space
for data files. The cache space includes the Tanium Client chunk cache and objects such as sensors and logs.

Processor requirements
On managed endpoints, the Tanium Console and Interact require at least 10 MB of RAM and account for less than 0.5% of idle CPU
usage.

Host and network security
Host and network security requirements for the Tanium Core Platform apply to the Tanium Console and Interact. For details, see:
l

Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide: Host system security exceptions

l

Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide: Tanium network ports

l

Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide: Internet URLs required

User role requirements
Before using the Tanium Console or Interact to perform tasks, verify that your user account has the necessary roles and permissions,
as listed in the following sections.
Tanium provides several predefined roles that provide Interact module permissions on page 47 and Reserved roles on page 342 that
you use for Tanium Console activities.
To configure custom roles and review the descriptions of individual permissions, see Configure a custom role on page 347.
To assign roles, see:
l

Manage user assignments for a role on page 347

l

Manage user group assignments for a role on page 348

l

Manage role assignments for a persona on page 404.

Tanium Core Platform configuration permissions
The following table summarizes the roles and administration permissions that are required to import or upgrade Tanium solutions,
customize the Tanium Console, and configure Tanium Core Platform settings. For administration permissions that are related to
troubleshooting, see Troubleshooting permissions on page 69.
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Table 1: User roles and permissions for configuring your Tanium deployment
Tasks

Tanium Console Administration pages

Roles and
permissions

Export, import,

Solutions

Export Content: This

update, or

permission is required

uninstall Tanium

to export the following

solutions and

content types in

content

JSON format:

Automatic

l

Allowed URLs

l

Computer

deployment of
solution-specific

management

tools

groups
l

Filter groups

l

Packages

l

Saved questions

l

Scheduled actions

l

Sensors

Only the Administrator
reserved role can
export categories and
dashboards.
Import Signed
Content: This
permission is required
to import digitally
signed content files.
Global Settings: Write
permission is required
to enable or disable the
restricted_targeting_
recommended_
configs platform
setting, which controls
the default action
group to which certain
Tanium solutions
deploy tools. See
Dependencies, default
settings, and tools
deployment on page
73.
The Administrator
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reserved role can
export, import, update,
or uninstall all Tanium

Table 1: User roles and permissions for configuring your Tanium deployment (continued)
Tasks

Tanium Console Administration pages

Roles and
permissions

Customize the

Configuration > Appearance

Tanium Console

Administrator
reserved role only

Main menu (color,
logo, custom text,
and help URL) and
the confirmation
prompt for
configuration
changes
Manage allowed

Permissions > Allowed URLs

Allowed URLs:

URLs
l

Write permission is
required to create,
modify, or delete
the allowed URLs
configurations.

l

Read permission is
required to export
the allowed URLs
list in CSV format.

Export Content: This
permission is required
to export allowed URLs
configurations in JSON
format.
Import Signed
Content: This
permission is required
to import allowed URL
configurations.
The Administrator
reserved role has these
permissions and can
import allowed URLs
configurations.
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Table 1: User roles and permissions for configuring your Tanium deployment (continued)
Tasks

Tanium Console Administration pages

Roles and
permissions

Manage proxy

Configuration > Proxy Settings

server settings
Download

Administrator
reserved role only

Configuration > Infrastructure

Public Key: Read

infrastructure

permission is required

configuration files

for Tanium REST API

(TLS keys)

users to download the
Tanium public key
(tanium.pub) or
initialization file
(tanium-init.dat).
Only the Administrator
reserved role can
access the
Infrastructure page to
download those files
through the Tanium
Console.
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Table 1: User roles and permissions for configuring your Tanium deployment (continued)
Tasks

Tanium Console Administration pages

Roles and
permissions

Configure Tanium

Configuration > Subnets

Isolated Subnets:

Client subnets
l

Write permission is
required to create,
modify, or delete
the isolated
subnets
configuration.

l

Read permission is
required to view
the isolated
subnets
configuration.

Separated Subnets:
l

Write permission is
required to create,
modify, or delete
the separated
subnets
configuration.

l

Read permission is
required to view
the separated
subnets
configuration.

Intentional Subnets:
l

Write permission is
required to create,
modify, or delete
the intentional
subnets
configuration.

l

Read permission is
required to view
the intentional
subnets
configuration.

The Administrator
reserved role has all
these permissions.
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Table 1: User roles and permissions for configuring your Tanium deployment (continued)
Tasks

Tanium Console Administration pages

Roles and
permissions

Manage

Configuration > Bandwidth Throttles

bandwidth

Global Bandwidth
Throttles:

throttling
l

Write permission is
required to create,
modify, or delete
global bandwidth
throttles.

l

Read permission is
required to view
the global
bandwidth
throttles
configuration.

Subnet Bandwidth
Throttles:
l

Write permission is
required to create,
modify, or delete
site (subnetspecific) bandwidth
throttles.

l

Read permission is
required to view
the site (subnetspecific) bandwidth
throttles
configurations.

The Administrator
reserved role has all
these permissions.
Manage Tanium

Configuration > Tanium License

licenses
Manage Tanium
keys

Administrator
reserved role only

Configuration > Key & Trust Management > Current Server
Configuration > Key & Trust Management > Activity Log
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Table 1: User roles and permissions for configuring your Tanium deployment (continued)
Tasks

Tanium Console Administration pages

Roles and
permissions

Manage trust
approval and

Configuration > Key & Trust Management > Trusted Servers
Configuration > Key & Trust Management > Activity Log

Administrator
reserved role only

revocation among
Tanium Core

Configuration > Zone Servers

Platform servers
Configure server

Configuration > Logging

logging levels
Configure

Administrator
reserved role only

Configuration > Settings

Global Settings:

platform settings
l

Read permission is
required to view
global settings for
the Tanium Core
Platform servers
and Tanium
Clients.

l

Write permission is
required to create,
modify, or delete
global settings.

The Administrator
reserved role has this
permission.

Tanium Interact permissions
Tanium has roles and permissions for both the Interact module and the associated Tanium Data Service.

Interact module permissions
Interact has the following predefined module roles and associated module permissions.
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Table 2: Interact user role permissions
Permission

Interact

Interact

Interact

Interact

Power

Basic

Read-

Show

User

User

Only User

Ask Dynamic Questions1
Issue questions through the Interact Explore Data field and Question Builder.

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

SHOW

SHOW

SHOW

READ

READ

READ

WRITE

WRITE

Interact
View the Interact workbench.

SHOW

Interact Execute2
ACTION

Deploy actions in Interact.

Interact Module3,4
View, create, edit, or delete Interact content.

1 This permission applies to the following content sets: Reserved.
2 The Interact

Execute permission provides these platform content permissions: Filter Group read, Sensor read, Saved Question read,

Dashboard read, Dashboard Group read, Package read, Action read, Saved Question write, Dashboard write, Dashboard Group write, and
Action write.
3 The Interact

Module read permission provides these platform content permissions: Filter Group read, Sensor read, Saved Question read,

Dashboard read, and Dashboard Group read.
4 The Interact

Module write permission provides these platform content permissions: Filter Group read, Sensor read, Saved Question read,

Dashboard read, Dashboard Group read, Saved Question write, Dashboard write, Dashboard Group write.

The following table lists the provided platform content permissions and associated content sets (see the table footnotes) for the
Interact permissions in Table 2.
Table 3: Provided Interact platform content permissions
Permission

Action

Permission Type

Interact Power

Interact Basic

Interact Read-Only

Interact

User

User

User

Show

Platform Content
READ
WRITE

Dashboard

Platform Content
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Table 3: Provided Interact platform content permissions (continued)
Permission

Dashboard Group

Filter Group

Own Action

Permission Type

Interact Power

Interact Basic

Interact Read-Only

Interact

User

User

User

Show

Platform Content
READ

READ

WRITE

WRITE

READ

READ

READ

READ

READ

READ

READ

READ

EXECUTE

EXECUTE

EXECUTE

EXECUTE

READ

Platform Content

Platform Content
READ

Package

Platform Content
READ

Plugin

Saved Question

Sensor

Platform Content

Platform Content
READ

READ

WRITE

WRITE

READ

READ

Platform Content
READ

You can view which content sets are granted to any role in the Tanium Console.

The following table summarizes the permissions required to perform specific tasks in Interact. Interact includes the Interact
Overview page and Question Builder page. The Administrator reserved role has all the listed permissions. The table also indicates
whether other reserved roles have permissions for the features.
Table 4: Required permissions to perform Interact tasks
Tasks

Roles and permissions

Install or uninstall Interact

Administrator reserved role only

All tasks in Interact

Interact show (module) permission is required for all Interact features, so be sure to assign a role with that
permission to all Interact users.

View Interact content

Interact Module read (module) permission is required to view content in the Interact content set.

Manage Interact content

Interact Module write (module) permission is required to add, edit, or delete content in the Interact content
set.
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Table 4: Required permissions to perform Interact tasks (continued)
Tasks

Roles and permissions

Deploy actions in Interact

Interact Execute (module) permission enables users to deploy actions in Interact. It implies the platform
content permissions Package read, Action read, and Action write.

Issue questions through the

Ask Dynamic Questions (module) permission is required to issue questions through the Explore Data field

Explore Data field and

and Question Builder. You can assign the permission to any custom role.

Question Builder

Sensor read content set permissions determine which sensors are available for you to select for questions.
Filter Group read content set permissions determine which computer filter groups are available for you to
view and select for questions and question results.
The Tanium™ Asset module stores endpoint information that is visible in the Question Results grid to users
who have the Asset Report read permission.
The Administrator and Content Administrator reserved roles have all these permissions.

Save a question

Saved Question write permission is required to assign a saved question to content sets for which you have
permission. Saved Question write is also required to create, edit, or delete saved questions. The Sensor read
content set permissions determine the available sensors. Filter Group read content set permissions determine
the available filter groups.
In addition to the Saved Question write permission, users require the Action write and Package write
permissions to add associated packages to a new saved question configuration. In addition to these three
permissions, users require owner permissions for the question if they want to modify or delete the associated
packages.
The Administrator and Content Administrator reserved roles have all these permissions.

Use Interact Saved Questions

Saved Question read content set permissions determine the saved questions that you can see in the Tanium
Console, such as on the Interact Overview page, Question Builder page, and Question Results grid drilldown.
Sensor read permission is required for the sensors specified in a saved question that you want to issue. Filter
Group read content set permission is required for the filter groups specified in the saved question.
Ask Dynamic Questions permission is required to use the drill down feature in the saved question results grid.

Use Interact Categories

Dashboard Group read content set permissions determine the categories that you can see in the Tanium
Console, such as on the Interact Overview page.
Dashboard Group write permission is required to create, modify, or delete category configurations. Read
Dashboard content set permissions determine which dashboards are available in categories.
The Administrator and Content Administrator reserved roles can export and import categories.
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Table 4: Required permissions to perform Interact tasks (continued)
Tasks

Roles and permissions

Use Interact Dashboards

Dashboard read content set permissions determine the dashboards that you can see in the Tanium Console,
such as on the Interact Overview page.
Dashboard write permission is required to create, modify, or delete dashboard configurations. Saved
Question read content set permissions determine which saved questions are available in dashboards.
The Administrator or Content Administrator reserved role can export and import dashboards.

Deploy an action

Action write permission is required to see the Deploy Action button on the Question Results grid.
Package read content set permissions determine which packages are available for you to select for actions.
Sensor read and Saved Question read permissions on the Reserved content set are required to complete the
deploy action workflow. During the workflow, these permissions allow special saved questions that the Tanium
Server uses to track and report action status.
The Administrator reserved role and Interact Power User role have all these permissions.

Use the Interact Overview page

To see the following sections of the Interact Overview page, users require the specified permissions:
l

Overview: Dashboard Group read, Dashboard read, and Saved Question read permissions control the
summary counts.

l

Favorite Categories: Dashboard Group read permission

l

Favorite Dashboards: Dashboard read permission

l

Favorite Saved Questions: Saved Question read permission

The Administrator reserved role has all these permissions.

Tanium Data Service permissions
The Tanium Data Service has the following predefined module roles and associated module permissions.
Table 5: Tanium Data Service user role permissions
Permission

Data Collection

Data

Data

Administrator

Collection

Collection

Operator

Service
Account

Ask Dynamic Questions
A global permission that applies to all content sets. It enables issuing questions
through the Interact Explore Data field and Question Builder.
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Table 5: Tanium Data Service user role permissions (continued)
Permission

Data Collection

Data

Data

Administrator

Collection

Collection

Operator

Service
Account

Data Collection
OPERATOR: Access to configure data collection settings

START

OPERATOR
START

START: Manually start an unscheduled query to collect sensor results

Data Collection Administrator
Unrestricted access to configure data collection

ADMINISTER

Data Collection API Identify Endpoint
Resolve and allocate endpoint identification (EID) sensors (internal purposes only).

READ

Applies to the Tanium Data Service content set.

WRITE

Data Collection Bundle Config
View and edit configuration data for the next support bundle (internal purposes only)

READ
WRITE

Data Collection EID Namespace
Read and write endpoint ID namespaces (internal purposes only)

Data Collection Identify Endpoint
READ: Resolve endpoint identification (EID) sensors (internal purposes only)

READ

READ

WRITE

WRITE

WRITE: Allocate endpoint identification sensors (internal purposes only)

Data Collection Job
Read and cancel pipeline jobs (internal purposes only)

Data Collection Metrics
View the Data Service Sensor Metrics and Data Service Database Metrics charts in

READ

READ

the Interact Info page
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Table 5: Tanium Data Service user role permissions (continued)
Permission

Data Collection

Data

Data

Administrator

Collection

Collection

Operator

Service
Account

Data Collection Operator Settings
View and edit Tanium Data Service settings (internal purposes only)

READ

READ

WRITE

WRITE

Data Collection Pipeline
Read pipeline data (internal purposes only)

Data Collection Pipeline Write
Write pipeline data (internal purposes only)

Data Collection Purge
Purge data for specific sensors

SENSOR

Data Collection Registration
READ: View the Interact Settings > Registration & Collection page to see which
sensors are registered for results collection

READ

READ

WRITE

WRITE

READ

WRITE: Register or unregister sensors for results collection, pause (disable) or
resume (enable) collection, and purge results

Data Collection Sensor
Write virtual sensor data (internal purposes only)

Data Collection Service Account
READ: View the Interact Settings > Service Account page, which contains
information about the service account that the Tanium Data Service uses to collect
sensor results

READ
WRITE

READ
WRITE
EXECUTE

WRITE: Change the service account that the Tanium Data Service uses to collect
sensor results
EXECUTE: Collect sensor results
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Table 5: Tanium Data Service user role permissions (continued)
Permission

Data Collection

Data

Data

Administrator

Collection

Collection

Operator

Service
Account

Data Collection Settings
READ

View and edit Tanium Data Service settings (internal purposes only)

WRITE
Data Collection Status
READ

View the Data Service Status chart in the Interact Info page

READ

Data Collection Virtual Sensor Definition
View and edit virtual sensors (internal purposes only)

Result Expansion
READ

Read and write expansions (internal purposes only)

WRITE

The Tanium Data Service roles also have the following administration and platform content permissions:
Table 6: Provided Tanium Data Service administration and platform content permissions
Permission

Action Group

Permission Type

Data Collection

Data Collection

Data Collection Service

Administrator

Operator

Account

Administration
READ

Client Status

Administration
READ

Computer Group

Administration
READ

Persona

Administration
READ

User

Administration
READ

Action

READ

Platform Content
READ
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Table 6: Provided Tanium Data Service administration and platform content permissions (continued)
Permission

Own Action

Permission Type

Data Collection

Data Collection

Data Collection Service

Administrator

Operator

Account

Platform Content
READ

Plugin

Saved Question

Platform Content
READ

READ

READ

EXECUTE

EXECUTE

EXECUTE

Platform Content
READ
WRITE

Sensor

Platform Content
READ

READ

READ

You can view which content sets are granted to any role in the Tanium Console.

Action management permissions
The following table summarizes the roles and permissions that are required to manage actions. When you configure roles, apply the
permissions to the content sets that include the packages associated with the actions. The listed permissions are platform content
permissions except where otherwise noted.
Table 7: User role requirements for managing actions
Tasks

Tanium Console

Roles and permissions

Administration pages
Deploy actions, including action locks

Question Results
Saved Question Results

The following permissions are required to deploy actions from the
Questions Results and Saved Question Results pages:
l

Action write

l

Interact Module read

l

Package read permission on content sets determine which
packages are available for selection in actions.

l

Sensor and Saved Question read permissions are required on the
Reserved content set. The Tanium Server uses special saved
questions to track and report action status within the deploy action
workflow. Therefore, these permissions are required to complete
the action deployment workflow.

The Administrator reserved role, Content Administrator reserved
role, and Interact Power User role have all these permissions.
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Table 7: User role requirements for managing actions (continued)
Tasks

Tanium Console

Roles and permissions

Administration pages
Manage scheduled actions

Actions > Scheduled

Action read permission is required to perform the following tasks on

Actions

the Scheduled Actions page:
l

View actions. The visibility of specific actions (grid rows) depends
on Action read permission on the content sets for the associated
packages.

l

Export actions in CSV format. Export Content (administration)
permission is required to export scheduled actions in JSON format.

l

Copy action information to the clipboard.

Own Action read permission enables the same tasks as Action read but
only for actions that the user owns.
Action read and write permissions are required to perform the
following tasks on the Scheduled Actions page:
l

View the status of, and re-download, packages that are associated
with actions.

l

Disable or enable actions.

l

Change the action groups that actions target.

l

Create copies of action configurations.

l

Delete actions.

Sensor read permissions on the Reserved content set, in addition to
Action read and write permissions, are required to reissue or edit
actions on the Scheduled Actions page. The Reserved content set
includes content that is used to ask preview questions.
Action for Saved Question: Write permission enables users to see and
use the Deploy Action button on the Question Results page, but only
for saved questions that are configured with an associated package.
Package read permission is not required for the associated package. If
the saved question is not configured with an associated package, the
Deploy Action button does not appear.

Use Action for Saved Question write permission
instead of Action write permission to limit use by
action users who use Tanium to execute standard
operating procedures that someone else created.

Import Signed Content: This permission is required to import
scheduled actions.
The Administrator reserved role has all these permissions and can
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in JSON format or to import them in any format.

Table 7: User role requirements for managing actions (continued)
Tasks

Tanium Console

Roles and permissions

Administration pages
Manage action groups

Actions > Action Groups

Action Group (administration permission):
l

Read permission is required to view and export action group
configurations.
Action Group read permission overrides the
action group Visibility setting. A user who has
Action Group read and action deployment
permissions can select any action group when
deploying an action. A user who has Action
Group read and Approve Action permissions can
approve actions that target any action group.
However, the computer groups that are assigned
to a user still control which endpoints run an
action that the user deploys to the selected
action group.

l

Write permission is required to create, edit, and delete action
groups.

The Administrator reserved role has these permissions.
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Table 7: User role requirements for managing actions (continued)
Tasks

Tanium Console

Roles and permissions

Administration pages
Manage action history

Actions > Action History

Action read permission is required to perform the following tasks on
the Action History page:
l

View action configurations. The visibility of specific actions (grid
rows) depends on Action read permission on the content sets for
the associated packages.

l

Export actions in CSV format. Export Content (administration)
permission is required to export actions in JSON format.

l

Copy action information to the clipboard.

l

View action status, when combined with other content permissions:
see View action status on page 59.

Own Action read permission enables the same tasks as Action read but
only for actions that the user owns.
Action read and write permissions are required to stop actions on the
Action History page.
Sensor read permissions on the Reserved content set, in addition to
Action read and write permissions, are required to reissue actions on
the Action History page. The Reserved content set includes content
that is used to ask preview questions.
The Administrator and Content Administrator reserved roles have
these permissions.
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Table 7: User role requirements for managing actions (continued)
Tasks

Tanium Console

Roles and permissions

Administration pages
View action status

Action Status

The following permissions are required to view and use the Action
Status page (see View action status on page 214).
l

Package: Read permission on the content sets for packages that
are associated with actions is required to view files in the Action
Status page.

l

Sensor and Saved Question: Read permissions on the Reserved
content set are required to use the Show Client Status Details
button in the Action Status page.

l

Sensor: Read permission on the Client Management content set is
required to use the Get action log for selected machines button
in the Action Status page.

l

Action: Read permission is required to open the Action Status
page from the Action History page. Own Action read permission
enables the same ability but only for actions that the user owns.

The Administrator and Content Administrator reserved roles have all
these permissions.
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Table 7: User role requirements for managing actions (continued)
Tasks

Tanium Console

Roles and permissions

Administration pages
Manage action approval

Actions > All Pending

Action read permission is required to perform the following tasks on

Approvals

the All Pending Approvals page:

Actions > Actions I Can

l

Approve

View actions that require approval. The visibility of specific actions
(grid rows) depends on Action read permission on the content set
for the associated packages.

l

Export the actions in CSV format. Export Content (administration)
permission is required to export actions in JSON format.

l

Copy the actions to the clipboard.

Own Action read permission enables the same tasks as Action read but
only for actions that the user owns.
Approve Action permission is required to perform the following tasks
on the Actions I Can Approve page.
l

View actions that require approval. Users cannot view their own
actions on this page.

l

Approve actions that other users own, when combined with Sensor
read permission. Users cannot approve their own actions.

l

Export the actions in CSV format. Export Content (administration)
permission is required to export actions in JSON format.

l

Copy the actions to the clipboard.

Bypass Action Approval: This permission enables users to bypass
approval for their own actions. The permission does not apply
retroactively.
The Administrator and Content Administrator reserved roles have all
the preceding permissions except Bypass Action Approval.
Global Settings: Write permission is required to enable or disable
action approval. The Administrator reserved role has this permission.

Content management permissions
The following table summarizes the roles and permissions that are required to manage content such as sensors, packages, saved
questions, and filter groups. The listed permissions are platform content permissions, except where otherwise noted. You apply the
permissions to one or more content sets to manage the content that is assigned to those sets.
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Table 8: User role requirements for managing content
Tasks

Tanium Console

Roles and permissions

Administration pages
Manage sensors

Content > Sensors
Content > Quarantined

Sensor:
l

Sensors

Read permission on content sets is required to view the sensors
that are assigned to those content sets, or to export those sensors
in CSV format.

l

Write permission is required to create, edit, or delete sensors.

Export Content (administration permission): This permission is
required to export sensors in JSON format.
Import Signed Content: This permission is required to import sensors.
The Administrator and Content Administrator reserved roles have
Sensor read and write permissions. The Administrator reserved role
can import or export sensors in JSON format.
Global Settings (administration permission): Write permission is
required to enable or disable sensor quarantine enforcement. The
Administrator reserved role has this permission.
Sensor read permission or Ask Dynamic Questions permission is
required to view quarantined sensors. Computer management group
assignments determine on which endpoints users can manually
quarantine or unquarantine sensors.
Manage packages

Content > Packages

Package:
l

Read permission on content sets is required to view the packages
that are assigned to those content sets, or to export those packages
in CSV format.

l

Write permission is required to create, edit, or delete packages.

Export Content (administration permission): This permission is
required to export packages in JSON format.
Import Signed Content: This permission is required to import
packages.
Action write and Sensor read permissions are required to deploy
actions from the Packages page.
The Administrator reserved role has all these permissions and can
import packages. The Content Administrator reserved role has
Package read and write permissions.
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Table 8: User role requirements for managing content (continued)
Tasks

Tanium Console

Roles and permissions

Administration pages
Manage saved questions

Content > Saved

Saved Question:

Questions
l

Read permission on content sets is required to view the saved
questions that are assigned to those content sets, or to export
those saved questions in CSV format.

l

Write permission is required to create, edit, or delete saved
questions.

Export Content (administration permission): This permission is
required to export saved questions in JSON format.
Import Signed Content: This permission is required to import saved
questions.
Saved Question, Action and Package: Write permissions are required
to add associated packages to a new saved question. In addition to
these three permissions, a user also requires owner permissions for the
question to later edit or delete the associated packages: see the
Visibility setting in Saved question settings.
Sensor: Read permissions on content sets determine which sensors
users can select for questions.
The Administrator reserved role has all these permissions and can
import saved questions. The Content Administrator reserved role has
all these permissions except the ability to export saved questions in
JSON format or to import them in any format.
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Table 8: User role requirements for managing content (continued)
Tasks

Tanium Console

Roles and permissions

Administration pages
Manage filter groups

Permissions > Filter

Filter Group:

Groups
l

Read permission is required to view the Filter Groups page. Read
permission on the content sets to which the filter groups are
assigned is required to:
o

View the configuration (group membership) of specific filter
groups. Ask Dynamic Questions permission is also required for
this activity.

o

l

Export filter groups in CSV format.

Write permission is required to:
o

Create, clone, and edit filter groups. These abilities also require
Ask Dynamic Questions permission.

o

Delete filter groups.

Export Content (administration permission): This permission is
required to export filter groups in JSON format.
Import Signed Content: This permission is required to import filter
groups.
The Administrator reserved role has all these permissions and can
import filter groups.

All roles that have the Ask Dynamic Questions
permission in Tanium Core Platform 7.3 will have the
Filter Group read permission on the Default Filter
Groups content set after you upgrade to version 7.4
or later.
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Table 8: User role requirements for managing content (continued)
Tasks

Tanium Console

Roles and permissions

Administration pages
Export content files

Various Content and

Export Content (administration permission): This permission is

Permissions pages

required to export the following content types:

Solutions page

l

Allowed URLs

l

Computer management groups

l

Filter groups

l

Packages

l

Saved questions

l

Scheduled actions

l

Sensors

The Administrator reserved role has this permission.
Import content files

Question history

All Content and

Import Signed Content (administration permission): This permission is

Permissions pages

required to import digitally signed content files.

Solutions page

The Administrator reserved role can import all content types.

Content > Question

Question History (administration permission): Read permission is

History

required to view and export information in the Question History page.
To issue a question from the Question History page, users also require
the following permissions:
l

l

Interact module permissions:
o

Interact show

o

Interact Module read

Platform Content Permissions:
o

Saved Question read permission on the content sets that
contain the questions that the user is allowed to issue.

o

Sensor read permission on the content sets that contain the
sensors that are used in the questions that the user is allowed
to issue.

The Administrator reserved role has these permissions.
Manage question and sensor runtime

Content > Sensor

indicator thresholds

Thresholds
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Table 8: User role requirements for managing content (continued)
Tasks

Tanium Console

Roles and permissions

Administration pages
Manage content sets

Permissions > Content

Administrator or Content Set Administrator reserved role only

Sets

RBAC management permissions
The following table summarizes the roles and permissions that are required to manage role-based access control (RBAC)
configurations. The listed permissions are administration permissions except where otherwise noted.
Table 9: Tanium Console user roles and permissions
Tasks

Tanium Console

Roles and permissions

Administration pages
Manage content sets

Permissions > Content

Administrator or Content Set Administrator reserved role only

Sets
Manage roles

Permissions > Roles

Administrator or Content Set Administrator reserved role only. Note
that a Content Set Administrator cannot manage the assignment of
reserved roles to users and user groups.
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Table 9: Tanium Console user roles and permissions (continued)
Tasks

Tanium Console

Roles and permissions

Administration pages
Manage computer management groups

Permissions > Computer

Computer Group: Write permission is required to create, edit, or delete

Groups

computer management groups.
To create a computer management group in which membership is
based on a sensor filter, the following permissions are required in
addition Computer Group write permission:
l

Sensor (platform content permission): Read permission on the
Reserved content set, which includes content that is used to ask
preview questions

l

Interact Module (module permission): Write permission

Computer groups with manually defined membership do not require
the Sensor read or Interact Module write permissions.
The following permissions are required to edit the assignments of
computer management groups:
l

User: Write permission is required to edit the computer
management group assignments of users.

l

User Group: Write permission is required to edit the computer
management group assignments of user groups.

l

Persona: Write permission is required to edit the computer
management group assignments of personas.

Computer Group: Read permission is required to export computer
management groups in CSV format.
Export Content: This permission is required to export computer groups
in JSON format.
Import Signed Content: This permission is required to import
computer groups.
The following permissions are required to view the assignments of
computer management groups:
l

User: Read permission is required to view the computer
management group assignments of users.

l

User Group: Read permission is required to view the computer
management group assignments of user groups.

l

Persona: Read permission is required to view the computer
management group assignments of personas.

The Administrator reserved role has all these permissions and can
import or export computer groups in JSON format.
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Table 9: Tanium Console user roles and permissions (continued)
Tasks

Tanium Console

Roles and permissions

Administration pages
Manage users

Permissions > Users

User:
l

Read permission is required to:
o

View user configurations and export them in CSV format.

o

View the user group assignments of users. This ability also
requires the User Group read permission.

o

l

View the computer management group assignments of a user.

Write permission is required to:
o

Add a user.

o

Manage user properties.

o

Edit the computer management group assignments of a user.

o

Save changes to a user.

o

Delete a user.

o

Edit the user group assignments of users. This ability also
requires the User Group write permission.

Only the Administrator reserved role has all these permissions and can
export users in JSON format.
The Administrator or Content Set Administrator reserved role is
required to change the role assignments of users. However, a Content
Set Administrator cannot manage the assignment of reserved roles.
The Administrator reserved role is required to change persona
assignments.
Users cannot modify their own persona, computer group, or role
assignments.
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Table 9: Tanium Console user roles and permissions (continued)
Tasks

Tanium Console

Roles and permissions

Administration pages
Manage user groups

Permissions > User

User Group:

Groups
l

Read permission is required to:
o

Export user groups in CSV format.

o

View the user assignments of user groups. This ability also
requires the User read permission.

o

View the computer management group assignments of user
groups.

l

Write permission is required to:
o

Add a user group.

o

Edit a user group.

o

Edit the computer management group assignments of a user
group.

o

Edit the user assignments of user groups. This ability also
requires the User write permission.

o

Set the default user group. This ability also requires the Global
Settings write permission.

o

Delete a user group.

Only the Administrator reserved role has all these permissions and can
export user groups in JSON format.
The Administrator or Content Set Administrator reserved role is
required to change the role assignments of user groups. However, a
Content Set Administrator cannot manage the assignment of reserved
roles.
The Administrator reserved role is required to change persona
assignments.
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Table 9: Tanium Console user roles and permissions (continued)
Tasks

Tanium Console

Roles and permissions

Administration pages
Manage personas

Permissions > Personas

Persona: Write permission is required to add, edit, and delete
personas, and to edit the computer management group and role
assignments of personas.
The following permissions are required to edit the user and user group
assignments of personas:
l

Persona write and User write permissions are required to edit the
user assignments of personas.

l

Persona write and User Group write permissions are required to
edit the user group assignments of personas.

Persona: Read permission is required to view and export persona
configurations.
The Administrator reserved role has all these permissions.
Import users and user groups from an

Configuration > LDAP/AD

LDAP server

Sync Configuration

Configure SAML authentication

Configuration > SAML

Administrator reserved role only

Administrator reserved role only

Configuration
Manage API tokens

Permissions > API
Tokens

Token - View: This permission is required to see the API Tokens page.
Token - Use permission: This permission is required to send requests
to the Tanium Server for new API tokens.
Token - Revoke permission: This permission is required to revoke API
tokens that are used to access the Tanium Server.
The Administrator reserved role has these permissions.

Troubleshooting permissions
The following table summarizes the roles and permissions that are required to perform troubleshooting tasks in the Tanium
Console. The listed permissions are platform content permissions except where otherwise noted.
Table 10: User roles and permissions for troubleshooting your Tanium deployment
Tasks

Tanium Console

Roles and permissions

Administration pages
Monitor Tanium Client registration and

Configuration > Client

Client Status (administration permission): Read permission is required

communication

Status

to see the Client Status page and filter the table.
The Administrator reserved role has this permission.
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Table 10: User roles and permissions for troubleshooting your Tanium deployment (continued)
Tasks

Tanium Console

Roles and permissions

Administration pages
View date-times for activities related to
user sign ins, user account configuration,

Permissions > User
Configuration > Settings

Audit (administration permission): Read permission is required to view:
l

Last Sign In information on the Users page

l

Last Modified information on the user configuration page

l

Last Modified information on the Settings page

and platform setting configuration

Configure server logging levels

Configuration > Logging

Administrator reserved role only

View plugins and plugin schedules

Configuration > Plugins

Administrator reserved role only

View cache usage

Configuration > Package

Administrator reserved role only

File Repository
View the info page
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Part 4: Managing Tanium solutions
Tanium solutions overview
Tanium solutions include modules (such as Interact), shared services (such as Direct Connect), and content packs (such as Default
Content).
When you first sign in to the Tanium Console after Tanium Server installation, the Administration > Configuration > Solutions
page opens. The Modules section displays a tile for each module and the Content section displays a row for each shared service or
content pack. Table 11 describes the page buttons that you use to manage the solutions. Note that the Import, Re-import, Update,
and Uninstall buttons appear in multiple places, and where you click a button determines the scope of its operation:
l

Solutions page warning

banner: If any installed solutions are incompatible with the current Tanium Console version, a

warning banner lists those solutions. Clicking Uninstall in the banner uninstalls only the listed solutions, not any others that
you select in the Modules or Content sections.
l

Solutions page footer: Performs the operation for all the selected modules, services, and content packs.

l

Modules section header: Performs the operation only for the selected modules.

l

Modules section tiles: Performs the operation only for a single module.

l

Content section header: Performs the operation only for the selected services and content packs.

Table 11: Solutions page action buttons
Button

Operation

Tanium

Initiates the workflow to import and automatically configure, in a single operation, all the modules and shared services that

Recommended

your Tanium license enables: see Import all modules and services on page 75. After you import any modules or services, the

Installation

page stops displaying the Tanium Recommended Installation button.
Automatic configuration is not available for update or re-import operations.

When you initially set up your Tanium deployment, the best practice is to import all modules and shared
services in a single operation because some cannot function unless you import dependent modules and
shared services. For example, the Reveal module requires that you first import the Direct Connect service.
For details about the dependencies see Dependencies, default settings, and tools deployment on page 73.
The Tanium Server also automatically imports several content packs that are useful for many modules.

Update

Initiates the workflow to update a solution to the latest version. The page uses bold orange text to indicate that an update
is available for a solution. See Import or update specific solutions on page 76.

Import

Initiates the workflow to import a solution for which no version is currently installed. The workflow includes an option to
configure modules and shared services with the recommended default settings. See Import or update specific solutions on
page 76.
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Table 11: Solutions page action buttons (continued)
Button

Operation

Re-import

Initiates the workflow to re-import the currently installed version. See Import or update specific solutions on page 76.

Uninstall

Initiates the workflow to uninstall a solution. See Part 4: Managing Tanium solutions on page 71.
Accesses the user guides for modules and shared services and the release notes for content packs. See View solution
documentation on page 73.
Copies the URL of the source file for the currently installed version of a solution. See Export and import specific versions on
page 79.

To troubleshoot issues that occur when you manage and use solutions, see Troubleshoot Tanium solution issues on
page 449.
To customize the Overview page of a solution, see Customize solution overview pages on page 100.
If the Tanium license expires, you cannot import, export, or update any solutions, and the Solutions page does not
display any solutions. See License expiration on page 125.
To perform all management tasks for Tanium solutions, users require the Administrator reserved role.

Tanium modules
Each Tanium module comprises content and a workbench. A workbench is the user interface that you use to perform module
operations. You use the content and workbenches to manage, monitor, and protect the endpoints in your network as described in
the user guides listed at Tanium user documentation: Tanium Modules. The Tanium Console User Interface (UI) is also a module that
you can update when a new version is available (see Import Console UI updates on page 79).
In the Solutions page, the Modules section displays a tile for each module. The tiles indicate the currently installed module version
and whether updates are available.
Contact Tanium Support on page 456 if the Solutions page does not display tiles for certain modules or if a tile
indicates the module is Available for Purchase and you want to add it to your Tanium license.

Tanium shared services
Each Tanium shared service includes content and a workbench that you use to manage, monitor, and protect the endpoints in your
network. For details about specific shared services, see Tanium user documentation: Shared Services.

Tanium content packs
Tanium content is a set of configuration objects that Tanium develops and distributes for a particular purpose through content
packs. For example, the Default Content pack includes the key configuration objects found on the Interact Overview page
(categories, dashboards, and saved questions), Administration > Content pages (sensors, packages, saved questions), and
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Administration > Actions pages (scheduled actions).
The Tanium Server downloads a manifest of available Tanium content packs and shared services from content.tanium.com and
displays them in the Content section of the Solutions page. If you specified a Tanium™ lab license when installing the Tanium
Server, you can filter the Content grid by Source:
l

Manifest: This is production content that includes the essential set of objects for querying endpoints and deploying actions.
It also lists the shared services that you can manage.

l

Labs: This is an experimental set of configuration objects. Labs content is available only if you specified a Tanium lab
license.

l

All: Both Manifest and Labs content.

If you specified a Tanium production license, only Manifest content is available.
If the grid indicates that the Imported Version lags the latest Available Version for a content pack or shared service, you can
update it.
When you sign in to the Tanium Console for the first time after installing the Tanium Server, the server automatically imports the
Default Content and Default Computer Groups content packs. If you perform the Tanium Recommended Installation, the server
automatically imports several other basic content packs but you must manually import any other content packs.

View solution documentation
The Solutions page provides links to user guides for modules and shared services and to release notes for some content packs:
l

Module user guides: Scroll to the Modules section and click View Documentation

in a module tile.

l

Shared service user guides or content pack release notes: Scroll to the Content section and click View Documentation
in the row of a service or content pack.

Dependencies, default settings, and tools deployment
Tools deployment
If you select default configuration when importing modules and shared services, the ones that employ tools on managed endpoints
create their own action groups and automatically deploy the tools to those groups. By default, those action groups target the All
Computers filter group. However, you can set the No Computers computer group as the target by enabling the restricted targeting
option. This option enables you to control tools deployment by preventing automatic deployment. For example, you might want to
test Tanium™ Comply tools on a subset of endpoints before deploying the tools to all endpoints. In this case, you can manually
deploy the tools to an action group that you configured to target only the subset: see Managing action groups on page 221. To
enable or disable restricted targeting:
1.

Sign in to the Tanium Console as a user who is assigned a role with the Global Settings write permission.

2.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Settings > Platform Settings.

3.

Set Restricted Targeting to ON (enable) or OFF (disable) and click Save All.
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After you enable or disable restricted targeting, the updated setting applies only to solutions that are subsequently
imported, not to solutions that are already imported.

Dependencies and default settings
Some Tanium solutions cannot function unless you import dependent solutions. Certain Tanium solutions support the automatic
import of dependencies. For example, when you import Tanium Risk by itself, the Tanium Server automatically imports all the
dependencies of Risk. To see a list of the dependencies for a solution and to see if it supports automatically importing them, click a
link in Table 12 to go to the corresponding user guide. The user guides also list the default settings that are configured if you use the
Tanium Recommended Installation button to import solutions.
Table 12: Solution-specific settings and dependencies
Solution

Dependencies

Default Settings

API Gateway

Solution dependencies

No default settings are configured for API Gateway.

Asset

Solution dependencies

Import and configure Asset with default settings

Client Management

Solution dependencies

Import and configure Client Management with default settings

Comply

Solution dependencies

Import and configure Comply with default settings

Connect

Solution dependencies

Import and configure Connect with default settings

Deploy

Solution dependencies

Import and configure Deploy with default settings

Direct Connect

Solution dependencies

Import and configure Direct Connect with default settings

Discover

Solution dependencies

Import and configure Discover with default settings

Endpoint Configuration

Solution dependencies

Import and configure Endpoint Configuration with default settings

End-User Notifications

Solution dependencies

Import and configure End-User Notifications with default settings

Enforce

Solution dependencies

Import and configure Enforce with default settings

Health Check

No solution dependencies

Import and configure Health Check with default settings

Impact

Solution dependencies

Import and configure Impact with default settings

Integrity Monitor

Solution dependencies

Import and configure Integrity Monitor with default settings

Interact

Solution dependencies

Import and configure Interact with default settings

Map

Solution dependencies

Import and configure Map with default settings

Patch

Solution dependencies

Import and configure Patch with default settings

Performance

Solution dependencies

Import and configure Performance with default settings
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Table 12: Solution-specific settings and dependencies (continued)
Solution

Dependencies

Default Settings

Provision

Solution dependencies

Installing Provision

Reporting

Solution dependencies

Import Reporting

Reputation

Solution dependencies

Import and configure Reputation with default settings

Reveal

Solution dependencies

Import and configure Reveal with default settings

Risk

Solution dependencies

Import and configure Risk with default settings

Threat Response

Solution dependencies

Import and configure Threat Response with default settings

Trends

Solution dependencies

Import and configure Trends with default settings

Import all modules and services
After you install the Tanium Server and sign in to the Tanium Console for the first time, the Solutions page opens and displays a
Tanium Recommended Installation button. To initiate the workflow for importing and configuring all your licensed modules and
shared services in a single operation, you must click that button instead of selecting tiles in the Modules section or rows in the
Contents grid.
During the Tanium Recommended Installation workflow, the Tanium Server performs the following operations:
1.

2.

Imports the following content packs:
l

Client Maintenance

l

Core Content

l

Core MSSQL Content

l

Initial Content - Python

Imports the modules and shared services, and configures them with default settings. See Dependencies, default settings, and
tools deployment on page 73.
The default settings including setting the service account for every solution to the user account that you use to perform the
import. See Manage service accounts on page 88.
Because Tanium Servers write content to the shared Tanium database, services and content packs that you import on one
server are automatically available to the other server in an active-active deployment. When you import a module on one
Tanium Server, the peer automatically performs the same operation. For details, see Module synchronization on page 82.

3.

Sets the Default - All Computers action group as the target for all scheduled actions that previously targeted the Default
action group. Default - All Computers specifies the All Computers computer group, whereas Default specifies the No
Computers computer group. Five minutes after re-targeting the actions, the Tanium Server deploys them to Default - All
Computers as a one-time event. The server bases future deployments of the actions on their configured reissue interval: see
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Manage scheduled actions on page 206. If automatically deploying actions to the Default - All Computers action group is not
appropriate for your deployment, enable restricted targeting before importing solutions: see Dependencies, default settings,
and tools deployment on page 73.
After you finish the workflow, the Solutions page stops displaying the Tanium Recommended Installation button.
To re-import or update modules thereafter, see Import or update specific solutions on page 76.

Before importing modules in an active-active deployment, replace the self-signed certificates on the Tanium Servers
with certificates that a certificate authority (CA) has signed. For details, see Module synchronization on page 82.

After you read the release notes for your licensed modules and shared services, import and configure them as follows:
1.

Access the Tanium Console by entering the fully qualified domain name (FQDN) of the Tanium Server in the browser URL field
(https://ts1.example.com, for example).
In an active-active deployment, Tanium Servers automatically synchronize module operations only if you
specify the FQDN, not the IP address, and use the default port. In a Windows deployment, the default port is
443. In a Tanium Appliance deployment, the default port is 8443 but you can also use 443.

2.

(Optional) To avoid automatically deploying solution-specific tools to the All Computers filter group during automatic
configuration, see Dependencies, default settings, and tools deployment on page 73.

3.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Solutions.

4.

Click Tanium Recommended Installation and click Yes to proceed.
The Tanium Console displays the progress of the import and configuration. Based on the number of licensed solutions to
import and configure, the process might take up to 30 minutes.

5.

Click Close when the Console indicates that the import and configuration succeeded.
After you finish the operation, the Main menu displays the imported modules and services under Modules and Administration
> Shared Services.

Import or update specific solutions
Before you import, re-import, or update solutions, read the corresponding release notes. You can combine imports, re-imports, and
updates in a single operation. After you initiate an operation, it must finish before you can start another operation.
Downgrading solutions is not recommended and might cause unexpected behavior on the Tanium Server or
managed endpoints. Downgrade only if Tanium Support explicitly directs you. See Contact Tanium Support on page
456.
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In an active-active deployment, shared services and content packs that you import, re-import, or update on any single Tanium
Server are available in the peer because the servers write content to the shared Tanium database. When you import, re-import, or
update a module on one Tanium Server, the peer automatically performs the same operation. For details, see Module
synchronization on page 82.
Certain Tanium solutions support the automatic import of dependencies. For example, when you import Tanium Risk, the Tanium
Server automatically imports all the dependencies of Risk regardless of whether you select those dependencies for the import. See
Dependencies, default settings, and tools deployment on page 73.
Before performing these steps in an HA deployment, replace the self-signed certificates on the Tanium Servers with
CA certificates. For details, see Module synchronization on page 82.
Finish importing or updating Tanium Interact, Tanium Trends, and Tanium Client Management, in that order, before
importing or updating any other module.

1.

(Updates or re-imports only) Notify Tanium users not to use the modules or services that you are updating or re-importing
until the update or re-import process finishes. Otherwise, users might lose work in progress.

2.

Access the Tanium Console by entering the fully qualified domain name (FQDN) of the Tanium Server in the browser URL field
(https://ts1.example.com, for example).
In an active-active deployment, Tanium Servers automatically synchronize module operations only if you
specify the FQDN, not the IP address, and use the default port. In a Windows deployment, the default port is
443. In an Appliance deployment, the default port is 8443 but you can also use 443.

3.

(Optional) To avoid automatically deploying solution-specific tools to the All Computers filter group during automatic
configuration, see Dependencies, default settings, and tools deployment on page 73.

4.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Solutions.

5.

In the Modules section, select the check box in the tile of each module that you want to include in the operation.
To display only modules for which updates are available, set the Show option to Available Updates.

6.

In the Content section, select the services and content packs that you want to include in the operation.
To display only services and content packs for which updates are available, set the Show option to Available
Updates. If you have a Tanium lab license, you can also filter by Source to list only production (Manifest) or
Labs content.
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7.

Click an action button (Import, Re-import, or Update) based on which solution types to include in the operation:
l

All solution types: To perform the operation for all the modules, services, and service packs that you selected, click
the action button in the Solutions page footer.

l

Modules: To perform the operation only for selected modules, click the action button in the header of the Modules
section. To perform the operation only for a single module, you can also click the action button in the module tile.

l

Services and content packs: To perform the operation only for selected services and content packs, click the action
button in the header of the Content section.

8.

(Fresh imports only) Optionally, deselect the Apply All Tanium recommended configurations check box for any modules or
services that you want to configure manually instead of using the default settings:
l

Manually configure all the listed solutions: Deselect the check box above the list of solutions.

l

Manually configure specific solutions: Expand

the solution entry and deselect the check box below its list of

content.
9.

Expand

each solution, review the content to import, and select resolutions for any conflicts with existing content (see

Resolve import conflicts on page 85).
10.

(Optional) For each solution for which you want to overwrite existing content set assignments for all imported objects with the
default Tanium-defined assignments, expand

the solution entry and select Include content set overwrite. By default, the

Include content set overwrite check box is deselected and the Tanium Server preserves the existing content set
assignments.
11.

Click Begin Import.
Based on the number of solutions that you selected for the operation, the Tanium Server might take up to 30 minutes to
complete it. The Tanium Console displays the progress of the operation.
If you selected Apply All Tanium recommended configurations for any imports, click Close when the Console indicates that
the operation succeeded. Otherwise, the page automatically refreshes when the operation finishes. The Main menu then
displays imported modules in the Modules menu and imported services in the Administration > Shared Services menu.

12.

(Updates only) If the release notes for the updated solutions list changes to the Tanium™ Trends data, panels, or sources,
perform the steps under Tanium Trends User Guide: Importing the initial gallery to re-import them.

13.

(Updates only) From the Main menu, go to Administration > Actions > Scheduled Actions and set the Source Package filter
to Has Updates. If the grid lists actions with that filter applied, it means the solutions that you updated include package
updates. Update the affected actions as described under Update action packages on page 209.

14.

(Content pack updates only) If you updated the Default Content pack or Core Content packs (such as Core Content and
Core Content - Default Content), reconfigure the scheduled actions in those packs to target the correct action groups. Until
you do, those actions stop deploying tools to endpoints because the update process set their action group to Default, which
targets the No Computers computer group. See Reconfigure actions that target the Default action group on page 225.
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Import Console UI updates
In the Main menu, the Console: <version> field displays the current version of the Tanium Console UI module. Tanium periodically
provides updates to the module and the Tanium Server checks content.tanium.com for the updates. To check for updates:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Solutions.

2.

Examine the Modules section to see if a Console tile appears. If an update is available, the Console tile appears with an
option to update.

3.

Click Update to <version> to import the update.

Restarting the Tanium Server or your browser session is not necessary to initialize updates.

Update the Tanium Console UI whenever a new version is available.

Export and import specific versions
For each solution, you can export a URL for the version that is currently installed on the Tanium Server. You can then sign in to the
Tanium Console of another Tanium Server and import that version from the URL. This option is useful for migrating a version other
than the latest between Tanium Servers. For example, after testing a specific module version in your lab environment, you can
export the URL for that version and then import the module from that URL into your production deployment.
In an active-active deployment, shared services and content packs that you import on any single Tanium Server are available in the
peer because the servers write content to the shared Tanium database. When you import a module on one Tanium Server, the peer
automatically performs the same operation. For details, see Module synchronization on page 82.
Before importing solutions in an active-active deployment, replace the self-signed certificates on the Tanium Servers
with CA certificates. For details, see Module synchronization on page 82.

After you read the release notes for the solution versions, export and import them as follows:
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1.

Sign in to the Tanium Console of the Tanium Server that already has the desired solution version.

2.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Solutions.

3.

In the Modules or Content section, click Copy URL

in the tile or row of the solution that you want to export.

If you do not want to import the solution immediately, paste the URL into a text file to store it for later.

4.

If you will replace an existing version of a module or service with another version, notify Tanium users not to use that module
or service until the import process finishes. Otherwise, users might lose work in progress.

5.

Sign in to the Tanium Console of the Tanium Server to which you want to migrate the solution version. When you access the
Console, enter the FQDN of the Tanium Server in the browser URL field (https://ts1.example.com, for example).
In an active-active deployment, Tanium Servers automatically synchronize module operations only if you
specify the FQDN, not the IP address, and use the default port. In a Windows deployment, the default port is
443. In an Appliance deployment, the default port is 8443 but you can also use 443.

6.

Scroll to the Content section, select Import > Import URL, paste the URL in the Import URL field, and click Import.

7.

Expand

the File name, review the content to import, and select resolutions for any conflicts with existing content (see

Resolve import conflicts on page 85).
8.

If you want to overwrite existing content set assignments for all imported objects with the default Tanium-defined
assignments, select Include content set overwrite. By default, the Include content set overwrite check box is deselected
and the Tanium Server preserves the existing content set assignments.

9.

Click Begin Import to proceed with the import.

Uninstall solutions
Before performing these steps in an active-active deployment, replace the self-signed certificates on the Tanium
Servers with CA certificates. For details, see Module synchronization on page 82.

1.

Access the Tanium Console by entering the FQDN of the Tanium Server in the browser URL field
(https://ts1.example.com, for example).
In an active-active deployment, Tanium Servers automatically synchronize module operations only if you
specify the FQDN, not the IP address, and use the default port. In a Windows deployment, the default port is
443. In an Appliance deployment, the default port is 8443 but you can also use 443.

2.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Solutions.
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(Deprecated solutions only) If a warning

3.

banner indicates that certain solutions are incompatible with the current Tanium

Console version, click Uninstall in the banner to remove only those solutions. Uninstalling from the banner has no effect on
other solutions that you select in the Modules or Content sections.
4.

In the Modules section, select the check box in the tile of each module that you want to uninstall, or click Select All above the
tiles.

5.

In the Content section, select the services and content packs that you want to uninstall.

6.

Click an Uninstall button based on which solution types to include in the operation:
All solution types: To uninstall all the modules, services, and service packs that you selected, click Uninstall in the

l

Solutions page footer.
l

Modules: To uninstall only the selected modules, click Uninstall in the header of the Modules section.

l

Services and content packs: To uninstall only the selected services and content packs, click Uninstall in the header
of the Content section.

Completely uninstalling certain solutions requires additional steps. For example, to completely remove Comply from your Tanium
deployment, you must remove Comply content and tools from endpoints. For details about uninstalling specific solutions or Tanium
Clients, see the user guides for those products:
l

Tanium Client:
o

Tanium Client on Windows

o

Tanium Client on macOS

o

Tanium Client on Linux

o

Tanium Client on Solaris

o

Tanium Client on AIX

l

API Gateway

l

Asset

l

Client Management

l

Comply

l

Connect

l

Deploy

l

Direct Connect

l

Discover

l

Endpoint Configuration

l

End-User Notifications

l

Enforce
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l

Health Check

l

Impact

l

Integrity Monitor

l

Interact

l

Map

l

Patch

l

Performance

l

Provision: Contact Tanium Support for the steps to uninstall Provision.

l

Reporting

l

Reputation

l

Reveal

l

Risk

l

Threat Response

l

Trends

Module synchronization
The import, re-import, or update operation for each module writes a workbench configuration to files on the Tanium Server host
and adds an entry in the shared Tanium database logs. When you perform the operation on one Tanium Server in an active-active
deployment, its peer automatically attempts the same operation. This duplication also applies to uninstalling modules.
In an active-active deployment, Tanium Servers automatically synchronize module operations only if you specify the
FQDN (not the IP address) and use the default port when accessing the Tanium Console. In a Windows deployment,
the default port is 443. In an Appliance deployment, the default port is 8443 but you can also use 443.
Tanium Servers must have the same Tanium Core Platform version to support module synchronization.

Manage certificates for module synchronization
During module synchronization, the browser on each Tanium Server must trust and access the peer server. The servers use their
SOAPServer.crt certificates to establish that trust. If the certificates are CA signed, the servers establish trust automatically. If
the servers use the self-signed certificates that they generated by default during installation, you must manually enable trust to
avoid synchronization errors
To facilitate synchronization, replace the self-signed certificates with CA certificates before importing modules. For
the steps to replace certificates, see Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide: Securing Tanium Console,
API, and Module Server access.
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To prevent module synchronization errors on Tanium Servers that use self-signed certificates:
1.

Access the Tanium Console of each Tanium Server and, when the browser displays a certificate validation error, select the
option to ignore the error and proceed to the server URL.
This action enables the servers to trust each other for the duration of the current browser session.

2.

Complete the module operations (imports, updates, or uninstallations) within the current browser session.
If the session times out during an operation, automatic synchronization fails and you must repeat the first step to re-enable
trust.

Resolve module synchronization errors
Module operations might succeed on one Tanium Server but fail to synchronize on the peer server due to network or certificate
issues. For example, in air-gapped deployments, deployments where the Console is accessed through a CNAME alias, or
deployments with unexpected certificate names, the browser on each Tanium Server might be unable to access the peer for CrossOrigin Resource Sharing (CORS). When such issues cause discrepancies in the module versions on the servers, a message indicates
the discrepancies when you access the Solutions page. The message appears only in the Tanium Console of the server that has
discrepancies based on the database log entries. For example, updating Tanium™ Patch might succeed on Tanium Server
ts1.example.com but not on Tanium Server ts2.example.com. In this case, the database logs will have an updated entry for
ts1.example.com and the Tanium Console for ts2.example.com will display a discrepancy message.
Figure 8: Mismatched module versions

Perform the following steps to resolve module discrepancies between Tanium Servers:
1.

In the browser that you are using to access the Tanium Console, verify that the URL field specifies the Tanium Server FQDN,
not the server IP address.

2.

Verify that the Tanium Server uses the default port for Tanium Console access. If you specify a custom port, module
operations are not automatically synchronized and you must repeat the operations on each active-active server. The steps to
view and edit the port (ServerSOAPPort setting) depend on your infrastructure:
l

Appliance deployment: The default port is 8443 but you can also use 443. To view and edit the port, see Tanium Core
Platform Deployment Reference Guide: Tanium Core Platform server settings (Appliance).

l

Windows deployment: The default port is 443. Use the Tanium Server CLI to view and edit the port: see Tanium Core
Platform Deployment Reference Guide: Tanium Core Platform server settings (Windows).

3.

Ensure that the browser on each Tanium Server trusts the SOAPServer.crt certificate of the peer server: see Manage
certificates for module synchronization on page 82.
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4.

Configure the access_control_origin_servers platform setting to ensure that the Tanium Servers support CORS.
In most deployments, Tanium Servers automatically enable CORS. However, if module synchronization fails, manually
configure access_control_origin_servers with the FQDNs or IP addresses that you use to access the Tanium Console on each
Tanium Server.
a.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Settings > Advanced Settings and click Add Setting.

b.

For the Setting Type, select Server.

c.

For the Platform Setting Name, enter access_control_origin_servers.

d.

Set the Value Type to Text.

e.

For the Value, enter the Tanium Server FQDNs or IP addresses with a comma to separate each, such as
ts1.example.com,ts2.example.com or 192.0.2.1,192.0.2.2.

f.
5.

Click Save.

If no access_control_origin_servers value can enable CORS to work in your deployment, disable module synchronization:
a.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Settings > Advanced Settings and click Add Setting.

b.

For the Setting Type, select Server.

c.

For the Platform Setting Name, enter console_disable_ha_workbench_install.

d.

Set the Value Type to Numeric.

e.

For the Value, enter 1.

f.

Click Save.
After disabling module synchronization, you must perform all future module operations on both Tanium
Servers in an active-active cluster.

6.

Repeat the import, update, downgrade, or uninstallation operation on the Tanium Server where the module operation initially
failed.
Downgrading solutions is not recommended and might cause unexpected behavior on the Tanium Server or
managed endpoints. Downgrade only if Tanium Support explicitly directs you: see Contact Tanium Support on
page 456.

Import content files
Import content (such as solutions or sensor configurations) from a JSON or XML file that you exported from another Tanium Server.
Develop and test content in your lab environment before importing that content into your production environment .
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1.

(Non-Tanium-provided content only) Digitally sign the content file and ensure a public key is in place to validate the signature.
See Authenticating content files.
You do not have to generate keys or signatures for Tanium-provided solutions, such as the Default Computer
Groups content pack. Tanium signs this content before making it available, and the associated public key is
distributed to the Tanium Server key store during the server installation process.

2.

3.

From the Main menu, go to any of the following Administration pages:
l

Configuration > Solutions

l

Permissions > Filter Groups

l

Under Content, select Sensors, Packages, or Saved Questions

l

Under Actions, select Scheduled Actions, All Pending Approvals, or Actions I Can Approve

Select an Import option based on the source of the content:
l

l

4.

Import > Import Files: Perform one of the following steps to select one or more files:
o

Drag and drop files from your file explorer.

o

Click Browse for File, select the files, and click Open.

Import > Import URL: Enter the URL in the Import URL field, and click Import.

For each file, expand

the File name, review the content to import, and select resolutions for any conflicts with existing

content (see Resolve import conflicts on page 85).
5.

If you want to overwrite existing content set assignments for all imported objects with the default Tanium-defined
assignments, select Include content set overwrite. By default, the Include content set overwrite check box is deselected
and the Tanium Server preserves the existing content set assignments.

6.

Click Begin Import.

Resolve import conflicts
When you import solution updates, or import a file that contains content (such as sensors), conflicts might occur with existing
content. After you review the Best practices for resolving import conflicts on page 87, perform the following steps:
1.

Perform the import workflow up to the point where the Tanium Console lists the New Items and Existing Items to import:
l

l

Modules, shared service, or content packs:
o

Import all modules and services on page 75

o

Import or update specific solutions on page 76

o

Export and import specific versions on page 79

JSON/XML content file: Import content files on page 84
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2.

Expand

the items that you are importing and select a resolution for each conflict:

l

Overwrite: Replaces existing content with the imported content.

l

Skip: Skips the import for that item.

l

(Categories only) Merge: Unites objects that are included in the categories.
Select Merge and, after finishing the import, review the resulting configuration in the Categories
panel on the Interact Home page.

l

(Actions only) Overwrite and Disable Action: This option is useful if you want the new action to be disabled by
default. Later, when are ready to test the action, re-enable it: from the Main menu, go to Administration > Actions
> Scheduled Actions, select the action, and select More > Enable Action(s).
The solution or content file might include content set definitions. When you first establish your content sets,
selecting Include content set overwrite ensures that content is assigned to the content sets that the content
pack designer intended. After you implement your own role-based access control (RBAC) plan and move
content to the content sets that you plan to use, do not select this option; otherwise, the assignments defined
in the imported file will overwrite your content set assignment.

3.

Click Begin Import. When the operation finishes, click Close.

4.

(Updates only) If the release notes for the updated solutions list changes to the Tanium Trends data, panels, or sources,
perform the steps under Tanium Trends User Guide: Importing the initial gallery to reimport them.
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Best practices for resolving import conflicts
The following tips can inform your decisions regarding conflicts when you import content.

Tip 1: Read the release notes
Always read the release notes for every solution version that was released since your last update. The release notes alert you to the
scope of changes and might include notes that can help you avoid issues. Release notes also indicate the release date, which is
important if you plan to import multiple content packs. Different content packs might include updates to the same basic sensors or
packages. In this case, it is best to import the older content packs before the newer ones.

Tip 2: Confirm you have good restore points
Before you update a Tanium solution, confirm that you have recent restore points and backups in case something goes wrong. The
Tanium database stores content configuration objects. The installation folders for the Tanium Server and Tanium Module Server
include important files, such as encryption keys, a license file, string files, and other data files.
As a best practice, schedule regular file system and database backups based on your Tanium infrastructure:
l

Tanium Appliance: See Tanium Appliance Deployment Guide: Backup overview.

l

Windows deployment: See Tanium Core Platform Deployment Guide for Windows: Back up Tanium Core Platform servers
and databases.

Tip 3: Update your lab deployment first
Always update Tanium Core Platform servers in your lab first and evaluate the impact that changes might have on endpoints before
updating your production servers. Perform the following tasks when updating your lab deployment:
l

Assess the impact on network utilization when the Tanium Server distributes content to endpoints. For certain content
types, an update might result in additional network traffic. Usually, this additional traffic is negligible.

l

Test the functionality. If the content update includes sensors, saved questions, dashboards, or categories, test them by
issuing questions and reviewing results. If it includes packages, deploy them. If the update includes saved actions, edit their
configurations to assign them to the correct action groups.

After you qualify the updates on lab servers, import the updates on production servers and spot test the behavior of new or changed
content.

Tip 4: Limit customizations to Tanium content
When you import Tanium updates, the configuration specified in the import overwrites the current configuration. In almost every
case, overwriting is preferable to maintaining the current configuration because the updates include important changes that
optimize performance, avoid issues, and make the associated tools more useful.
Limit customizations to Tanium content so that updates are minimally disruptive. Maintain notes of any changes you make. For
example, keep a log of any changes to the Max Sensor Age setting, a package timeout, or a saved question reissue interval. Keep a
log of the Tanium objects that you clone as a source for your custom objects.
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When a content pack update becomes available, import it and redo the customizations that the import overwrote.

Tip 5: Re-create content that uses parameterized objects
When an import overwrites a parameterized sensor or parameterized package, it does not affect previously created saved questions
or scheduled actions that reference them.
When you save a question that has a parameterized sensor, the sensor definition, including the substituted values, is saved in an
object called a temporary sensor. On the endpoint, the Tanium Client runs the temporary sensor when it computes answers to a
saved question that calls it. A saved question that the Tanium Server reissues based on a schedule continues to use the temporary
sensor even if the sensor on which it was based is updated. Therefore, if a sensor is updated, and you want the saved question to
use the updated code, you must re-create the saved question.
Likewise, when a scheduled action is based on a parameterized package, the package definition, including the substituted values, is
saved in an object called a temporary package. If the package settings change, the Tanium Server deploys the temporary package by
default unless you edit the action configuration to use the updated package. See Deployment Package.
On the endpoint, the Tanium Client runs the temporary package when it has a directive to run the scheduled action that calls the
package. A scheduled action continues to use the temporary package even if the package on which it was based is updated.
Therefore, if a package is updated, and you want the scheduled action to use the updated code, you must re-create the scheduled
action.

Tip 6: Avoid bulk overwrites to Tanium content
Do not simply export the current configuration and then reimport it after the content update finishes. This practice overwrites the
sensor code with old versions and often has unexpected consequences. For example, a Tanium content pack includes a scheduled
action to distribute patch tools when the patch tools version, which the Has Patch Tools sensor reports, does not match a particular
value. If the package that provides the patch tools and updates the version uses a different version than the Has Patch Tools sensor
expects, the Tanium Server continuously distributes the patch tools until the Has Patch Tools sensor uses the correct version.

Manage service accounts
Tanium service accounts
Each Tanium solution (module or shared service) uses a service account that authenticates to the Tanium Server to run background
processes such as plugins on the server. A solution authenticates to create a plugin when you import that solution and possibly
when you upgrade it. Specific solutions also create plugins for other events. When you import solutions, you can select automatic
configuration of the service account (along with other settings) or manually configure the account after importing. Automatic
configuration sets the service account to the user account that you use to perform the import. During manual configuration, you can
specify any account that has permissions to run solution processes. Whether you select automatic or manual configuration, you can
later specify different service accounts through the Tanium Console.
Configuring a unique Tanium service account for each Tanium solution is an extra security measure to consider in
consultation with the security team of your organization.
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Changes to service account passwords do not interrupt currently running processes. For example, if an administrator changes the
password for the Tanium Comply service account in the identity store of your organization, ongoing Comply processes continue
running without the need to re-authenticate to the Tanium Server. However, when an account password changes, the Tanium
solution that uses the account cannot create new plugins until you enter the updated password in the account configuration on the
server. To ensure that a solution can create plugins when necessary, update its account configuration whenever the password
changes.
For details about the permissions that are required for Tanium service accounts, and the steps to configure the accounts, see the
corresponding user guide:
l

API Gateway: The service account is not configurable.

l

Asset: not applicable to Asset 1.19.99 or later

l

Client Management

l

Comply: not applicable to Comply 2.12 or later

l

Connect: not applicable to Connect 5.12.325 or later

l

Deploy

l

Direct Connect

l

Discover

l

Endpoint Configuration

l

End-User Notifications

l

Enforce: not applicable in Enforce 1.11 or later

l

Health Check

l

Impact

l

Integrity Monitor

l

Interact

l

Map

l

Patch

l

Performance

l

Provision: not applicable in Provision 1.3.69 or later

l

Reporting: not applicable

l

Reputation

l

Reveal
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l

Risk: not applicable

l

Threat Response

l

Trends: not applicable in Trends 3.9 or later
For details about the service account that the Tanium Server might use if it synchronizes with a Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) server, see LDAP User Name and Password on page 420.

Windows service accounts (not applicable to the Tanium Appliance)
In a Tanium deployment on Windows infrastructure, all Tanium modules and shared services use a Windows service account to
launch services on the Tanium Module Server. Windows service accounts are distinct, and managed independently, from the service
accounts that Tanium solutions use to run processes on the Tanium Server. For example, Comply uses a Windows service account to
launch the Tanium Comply service on the Module Server.
By default, LocalSystem is the Windows service account that launches all Tanium solution services. LocalSystem is a predefined
account that authenticates to the Windows operating system. Because LocalSystem has no password, you never need to update its
credentials for running services. If you use any other Windows service accounts to launch Tanium services, and an administrator
changes the account passwords on the LDAP or AD server, the services cannot restart until you enter the new passwords through the
Services program on the Module Server. You can also use the Services program to select different service accounts for launching
Tanium services.
Configuring a unique Windows service account for each Tanium solution is an extra security measure to consider in
consultation with the security team of your organization.

Tanium Core Platform servers and the Tanium database use Windows service accounts to run processes during and after
installation. You select the accounts during server installation. After installation, you can select different accounts, or update their
passwords, through the Services program in the same way as for Tanium solution services. For details about the service account
requirements of platform servers and the database, see Tanium Core Platform Deployment Guide for Windows: Administrator
account permissions.
Perform the following steps to update a Windows service account:
1.

Sign in as the Administrator user to the system that runs the service:
l

Tanium solutions: Sign in to the Module Server.

l

Tanium Core Platform servers or Tanium database server: Sign in to the system that hosts the server.

2.

Open the Windows Services program and right-click the service that requires an update.

3.

Select Properties and select the Log On tab.

4.

(Optional) To select a different account, select This Account and enter the account name.

5.

Enter the Password, re-enter it in the Confirm Password field, and click OK.

6.

Restart the service. The account update does not apply until the service restarts.
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Part 5: Customizing the Console and Interact
You can customize the appearance and behavior of the Tanium Console and Interact Overview page.

Configure a pre-signin page
By default, the Tanium Console sign-in page is the first page that users see when they access the Console URL in a browser (see Sign
in to the Console on page 25). However, you can configure a pre-signin page to provide information or warnings to users before they
sign in to the Console. Figure 9 is an example.
On the pre-signin page, the I Agree button appears by default and is not configurable.

Figure 9: Example of Console pre-signin page

Before you begin
Configuring a pre-signin page requires:
l

A user account that has access to the Tanium Server:
o

Tanium Appliance: The user must be able to use SSH File Transfer Protocol (SFTP) to upload files to the
/incoming directory. You also require a user account that has the tanadmin role for TanOS console access.

o

l

Windows Server host system: The user must be able to copy files to the Tanium Server installation directory.

A Tanium Console user account that has the Administrator reserved role or a role with Global Settings write permission
Configure and test the pre-signin page in a lab environment before performing this task in your production
environment.

Create the pre-signin page for a Windows deployment
1.

Use a text editor to create a text file with the following contents. Replace PAGE TITLE with the actual title that you want to
use and replace PAGE BODY with the information or warnings that you want users to read. You can use standard HTML
markup such as </br> for line breaks and <p></p> for new paragraphs.
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<div>
<h2>PAGE TITLE</br></h2>
<p align=left>PAGE BODY</p>
</div>
The following example produces the pre-signin page in Figure 9:

<div>
<h2>Lab Environment Usage</br></h2>
<p align=left>This is a shared instance for Tanium lab usage only.</br>
Access is authorized for approved employees only.</p>
<p align=left>Do NOT make unapproved changes to this environment!</p>
</div>
2.

Save the file with the name warning_banner.html.

3.

Copy warning_banner.html to the <Tanium Server installation directory>\http directory on the Tanium
Server host.

Create the pre-signin page for an Appliance deployment
1.

Use a text editor to create a text file with the following contents. Replace PAGE TITLE with the actual title that you want to
use and replace PAGE BODY with the information or warnings that you want users to read. You can use standard HTML
markup such as </br> for line breaks and <p></p> for new paragraphs.

<html>
<body>
<div>
<h2>PAGE TITLE</br></h2>
<p align=left>PAGE BODY</p>
</div>
</body>
</html>
The following example produces the pre-signin page in Figure 9:

<html>
<body>
<div>
<h2>Lab Environment Usage</br></h2>
<p align=left>This is a shared instance for Tanium lab usage only.</br>
Access is authorized for approved employees only.</p>
<p align=left>Do NOT make unapproved changes to this environment!</p>
</div>
</body>
</html>
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2.

Save the file with the name banner.html.

3.

Upload banner.html to the Tanium Server:
a.

Use SFTP to upload upload banner.html to the /incoming directory on the Appliance.

b.

Sign in to the TanOS console as a user with the tanadmin role.

c.

Enter 2 to go to the Tanium Operations menu.

d.

Enter X to go to the Advanced Operations menu.

e.

Enter 4 and follow the prompts to copy banner.html to the appropriate location.

Enable the pre-signin page
The pre-signin page does not appear to users until you configure the console_PreLoginBannerHTML platform setting:
1.

Sign in to the Tanium Console as a user with the Administrator reserved role or a role with Global Settings write permission.

2.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Settings > Advanced Settings and click Add Setting.

3.

Specify the following values and click Save:
l

Setting Type: Server

l

Platform Setting Name: console_PreLoginBannerHTML

l

Value Type: Text

l

Value: banner.html (Appliance) or warning_banner.html (Windows)

Users who are currently signed in to the Console do not see the pre-signin page until they sign out and sign in again.
See Part 2: Getting started with the Console and Interact on page 25.

Select the Console color
In deployments with multiple environments (such as lab environments, test environments, and production environments),
customizing the top border color of the Tanium Console Main menu (header) can help users identify which environment they are
signed in to for the current session.
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Figure 10: Tanium Console Main menu color

Users require the Administrator reserved role to manage the Console color.
In an active-active deployment, the Tanium Console instances for both Tanium Servers use the same color
configuration. You cannot specify a different color for each server.

1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Appearance.

2.

In the Console Color section, use the Current Color selector to pick your custom color.

3.

Click Submit, wait about two minutes for the change to apply, and then refresh your web browser to confirm that the new
color appears as expected.

Configure Console header text
By default, the Tanium Console Main menu (header) displays no text above the version fields. In deployments with multiple
environments (such as lab environments, test environments, and production environments), adding text can help users identify
which environment they are signed into for the current Console session. The following figure shows an example that identifies lab
environment:
Figure 11: Tanium Console header text
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Users require the Administrator reserved role to manage the Main menu text.
In an active-active deployment, the Tanium Console instances for both Tanium Servers use the same text
configuration. You cannot specify different text for each server.

Perform the following steps to add, edit, or remove the Main menu text:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Appearance.

2.

In the Console Header Text section, enter the new text in the Header Text field.
If you want to revert to the default (no text), click Reset.

3.

Click Submit, wait about two minutes for the change to apply, and then refresh your web browser to confirm that the text
appears as expected.

Select the task confirmation prompt
Many tasks that users initiate in the Tanium Console require responding to a confirmation prompt before the tasks proceed. Select
the prompt type based on whether you want to optimize Tanium Console security (password prompt) or the user experience
(yes/cancel prompt).
Only users assigned the Administrator reserved role can manage the confirmation prompt.
If you enable Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) single sign-on, the Tanium Server automatically changes
the prompt to a Yes/Cancel prompt. For details, see Integrating with LDAP servers on page 412.

1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Appearance.

2.

In the Choose which type of Confirmation Prompt to display section, select Show a password prompt or Show a
Yes/Cancel prompt, and then click Submit.
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Customize the Console help URL
By default, clicking the Help link in the Main menu opens a new browser tab or window with the URL
https://docs.tanium.com. In deployments where that URL is inaccessible (for example, if the Tanium Server does not have
Internet access), you can change the help URL.
Figure 12: Tanium Console Help link

Users require the Administrator reserved role to manage the Console help URL.

1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Appearance.

2.

In the Help URL section, enter the new URL in the Help URL field. Include the protocol prefix, http:// or https://.
If you want to revert to the original, default help URL, click Reset.

3.

Click Submit, wait about two minutes for the change to apply, and refresh your web browser.

4.

Click the Help link to verify that it opens the new URL.

Customize the Console logo
You can replace the default Tanium logo in the Main menu (header) and login page of the Tanium Console with the logo of your
organization. The Tanium Console supports all the standard image formats that your browser supports, such as PNG, JPG, and SVG.
The maximum file size is 2 MB. You can also adjust the logo height, which is 24 pixels by default. The Tanium Console automatically
scales the logo width proportionately.
Figure 13: Logo in Main menu and login page
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Users require the Administrator reserved role to manage the Console logo.

1.

Create your own logo file if you want to replace the Tanium logo.

2.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Appearance.

3.

(New logo only) In the Console Logo section, click Upload, select the logo file, and click Open.
If you want to revert to the original, default logo, click Reset.

4.

(Optional): In the Logo height field, specify the logo height in pixels.

5.

Click Submit, wait about two minutes for the change to apply, and then refresh your web browser to confirm the updated
logo appears as expected.

Set Console user preferences
User preferences control, on a per-user basis, the Tanium Console inactivity timeout, color scheme, and aspects of question results
behavior. Changes that you make to your settings affect all the personas that are assigned to your account, but do not affect other
users. The Tanium Server applies the preferences of a user when that user signs in to the Console. The Tanium Console filters the
settings on the Edit Preferences page based on the effective permissions of the user (persona) who accesses the page.
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1.

In the Main menu, expand

the <user name> drop-down menu and select Preferences.

2.

Configure the following settings and click Save. The changes apply immediately.
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Table 13: User preferences
Settings

Guidelines

Consider question

Tanium Console pages that display results from Tanium Clients (such as the Question Results and

results complete at

Action Status pages) indicate that all clients have responded when the number of registered clients
that responded reaches the specified threshold (default is 99%). The Tanium Server calculates the
number of registered clients based on when it initiated the operation, such as when it issued a question
or deployed an action. However, the actual number of registered clients might fluctuate during the
period between the initiation and timeout of the operation. For example, several end users might close
their laptops soon after a question is issued and before it times out (default 10 minutes). For cases
where the calculated and actual numbers of registered clients might never match, setting the value at
less than 100% prevents Console users from waiting indefinitely for an indication that all clients have
answered.
A user role with Saved Question read permission or Ask Dynamic Questions
permission is required to see and configure this setting.

Suspend console

By default, the Tanium Console automatically ends a user session and displays the sign-in page if the

automatically if no

user performs no activity on the Console for 10 minutes. You can set the value to a minimum of 2

activity detected for

minutes and a maximum that equals the max_console_idle_seconds platform setting (rounded down
to minutes), which applies to all users. The platform setting has a default of 3,600 seconds (60 minutes).
If the user preference is less than the platform setting, the Tanium Server applies the user preference.
To edit platform settings, see Manage advanced settings on page 104.
By default, the Tanium Console displays a warning 60 seconds before the activity timeout to give users a
chance to preserve their current session. To display the warning sooner or later, set the console_idle_
warning_seconds platform setting.
For details about how other events and platform settings affect the duration of a user session, see Sign
in to the Console on page 25.

Initiating a solution import or update operation suspends the inactivity timer. The
timer resets to zero and resumes at the moment the operation finishes.

Hide error results from

Enabled by default. Select this option if you want the Questions Results grid to omit null or error

questions

values, such as [no results] or [results currently unavailable]. This option provides clarity in that the
grid shows only the answers that are likely to be useful. However, this option also prevents the grid from
showing the complete set of answers received from all endpoints.
A user role with Saved Question read permission or Ask Dynamic Questions
permission is required to see and configure this setting.
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Table 13: User preferences (continued)
Settings

Guidelines

Theme

Select the user interface color scheme that is most comfortable for you when using the Tanium Console
and Tanium solution workbenches:
l

Auto (default): On the device that you use to access the Tanium Console, the operating system (OS)
settings automatically set the color scheme to light or dark. If the OS settings specify automatically
changing the theme based on the time of day (such as switching to the dark theme at sunset), the
Tanium user interface automatically changes accordingly. To change the color scheme, you can
change the OS settings or override them by selecting another option in the Theme dropdown.

l

Light: Pages have a white background and dark text.

l

Dark: Pages have a dark background and white text.

Not all versions of Tanium solutions support the Dark theme.

Language

Select a language for text that appears in the Tanium Console. The default option (Browser Language)
is the language that is selected for the browser that you use to access the Console.

Customize solution overview pages
Each Tanium solution (module or shared service) has an Overview page that opens when you access the solution workbench. These
Overview pages, and also the Tanium Home page on page 31, are organized into sections, such as guidance on getting started and
reports related to solution health. After you perform the following steps to show, hide, or reorder sections of a page, your changes
apply across all the personas that are assigned to your user account but do not apply to other users.
1.

Open the page that you want to customize by selecting from the Main menu:
l

Tanium Home page: click

.

l

Module Overview page: Select Modules > <module name>.

l

Shared service Overview page: Select Administration > Shared Services > <shared service>.

2.

(Optional) Toggle between collapsing

3.

Click

and expanding

a page section. By default, all the page sections are expanded.

Customize Page and select the sections that you want to display.

The following example is for the Interact Overview page.
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4.

Click and drag the sections to change the order in which they appear, and then click Save.

5.

(Tanium Home page only) Optionally, filter the Dashboards and Dashboard Lists using the widgets that are specific to those
sections. See View dashboards on page 35.
The Tanium Home page and Interact Overview page display categories, dashboards, and saved questions that you
selected as favorites. To change the favorites, see Filter by favorites.
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Part 6: Configuring the Tanium Core Platform
Tanium Core Platform configuration
You can use the Tanium Console to configure settings that affect the behavior of various Tanium Core Platform components:
l

Settings that control Tanium Core Platform behaviors across all Tanium solutions

l

Allowed URLs for Tanium Client download requests

l

Proxy server settings, if your deployment uses a proxy server

l

Separated, intentional subnets, and isolated subnets for Tanium Clients

l

Bandwidth throttling for data sent to Tanium Clients

l

Tanium Server license, which enables the entitlements for your Tanium deployment

l

Tanium root keys and subordinate keys, which enable Transport Layer Security (TLS) for communication among Tanium
Core Platform components

l

Trust approval to enable communication between Tanium Servers in an active/active deployment and to enable
communication among Tanium Servers, Zone Servers, and Zone Server Hubs

l

Download authentication settings that determine how the Tanium Server and Tanium Module Server authenticate to remote
sources when downloading files

For the user roles and permissions required to configure these settings, see Tanium Core Platform configuration permissions on
page 41.
To configure Tanium Core Platform settings that the Tanium Console does not expose, see the appropriate guide for your
deployment:
l

Tanium Core Platform Deployment Guide for Windows

l

Tanium Appliance Deployment Guide

l

Tanium Client Management User Guide

l

Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide (all deployments)

Managing Tanium Core Platform settings
You can manage settings that control Tanium Core Platform behaviors across all Tanium solutions (modules and shared services).
For example, if you enable the Require Action Approval setting, then actions that any user or solution initiates do not deploy to
endpoints until another user approves those actions.
The Administration > Configuration > Settings page lists settings in two tabs based on the level of expertise that is required to
manage them effectively:
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l

Platform Settings: You can manage these settings effectively without guidance from Tanium Support. However, you cannot
create or delete settings on the Platform Settings tab, you can only view and edit them. Platform settings are a subset of
the most commonly used Advanced Settings and therefore appear in both tabs, but the Platform Settings tab simplifies
configuring them.

l

Advanced Settings: Contact Tanium Support on page 456 for guidance before you edit, create, or delete these settings
unless they are also Platform Settings. Advanced settings are listed alphabetically for easy scanning. Some advanced
settings are hidden by default and you must create them before they appear in the tab.
Platform Settings and Advanced Settings include server and client settings that appear only to users who have
Global Settings read permission. Global Settings write permission provides Global Settings read permission and
also enables users to create, edit, or delete server and client settings. The Administrator reserved role has these
permissions.
Only the Administrator reserved role can view and manage Local Tanium Server settings, such as Trusted Auth
Origin.

Manage platform settings
Assess the impact of your planned changes before you edit settings. For example, enabling Restricted Targeting prevents the
automatic deployment of solution-specific tools to endpoints by making the No Computers computer group the target for the
action groups of solutions that you later import. Therefore, before enabling the setting, assess the impact of preventing automatic
tools deployment.
Perform the following steps to view setting values and descriptions, and to change the values:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Settings > Platform Settings.
For each setting, the page shows the current value, whether that value is the Default, and a brief description. Settings with
non-default values have a Reset button for reverting to the default values.

2.

(Optional) Expand

the setting that you plan to edit to see additional information about the platform behavior that it

controls.
3.

Change the setting value as follows and click Save All:
l

Click the ON or OFF widget for settings that are enabled or disabled.

l

Enter values in the text-entry fields for settings that have numeric or string values.
You must expand some settings, such as Trusted Auth Origin, to see their text-entry fields.
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Manage advanced settings
Contact Tanium Support on page 456 for guidance before you edit advanced settings.

You can manage the following types of advanced settings:
l

Server: Server settings affect the behavior of all Tanium Core Platform servers and the Tanium Console.

l

Client: Client settings affect the behavior of all Tanium Clients.

l

Local settings: Tanium Server settings that you configure locally on each server control aspects of the connections between
the server and other Tanium Core Platform components or external servers. Local settings also control features such as
logging and Tanium Client peering. Most local settings are automatically configured during server installation, but you can
change the settings when necessary. During troubleshooting, Tanium Support might ask you to review or confirm local
settings, but rarely asks you to change them.
You must update local settings on each Tanium Server in an active-active deployment because the servers
do not synchronize those settings.

Server and client settings that you configure locally on a server or client through its command-line interface (CLI) override the
settings that you configure through the Tanium Console. To configure server settings locally, see Tanium Core Platform Deployment
Reference Guide: Tanium Core Platform server settings. To configure client settings locally, see Tanium Client Management User
Guide: Tanium Client CLI and client settings.
Some advanced settings are hidden by default: they do not appear in the Console or in the server or client CLI unless you manually
add those settings. However, hidden settings have default values that apply even if you do not add them. After you add a setting
through the Console or CLI, the value that you set overrides the default value.
VIEW ADVANCED SETTINGS
The Advanced Settings page displays the setting properties that Table 14 describes, as well as who last modified a setting and
when. However, the page does not show the Value of protected settings. After you configure a protected setting, you cannot see its
value in the Tanium Console.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Settings > Advanced Settings.

2.

(Optional) Filter the settings by:
l

Type: The page displays All settings by default but you can click Server, Client, or Local to display only settings of
that type.

l

3.

Name or Value: Enter a search string in the Filter items field.

(Optional) Click Show More in the Note column to see the full text for settings that are configured with a Note value.
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EDIT ADVANCED SETTINGS
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Settings > Advanced Settings.

2.

Click the Name of the setting that you want to edit.

3.

Enter a new Value, optionally update the Note (server and client settings only), and click Save.
A Note can help other users understand why you changed the setting.

Updates to most Server and Local settings apply immediately but some require a Tanium Server restart. Contact
Tanium Support on page 456 for information about which settings require a server restart. To restart the server, see:
l

Tanium Appliance: See Tanium Appliance Deployment Guide: Start, stop, and restart Tanium services.

l

Windows Server: See Tanium Core Platform Deployment Guide for Windows: Manage Windows services for
core platform servers.

Updates to Tanium Client settings apply only after you manually restart the clients or wait for the automatic client
reset, which by default occurs at a random interval in the range of two to six hours.

CREATE ADVANCED SETTINGS
Some advanced settings are hidden by default. When you create a setting through the Tanium Console, the setting becomes visible
and you can change its default value.
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1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Settings > Advanced Settings.

2.

Click Create Setting, configure the following properties, and click Save:
Table 14: Advanced settings properties
Property

Description

Setting Type

Specify the Tanium Core Platform components to which the setting applies:
l

Server: Applies to one or more Tanium Core Platform servers

l

Client: Applies to Tanium Clients

l

Local: Applies to the Tanium Server that you are currently logged into through the Tanium Console

Name

Enter a name to identify the setting.

Value Type

Specify the type of value:
l

Text: The value is a text string. Note that the string might include both letters and numbers, such as an IP address or
URL.

l

Numeric: The value is a number.

l

Protected: This type applies only to Local settings (such as passwords) for which you want to hide the value in the
Advanced Settings page. After you configure a protected setting, you cannot see its value in the Tanium Console.

Value

Enter the setting value.

Note

(Server or client settings only) Optionally, enter any notes that might help other users understand the purpose of the
setting.

Most Server and Local settings apply as soon as you create them, but some require a Tanium Server restart.
Contact Tanium Support on page 456 for information about which settings require a server restart. To restart the
server, see:
l

Tanium Appliance: See Tanium Appliance Deployment Guide: Start, stop, and restart Tanium services.

l

Windows Server: See Tanium Core Platform Deployment Guide for Windows: Manage Windows services for
core platform servers.

New Tanium Client settings apply only after you manually restart the clients or wait for the automatic client reset,
which by default occurs at a random interval in the range of two to six hours.
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Configuring proxy server settings
Overview of proxy servers
Some organizations use proxy servers for traffic between internal servers and the Internet. If your organization uses proxies and its
security policy does not allow Tanium Core Platform servers to access Internet locations directly, configure access through the
proxies. The Tanium Server and Tanium Module Server connect to the Internet to download content and module software updates
from Tanium, and to download necessary files from other remote sources. Individual Tanium modules might also have requirements
to access the Internet.
To configure Tanium Client 7.4 or later to connect through a Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) proxy server to the Tanium
Server or Tanium Zone Server, see Tanium Client Management User Guide: Connect through an HTTPS proxy server.
Only users who have the Administrator reserved role can see and use the Administration > Configuration > Proxy
Settings page.
For a list of external sites that Tanium Core Platform servers access, see Tanium Core Platform Deployment
Reference Guide: Internet URLs required.
A remote source might have its own requirements, such as certificate authentication or user authentication. See
Managing downloads authentication on page 144.
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Figure 14: Tanium deployment with proxy server

Types of proxy servers
The Tanium Core Platform supports two types of proxies:
l

Basic: A strictly IP address-based proxy server allows a specified list of servers to traverse the proxy and access the network
or Internet. Add the IP addresses or fully qualified domain names of the Tanium Server and Module Server to the access list
of the proxy server. If the proxy server requires authentication, configure the account ID and password.

l

NTLM: If the proxy server is set up to use Microsoft NT LAN Manager (NTLM), and you configure the Tanium Server service to
run in the context of a service account that has sufficient permissions to traverse the proxy server, you do not have to
configure an account ID and password.

Configure proxy server settings
In most cases, the best practice is to use the Tanium Console to configure proxy settings, as follows. However, if you need to
configure proxy settings before you have access to the Tanium Console, you can configure proxy settings on the Tanium Server or
Module Server host as described in the Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide: Proxy server settings.
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The proxy server configuration is stored in configuration files on the Tanium Server host. Tanium Servers do not
automatically synchronize the configuration files in an active-active deployment. If you change these settings, be
sure to perform the procedure on both Tanium Servers in the active-active cluster.
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1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Proxy Settings.

2.

Configure the following Tanium Server Proxy Settings and click Save.
Setting

Description

Proxy Server

IP address of the proxy server.

Proxy User ID

Account username that is used to establish the connection with the proxy server. This field is
required if the Proxy Type is Basic. NTLM proxies use the credentials of the user context that
runs the Tanium Server service.

Proxy Type

Select the proxy type:
l

None (disables the proxy server settings)

l

Basic

l

NTLM

Port Number

Port number of the proxy server.

Proxy Password

Password that is used to establish the connection with the proxy server. The password is stored
in clear text within the registry.

Bypass Proxy Host List

If you configure a proxy server, you might need to configure exceptions so that connections to
specified hosts do not go through the proxy server. Enter the hosts as a comma-separated list of
FQDNs or IP addresses. You do not have to enter 127.0.0.1, localhost, or the Tanium
Module Server, but enter the active-active Tanium Servers if necessary. All supported Tanium
Core Platform versions allow wildcards.

Bypass CRL Check Host List

Use this setting to list servers that the Tanium Server can trust without checking the Certificate
Revocation List (CRL). Unless a server is specified in this list, the Tanium Server performs a CRL
check and does not download files from a server that does not pass.

Trusted Host List

By default, the Tanium Server validates the SSL/TLS certificate of remote servers when
establishing connections to them, such as for downloading files. To bypass certificate validation
for specific servers, enter their FQDN or IP address. You do not have to enter 127.0.0.1,

localhost, the Tanium Module Server, or Tanium Servers (standalone or active-active). All
supported Tanium Core Platform versions allow wildcards. You must enter IPv6 addresses within
square brackets (for example, [2001:db8::1]).

Contact Tanium Support on page 456 before modifying this setting.

Mirror all changes to Module Server

This option appears only if the Module Server is on a dedicated host that is not shared with the

except Trusted Host List and Bypass

Tanium Server. Enable the option if you want to copy the values for Tanium Server proxy settings

CRL Check Host List

to the Module Server Proxy Settings. The only values that are not copied are Bypass CRL
Check Host List and Trusted Host List.

3.

Configure the Module Server Proxy Settings and click Save.
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4.

Test the settings by configuring the Validate Proxy Settings fields and clicking Start Download.
Setting

Description

Component

Tanium Server or Module Server.

File Source

l

From Tanium—Use predefined settings for a connection to content.tanium.com.

l

From Random Site—Use predefined settings for a connection to www.msftncsi.com.

l

Specify URL/Hash—Configure your own test settings.

URL

If you selected Specify URL/Hash, specify the URL.

Hash

If you selected Specify URL/Hash, specify the hash.

Download Time

If you selected Specify URL/Hash, specify a maximum download time before returning a failure
message.

The Tanium Console returns a message that indicates success or failure. If the test fails, check that the proxy server is up and
is configured as expected. Also, check that the Tanium Console settings you specified match the settings that the proxy server
expects. The TDownloader log has detailed event messages. See Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide:
TDownloader logs.
5.

Enable the global setting authenticate_api_token_with_x_forwarded_for_ip only if all API token access to the Tanium
Server must go through a reverse proxy server. If the setting is disabled in such deployments, you cannot restrict which
systems are allowed token access.
a.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Settings > Advanced Settings.

b.

In the Name column, click authenticate_api_token_with_x_forwarded_for_ip.

c.

Set the value to 1 and click Save.
To configure which systems have API token access to the Tanium Server, see Enable systems to use API tokens
on page 438.

Configuring Tanium Client subnets
Separated subnets, intentional subnets, and isolated subnets provide methods for modifying the default peering behavior of Tanium
Clients. Default peering settings define the boundaries of client subnetworks (subnets) in the Tanium™ linear chain architecture.
Before configuring subnets, be sure that you understand the behavior that the default settings define and the impact of your
changes: see Tanium Client Management User Guide: Configuring Tanium Client peering.
For the permissions to view and manage the Tanium Client subnet configurations, see Configure Tanium Client
subnets on page 45.
To troubleshoot client peering issues, see Troubleshoot Tanium Client issues on page 451.
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In Tanium Core Platform 7.4.3 or later, Tanium Servers write subnet configurations to the Tanium database and automatically
synchronize them in an active-active deployment. In Tanium Core Platform 7.4.6 or later, the subnet configurations in the database
are also synchronized among Tanium Zone Servers. In most environments, the separated and isolated subnets configurations are
the same for all Zone Servers and Tanium Servers. In complex environments with overlapping subnets, you might have to segregate
subnets differently for Zone Servers. In such cases, you can add SeparatedSubnets.txt and IsolatedSubnets.txt files to
the Zone Servers to override the synchronized database configurations. Intentional subnets configurations are always synchronized
across all Zone Servers and Tanium Servers.
The following figure illustrates a deployment where internal Tanium Clients connect with Tanium Servers in an active-active
deployment and external clients connect with the Zone Server. This example shows separated subnets, intentional subnets, and
isolated subnets within the linear chains that the default peering settings define.
The following figure shows the Tanium database on a dedicated host in a Windows deployment. However, in a
Tanium Appliance deployment, the database is on the same host as the Tanium Servers.

Figure 15: Tanium Client peering
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Configure separated subnets
Tanium Clients in a separated subnet can peer only with other clients that are within that subnet. Configure separated subnets to
specify more granular exceptions for Tanium Client peering than the subnet boundaries that the address mask or prefix settings
define (see Tanium Client Management User Guide: Address mask and prefix settings). Clients use the separated subnets
configuration for peering based on whether they connect to the Tanium Server or Zone Server. Each server uses the configuration to
manage the peer lists for clients that register through it. After you configure separated subnets, you do not have to restart the
servers.
After you configure separated subnets, Tanium Clients take two to six hours (the randomized client-reset interval) to finish applying
all the changes associated with the new configuration. To verify that the separated subnets work as expected after the clients
register, see Tanium Client Management User Guide: Verify Tanium Client peering and leader connections.
Tanium Core Platform 7.3 or later supports IPv6 subnets, such as: 2001:db8::/32. Contact Tanium Support for
details.

CONFIGURE SEPARATED SUBNETS THAT ARE THE SAME FOR TANIUM SERVERS AND ZONE SERVERS
Add subnets
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Subnets.

2.

In the Separated Subnets section, click New Subnets.

3.

Enter each subnet in CIDR format using separate lines or commas as delimiters. Use the ; or # character before any optional
comments.
See the following example:

192.168.0.0/26 #This is a data center subnet.
192.168.2.0/26 ;This is a branch office subnet.
2001:db8::/32

If your deployment includes Zone Servers that require different separated subnets than the Tanium Servers,
copy entries from the text field to the clipboard to use when you configure separated subnets that are specific
to Zone Servers.

4.

Click Save.

Edit subnets
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Subnets.

2.

Select one of the Separated Subnets and click Edit.

3.

Edit the subnet (CIDR) and Comment, and click Save.
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CONFIGURE SEPARATED SUBNETS THAT ARE SPECIFIC TO ZONE SERVERS
If a deployment includes Zone Servers that require different separated subnets than the Tanium Servers, perform the following steps
based on your Tanium infrastructure to add a custom separated subnets configuration to each server. Because Zone Servers do not
synchronize custom subnet configurations, each server can have a unique configuration.
Windows infrastructure
1.

Create a plain text file named SeparatedSubnets.txt.

2.

Enter the subnets and optional comments that you entered for the Tanium Server into SeparatedSubnets.txt. Use the
formatting described in Add subnets on page 113.

3.

Move SeparatedSubnets.txt to the installation directory of each Zone Server (the default installation directory is
\Program Files (x86)\Tanium\Tanium Zone Server). If necessary, you can modify the file contents for each
Zone Server that requires a unique configuration.

If you remove SeparatedSubnets.txt from the Zone Server, it reverts to using the separated subnets that are
configured on the Tanium Servers.

Tanium Appliance infrastructure
1.

On the Zone Server appliance, sign in to the TanOS console as a user with the tanadmin role.

2.

From the tanadmin menu, enter 2 to go to the Tanium Operations menu.

3.

Enter 2 to go to the Configuration Settings menu.

4.

Enter 12 to edit the SeparatedSubnets.txt file.

5.

Use the menu to specify subnets in CIDR format.

Configure isolated subnets
Configure isolated subnets to disable client peering for a specified list of subnet and endpoint IP addresses. If the IP address of a
Tanium Client is in an isolated subnet, the Tanium Server or Zone Server sends that client an empty peer list to prevent the client
from participating in peering.
After you configure isolated subnets, you do not have to restart the Tanium Servers or Zone Servers. Tanium Clients take two to six
hours (the randomized client-reset interval) to finish applying all the changes associated with the new configuration. To verify that
the isolated subnets work as expected after the clients register, see Tanium Client Management User Guide: Verify Tanium Client
peering and leader connections.
Configure isolated subnets for Tanium Clients that are in VPNs. VPN clients have local IP addresses in a special VPN
address block, but their host endpoints are actually not close to each other. VPN clients would use WAN links for
peering and latency would be significantly greater than for client-to-server connections.
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You might find it convenient to use isolated subnets to disable peering in other cases, such as for testing or
debugging peering when you have to troubleshoot network issues. Note that disabling peering causes Tanium
Clients to consume more network resources in terms of bandwidth and client-server connections over the WAN. For
troubleshooting cases, after you resolve the network issues, the best practice is to remove the clients from the
isolated subnets configuration so that they resume peering.

Tanium Core Platform 7.3 or later supports IPv6 subnets, such as: 2001:db8::/32. Contact Tanium Support for
details.

CONFIGURE ISOLATED SUBNETS THAT ARE THE SAME FOR TANIUM SERVERS AND ZONE SERVERS
Add subnets
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Subnets.

2.

In the Isolated Subnets section, click New Subnets.

3.

Enter each subnet in CIDR format using separate lines or commas as delimiters. Use the ; or # character before any optional
comments.
See the following example:

192.168.0.0/26 #This is a data center subnet.
192.168.2.0/26 ;This is a branch office subnet.
2001:db8::/32

If your deployment includes Zone Servers that require different isolated subnets than the Tanium Servers,
copy entries from the text field to the clipboard to use when you configure isolated subnets that are specific
to Zone Servers.

4.

Click Save.

Edit subnets
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Subnets.

2.

Select one of the Isolated Subnets and click Edit.

3.

Edit the subnet (CIDR) and Comment, and click Save.

CONFIGURE ISOLATED SUBNETS THAT ARE SPECIFIC TO ZONE SERVERS
If a deployment includes Zone Servers that require different isolated subnets than the Tanium Servers, perform one of the following
procedures based on your Tanium infrastructure and whether you want to isolate all clients or clients on specific subnets. Because
Zone Servers do not synchronize custom subnet configurations, each server can have a unique configuration.
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The Zone Server applies the most restrictive rule to determine the subnet for a client. If you configure the zs_
address_mask or AddressMask setting to isolate clients, that setting overrides any subnet-based isolation that is
configured in an IsolatedSubnets.txt file.

Isolate all clients connected to any Zone Server
Set the zs_address_mask platform setting on the Tanium Server (Administration > Configuration > Settings > Advanced
Settings) to 4294967295, which specifies /32 subnet boundaries (single hosts) for all Zone Servers.
For more information, see Tanium Client Management User Guide: Address mask and prefix settings.
Isolate all clients connected to a particular Zone Server
1.

Sign in to the Zone Server host as an administrator user.

2.

Access the CLI (see Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide: Command-line interface).

3.

Navigate to the Zone Server installation folder:

> cd <Zone Server>
4.

Configure the AddressMask local setting to specify /32 subnet boundaries (single hosts):

> TaniumZoneServer config set AddressMask 4294967295
For more information, see Tanium Client Management User Guide: Address mask and prefix settings.
Isolate clients on specific subnets with Windows infrastructure
1.

Create a plain text file named IsolatedSubnets.txt.

2.

Enter the subnets and optional comments that you entered for the Tanium Server into IsolatedSubnets.txt. Use the
formatting described in Add subnets on page 115.

3.

Move IsolatedSubnets.txt to the installation directory of each Zone Server (the default installation directory is
\Program Files (x86)\Tanium\Tanium Zone Server). If necessary, you can modify the file contents for each
Zone Server that requires a unique configuration.
If you remove IsolatedSubnets.txt from the Zone Server, it reverts to using the isolated subnets that are
configured on the Tanium Servers.

Isolate clients on specific subnets with Tanium Appliance infrastructure
1.

On the Zone Server appliance, sign in to the TanOS console as a user with the tanadmin role.

2.

From the tanadmin menu, enter 2 to go to the Tanium Operations menu.
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3.

Enter 2 to go to the Configuration Settings menu.

4.

Enter 11 to edit the IsolatedSubnets.txt file.

5.

Use the menu to specify subnets in CIDR format.

Configure intentional subnets
Overview of intentional subnets
In a network configuration that uses network address translation (NAT), the local IP addresses of Tanium Clients in the same local
area network (subnet) might be mapped to different NAT IP addresses for communication with the Tanium Server or Tanium Zone
Server. The default Tanium peering settings allow clients in that subnet to peer with each other only if they share the same NAT IP
address. If clients in the same subnet are assigned to different NAT IP addresses, they can peer with each other only if you assign
them to an intentional subnet site that specifies the full range of NAT IP addresses for that subnet. Without an intentional subnet,
each client with a different NAT IP address establishes a leader connection to the server. Network traffic is higher in a deployment
with more leader connections, especially when clients download package files for running actions. Therefore, configuring intentional
subnets can increase peering and reduce traffic, particularly in deployments where many clients use NAT when connecting to the
server over the Internet.
Intentional subnets require Tanium Core Platform 7.5.3 or later and Tanium Client 7.4.7.1130 or later.
Tanium Core Platform 7.3 or later supports IPv6 subnets, such as: 2001:db8::/32. Contact Tanium Support for
details.

The following table shows examples of Tanium Clients that do or do not require intentional subnets to enable peering. The example
IP addresses are listed as they would appear on the Administration > Configuration > Client Status page, where the Network
Location (from client) column shows the pre-NAT IP addresses and the Network Location (from server) column shows the NAT IP
addresses. In this example, the AddressMask platform setting specifies a /24 subnet mask, which is the default peering range (see
Tanium Client Management User Guide: Overview of Tanium Client peering settings).
Table 15: Example of Tanium Client peering requirements
Tanium Client

Network Location

Network Location

Intentional subnet required for peering?

(from client)

(from server)

TC-UK-1

31.0.0.11

31.0.0.11

TC-UK-2

31.0.0.12

31.0.0.12

within the default peering range (AddressMask = /24).

TC-US-1

172.16.0.11

14.0.0.11

No: The clients can peer because they use the same NAT address.

TC-US-2

172.16.0.12

14.0.0.11

No: The clients do not use NAT. Therefore, even though their IP
addresses differ, they can peer because they are in the same subnet
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Table 15: Example of Tanium Client peering requirements (continued)
Tanium Client

TC-HQ-1

Network Location

Network Location

(from client)

(from server)

10.0.0.11

98.0.0.1

Intentional subnet required for peering?

Yes: The clients are in the same subnet within the default peering
range, but the AddressMask setting does not apply because their NAT
IP addresses differ. Without an intentional subnet, the Tanium Server

TC-HQ-2

10.0.0.12

98.0.0.2

interprets the different NAT IP addresses as an indication that the
clients are in different subnets and therefore prevents peering.

Before you begin
The Tanium Server identifies each intentional subnet by the Site name that you specify and allows peering among all Tanium Clients
that are in the subnets you add to that Site. To determine appropriate Site names and subnet CIDR values:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Client Status and identify endpoints that are in the same
subnet [based on their Network Location (from client)] but are not peering because their NAT IP addresses [Network
Location (from server)] differ.
The Tanium Server considers pre-NAT IP addresses to be in the same subnet based on the AddressMask (IPv4)
or AddressPrefixIPv6 setting.

2.

Choose appropriate Site names for the endpoints that you identified. For example, you might have a HeadQuarters site for
endpoints in the headquarters subnet and a NAM site for endpoints in a North America branch office subnet.

3.

Inventory the NAT IP addresses of each site to determine the appropriate subnet CIDR values to enter. The best practice is to
enter the smallest subnet ranges possible that include the identified endpoints while allowing for potential changes to their
NAT IP addresses. As an example, for the clients TC-HQ-1 (98.0.0.1) and TC-HQ-2 (98.0.0.2) in Table 15, you might configure a
Site named HeadQuarters with one of the following subnets, which are listed in descending order in terms of the size of their
IP address range:
l

98.0.0.0/24: Peering is allowed for all Tanium Clients with NAT IP addresses in the range 98.0.0.0 to 98.0.0.255. If TCHQ-1 and TC-HQ-2 are assigned to new NAT IP addresses within that range, they can still peer.

l

98.0.0.0/30: Peering is allowed for all Tanium Clients with NAT IP addresses in the range 98.0.0.0 to 98.0.0.3. If the NAT
IP address of TC-HQ-1 changes to 98.0.0.3 and TC-HQ-2 stays at 98.0.0.2, they can still peer. However, if TC-HQ-1
changes to 98.0.0.4, it cannot peer with TC-HQ-2.

l

98.0.0.1/32 and 98.0.0.2/32: Peering is allowed only for Tanium Clients with NAT IP addresses 98.0.0.1 and 98.0.0.2.
TC-HQ-1 and TC-HQ-2 cannot peer if their NAT IP addresses change.
After you configure intentional subnets, Tanium Clients take from two to six hours (the randomized registration
reset interval) to finish applying all the changes associated with the new configuration.
Intentional subnet configurations are always synchronized across all Zone Servers and Tanium Servers.
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Add subnets
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Subnets.

2.

In the Intentional Subnets section, click New Subnets.

3.

Enter a name to identify the Site that comprises the intentional subnets.

4.

(Optional) Enter a comment to help other users understand the function of the subnet in your organization.

5.

In the New subnet CIDRs field, enter each subnet in CIDR format using separate lines or commas as delimiters.
See the following example:

192.168.0.0/26
192.168.2.0/26
2001:db8::/32
6.

Click Save.

Edit subnets
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Subnets.

2.

Select one of the Intentional Subnets and click Edit.

3.

Edit the subnet (CIDR) and Comment, and click Save.

Verify intentional subnets
After you configure intentional subnets, wait for the next client registration reset interval before verifying that the subnets work as
expected. See Verify or remediate Tanium Client peering and leader connections. In the Administration > Configuration > Client
Status page, the Network Location (from client) column shows the pre-NAT IP addresses and the Network Location (from
server) column shows the NAT IP addresses.

Managing bandwidth throttles
Bandwidth throttling overview
You can configure throttles to limit the bandwidth and the number of concurrent connections that the Tanium Server or Tanium
Zone Server uses to send data to Tanium Clients. In deployments where numerous Tanium Clients connect with the server at the
same time to download sensors and packages, spikes in bandwidth usage might occur. Throttles prevent the spikes from degrading
network performance by ensuring that the server never exceeds a specific bandwidth across your entire network or in specific
subnets when sending Tanium data. To enforce the limits, the server delays sending data that would exceed the maximum
bandwidth and rejects connections beyond the allowed maximum number.
Bandwidth throttles control only the rate at which the Tanium Server or Zone Server sends data to Tanium Clients,
not the rate at which the Tanium Clients send data to the server. The throttles do not affect data exchanges
between any other Tanium components, such as Tanium Console traffic between user systems and the Tanium
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Server.
In an active-active Tanium Server deployment, throttle limits are not cumulative across the server cluster. For
example, if you configure a global throttle of 100 Mbps and 500 connections, those values apply to each server
instead of being load balanced over both.
For the user role permissions to see and manage bandwidth throttle configurations, see Manage bandwidth
throttling on page 46.

Before you begin
When you configure throttles, strike a balance between providing the Tanium Server or Zone Server enough resources (bandwidth
and concurrent connections) to complete tasks in a reasonable time frame and mitigating the impact of those tasks on your
network. Setting limits too low might prevent the server from sending all the sensors and packages that endpoints need in time to
respond to questions and perform actions. Setting limits too high might allow spikes in Tanium traffic to hinder other tasks that the
endpoints must perform. Therefore, work with your network administrator and Tanium Support (see Contact Tanium Support on
page 456) to evaluate the following aspects of your network.
Bandwidth trends
Evaluate bandwidth trends for data that the Tanium Server sends to endpoints. The trends will enable you to gauge how much the
traffic affects your network and determine the maximum resources that the server requires for sending the data. You can configure
separate throttles for all data that the server sends and for sensor or package data. Note that the throttles for all data must
accommodate every type of outbound data (such as registration information), not just sensor and package data. Work with your
Tanium Support (see Contact Tanium Support on page 456) to determine the throttles required for all data types.
The best practice is leave the all-data throttle unconfigured so that no limit applies to it. If configuring the all-data
throttle is necessary, set it to at least 150 megabits per second (Mbps) above the sum of the sensor and package
throttles. For example, if you set the sensors bandwidth throttle to 200 Mbps and the packages throttle to 400 Mbps,
set the all-data throttle to 750 Mbps or higher to accommodate all additional data types.

Global throttles
Determine the appropriate bandwidth and connection throttles for the data that the Tanium Server or Zone Server sends to all the
subnets in your network. If specific sites require more restrictive limits than the global throttles, you can configure exceptions
through site throttles.
Site throttles
Determine whether you need subnet-specific throttles that are more restrictive than the throttles for the rest of your network. Site
throttles are useful if lower limits are required for Tanium traffic in sites that are dedicated to high priority tasks or that experience
more non-Tanium traffic. For example, consider a deployment that applies the following bandwidth limits for sensors:
l

Global throttle = 200 Mbps

l

Site A throttle = 150 Mbps

l

Site B throttle = 100 Mbps
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l

Site C = no site-specific throttle is configured

As long as the aggregate bandwidth across all the sites does not exceed 200 Mbps, Site A or B supports the maximum bandwidth
that is specified in their site-specific throttles, while Site C is subject only to the global throttle. However, if the aggregate bandwidth
reaches the global limit of 200 Mbps, the Tanium Server prevents additional bandwidth even for sites that have not reached their
individual limits. For example, if the bandwidth usage of Site A reaches 150 Mbps, sites B and C can use no more than 50 Mbps
between them. The server balances the available bandwidth across sites on a first-request, first-serve basis.
Zone Server throttles
In a deployment with Tanium Zone Servers, determine whether they require throttles that differ from the Tanium Servers. For
example, the connections between a Zone Server and Tanium Clients in external networks might support and need more or less
bandwidth than the connections between the Tanium Server and Tanium Clients in internal networks.
Overlapping IP address ranges
Determine whether the sites that require separate throttles have overlapping IP address ranges. Only the throttle for the site with
the smallest IP address range applies to an endpoint that has an address within the ranges of multiple sites. For example, the
endpoints in subnet 192.168.2.0/26 are a small subset of the endpoints in subnet 192.168.2.0/24. Therefore, the 192.168.2.0/26 site
throttle override the 192.168.2.0/24 site throttle for an endpoint that is in both subnets, such as IP address 192.168.2.1. If multiple
subnets throttles have overlapping IP address ranges that are equal in size, the throttle that was configured most recently overrides
the other throttles for the overlapping IP addresses.

Configure global throttles
Configure Global throttles on page 120 on the bandwidth and number of connections for each data type that requires a distinct
throttle: all data combined (packages, sensors, and all other types), just package files, or just sensors. By default, global throttles
apply to both Tanium Servers and Zone Servers, but you can configure Zone Server-specific throttles if necessary. Existing settings
are preserved after upgrades.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Bandwidth Throttles.

2.

In the Global Throttles section, click Edit

3.

Enter the maximum bandwidth in Mbps. For a new Tanium Server installation, the default is 0 (no limit) for all data types

beside the data type that you want to throttle.

combined, 45 Mbps for packages, and 45 Mbps for sensors.
4.

Enter the maximum number of concurrent Tanium Server-to-endpoint connections, and then click Save. For a new Tanium
Server installation, the default maximum is 0 (no limit) for all data, 300 for packages, and 10 for sensors.

5.

(Zone Server only) For each Zone Server that requires global throttles that differ from those you configured for the Tanium
Server, create a JSON file named server-throttles.json. The file must be in the Zone Server installation folder.
(Contact Tanium Support on page 456 for the steps to move the file to the Tanium™ Appliance.) The file contents must match
the following format, including the comma after each value except the last one. The bandwidth and connection limit values
are always numbers (not enclosed in quotation marks) and the bandwidth units are bytes per second. To convert from
megabits per second (Mbps), multiply Mbps values by 1,000,000 and divide by 8. For example, the value to enter for 900 Mbps
is 112500000.
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{ "data": [{
"bandwidth_bytes_limit" : <maximum bandwidth for all data>,
"connection_limit" : <maximum number of concurrent connections for all
data>,
"download_bandwidth_bytes_limit" : <maximum bandwidth for packages>,
"download_connection_limit" : <maximum number of concurrent connections
for packages>,
"sensor_bandwidth_bytes_limit" : <maximum bandwidth for sensors>,
"sensor_connection_limit" : <maximum number of concurrent connections for
sensors>
}]}
When this file is present, the Zone Server does not inherit any global or site throttle settings from the Tanium Server. Any
settings that you omit from the file have a default value of 0 (no limit). You do not have to restart the Zone Server service to
apply your changes after you add, edit, or delete the file.

Configure site throttles
Configure Site throttles on page 120 for the data that the Tanium Server or Zone Server sends to specific Tanium Client subnets. By
default, site throttles apply to both Tanium Servers and Zone Servers, but you can configure Zone Server-specific throttles if
necessary. Site throttles cannot exceed global throttles.
BASE THROTTLES ON LOCAL OR NAT-TRANSLATED IP ADDRESSES
When defining sites for bandwidth throttling, you can specify local or NAT-translated IP addresses, but not both. By default, Tanium
Servers and Zone Servers treat the IP addresses as NAT-translated. If you need to change this setting:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Settings > Advanced Settings.

2.

In the Name column, click site_throttles_use_local_ip.

3.

Set the Value to 0 (NAT IP addresses) or 1 (local IP addresses) and then click Save.

ADD SITES
Add a site for each group of Tanium Client subnets that require the same bandwidth throttles for data received from the Tanium
Server.
For subnets that receive data from Zone Servers, you configure the sites when you Add site throttles on page 123.

1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Bandwidth Throttles.

2.

In the Site Throttles section, click Add Site.

3.

Enter a Site Name to identify the site.

4.

Enter one or more Subnets in CIDR format (such as 192.168.2.0/24 or 2001:db8::/32). Enter one subnet per line.
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5.

Select whether to apply throttles for the site to the Total bandwidth shared across all subnets in bundle or to the
Individual bandwidth of each subnet in bundle.

6.

Click Save. The Tanium Console then displays each subnet that you added to the site.

ADD SITE THROTTLES
Configure site-specific bandwidth throttles that apply to all data combined (packages, sensors, and all other types), just package
files, or just sensors.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Bandwidth Throttles.

2.

Scroll to the Site Throttles section, which has a <site_name> subsection for each site that you added.

3.

For each data type that you want to throttle, click Add in the <site_name> subsection.

4.

Enter the maximum bandwidth in Mbps, enter the maximum number of concurrent server-to-endpoint connections, and click
Save. For both settings, the default 0 specifies no limit.

5.

(Zone Server only) For each Zone Server that requires site throttles that differ from those you configured for the Tanium
Server, create a JSON file named site-throttles.json. The file must be in the Zone Server installation folder. (Contact
Tanium Support on page 456 for the steps to move the file to the Tanium Appliance.) The file contents must match the
following format, including commas. The bandwidth and connection limit values are always numbers (not enclosed in
quotation marks) and the bandwidth units are bytes per second. To convert from megabits per second (Mbps), multiply Mbps
values by 1,000,000 and divide by 8. For example, the value to enter for 900 Mbps is 112500000. This example specifies two
sites: one with three subnets and one with two subnets. The all_subnets_flag controls whether the throttles apply
individually to each subnet (0) or apply to the total bandwidth that is shared across all the subnets (1).

{ "data": [
{
"all_subnets_flag" : [0 | 1],
"bandwidth_bytes_limit" : <maximum bandwidth for all data>,
"connection_limit" : <maximum number of concurrent connections for all
data>,
"download_bandwidth_bytes_limit" : <maximum bandwidth for packages>,
"download_connection_limit" : <maximum number of concurrent connections
for packages>,
"sensor_bandwidth_bytes_limit" : <maximum bandwidth for sensors>,
"sensor_connection_limit" : <maximum number of concurrent connections
for sensors>,
"subnets" : [
{
"range" : "<subnet CIDR>"
},
{
"range" : "<subnet CIDR>"
},
{
"range" : "<subnet CIDR>"
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}
]
},
{
"all_subnets_flag" : [0 | 1],
"bandwidth_bytes_limit" : <maximum bandwidth for all data>,
"connection_limit" : <maximum number of concurrent connections for all
data>,
"download_bandwidth_bytes_limit" : <maximum bandwidth for packages>,
"download_connection_limit" : <maximum number of concurrent connections
for packages>,
"sensor_bandwidth_bytes_limit" : <maximum bandwidth for sensors>,
"sensor_connection_limit" : <maximum number of concurrent connections
for sensors>,
"subnets" : [
{
"range" : "<subnet CIDR>"
},
{
"range" : "<subnet CIDR>"
}
]
}
]}
When this file is present, the Zone Server does not inherit any global or site throttle settings from the Tanium Server. Any
settings that you omit from the file have a default value of 0 (no limit). You do not have to restart the Zone Server service to
apply your changes after you add, edit, or delete the file.

Verify throttle delays
To see the current delays (Queue delay values) that the Tanium Server applies to enforce the throttles on the data it sends to
endpoints:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Bandwidth Throttles.

2.

Scroll to the type of throttles for which you want to see the delays.

For example, if you set the bandwidth limit for the Global Throttle for All Data to 400 Mbps and the Tanium Server starts sending
400 megabits of data, the Global Throttle for All Data section initially displays a Queue delay of 1,000 milliseconds (ms). After the
download completes, the Queue delay drops to 0 ms until the Tanium Server sends more data.
The Tanium Console displays queue delays only for the Tanium Server. For the queue delays associated with Zone
Servers, contact support@tanium.com.
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The Tanium Console uses the following icons to indicate the severity level of a Queue delay. The severity levels indicate the
likelihood that the delay will prevent the Tanium Server from sending all the sensors and packages that endpoints need in time to
respond to questions and perform actions.
l

0 to 9,999 ms: Little or no risk of disrupting Tanium functions.

l

10,000 to 44,999 ms: Moderate risk of disrupting Tanium functions.

l

45,000 ms or more: High risk of disrupting Tanium functions.

Managing the Tanium license
The Tanium™ license file (tanium.license) enables the entitlements for your deployment, such as the Tanium solutions that you
can use.

The Administrator reserved role is required to see and manage the Tanium license.

License expiration
The Tanium license validity period starts when Tanium generates the license, regardless of when your organization activates it. The
Console shows a warning when the license will expire within 30 days, but only if you sign in as a user who is assigned the
Administrator role. Your Tanium or partner account team will contact the procurement department of your organization well before
the license expires to start the renewal process.
If the license expires, you cannot import, export, or update any Tanium solutions. The following user guides list additional effects of
license expiration. After you upload a new license, full functionality is restored for all solutions.
l

Comply

l

Enforce

l

Provision

View license details
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Tanium License. This page shows most of the details about
your Tanium license, including:
l

Maximum number of managed endpoints (Seat Count):
To determine license compliance, the Tanium Server identifies each endpoint by its fully qualified domain name
(FQDN). The server considers an endpoint to be managed if its Tanium Client has registered in the past 30 days. The
Tanium Console displays a warning when client registrations exceed the Seat Count. For the current tally of managed
endpoints, see Managed endpoints count for license compliance.

l

License validity period:
The page displays the license Duration, Days Left, and (for each solution) the Start Date and Expiration Date.
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Licensed solutions:

l

The grid displays entitlements for each Tanium solution. A zero indicates solutions that are not licensed.
2.

(Optional) To see all the IP addresses and FQDNs that the license authorizes for accessing the Tanium Console:
a.

Enter https://<tanium_server>/info in your browser URL field, where <tanium_server> is the Tanium
Server FQDN or IP address.

b.

Sign in as a user who is assigned the Administrator reserved role.

c.

See the licensed_server_name setting.

Replace the license
Use the Tanium License page to apply a new license if the current one expires soon or your entitlements change.
In an active-active deployment, replace the license on each Tanium Server in case one server becomes unavailable
for a long time.

1.

Contact Tanium Support on page 456 to obtain a new license. You must provide the FQDNs or IP addresses of the physical or
virtual devices that host your Tanium Servers.

2.

Copy the new license to a location that is accessible from the system that you use to access the Tanium Console.

3.

(Optional) Back up the current license. The steps depend on the infrastructure of your Tanium Core Platform:
l

Windows: Go to the Tanium Server installation directory and rename the current Tanium license.
Include the current date in the file name (such as tanium.license_2022-02-30) in case you
repeat this procedure at a later date.

l

Tanium Appliance: To run an automatic or manual backup, see Tanium Appliance Deployment Guide: Appliance
Maintenance menu.

4.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Tanium License.

5.

Click Upload, select the new license file, and click Open.
The Tanium Server automatically activates the new license after a few minutes.

Troubleshoot license issues
The following table lists alerts and common issues related to the Tanium license. If conditions trigger an alert, the Tanium Console
displays it whenever you sign in. The listed corrective actions are independent options to consider, not sequential steps.
You can also see the alerts in the Tanium Server logs. See Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference
Guide: Server logs.
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Table 16: Tanium license alerts and common issues
Issues and alerts
Common issue: Tanium features unavailable

Corrective actions
l

Verify that your license authorizes the expected features. In the
Tanium License page, the Solution grid shows a zero Seat Count

Some Tanium features that you expected to access are unavailable.

for features that are not licensed. See View license details on page

This might happen if you:

125.
l

Activated the wrong license.

l

Accessed the wrong Tanium Server.

l

Renamed or moved the license file.

l

Did not wait for long enough (one minute) for the license to

l

activate after you replaced the license.

(Windows infrastructure only) Verify that the license file has the
correct name (tanium.license) and is in the Tanium Server
installation directory.

l

Restart the Tanium Server service to activate the license
immediately:
o

Tanium Appliance: See Tanium Appliance Deployment Guide:
Start, stop, and restart Tanium services.

o

Windows Server: See Tanium Core Platform Deployment Guide
for Windows: Manage Windows services for core platform
servers.

Common issue: higher than expected managed endpoints count
The Administration > Configuration > Client Status page might

If necessary, Contact Tanium Support on page 456 about replacing the
Tanium license with one that supports more managed endpoints.

display a higher than expected number of managed endpoints for
several reasons:

In the Administration > Configuration > Client
Status page, if the Filter by Client Version section

l

l

The Tanium Server counts each distinct FQDN as one managed

includes version 0.0.0.0, clear the check box for

endpoint. Computer names such as computer_name and

that version. Version 0.0.0.0 is an artifact that the

computer_name.some_company.com might represent the same

Tanium Server excludes from the managed endpoints

endpoint but produce two FQDNs.

tally.

Older versions of the Tanium Client might intermittently report
both FQDN names and non-FQDN names, and report localhost
or null as managed endpoints.

l

Non-persistent virtual machines might instantiate with unique
names whenever they are initialized, which can inflate the count of
managed endpoints.

Alert: license expired

Replace the license on page 126.

The Tanium Console displays an alert indicating the number of days
since the license expired. See License expiration on page 125.
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Table 16: Tanium license alerts and common issues (continued)
Issues and alerts

Corrective actions

Alert: maximum licensed seats exceeded

Contact Tanium Support on page 456 for a new license that supports

If the number of managed endpoints exceeds the licensed maximum,

more managed endpoints and then Replace the license on page 126.

the Tanium Console displays a warning and indicates the current
number of managed endpoints (used licensed seats). If the count
exceeds the maximum by more than 10 percent, the Console also
directs you to contact Tanium Support.

Managing Tanium keys
Tanium keys overview
TLS COMMUNICATION
The Tanium™ Protocol uses Transport Layer Security (TLS) 1.2 to encrypt communication among the following platform
components, as illustrated in Figure 16:
1

Tanium Server to Tanium Server in an active-active deployment

For some communications between active-active servers, such as Tanium database traffic and
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) synchronization traffic, Tanium Appliances use IPsec instead
of the Tanium Protocol.
2

Tanium Servers to Zone Server Hub

Figure 16 shows the Zone Server Hub installed on a host that is separate from the Tanium Server hosts to
illustrate that the connection is encrypted. However, in most Windows deployments and all Appliance
deployments, you install the hub on the same host(s) as the Tanium Servers.
3

Zone Server Hub to Zone Server

4

Tanium Clients (external) to Zone Server

5

Tanium Clients (internal) to Tanium Servers

6

Tanium Client to Tanium Client (external and internal)

Only Tanium Client 7.4 or later uses TLS to encrypt peer traffic.
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Figure 16: Tanium Protocol communication

When you install or upgrade to Tanium Core Platform 7.4 or later, TLS is enabled by default for communication among platform
components. For more details about TLS, and the steps to enable or disable it, see Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference
Guide: Setting up TLS communication.
Tanium keys secure only Tanium traffic. Your enterprise public key infrastructure (PKI) governs the security of nonTanium traffic among the endpoints in your network.

In addition to Tanium Protocol communication, the Tanium Core Platform uses keys and certificates to secure other connections
and operations:
l

To manage the certificates and keys that secure platform connections through Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS),
see Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide: Securing Tanium Console, API, and Module Server access.

l

For details about the keys that are used to secure connections between Tanium Core Platform servers and remote sources of
content (such as packages), see Managing downloads authentication on page 144.

l

For details about the keys that are used to sign and authenticate content files that you import into the Tanium Server, see
Authenticating content files on page 284.

l

The Tanium Core Platform supports TLS for additional connections that various Tanium modules and shared services
require. For details, see the user guides for your Tanium products at https://docs.tanium.com.
You require the Administrator reserved role to manage Tanium keys.
To troubleshoot issues that relate to Tanium keys and certificates, see the following logs:
l

Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide: PKI logs

l

Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide: PKI TLS logs
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ROOT KEYS
When you install the Tanium Server, it automatically generates a public-private root key pair. These root keys are at the top of the
Tanium key infrastructure and are required for all subordinate keys to secure connections among Tanium Core Platform
components. You deploy the root public key to the Zone Server, Zone Server Hub, and Tanium Clients during installation or upgrade
so that these components can secure communication with the Tanium Server.
The Tanium Server uses separate root key pairs for TLS communication with Tanium Clients based on their version. Initially after a
fresh installation or upgrade, Tanium Client 7.4 or later uses the root public key that has the name <Tanium Server FQDN> Root 0
(see Figure 18). Each new root public key that you create for version 7.4 or later has a unique name in the format
<Tanium Server FQDN> Root <#>. The root public key for Tanium Client 7.2 has the name legacy-root. You cannot create new keys
for version 7.2.
To view details about the root keys, see View root key information on page 133.
SUBORDINATE KEYS
The Tanium Server, Zone Server, Zone Server Hub, and Tanium Clients generate subordinate keys locally and request a digital
signature for each key pair. The signatures are required for TLS communication. The Tanium Core Platform uses the following
subordinate keys, as shown in Figure 17:
l

TLS keys: Each Tanium Core Platform server and Tanium Client uses TLS keys to enable TLS communication with other
servers and clients. The Tanium Server uses the root private key to generate signatures for the server TLS keys.

l

Message-signing keys: The Tanium Server uses these keys to sign messages (such as for action packages) that it sends to
Tanium Clients. The Tanium Server uses the root private key to generate a signature for the message-signing keys.

l

Intermediate TLS keys: An intermediate TLS private key is used to generate signatures for the TLS keys of Tanium Clients.
The intermediate TLS key pair resides on the Zone Server in deployments that have one (as shown in Figure 17), and on the
Tanium Server otherwise. The server returns both the signature and the intermediate TLS public key to each client to enable
TLS communication. Using intermediate TLS keys instead of the root keys for this function makes client registration faster
and less CPU intensive. For security, you can rotate the intermediate keys independently of the root keys.
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Figure 17: Tanium keys

A copy of the root public key resides in the Zone Server Hub installation directory regardless of whether the hub is
installed on the same host as the Tanium Server (as shown in Figure 17) or on a dedicated host.
To enable communication among the Tanium Core Platform servers, you must also enable trust. For details, see
Managing Tanium Server trust on page 138 and Managing Zone Servers and hubs on page 140.
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KEY ROTATION
Although root keys never expire, you can rotate them, which means generating new keys and revoking the old keys. Rotating keys is
useful if your organization has a policy for periodic key rotation or the security of the active keys is in doubt. If the security of the
active root keys is in doubt, rotate them immediately.
If your organization does not have a key rotation policy, rotate the root keys at least once every year but no more
than once every six months.

You cannot rotate the root keys for Tanium Client 7.2. The Tanium Console identifies the 7.2 root keys with the
name legacy-root (see Figure 18).
Tanium Clients that are offline when you rotate keys acquire the new keys and resume regular operations upon
coming online as long as those clients were initialized with the correct tanium-init.dat file. For details about
tanium-init.dat, see Download infrastructure configuration files (keys) on page 135.

To ensure the security of root private keys, the Tanium Console exposes only root public keys. However, when you generate or
revoke a public key, the Tanium Server automatically generates and revokes the private key. Furthermore, when you rotate the root
keys, the Tanium Core Platform automatically rotates all subordinate keys. Regardless of whether you rotate the root keys, the
subordinate keys automatically rotate at configurable intervals.
The following steps summarize the workflow for rotating keys:
1.

(Optional best practice) On each Tanium Server, encrypt the pki.db file that contains the root keys, Tanium Server TLS keys,
and message-signing keys. This is a one-time only task that you perform to prevent unauthorized access to the keys. See
Encrypt the root keys database on page 134.

2.

If your organization has a key rotation policy, configure automatic rotation for subordinate keys to match the policy. This is a
one-time only task, unless your policy changes. See Configure subordinate keys rotation on page 137.

3.

Generate a new root public key. The Tanium Server automatically generates a new corresponding private key and triggers the
creation of new subordinate keys. See Generate root keys on page 135.
As a best practice, wait one week before revoking the old root keys to ensure that the process of generating new keys finishes
for all Tanium Core Platform components. When you revoke, any components that did not finish this process expend more
processing resources and network traffic to generate new keys. However, if the security of the root keys is in doubt, revoke the
old keys immediately after generating the new keys.

4.

Revoke the old root public key. The Tanium Server automatically revokes the associated private key and propagates the
revocation directive for the old root keys and subordinate keys to all Tanium Core Platform components. For details, see
Revoke root keys on page 135.

5.

(Best Practice) Back up the Tanium deployment immediately before and after revoking the root keys. If recovery becomes
necessary, you must restore the deployment from the post-revocation backup. However, the pre-revocation backup might
contain information that is useful for recovery planning. The backup steps depend on your Tanium infrastructure:
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l

Tanium Appliance Deployment Guide: Reference: TanOS backup and recovery (a core backup is sufficient)

l

Tanium Core Platform Deployment Guide for Windows: Back up Tanium Core Platform servers and databases
If you configure the Tanium Server to integrate with an HSM, you cannot use a backup of pki.db to
install a cryptographically identical duplicate of the server.

HSM INTEGRATION
If you configure the Tanium Server to integrate with a hardware security module (HSM) for storing and managing keys, all key
operations occur on the HSM even when you use the Tanium Console to initiate those operations. See Tanium Core Platform
Deployment Reference Guide: Securing keys with an HSM.

View root key information
The Administration > Configuration > Key & Trust Management > Current Server page displays a tile for each root public key
that is active. In an active-active deployment, the page displays the keys for both Tanium Servers, but only after you approve trust
between them (see Managing Tanium Server trust on page 138). You can identify keys by their Fingerprint, which is the hash digest
of the key, and by the server Name. The root public key that the Tanium Server uses for TLS communication with Tanium Client 7.2
has a Name of legacy-root. All the other keys are for TLS communication with Tanium Core Platform servers and with Tanium Client
7.4 or later.
Figure 18: Tanium root public keys

You can also see details about root key operations, such as who generated or revoked a key and when:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Key & Trust Management > Activity Log.

2.

Review the entries in the All Root Keys grid.
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Figure 19: Keys activity log

Encrypt the root keys database
As a best practice to prevent unauthorized access, specify a password to encrypt the root keys that the Tanium Server stores in the
pki.db file. In an active-active deployment, perform this task on each Tanium Server.
The Tanium Console displays the values of most settings that you configure. However, for security, the Console does
not display the encryption password.

SET THE ENCRYPTION PASSWORD
Encrypt the root keys by adding the PKIDatabasePassword setting:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Settings > Advanced Settings and click Add Setting.

2.

For the Setting Type, select Local.

3.

For the Platform Setting Name, enter PKIDatabasePassword.

4.

Set the Value Type to Protected .

5.

Enter the password Value and click Save.
Store the password in a safe location.

CHANGE THE ENCRYPTION PASSWORD
After adding the PKIDatabasePassword setting, you can later change the password as follows:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Settings > Advanced Settings.

2.

In the Name column, click PKIDatabasePassword.
The Value field displays (protected) instead of the actual value.

3.

Enter a new Value and click Save.
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Generate root keys
You can generate additional active public-private root key pairs for each Tanium Server. Perform this task on each Tanium Server in
an active-active deployment.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Key & Trust Management > Current Server.

2.

Click Create New Key. The page shows the root public key details in a new tile.

Revoke root keys
To prevent communication disruptions among Tanium Core Platform components, you cannot revoke a root key pair until you first
generate a new key pair to replace it. Review the Key rotation on page 132 workflow before revoking the old root key pair. You must
revoke keys on both Tanium Servers in an active-active deployment.
Back up the Tanium deployment immediately before and after revoking the root keys. If recovery becomes
necessary, you must restore the deployment from the post-revocation backup. However, the pre-revocation backup
might contain information that is useful for recovery planning. The backup steps depend on your Tanium
infrastructure:
l

Tanium Appliance Deployment Guide: Reference: TanOS backup and recovery (a core backup is sufficient)

l

Tanium Core Platform Deployment Guide for Windows: Back up Tanium Core Platform servers and
databases

If you configure the Tanium Server to integrate with an HSM, note that you cannot use a backup of the pki.db file
containing the root keys to install a cryptographically identical duplicate of the server.

Revoke keys as follows:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Key & Trust Management > Current Server.

2.

Click Revoke Key in the tile of the public key.

Download infrastructure configuration files (keys)
The Zone Server, Zone Server Hub, and Tanium Clients must authenticate the Tanium Server to enable communication with it.
Version 7.4 of the servers and clients use keys (including the root public key) that are inside the initialization bundle (taniuminit.dat) to authenticate. Tanium Client 7.2 uses only the root public key (tanium.pub) to authenticate. Downloading the
initialization file or public key file from the Tanium Server enables you to then deploy the file to the Tanium Clients, Zone Server,
and Zone Server Hub.
Be careful not to allow the tanium-init.dat or tanium.pub file to be distributed or stored outside of your
organization, such as in a publicly accessible source code repository or any other location accessible from the public
internet. Limit the distribution to specific use in the deployment of Tanium Clients.
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Though these files do not contain private keys and cannot be used to provide control over a Tanium environment, a
user with malicious intent could use them to connect an unapproved client and use this unauthorized access to
learn how your organization is using Tanium.

For version 7.4 or later of the servers and clients, tanium-init.dat is required for fresh installations. If you
upgraded and plan to deploy more 7.2 clients, use tanium.pub. If you upgraded and plan to deploy new 7.4
clients, using tanium-init.dat is the best practice.

If you download tanium-init.dat through Tanium Client Management, certain settings (such as
ServerNameList) are preconfigured in the file. See Tanium Client Management User Guide: Download the
installation bundle or tanium-init.dat file for alternative deployment.

1.

(Active-active deployment only) Enable trust between the Tanium Servers in an active-active deployment if you haven't
already. Upon establishing trust, the servers exchange the necessary keys so that the tanium-init.dat file on each server
contains the public key of both servers. For details, see Managing Tanium Server trust on page 138.

2.

(Tanium Client 7.2 only) Enable the Tanium protocol that Tanium Client 7.2 uses to authenticate:
a.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Settings > Advanced Settings.

b.

In the Name columns, click enable_protocol_314_flag.

c.

Set the Value to 1 and click Save.

3.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Infrastructure.

4.

Click

Download in the Clients v7.4+ and Zone Server or Clients v7.2 section, depending on which file you need.

The file appears in the Downloads folder on the system that you use to access the Tanium Console.
To deploy tanium-init.dat or tanium.pub, see the relevant user guide:
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l

Tanium Clients: See the Tanium Client Management User Guide.

l

Zone Server and Hub: See the guide for your deployment infrastructure:
o

Tanium Appliance Deployment Guide: Install the Tanium Zone Server

o

Tanium Core Platform Deployment Guide for Windows: Install the Tanium Zone Server

Configure subordinate keys rotation
Tanium Core Platform components automatically generate new subordinate key pairs when it is time to rotate them. For example,
Tanium Clients renew their TLS keys four hours (the renewal window) before the end of each seven-day validity period (expiration
interval) by default. The renewal windows ensure components have enough time to re-establish trust in the Tanium environment
before the current keys expire. Configure the validity periods and renewal windows to match the policy of your organization. If your
organization does not have a policy, the best practice is to use the default windows and validity periods.

You must configure the validity period of a key to exceed its renewal window by at least an hour. Otherwise, the
Tanium Server automatically increases the validity period to one hour longer than the renewal window to ensure
that the key does not rotate more than once per hour.

Perform the following steps for each type of subordinate key pair:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Settings > Advanced Settings.

2.

Click the setting Name in the grid. See Table 17 for the list of names.

3.

Enter the appropriate validity period or renewal window Value and click Save.

Table 17: Settings for key rotation
Setting

Guidelines

pki_server_tls_key_duration_days

The validity period for the key pair that the Tanium Server uses for TLS communication with
another Tanium Server (in an active-active deployment), the Zone Server Hub, or Tanium
Clients (in deployments without a Zone Server). The default is 60 days.

pki_server_tls_key_renewal_window_hours

The renewal window for the key pair that the Tanium Server uses for TLS communication with
another Tanium Server (in an active-active deployment), the Zone Server Hub, or Tanium
Clients (in deployments without a Zone Server). The default is 4 hours.

pki_message_signing_key_duration_days

The validity period for the key pair that the Tanium Server uses to sign messages (such as for
action packages) that it sends to Tanium Clients. The default is 180 days.

pki_message_signing_key_renewal_window_

The renewal window for the key pair that the Tanium Server uses to sign messages (such as

hours

for action packages) that it sends to Tanium Clients. The default is 4 hours.

pki_hub_tls_key_duration_days

The validity period for the key pair that the Zone Server Hub uses for TLS communication with
the Tanium Server and Zone Server. The default is 60 days.
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Table 17: Settings for key rotation (continued)
Setting

Guidelines

pki_hub_tls_key_renewal_window_hours

The renewal window for the key pair that the Zone Server Hub uses for TLS communication
with the Tanium Server and Zone Server. The default is 4 hours.

pki_zoneserver_tls_key_duration_days

The validity period for the key pair that the Zone Server uses for TLS communication with the
Zone Server Hub and Tanium Clients. The default is 60 days.

pki_zoneserver_tls_key_renewal_window_hours

The renewal window for the key pair that the Zone Server uses for TLS communication with
the Zone Server Hub and Tanium Clients. The default is 4 hours.

pki_client_tls_ca_key_duration_days

The validity period for the key pair that the Zone Server or Tanium Server (in deployments
without a Zone Server) uses to provide digital signatures for Tanium Clients when they
generate new TLS key pairs. The default is 180 days.

pki_client_tls_ca_key_renewal_window_hours

The renewal window for the key pair that the Zone Server or Tanium Server (in deployments
without a Zone Server) uses to provide digital signatures for Tanium Clients when they
generate new TLS key pairs. The default is 168 hours (7 days).

pki_client_tls_key_duration_days

The validity period for the key pairs that Tanium Clients use for TLS communication with each
other and with the Zone Server or Tanium Server (in deployments without a Zone Server). The
default is 7 days.

PKIClientTLSKeyRenewalWindowHours

The renewal window for the key pairs that Tanium Clients use for TLS communication with
each other and with the Zone Server or Tanium Server (in deployments without a Zone
Server). The default is 4 hours.

Managing Tanium Server trust
You must enable trust between Tanium Servers in an active-active cluster so that they can communicate for synchronization. Enable
trust to address the following use cases:
l

You upgraded from Tanium Core Platform 7.3 and must enable trust because version 7.4 or later requires it.

l

You completed a fresh installation of Tanium Servers and must enable trust between them.

l

You initially deployed a Tanium Server in a standalone configuration, but now you want to deploy a second server for an
active-active configuration.

l

You need to replace one of the Tanium Servers in an active-active deployment. In this case, you must revoke the trust state
for the old server and enable trust for the new server.

The Administration > Configuration > Key & Trust Management > Trusted Servers page displays details about enabled and
revoked trust states.
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You require the Administrator reserved role to manage trust for Tanium Servers.
To troubleshoot issues related to server trust, see:
l

View Tanium Server trust history on page 140

l

Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide: PKI logs

Enable trust between Tanium Servers
BEFORE YOU BEGIN
l

Install both Tanium Servers in the active-active cluster. For the procedure, see the deployment guide for your Tanium
infrastructure under Tanium Core Platform Servers. When you add a second Tanium Server, both servers automatically
discover the presence of the other through the Tanium database and appear in the Administration > Configuration > Key
& Trust Management > Trusted Servers page.

l

(Tanium Appliance deployment only) Check the TanOS version of your appliances: see Tanium Appliance Deployment Guide:
View version information. If the version is TanOS 1.6.5 or later, you can skip this procedure because the array installation
process automatically establishes trust between appliances in the array: see Tanium Appliance Deployment Guide: Installing
an Appliance Array.

l

Record the fingerprints of the root public keys that are active on each Tanium Server. You use the fingerprints to verify
server identities. To see the fingerprints, sign in to the Tanium Console of each server and select Administration
> Configuration > Key & Trust Management > Current Server.

APPROVE TRUST
1.

Sign in to the Tanium Console of a Tanium Server.
A message appears at the top of the Console indicating trust approval is required for the Tanium Server that is the peer of the
server you signed into.

2.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Key & Trust Management > Trusted Servers.
The page contains information about the Tanium Server that requires trust in relation to the server you signed into.

3.

Verify the identity of the Tanium Server that requires trust by its Root Key Fingerprint and IP Address.
If the identifiers of a Tanium Server are wrong, decommission the server before denying trust. Denied trust is
irreversible for any particular instance of a Tanium Server. To subsequently approve trust, you must uninstall
and reinstall the server so that it generates a new root key pair.

4.

Click Accept to initiate the trust approval workflow and click Confirm to proceed with the operation.
The Trust Status remains Awaiting trust from other server until you enable trust on the other Tanium Server.

5.

You must repeat the same preceding steps on the other Tanium Server. When you finish, the Trust Status changes to
Trusted.
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Revoke trust between Tanium Servers
To replace one of the Tanium Servers in an active-active deployment, revoke the current trust state for the old server as follows,
before enabling trust for the new server.
1.

Sign in to the Tanium Console of the Tanium Server that currently trusts the server that you will revoke.

2.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Key & Trust Management > Trusted Servers.

3.

In the tile of the Tanium Server for which you want to revoke trust, click Revoke Trust, and then click Confirm.

View Tanium Server trust history
You can see details about Tanium Server trust operations, such as who approved or revoked trust, when, and whether the operation
succeeded.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Key & Trust Management > Activity Log.

2.

Review the entries in the Server Trust History grid.

Managing Zone Servers and hubs
In deployments where network security policies do not allow Tanium Clients in an external, untrusted network to initiate
connections with the Tanium Server, you can deploy a Tanium Zone Server in the DMZ to proxy communication between the clients
and Tanium Server. The Tanium Server communicates with the Zone Server through a Tanium Zone Server Hub. You must enable
trust between each Tanium Server and hub so that they can communicate. You must also map each Zone Server to a hub so that
only trusted Zone Servers communicate with hubs. In an active-active deployment, enable trust and configure mappings for each
Tanium Server, Zone Server, and hub.
Figure 20: Zone Server deployment

* Port 22 is required only for a Tanium Appliance Array.
In Tanium™ Appliance deployments, the Zone Server Hub is always installed on the Tanium Server. In Windows
deployments, the hub is typically installed on the Tanium Server but can also be on a dedicated host.
For more information about the Zone Server and hub and the procedures to install them, see:
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l

Tanium Appliance Deployment Guide: Installing an individual Tanium Zone Server

l

Tanium Core Platform Deployment Guide for Windows: Tanium Zone Server

The following procedures address these use cases:
l

You upgraded from Tanium Core Platform 7.3 and must enable trust and configure mappings because the servers require
them in version 7.4 or later.

l

You completed the fresh installation of the Tanium Servers, Zone Servers, and Zone Server Hubs, and now you must enable
trust and configure mappings.

l

You must add a Zone Server or hub to an existing deployment.

l

You must replace a Zone Server or hub. In this case, you must revoke the trust state and delete the mappings for the old hub
and then enable trust and configure mappings for the new hub.

You require the Administrator reserved role to manage trust and mappings among Zone Servers and hubs.
To troubleshoot issues related to server trust and mappings, see Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference
Guide: PKI logs:

Establish trust and configure mappings
BEFORE YOU BEGIN
l

Install the Tanium Servers, Zone Servers, and Zone Server Hubs. For the procedures, see the deployment guide for your
Tanium infrastructure under Tanium Core Platform Servers. When you install a Zone Server Hub, the Tanium Console
automatically displays it as a tile in the Administration > Configuration > Zone Servers > Zone Server Hubs page.

l

(Tanium Appliance deployment only) Check the TanOS version of your appliances: see Tanium Appliance Deployment Guide:
View version information. If the version is TanOS 1.6.5 or later, you can skip this procedure because the array installation
process automatically establishes trust between appliances in the array: see Tanium Appliance Deployment Guide: Installing
an Appliance Array.

In an active-active deployment, perform the following tasks in sequence on each Tanium Server.
APPROVE TRUST FOR ZONE SERVER HUBS
Perform the following steps for each Zone Server Hub.
If you upgraded the Zone Server Hub from version 7.3, the hub migrates the ZoneServerList.txt file into Zone
Server mappings after you approve trust for the hub.

1.

Display the registration fingerprint of the Zone Server Hub so that, in a later step, you can verify its identity before establishing
trust.
Appliance deployment:
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a.

Sign in to the TanOS console of the Zone Server Hub appliance as a user with the tanadmin role.

b.

Enter @ to open the About the Appliance page and note the value of the TZS Hub Registration Fingerprint field.

Windows deployment:
a.

Sign in to the Zone Server Hub and access the CLI.

b.

Navigate to the Zone Server Hub installation directory (such as \Program Files (x86)\Tanium\Tanium
ZoneServer):

> cd <Zone Server>
c.

Display the registration fingerprint of the Zone Server Hub:

> TaniumZoneServer pki show-registration-fingerprint
2.

Sign in to the Tanium Console of a Tanium Server.

3.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Zone Servers > Zone Server Hubs.
The page displays a tile for each Zone Server Hub that you installed.

4.

Verify the identity of each Zone Server Hub by its Fingerprint and its IP address or FQDN.
If the identifiers of a Zone Server Hub are wrong, decommission the hub before denying trust for it. Denied
trust is irreversible for any particular instance of a hub. To subsequently approve trust, you must uninstall and
reinstall the hub so that it generates a new fingerprint.

5.

In the Zone Server Hub tile, click Accept and Confirm.
The tile shows the trust Status is Approved.

MAP ZONE SERVERS TO A ZONE SERVER HUB
After approving trust for Zone Server Hubs, perform the following steps for each Zone Server. In an active-active deployment, map
both Zone Servers to each Zone Server Hub.
1.

Display the registration fingerprint of the Zone Server so that, in a later step, you can verify its identity before establishing
trust.
Appliance deployment:
a.

Sign in to the TanOS console of the Zone Server appliance as a user with the tanadmin role.

b.

Enter @ to open the About the Appliance page. Note the value of the TZS Registration Fingerprint field.

Windows deployment:
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a.

Sign in to the Zone Server and access the CLI.

b.

Navigate to the Zone Server installation directory (such as \Program Files (x86)\Tanium\Tanium
ZoneServer):

> cd <Zone Server>
c.

Display the registration fingerprint of the Zone Server:

> TaniumZoneServer pki show-registration-fingerprint
2.

Sign in to the Tanium Console.

3.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Zone Servers > Zone Servers Hubs.

4.

In a Zone Server Hub tile, click Add Zone Server.

5.

Enter the Zone Server FQDN, Host Name, or IP address.

6.

(Optional) If you configured the Zone Server to use a port other than the default 17472 for traffic from the Zone Server Hub,
select Override Default Port and enter the port number.
Configure separate ports for traffic from Zone Server Hubs and Tanium Clients to improve the security of the
Zone Server. See Tanium Core Platform Deployment Guide for Windows: Configure ports for traffic from Zone
Server Hubs and Tanium Clients.

7.

Click Save.
Below the Zone Server Hub tile, the Tanium Console displays a tile for the Zone Server that you added.

8.

Click the Zone Servers tab.
The page displays a tile with a Status of Pending for each Zone Server that you added.

9.

Verify the identity of each Zone Server by its Fingerprint and its IP address or FQDN.
If the identifiers of a Zone Server are wrong, decommission the server before denying trust for it.

10.

In the Zone Server tile, click Accept and Confirm.
The tile shows the mapping Status is Approved.

Revoke trust and delete mappings
If you need to replace one of the Zone Server Hubs, revoke the trust state and Zone Server mappings for the old hub before
establishing trust and mappings for the new hub. If you need to replace a Zone Server, delete its hub mapping before creating a
mapping for the new Zone Server.
You cannot undo the revocation of server trust without reinstalling the revoked Zone Server or Zone Server Hub.

In an active-active deployment, perform these tasks on each Tanium Server.
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REVOKE A ZONE SERVER HUB
1.

Sign in to the Tanium Console of a Tanium Server.

2.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Zone Servers > Zone Server Hubs.
The page displays a tile for each Zone Server Hub.

3.

In the Zone Server Hub tile, click Revoke and Confirm.

REVOKE A ZONE SERVER
1.

Sign in to the Tanium Console of a Tanium Server.

2.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Zone Servers > Zone Servers.
The page displays a tile for each Zone Server.

3.

In the Zone Server tile, click Revoke and Confirm.

DELETE A ZONE SERVER HUB-TO-ZONE SERVER MAPPING
1.

Sign in to the Tanium Console of a Tanium Server.

2.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Zone Servers > Zone Server Hubs.
The page displays a Zone Server tile for each mapping.

3.

In the Zone Server tile, click Delete Mapping.

Managing downloads authentication
The Tanium Server and Tanium Module Server sometimes request files, such as those that Tanium Clients use to run certain
packages, from remote sources. To ensure file downloads are secure, the source and server must trust each other. If the source
regards the server as untrusted, then the server must authenticate. If the server regards the source as untrusted, the source must
authenticate.
For example, when Tanium™ Patch scans Linux endpoints to download available patches from repositories such as the Red Hat
Content Delivery Network, the repositories do not serve the patches until the Tanium Server authenticates. The server uses a client
certificate or account credentials to authenticate, depending on which authentication method the remote source requires.
A remote source authenticates by presenting a server certificate for the Tanium Server or Module Server to validate. The Tanium
Server or Module Server validates using a trusted certificate, which is a certificate authority (CA) certificate or pinned certificate. A CA
certificate can validate any certificate that the CA digitally signed. A pinned certificate can validate only the source certificate for a
particular domain (such as cdn.redhat.com) and port.
Use the Downloads Authentication page to specify the credentials, client certificates, and CA or pinned certificates that are
required for the Tanium Server, Module Server, and remote sources to authenticate.
Only users who are assigned the Administrator reserved role can see and configure downloads authentication
settings.
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You configure remote sources and trusted certificates only on the Tanium Server (through the Tanium Console),
which automatically propagates the necessary certificates and credentials to the Module Server.
To troubleshoot issues related to downloads authentication, check the Tanium Downloader (TDL) log. See Tanium
Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide: Tanium Downloader log.

Figure 21 illustrates an example deployment where the Tanium Server and Module Server connect through a proxy server (optional)
and firewall (optional) to download files from the following remote sources:
l

Remote Source A: The Tanium Server and Module Server use a client certificate to authenticate to the source and use a CA
certificate to verify the source server certificate.

l

Remote Source B: The Tanium Server and Module Server use a client certificate to authenticate to the source and use a
pinned certificate to verify the source server certificate.

l

Remote Source C: The Tanium Server and Module Server use credentials to authenticate to the source and do not require
the source to present a server certificate.

l

Remote Source D: The Tanium Server and Module Server do not need to authenticate to the source but they use a CA
certificate to verify the source server certificate.
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Figure 21: Downloads authentication
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Manage remote sources
Remote source configurations determine how the Tanium Server and Module Server authenticate to remote sources.
VIEW REMOTE SOURCES
To see the details of remote sources that are already configured:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Downloads Authentication > Remote Sources.
The tab displays the following information:
l

Name: The Display Name appears if one was configured for the source. Otherwise, the Uniform Resource Identifier
(URI) of the source appears.

l

Validity details: Icons indicate which sources have certificates that are valid
less than 30 days

l

, or valid but expiring in

. These states do not apply to credentials.

Modification details: These values indicate which user last modified the certificates or credentials and when.

Expand

2.

, expired

a source to see the following additional details:

l

Authentication type: Certificate or credentials

l

URI of the source (certificate authentication) or Username of the account that is used to access the source (credential
authentication)

l

Expiration date of the certificate (this field is blank for credential authentication)

Click Edit

3.

in the row for a source to see its Description, if that setting was configured.

ADD REMOTE SOURCES
Before you begin
Determine how the Tanium Server and Tanium Module Server must authenticate to each remote source:
l

Certificate authentication: Obtain a valid client certificate and matching private key, both in PEM format, from the remote
source. Each source has its own methods for processing certificate and key requests. The Tanium Server and Tanium Module
Server support password-protected private keys.

l

Credential authentication: Determine the user name and password that are required to authenticate to the remote source.
Each source has its own methods for processing requests for access credentials.
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Add a remote source
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Downloads Authentication > Remote Sources and click Add
Entry.

2.

Configure the following settings and click Save.
Table 18: Remote source settings
Setting

Description

URI

The value depends on the Authentication Type:
l

Certificate Authentication: The source domain, such as cdn.redhat.com

l

Credential Authentication: The URL of the user name that you use to access the source, such as

\\server\share
Display Name

(Optional) Enter a name to identify the source on the Remote Sources tab. If you omit this setting, the tab
displays the source URI instead.

Description

(Optional) Enter text for other users to understand why the servers download files from this source.

Authentication Type

Select Certificate Authentication or Credential Authentication. After you save the source configuration, you
cannot change this setting.

Authentication Certificate

(Certificate authentication only) When you add a source, this section appears only after you click Upload
Certificate, select the certificate, and click Open. If you later edit the source, you can click Update Certificate
to select another certificate.
The Authentication Certificate section displays the certificate Subject (common name) and Expiration datetime.

Private Key

(Certificate authentication only) When you add a source, this field displays the file name of the private key only
after you click Upload Private Key, select the key, and click Open. If you later edit the source, you can click
Update Private Key to select another key.

Username

(Credential Authentication only) Enter the user name that is required to access the remote source.

Password

(Credential Authentication only) Enter the password that is required to access the remote source.

EDIT REMOTE SOURCES
You can edit remote source configurations to replace expired certificates or update credentials that have changed. All the source
settings are editable except the Authentication Type.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Downloads Authentication > Remote Sources and click Edit
in the row for the source that you want to edit.

2.

Update the settings in Table 18 and click Save.
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DELETE REMOTE SOURCES
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Downloads Authentication > Remote Sources.

2.

Click Delete

in the row for the source that you want to remove.

Manage trusted certificates
The Tanium Server and Tanium Module Server require untrusted remote sources to authenticate when processing file download
requests. You must upload the trusted (CA or pinned) certificates that the Tanium Server and Tanium Module Server use to validate
the certificates that sources present for authentication.
VIEW TRUSTED CERTIFICATES
To see the details of certificates that are already uploaded:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Downloads Authentication > Trusted Certificates.
The tab displays the following information:
l

Name: The Display Name if one was configured for the certificate.

l

Modification details: Which user last modified the certificate and when

l

Expiration: The date-time when the certificate expires. The Trusted Certificates tab displays warnings if certificates
have expired

2.

Click Edit

or will expire in less than 30 days

.

in the row for a certificate if you want to see the Subject, Domain, and Port settings that Table 19 describes.

ADD TRUSTED CERTIFICATES
1.

Obtain the CA or pinned certificate of the remote source.

2.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Downloads Authentication > Trusted Certificates and click
Add Trusted Certificate.

3.

Select the certificate and click Open.

4.

Configure the following settings and click Save.
Table 19: Trusted certificate settings
Setting

Description

Subject

This read-only setting shows the common name of the certificate.

Expiration

This read-only setting shows the date-time when the certificate expires.

Update Certificate

Click the button if you need to upload a different certificate.

Display Name

(Optional) Enter a name to identify the certificate on the Trusted Certificates tab.

Domain

(Pinned certificates only) The domain for which the certificate is trusted.

Port

(Pinned certificates only) The port for which the certificate is trusted.
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EDIT TRUSTED CERTIFICATES
Replace certificates when they expire or change other settings when necessary.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Downloads Authentication > Trusted Certificates and click
Edit

2.

in the row for the certificate that you want to edit.

Update the fields in Table 19 and click Save.

DELETE TRUSTED CERTIFICATES
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Downloads Authentication > Trusted Certificates.

2.

Click Delete

in the row for the certificate that you want to remove.
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Part 6: Asking questions
Use Tanium Interact to ask questions and retrieve information from endpoints. For example, you can ask a question that determines
if any endpoints are missing critical security patches. Based on the question results that the endpoints return, you can then deploy
actions, such as installing security patches.
For details on manipulating and analyzing question results, see Part 7: Managing question results on page 168.
For details on deploying actions, see Deploying actions on page 198.
For the user roles and permissions required to ask questions, see Tanium Interact permissions on page 47.

What is a question?
A Tanium question is a query that you issue from the Tanium Server to managed endpoints. A dynamic question is one that you
create and issue through the Explore Data or Question Builder features in Interact. A saved question is a configuration object that
enables you to reissue a question without reconstructing it through those features.
The Explore Data feature is built on a natural language parser that enables you to get started with natural questions rather than a
specialized query language. You do not need to enter questions as complete sentences or particularly well-formed inquiries. Word
forms are not case sensitive and can even include misspellings. The parser interprets your input and suggests a number of valid
queries that you can use to formalize the question that is sent to Tanium Clients. Interact provides the Explore Data feature as a
field at the top of the Interact Overview page and the Tanium Home page.
As a new user, when you move the cursor into the Explore Data field for the first time, a list of common questions
appears in a dropdown list. You can select one of these questions or enter your own. When you return to the
Explore Data field for subsequent questions, the dropdown list shows your most recent questions.

The following figure shows an example of how Interact uses the natural language parser to propose valid queries based on user
input. First, the user enters the fragment last logged in user and clicks Search. In response, Interact returns a list of queries
cast in valid syntax.
Figure 22: Natural language parser
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Questions have a get clause that specifies the information to retrieve and a from clause that specifies the target endpoints. Basic
questions include the following:
l

One or more sensor names (such as Last Logged In User) in the get clause

l

From all machines (all endpoints that host the Tanium Client) in the from clause

Advanced questions include reserved words or characters (such as match or $), regular expressions, filter clauses, the in operator,
or advanced options.
For more information about question syntax, see Reference: Advanced question syntax.

What is a sensor?
A sensor is a script that runs on an endpoint to compute a response to a Tanium question. The Tanium Server distributes sensors to
endpoints during Tanium Client registration. Sensors enable you to ask questions that collect information such as the following:
l

Hardware and software inventory and configuration

l

Running applications and processes

l

Files and directories

l

Network connections

The installation process for the Tanium Server automatically imports the Tanium™ Default Content and Tanium™ Interact content
packs that include sensors for a wide range of common questions. Other Tanium solutions that you import might provide more
sensors, depending on which Tanium content packs or Tanium solution modules you import. If you cannot find a sensor that you
need within Tanium-provided content, you can create custom sensors.
For more information, see Managing sensors on page 234.

Counting and non-counting questions
A counting question returns results in which it is possible for any particular answer string to be the same for multiple endpoints. The
Question Results grid displays a Count column that indicates how many endpoints provided each common answer. A counting
question can have only one sensor. Get Operating System from all machines is an example of a counting question, with a
sensor that returns the operating system of managed endpoints. When an endpoint adds its answer to the answer message, it
increments the tally of the answer that its value matches. The Tanium Server maintains a table of answer strings. In many cases,
such as the operating system, many endpoints provide just a few common answers, so the question has a relatively small footprint
on the Tanium Server.
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Figure 23: Counting question

A non-counting question has sensors that return a unique answer string from each endpoint. For example, Get IP Address from
all machines returns IP addresses, which are unique. For a non-counting question, the Tanium Client adds a new string to the

answer message instead of incrementing the tally for an existing string. Therefore, the data footprint for a non-counting question
can be large on the Tanium Server.
Figure 24: Non-counting question

If the Count column does not appear in the Question Results grid, click Customize Columns

in the grid toolbar

and select the Count check box to show the column. For more information on managing the Question Results grid,
see Manage results grid appearance.
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When using the Question Builder to construct a single-sensor question, you have the option to convert a counting
question to a non-counting question for cases where a counting question returns the too many results answer.

Questions with multiple sensors
When you construct a question, use the AND operator in the get clause to specify multiple sensors. The Question Results page
groups results by the first sensor, then by the next sensor, and so on, as the following example illustrates.
Figure 25: Question with multiple sensors

Questions with parameterized sensors
A parameterized sensor uses a value that you specify when entering the question in the Explore Data field or Question Builder. The
following example shows the Registry Value Data sensor. The Tanium Console prompts you to specify a registry path and value.
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Figure 26: Parameterized sensor

Another example is the High CPU Processes sensor. You can specify a parameter that is the number of CPU processes to return from
each machine. For example, you might want to get the top 5 highest CPU utilizing processes. The question has the following syntax:
Get High CPU Process[5] from all machines

For sensors with multiple parameters, you can specify an ordered list of comma-separated parameters. For example, to see the first
10 lines from the action log for the action with ID 1, specify a parameter list as follows:
Get Tanium Action Log[1,10] from all machines

For more details, see Example: Parameterized sensors.

Questions with filters
You can use filters to create questions that target fewer endpoints than the default all machines. For example, the following
advanced question targets only endpoints that have a specific process name or value.
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Figure 27: Question filter

The left side (get clause) is a complete and valid query; the right side contains a filter: the from all machines with expression.
Filters in the from clause are the first part of a question that an endpoint processes. If the endpoint data does not match the filter,
the endpoint does not process the question any further. If the question has multiple filters, the endpoint evaluates each filter. The
filter expression must evaluate to a Boolean true or false. For example, the expression from all machines with Running
Processes contains explore evaluates to true if the specified string matches the result string, or false if it does not. If a filter

evaluates to true, the endpoint runs the sensors on the left side of the question and returns the results.
A parameterized sensor like File Exists[] returns the result File Exists: Filename or File does not exist, so be
careful how you enter the sensor in a filter expression.
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Figure 28: Example: Question with parameterized sensor

The filter expression from all machines with File Exists["C:\Program Files\PuTTY\putty.exe"] containing
"Exists" evaluates to true when the result is File Exists: C:\Program Files\PuTTY\putty.exe and false when the

result is File does not exist, so you can use it to filter the set of responses.
Figure 29: Example: Filter with parameterized sensor

Filter expressions can match strings or regular expressions. The following table describes the supported filter operators as they
appear when you use the Question Builder. The table also describes how some operators are normalized after you load them from
the Question Builder or enter the expressions in the Explore Data field.
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Table 20: Filter operators
Filter operator

Usage

contains

Sensor value contains the specified string.
Example: running processes contains "explore"

does not contain

Sensor value does not contain the specified string.

starts with

Sensor value starts with the specified string.
Example: starts with "explore"
When you load the question, the expression is translated to a regular expression using the matches operator.

does not start with

Sensor value does not start with the specified string.

ends with

Sensor value ends with the specified string.
Example: ends with "explore.exe"
When you load the question, the expression is translated to a regular expression using the matches operator.

does not end with

Sensor value does not end with the specified string.

matches

Sensor value matches the specified regular expression (in Boost syntax).

does not match

Sensor value does not match the specified regular expression.

in

Sensor value matches one of the specified strings. Use commas without spaces to separate the strings. When you
load the question, the expression shown in the question field uses equals and or operators in place of in.
Example: The filter in "10.10.10.10,10.10.10.11" in the Question Builder becomes IP Address

equals 10.10.10.10 or IP Address equals 10.10.10.11 when you load the question.
is equal to

Sensor value is equal to the specified value or string. When you load the question, the expression shown in the
question field uses equals in place of is equal to.

is not equal to

Sensor value is not equal to the specified value or string. When you load the question, the expression shown in the
question field uses not equals in place of is not equal to.

is less than

Sensor value is less than the specified value. When you load the question, the expression shown in the question field
uses a symbol (<) in place of the operator words.
Example: installed application version[chrome] < 12

is less than or equal to

Sensor value is less than or equal to the specified string. When you load the question, the expression shown in the
question field uses symbols (<=) in place of the operator words.
Example: installed application version[chrome] <= 12
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Table 20: Filter operators (continued)
Filter operator

Usage

is greater than

Sensor value is greater than the specified value. When you load the question, the expression shown in the question
field uses a symbol (>) in place of the operator words.
Example: installed application version[chrome] > 12

is greater than or equal to

Sensor value is greater than or equal to the specified string. When you load the question, the expression shown in
the question field uses symbols (>=) in place of the operator words.
Example: installed application version[chrome] >= 12

For details about advanced filtering options, see Reference: Advanced question syntax on page 461.

Issue a question through the Explore Data field
Use the Interact Explore Data field to quickly construct dynamic questions. The field is particularly useful when you want to issue
simple questions, or when you understand Tanium question syntax sufficiently to manually enter advanced questions that involve
filters, regular expressions, or operators.
If you want guidance while creating questions, see Issue a question through the Question Builder on page 163. For
details on question syntax, see Reference: Advanced question syntax on page 461.

1.

Go to the Tanium Home page or Interact Overview page.

2.

In the Explore Data field, enter your question and press Enter, or use the dropdown to select a recently asked question.
l

Interact uses a natural language parser to interpret your entry. The question text can be in natural English and does
not require complete sentences, case sensitivity, or strictly correct spelling.

l

Unless you specify a from clause in the question, Interact uses the default from all machines. This default value
specifies that all managed endpoints for which you have computer group management rights answer the question.

l

For new users, the dropdown list contains a list of common questions. When you return to the Explore Data field for
subsequent questions, the dropdown list shows your most recent questions.
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l

Click Expand

next to a question in the dropdown list to show details for the question, including average time on an

endpoint and which sensors are used.

l

When you enter a question, the dropdown list displays a set of proposed questions in valid syntax, listed in the order
of how closely they approximate your question text.
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l

If your question does not appear in the dropdown, select the enhanced search option. The natural language parser
examines the question text to show additional questions.

l

If your question text includes a parameterized sensor, Interact prompts you for the parameters.

l

Click More ways to explore data in the dropdown list to open the Question Builder.

After you press Enter or click a question in the dropdown list, the Question Results page opens to show answers from
endpoints.
For details and tasks relating to question results, see Part 7: Managing question results on page 168.
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Issue a question through the Question Builder
The Question Builder provides a guided method for creating a dynamic question. It has form fields to help you complete the get
statement and the from clause, including any filters.
Figure 30: Question Builder

1.

Open the Question Builder page:
l

To create a new question, click Build Question next to the Explore Data field on the Tanium Home page.

l

To refine a question that you already issued, click Copy to Question Builder next to the question field on the
Question Results page.

l

You can also access the Question Builder page from the Interact menu, and through the More ways to explore data
option in the Explore Data dropdown list

2.

Click + Add below Get the following data to create the get statement. A row appears with a text field for entering a sensor
name.
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3.

Start typing in the sensor name field, use the typeaheads to select a sensor, and click Apply.

Alternatively, click Browse All Sensors below the sensor name field to open the Browse Sensors dialog and select a sensor.
The bottom of the dialog displays the Sensor Description.

4.

For a sensor that produces data across multiple Question Results columns, you can add filters based on column data
matches. In the Question Builder, click Add filter below the sensor field to configure a filter. By default, filter matching
applies to a single column, which you select in the first drop-down list below the sensor name. Note that single-column
filtering works only if the sensor definition specifies column delimiters with a single character (such as "|"), not multiple
characters (such as "|:"). To apply matching to all the columns for a sensor, select Row Filter.
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You can select matching operators and specify regular expressions to match strings. To match on substrings, select the
Substring box and specify a Start position (where 0 is the first position) and number of characters (Length).

5.

(Optional) If you add a filter in the Get the following data or from computers with sections, you can click Advanced Sensor
Options below the filter to configure additional settings. See Reference: Advanced sensor options.

6.

To create the from clause, click one of the following buttons below from computers with and then click Apply:
l

+ Add: Add one or more conditions that endpoints must match. You can base the matching (Select Attribute) on a
Sensor or Computer Group (management group or filter group).

l

+ Grouping: Select this option to nest a Boolean operator and then use + Add to build the nested expression.

You can configure multiple filters, including nested filters. For example, to investigate the web browsers installed on
computers, you can select the Boolean AND or OR in the from clause to target modern browsers.
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7.

(Optional) Click Advanced Question Options and enable Force Computer Id if you want to convert a single-sensor, counting
question into a non-counting question by forcing Tanium Clients to include the computer ID in their answers. Note that the
Question Results page does not include the computer ID results when you select this option. Converting to a non-counting
question is a workaround that resolves cases where a counting question returns the too many results answer. For
details, see Enable or disable live updates on page 169.

8.

Click Ask Question to issue the question.
The Question Results page opens to show the answers from endpoints.
For details and tasks relating to question results, see Part 7: Managing question results on page 168.

Question expiration
Upon issuing a dynamic or saved question, the Tanium Server assigns a question ID to the question. The question ID appears in the
URL field of your web browser. For example, in the URL https://10.20.30.40/#/interact/q/376, the question ID is 376.
After 10 minutes, the question ID expires and its URL becomes invalid. This means you can refresh the page or share the link only
within that 10-minute period.
If you navigate to the URL after 10 minutes, Interact displays a Question Expired message and provides the option to copy the
question text to the question field so that you can reissue it.

Question history
Use the Question History page to manually reissue questions or view a chronology of issued questions, as well as their syntax and
other details (such as issuer and expiration time stamp). By default, the Question History page shows questions that were issued in
the past 24 hours. You can change the date range to show more entries, or apply filters to limit the entries that appear.
By default, question Expiration date-times are based on the Local Time of the system that you use to access the Tanium Console,
but you can switch to Coordinated Universal Time (UTC).
Users require a role with the Question History read permission to see the Question History page. For the
permissions that are required to load questions from the page, see Question history.

Reissue a question
To reissue a question, select the question in the grid and click Load. The Tanium Console displays the results in the Question
Results page.

Export question history
Export information from the Question History grid as a CSV file to view the information in an application that supports that format.
If you have the Administrator reserved role, you can also export the information as a JSON file.
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1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Question History.

2.

Select rows in the grid to export information only for specific questions. If you want to export information for all questions,
skip this step.

3.

Click Export

.

4.

(Optional) Edit the default export File Name.
The file suffix (.csv or .json) changes automatically based on the Format selection.

5.

Select an Export Data option: export information for all All questions in the grid or just for the Selected questions.

6.

Select the file Format: CSV (default) or JSON (Administrator reserved role only).

7.

Click Export.
The Tanium Server exports the file to the downloads folder on the system that you used to access the Tanium Console.

Copy question history details
Copy question history details to your clipboard to paste them into a message, text file, or spreadsheet. Each row in the grid is a
comma-separated value string.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Question History.

2.

Perform one of the following steps:
l

Copy row information: Select one or more rows and click Copy

l

Copy cell information: Hover over the cell, click Options

.

, and click Copy

.

Saved questions
After issuing a dynamic question, you can click Save above the question field to save the question syntax as a configuration object
with associated settings. You can then reissue the question without reconstructing it in the Explore Data field or Question Builder.
Tanium content packs provide predefined saved questions. You can issue saved questions manually or based on a configurable
schedule. You can also issue saved questions through Tanium modules or custom applications that use the Tanium XML API. For
details, see Managing saved questions on page 261.
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Part 7: Managing question results
Question results overview
After you use Tanium Interact to issue a dynamic question, the Question Results page opens and displays a grid with the answers
(results) from endpoints. The page facilitates analyzing the results by providing display options such as live updates, cached results,
and filters. You can also use the page to retrieve additional information from endpoints by merging questions and by drilling down
into the results.
Each row in the results grid is an aggregation of the endpoints that reported the same answer. For counting questions, the Count
column shows the number of Tanium Clients with that answer, as shown in Figure 31 (for details, see Counting and non-counting
questions).
When you issue a saved question or a dashboard of questions, the Tanium Console opens the saved question results page or
dashboard results page respectively. These pages resemble the Question Results page but have additional options: see Issue a
saved question and Issue a dashboard of saved questions.
If Tanium Clients do not answer questions, see Troubleshoot question results issues.

Figure 31: Question Results grid

Selecting rows
After you manipulate the grid to show the results that you want, you can deploy actions to the associated endpoints by selecting
some or all of the result rows and clicking Deploy Action. For the full procedure, see Deploying actions.
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l

You can select up to 100 rows in the grid.

l

To quickly select multiple consecutive result rows for drilling down, copying, exporting, or deploying actions, click the check
box in the first row to include, hold down the Shift key, and then click the check box in the last row to include.

l

Click the check box next to the header row to select 100 rows, starting with the first row that displays on the screen. If you
already have rows selected, Interact only selects rows to reach the 100 limit. Click the check box again to clear any selected
rows.

Enable or disable live updates
The top left of the Question Results grid toolbar shows the percentage of Tanium Clients that reported results. The live updates
feature is enabled by default, which means the Tanium Console updates the grid as more Tanium Clients report results.
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Click Pause

to stop the grid from updating and click Play

to resume updating.

Even after 100% of Tanium Clients have reported, some answer rows might indicate incomplete results.
[no results]
This result indicates that the Tanium Client was instructed to answer but does not have a value that matches the sensor
filter. This occurs if you apply a filter to the get clause and not the from clause. For example, if the question is Get IP
Address ending with 2 from all machines, all endpoints return answers and all endpoints without an IP address

ending in 2 return[no results]. As a best practice, put the filter in the from clause. For example, Get IP Address
from all machines where IP Address ends in 2 would not return unexpected [no results] rows. You might

also see [no results] if the sensor does not return a value or cannot execute the script.
[Current Result Unavailable]
If an endpoint takes longer than usual to evaluate a sensor, it might initially supply the answer[current results
unavailable] to the answer message that it passes along the linear chain and ultimately to the Tanium Server. However,
the sensor process continues on the endpoint after supplying that initial answer and, upon completing the process, the
endpoint sends its updated answer. The Tanium Server then updates the Question Results grid.
[Results Currently Unavailable]
This result indicates that the Tanium Server cannot correctly parse an answer. Contact Tanium Support if this occurs.
[too many results]
This result indicates that more results are available, but the Tanium Clients will not return the additional results. Tanium
CloudThe Tanium Server has certain checks to limit the network and memory impact of questions. Because of how these
messages are generated, you cannot drill down on this response. To avoid this message, uses sensors that are more focused,
or target only a certain computer or computer group to limit the unique number of strings for each answer.
[TSE-ErrorXYZ]
Messages that begin with [TSE-Error indicate a client is in a state that prevents it from answering the question. Common
reasons include an unstable operating system, configuration, lack of memory, antivirus software blocks, corrupted WMI
repositories, or a problem with access rights.

Display results for online and offline endpoints
When the Question Results page opens, it initially displays only current results, which are answers from endpoints that were online
at the moment you issued the question. However, you can also display recent or cached results that the Tanium Server stored when
it queried endpoints that were previously online but are currently offline.
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Figure 32: Current, recent, and cached results

The option to display stored results enables you to have a more complete view of your managed endpoints. For example, to
evaluate the security state of both online and offline endpoints, you can display both current and stored results for questions about
which endpoints have a critical patch applied or a particular third-party application installed. Click the button for the type of results
that you want to display:
l

Current: By default, the grid displays results only from endpoints that are currently online.

l

Recent (saved questions only): In addition to results from online endpoints, this option includes results from offline
endpoints if those results still reside on the Tanium Server after the last time the server issued that question. The server
stores the results of saved questions for seven days by default. Note that the server associates recent results with specific
saved questions, not with sensors. This means that even if multiple saved questions share the same sensor, the results grid
might show different recent results for that sensor based on which question you issue and your computer management
group permissions. Only users who have the permissions to create saved questions can view recent results.

l

Cached: The grid displays results that the Tanium Server collects by periodically querying all managed endpoints for specific
sensors. The option appears only for questions in which all the sensors are registered for collection. The server stores the
results for 30 days by default. Because the server saves the results on a per-sensor basis, the grid displays the same results
for a particular sensor when you issue any dynamic or saved question that uses that sensor. The grid displays only the most
recent collected results. Only users with the Data Collection Registration write permission can register sensors. For details,
see Manage sensor results collection.
For offline endpoints, the best practice is to view Cached results instead of Recent results. For cached results, the
Tanium Server more accurately identifies the responding endpoints, allows all users to view the results, and returns
results for both dynamic and saved questions.

Filter question results
Use the filter controls in the header of the Question Results grid to display only results that match the criteria you specify.
Figure 33: Question Results grid filters
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The Question Results grid includes multiple grid filters. The Tanium Server combines the filters with a
Boolean AND. For example, if you select a computer group filter and also configure an advanced filter, the
server combines the logic of both filters.

Use a text filter
Use the Filter By Text field to filter the Question Results grid based on values in pertinent grid columns. The Tanium Server filters
the grid without reissuing the question. Select the Contains or Does not contain operator, enter a search string, and click Search
.
For most questions, the text filter shows matching results in any grid column. If you filter on certain cached results,
values in the Count column are ignored by the text filter.

Use a computer group filter
After you select an entry in the Filter by Computer Group drop-down, the Tanium Server issues a new question with the added
filter. Select All Computers, No Computers, or a user-configured computer group. If the list of computer groups is long, you can use
the text filter within the Computer Group drop-down to filter by group name. If you save the question, the question text includes
the Computer Group filter but not the text filter within the drop-down.
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The Filter by Computer Group drop-down displays only the groups that are available to your user account through
assignment or inheritance (management groups) or that are assigned to a content set for which your account has
role permissions (filter groups). For details, see Managing computer groups.

Use an advanced filter
Use advanced filters to filter question results based on match conditions, including column values.
1.

In the header of the Question Results grid, click Filters.

2.

Click one of the following buttons to add filter conditions:
l

+ Row: Add one or more conditions and click Apply.

l

+ Grouping: Select this option to nest a Boolean operator. Use + Row or + Grouping to build the nested expression
and then click Apply.

After you click Apply All, the grid refreshes.

Manage results grid appearance
To sort rows alphabetically or numerically in the Question Results grid based on the values in a specific column, click the column
header. To perform a secondary sort, press the Shift key and click another column header.
To change which columns are visible in the grid, click Customize Columns

in the grid toolbar and select (show) or deselect (hide)

the column check boxes.
To toggle text wrapping, click Wrap

or Unwrap

in the grid toolbar.

Figure 34: Question Results grid sorting, column visibility, and text wrapping controls
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Export and copy results
The Question Results page provides several options for copying and exporting the results grid contents. To export all results, click
Export

on the right side of the grid toolbar. You can also select specific results and click Copy or Export above the grid.

Figure 35: Copy or export question results

Copy question results to the clipboard
You can copy question results to the clipboard in text format. To include sensor names (displayed in the grid as column headers) in
the copied text, see Set Tanium Console user preferences.
l

To copy specific results, select the corresponding check boxes and click Copy.

l

To copy the contents of a grid cell, hover over the cell, click Options

l

To copy the contents of a grid cell, press the Alt key (Windows) or Option key (macOS) and click in the grid cell. The Tanium

, and click Copy Cell Value

.

Console then displays a message indicating that the clipboard has a copy of the cell contents. This operation works for most
grids in the Tanium Console.

Export question results
You can export question results to a CSV file.
1.

Select one of the following export options:
l

To export specific results, select the corresponding check boxes and click Export.

l

To export the complete results, click Export
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2.

Enter a File Name for the CSV file.

3.

To include sensor names (grid column headers) in the .csv file, select Include headers in export.
If you selected only a subset of the results to export, click Export and skip the remaining steps, which describe options that
are available only if you are exporting the complete results.

4.

Select how the CSV file displays results for questions where one sensor generates multiple results for each responding
endpoint. As an example, for the question Get Computer Name and High CPU Processes[5] from all machines, the
High CPU Processes sensor returns five processes for each endpoint. By default, the file displays one row for all the results that
the sensor generated for an endpoint. For the example question, this would mean each row lists all the top five processes for
each endpoint (identified by Computer Name).

To display a row for each result that a sensor generates, select Flatten rows. For the example question, a flattened export
results in five rows per endpoint: one row for each process that the High CPU Processes sensor returned. Note that this option
works only if just one sensor in the question has multiple results.

If you select Flatten rows, the Fail on errors check box appears. Selecting Fail on errors causes the export to fail for all
results if any result includes multiple columns (sensors) with more than one value. In the example, it would be an error if a
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single endpoint returned multiple results for both Computer Name and High CPU Processes. By default, Fail on errors is
disabled, which means the export proceeds despite such errors. However, the output includes errors without flattening the
affected results; the output does not use separate lines to account for multiple columns with multiple values.
5.

Click Export.

Merge questions
Question results often lead to additional questions. For example, the results of a question that returns computer names and running
processes might indicate that some endpoints are running a suspicious process. You can merge the initial question with another
question to learn more information, such as the last logged-in user. The Tanium Server issues the merge question in the
background, and the Tanium Console re-displays the Question Results grid with one or more additional columns containing results
for the sensors that the merge question specified.

Merge operations automatically apply to all results. You do not need to select grid rows before merging.

1.

Click

2.

Use one of the following tabs to add questions and then click Merge:
l

Merge on the right side of the Question Results grid toolbar to open the Select Merge Questions dialog.

Saved Questions: Lists saved questions that are assigned to content sets for which you have Saved Question read
permission. The questions must also have the Display this question in the list of questions that are available to merge
setting enabled.
To filter the list so that it includes only saved questions with Visibility is set to Only the Owner and
Admins can see this object, select Hide public questions.
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l

Create a Question: Enter a question using the same syntax as in the Interact Explore Data field (see Issue a question
through the Explore Data field).
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l

Build a Question: Construct a question using the same fields as in the Interact Question Builder (see Issue a question
through the Question Builder).
Notice that you add sensors to the get clause but you do not add filters to the from clause. The from clause is
automatically based on the rows that you selected in the Question Results grid when you clicked Merge.
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After you click Merge, the Question Results grid displays the updated results. You can use the

Edit button in the grid

header to modify the merge settings.

Drill down into results
In the Question Results grid, you can drill down into selected results to retrieve more information from the associated endpoints.
Adding a drill-down question effectively means using its sensors to filter the selected results. A typical use case is targeting a smaller
group of endpoints for an action. For example, you might initially issue a question that returns a list of chassis types and operating
systems for all endpoints. To see the identities of endpoints that return specific results, you can drill down into those results with
the Computer Name sensor.
1.

In the Question Results grid, select the check boxes of the results for which you want more information. The Drill Down
button then appears above the grid.

2.

Click Drill Down to open the Select Drill-down Question dialog.

3.

Use one of the following tabs to specify a drill-down question and then click Drill Down:
l

Saved Questions: Lists saved questions that are assigned to content sets for which you have Saved Question read
permission. By default, the list includes only questions that have the Display this question in the list of questions that
are available for drilling down setting enabled. To include questions that do not have the setting enabled, select Show
all questions.
To filter the list so that it includes only saved questions with Visibility is set to Only the Owner and
Admins can see this object, select Hide public questions.
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l

Create a Question: Enter a question using the same syntax as in the Interact Explore Data field (see Issue a question
through the Explore Data field).
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l

Build a Question: Construct a question using the same fields as in the Interact Question Builder (see Issue a question
through the Question Builder).
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After you click Drill Down, Interact shows the progression of results, including a new Question Results grid for the drill-down
question. You can then drill down further, deploy an action, save the question, or click Copy to Question Builder for further
refinement.

View Asset details for endpoints
Tanium™ Asset stores numerous details about each endpoint that might be useful for your operational or monitoring activities. For
example, you might want to see CPU and storage details about an endpoint before deploying an action to it. If you installed Asset
version 1.7 or later and you sign in to the Tanium Console as a user with the Asset Report read permission, you can see those
details through the Question Results grid without issuing additional questions that consume more bandwidth and processor
resources. The grid displays an Asset icon for endpoints after you issue a question that includes any of the following sensors:
l

Computer Name

l

Computer ID

l

Tanium Client IP Address

l

Asset Computer Serial Number

l

Asset Primary User Details

To see a summary of the Asset details for an endpoint, click its Asset icon in the grid to display the Asset Details popup. If the Asset
database has multiple entries for the same endpoint, click the Multiple results found arrows at the top of the popup to find the
Asset Details for a specific entry.
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Figure 36: Asset Details

If you want to see all the Asset details for an endpoint, click View Details in Asset in the Asset Details popup. Asset then opens the
Computer Asset report for the endpoint.
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Figure 37: Computer Asset report
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Part 9: Managing actions
Actions overview
After you use Tanium Interact to issue a question, analyze the question results, and determine which endpoints require
administrative action, you can deploy an action to those endpoints so that the Tanium Client can run the associated package (see
Managing packages on page 253). In a Tanium deployment, a package comprises a command, a script, and any related files required
to execute an action on a managed endpoint. For example, the package named Clean Stale Tanium Client Data includes a
Windows command-line command that executes a Visual Basic Script to remove stale data from the Tanium Client directory and
safely kill any stale sensor or action processes. The Tanium Server distributes package files to endpoints based on their Tanium
Client linear chains (see Tanium Client Management User Guide: File distribution). The endpoints store all package files for an action
in the <Tanium_Client>/Downloads/Action_<ID> folder, where <ID> is the action identifier. When the action runs, it
generates status indicators that you can monitor in the Tanium Console (see View action status on page 214) and generates clientside logs that you can use to troubleshoot failures.
For the user role permissions required to manage actions, see Action management permissions on page 55.
To troubleshoot action deployment issues, see Monitor actions on page 195.

Action concepts and terminology
ACTION GROUP
Action groups are designed to target actions so that the Tanium Server issues them only to appropriate computer management
groups. For example, you can create a computer group for Windows computers and then an action group that targets that computer
group. When you configure scheduled actions to deploy packages that use Windows commands, you can specify that the server
issues the action only to the action group for Windows commands. For details and related procedures, see Managing action groups
on page 221.
ACTION LOCK
Action locks prevent actions from running on an endpoint. You might want to deploy action locks if, for example, you encounter
unexpected behavior on endpoints and want to suspend actions during debugging. For details and related procedures, see
Managing action locks on page 227.
SCHEDULED ACTION
Scheduled actions are actions that the Tanium Server issues based on a configurable schedule. Scheduled actions have a start time
that specifies when the server first issues the action and an optional reissue interval that specifies the frequency at which the server
reissues the action. Scheduled actions also have an optional end time, after which the server stops reissuing the action regardless of
the reissue interval. Scheduled actions are most often used to enforce policy or ensure good cyber hygiene in an environment. For
example, the Tanium™ Default Content pack contains several scheduled actions that periodically update tooling on endpoints,
verify configuration settings are in place, and maintain the overall health of Tanium Clients in your deployment. For details and
related procedures, see Managing scheduled actions and action history on page 205.
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POLICY ACTION
Policy actions are scheduled actions that are based on saved questions instead of dynamic questions. They are useful for ensuring
that endpoints comply with policies. For example, if your organization requires all Windows endpoints to have restricted permissions
on the Tanium Client installation directory, you can schedule an action to restrict permissions based on the following saved
question:
Get Tanium Client Directory Permissions equals Not Restricted from all machines with ( Tanium Client
Directory Permissions equals Not Restricted and Is Windows equals True ).

The from clause ensures that only endpoints that match the question condition return results. At each action interval, the Tanium
Server performs the following steps:
1.

Evaluate whether the results exceed the question expiration period (10 minutes). If no, the server uses the results that it
cached the last time it issued the question. If yes, it reissues the question to collect new results.

2.

Evaluate the results to determine whether any endpoints match the question condition and belong to computer management
groups that are assigned to the question owner:
l

Yes: The server deploys the action to the targeted action group. However, a policy action conserves network
bandwidth and endpoint resources because endpoints download the required packages and perform the actions only
if they match the question condition and belong to the computer management groups that are assigned to the action
owner. In the example question, only Windows endpoints with open permissions on the Tanium Client installation
directory match the condition, and therefore only those endpoints download the required package Client Service
Hardening - Set SYSTEM only permissions on Tanium Client directory and run the action to restrict permissions.

l

No: The action does not deploy.

The Tanium Server does not deploy a policy action to endpoints that were offline when it issued the saved question
and that then come online while the action is in progress.
If you delete a saved question, the Tanium Server continues reissuing it for any actions that use the question and
continues recording the question in the Question History log (see Administration > Actions > Action History).

ACTION APPROVAL
Some organizations have policies that require an approval process for deploying actions. When action approval is enabled, the
signed-in user who deploys the scheduled action cannot also approve it. The action is on hold until another user approves it. The
approving user must have a role with Approve Action and Sensor read permissions. For scheduled actions, the approval remains in
force until the scheduled end date of the action or until a user edits the action configuration. For details and related procedures, see
Managing action approval on page 228.

Action deployment overview
To optimize action deployment, configure platform settings, content, and role-based access control (RBAC) before users start
deploying actions. Monitoring action status and history is also important to ensure that actions continue to have the expected effect.
The three stages of action deployment are:
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1.

2.

3.

Administrative setup for actions on page 187:
a.

Review and, if necessary, edit global settings for actions.

b.

Review and, if necessary, customize the content for deploying actions, such as sensors and packages.

c.

Configure RBAC for actions.

d.

Configure authentication for package downloads if necessary.

Configure and deploy actions on page 192:
a.

Issue a question to identify the endpoints that require the action.

b.

Configure action settings.

c.

Approve the action if approval is required before deployment.

Monitor actions on page 195:
a.

Review action status and history.

b.

Troubleshoot actions if issues occur during deployment.

ADMINISTRATIVE SETUP FOR ACTIONS
Typically, you perform the following tasks once as part of the initial setup of a Tanium deployment. However, you might repeat
some tasks if an environment changes. For example, you might update RBAC configurations to reflect changes to roles and
personnel in an organization.

Tanium provides several predefined scheduled actions, such as Distribute Hardware Tools. You can review these
actions on the Administration > Actions > Scheduled Actions page. The Tanium Server automatically imports
several predefined actions with the Default Content pack and imports other actions when you import certain
modules or shared services. You can manually import content packs that contain additional predefined actions. See
Part 4: Managing Tanium solutions on page 71.
Actions in the Default Content pack typically target the predefined action groups Default – All Computers or
Default, which specifies the No Computers computer group. To change the computer groups that these and other
predefined action groups target, see Edit an action group on page 222.

Perform the following tasks to set up action deployment:
1.

Review and, if necessary, edit global settings that affect action deployment.
a.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Settings > Platform Settings to assess whether the
default values of the following global settings suffice for your Tanium deployment. Update any settings that require
custom values.
On the Platform Settings page, click Expand
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l

Require Action Approval and Bulk Approval: Enable action approval if your organization implements twoperson integrity. These settings are disabled by default. See Enable or disable action approval on page 229.

l

Action Target Estimate Minimum: After you issue a question to identify endpoints that require an action, you
cannot deploy the action until the percentage of responding endpoints reaches the estimated percentage. The
default is 20%. See Configure and deploy actions on page 192.

l

Prompt Estimate Threshold: When you click Deploy Action in the Action Deployment page, if the number of
affected endpoints exceeds the threshold, the Tanium Console prompts you to confirm the deployment before
proceeding. The default is 100. See Configure and deploy actions on page 192.

l

Run Commands in Process Group: Enables you to control whether package commands run in a process group.
This setting is disabled by default. See Launch this package in a process group on page 258.

l

Restricted Targeting: Sets the No Computers computer group as the action group target during initial
configuration of Tanium solutions. This setting is disabled by default. See Tools deployment on page 73.

b.

Review the following advanced global settings to assess whether their default values suffice for your Tanium
deployment. These settings control the maximum size of the cache that the Tanium Client uses to store file chunks for
packages and client API downloads. See Tanium Client Management User Guide: Chunk caching. Update any settings
that require custom values.
l

ClientCacheLimitInMB: Controls the absolute amount of disk space that a client can use for caching chunks. The
value is in megabytes (MB) and the default is 100. Installing Tanium™ Deploy or Tanium ™ Patch automatically
sets the value to 2,048 MB.
If you use Tanium to distribute large files and packages, set the value to 2,048 MB.

l

ClientCachePercentageCapTimes100: Controls the maximum percentage of free disk space that a client can use
for caching chunks. Multiply the target percentage by 100 to determine the value. For example, the default value
1000 specifies that the cache limit is 10% of free disk space. If you change the value, the client checks the free
disk space and adjusts the cache size only when you restart the client or wait for the next client reset interval,
which by default is a random interval in the range of 2 to 6 hours.

The Tanium Console does not display these advanced settings until a user adds them. Adding these settings is necessary
only if non-default values are required. In an environment where actions deploy large files, such as for software
installations or operating system (OS) patches, you might have to increase the cache limit and percentage. If each setting
applies a different cache limit on a client, the client enforces whichever setting specifies a lower limit. See Manage
advanced settings on page 104.
Because these are global settings, they apply to all Tanium Clients. However you can override the
settings for specific clients. For example, you might have critical assets that need more resources for
running non-Tanium processes or assets with very limited resources such as virtual desktop
infrastructure (VDI) endpoints. To override the global settings for cache size, configure the settings
locally on specific clients. See Tanium Client Management User Guide: Tanium Client CLI and client
settings.
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2.

Review the content that is required for action deployment. If the predefined content does not suffice, create customized
versions of:
l

Content sets: Content sets contain the content that you create. When you configure user roles for action deployment,
you assign permissions to content sets to control which content users can access. For example, if you create a package
that updates files on data center servers, you can assign it to a content set for which access is restricted to users who
have a role that allows data center file management. See Managing content sets on page 325.

l

Packages: A package configuration includes settings, a command, a script, and any other files that are needed to
orchestrate an action on an endpoint. For example, you might create a package that updates a specific file to a specific
version. See Managing packages on page 253.

l

Sensors and saved questions: You use sensors and saved questions to identify the endpoints that require action. For
example, you might create a saved question with the File Version sensor to identify which endpoints have a particular
version of a file. You organize the questions into dashboards and organize the dashboards into categories. See
Managing sensors on page 234 and Managing saved questions on page 261.

l

Filter groups: You use filter groups to filter the questions and question results on which actions are based. For
example, you might create a filter group that contains only the endpoints in a data center. You can also use filter
groups as the building blocks of action groups for targeting specific endpoints. See Managing filter groups on page 279.
Do not edit content that is provided through Tanium content packs; create custom content instead. For details,
see Tip 4: Limit customizations to Tanium content on page 87.
Test custom content in a lab environment before using it in a production environment.

Content for action deployment

3.

Configure RBAC for users who deploy actions:
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a.

Configure roles for administering, deploying, and (optionally) approving actions. See Managing roles on page 331 and
Action management permissions on page 55. Figure 38 shows action-related permissions.
Users cannot approve their own actions. However, you can assign the Bypass Action Approval
permission to a role to enable certain users to deploy actions without requiring approval. You must
create a custom role if you want any users to have the bypass ability because no predefined role has that
permission.
The following permissions control access to the pages from which users deploy actions:
l

Interact module permissions: Controls access to Interact module pages from which users issue dynamic or
saved questions and deploy actions based on the results. The Ask Dynamic Questions permission also controls
access to the Explore Data field on the Tanium Home page. See Interact module permissions on page 47.

l

Package read permission: Controls access to the Packages page, from which users can select a package to
deploy through an action.

l

Client Status read permission: Controls access to the Client Status page, where users can select endpoints to
target for actions. Users typically use this page to troubleshoot connectivity issues for Tanium Clients.

The following predefined roles provide action-related permissions but also other permissions. If you want action users to
have a more limited range of permissions than what these roles provide, create custom roles.
l

Interact Power User: This module role has all the permissions to deploy actions but not to approve actions or
bypass action approval. See Interact module permissions on page 47.

l

Administrator: This reserved role has all the action administration and deployment permissions but does not
have permissions to approve actions or bypass action approval. See Administrator reserved role on page 342.
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Figure 38: Role permissions for action users

After you deploy an action, you can display action log records to investigate issues related to the action.
To display the records, you require Read Sensor permission on the Client Management content set. See
View action status and settings on page 195.

b.

Review the predefined action groups and computer groups to assess whether they suffice for action targeting. Configure
custom groups if necessary.
Action groups control which endpoints users can target for actions. Computer management groups and filter groups are
the building blocks of action groups. See Managing computer groups on page 365 and Managing action groups on page
221.
Figure 39: Computer groups and action groups
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c.

Assign the roles and computer groups to the user groups, user accounts, or personas of users who will deploy, approve,
or administer actions. See:
l

Managing personas on page 401

l

Managing user groups on page 390

l

Managing users on page 377

Figure 40: Personas, user groups, and users

4.

Configure downloads authentication if the Tanium Server must establish trust with remote sources from which it downloads
package files for actions. For example, Tanium™ Patch downloads patches from repositories such as the Red Hat Content
Delivery Network to deploy to Linux endpoints. See Managing downloads authentication on page 144.

CONFIGURE AND DEPLOY ACTIONS
Perform the following steps for each new action:
1.

Issue a dynamic or saved question to identify which endpoints require the action.
Instead of deploying actions based on question results, you can also deploy actions from the:
l

Administration > Configuration > Client Status page. See Troubleshoot Tanium Client issues on
page 451.

l

Administration > Permissions > Packages page. See Deploy actions from the Packages page on page
261.

In this example, the purpose of the action is to restrict permissions for the Tanium Client installation directory on Windows
endpoints such that only the SYSTEM account can view or edit files in that directory. Because this action is based on question
results, it deploys only to endpoints that have unrestricted permissions on the directory. Avoiding deployment to endpoints
that do not need an action reduces its impact on network and endpoint resources.
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l

Dynamic question: Go to the Tanium Home page or Interact Overview page and use the Explore Data field (as in the
following example) or question builder to issue a dynamic question. See Part 6: Asking questions on page 152.
Figure 41: Dynamic question issued through Explore Data field

l

Saved question: Go to the Interact Overview page and issue a question through the Saved Questions panel. You can
also issue saved questions from the Administration > Content > Saved Questions page or (if the questions have
favorite status) from the Tanium Home page. See Issue a saved question on page 269.
An action that is based on the results of a saved question is a Policy action on page 186.

2.

Select the results from endpoints that require the action and click Deploy Action to configure the action settings.
You cannot deploy an action until the estimated percentage of endpoints that answer the question reaches
the threshold that is specified in the Action Target Estimate Minimum platform setting.

You can refine the results before deploying an action. For example, you can issue drill-down questions, merge
questions, or filter the results until you identify more precisely the endpoints that require the action. See Part
7: Managing question results on page 168.

Figure 42: Question results
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3.

Configure the action settings.
When the action first deploys, some endpoints might be offline. To ensure that the action deploys to
endpoints that come online after the initial deployment, set the Schedule Type to Recurring Deployment
and set the interval (Re-issue every) and time period (between the Start At and End At dates) to appropriate
values. In this example, the action deploys once per day for a month to ensure that all endpoints have a
chance to come online.

Figure 43: Action settings

4.

Click Show preview to continue, review the affected endpoints, and click Deploy Action.
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Figure 44: Preview and initiate deployment

If the number of affected Tanium Clients exceeds the threshold that is specified in the Prompt Estimate
Threshold platform setting, the Tanium Console prompts you to confirm the deployment before proceeding.
If approval is not required and the action starts immediately, the Action Status page opens. If approval is required or you
specified a future Start At value, the action appears in the Scheduled Actions page. See View action status and settings on
page 195.
5.

(Action approval only) If the Require Action Approval platform setting is enabled, another user must approve the action
before deployment can start. Actions stay in a pending state until a user approves them. See Approve pending actions on page
230.
For recurring actions, approval is a manual process only for the first deployment interval and is automatic for
subsequent intervals.

MONITOR ACTIONS
Track the status of actions to ensure that they are configured correctly and deploy as expected, and to troubleshoot if necessary.
View action status and settings
The Tanium Console displays action settings and status on different pages based on whether the action is one-time only or recurring
and whether it starts immediately or at a future date:
l

One-time only, immediate deployment: The Action Status page opens automatically when you deploy the action. See
View action status on page 214.
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Figure 45: Action Status page

The Tanium Client generates action logs to record the command-line interface (CLI) output that is
associated with action commands. If you have Read Sensor permission on the Client Management content
set, you can display the log records to investigate issues related to an action. To display the records, on the
Action Status page click Show Client Status Details, select up to 50 endpoints in the preview list, and click
Get action log for selected machines. See Investigate action-related issues on page 216.
Figure 46: Display action logs

l

Recurring action or action with future start date: On the Scheduled Actions page, you can select an action and click
Status to review or re-download files that are associated with the action package. See Manage scheduled actions on page
206.
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Figure 47: Scheduled Actions page

After the first (or only) deployment interval, you can also view the settings, status, and other details of an action on the Action
History page. See Manage actions that are completed or in progress on page 211.
Figure 48: Action History page

Troubleshoot actions
If issues occur during action deployment, the following tasks can help you to troubleshoot. Note the action IDs of the actions that
you want to troubleshoot before reviewing logs. The Action History, Scheduled Actions, and Action Status pages all show action
IDs. See Track Action IDs on page 217.
For issues on endpoints:
l

Review actions logs:
o

To see the action logs for multiple endpoints through the Tanium Console, see Investigate action-related issues on
page 216.

o

To see the action log on a specific endpoint, see Tanium Client Management User Guide: Review action logs and
associated files to troubleshoot actions and packages.

l

Review action history logs to troubleshoot or audit actions. See Tanium Client Management User Guide: Review action
history logs to troubleshoot or audit actions.
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If you want to prevent actions from running on certain endpoints during troubleshooting, deploy an action lock.
Because many predefined actions that run automatically are critical for the health and security of a network, be
careful about which endpoints you target for locking. Remove the locks when you finish troubleshooting. Locks do
not apply to actions associated with packages that have the Ignore action lock option enabled. See Managing
action locks on page 227.

For issues on the Tanium Server:
l

Review action scheduler logs if the server has issues deploying actions. See Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference
Guide: Action scheduler logs.

l

l

Review the following logs to troubleshoot package download and caching issues:
o

Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide: Tanium Downloader logs

o

Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide: Package download logs

o

Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide: Package cache cleaner logs

If the logs indicate package download issues:
o

Review details about package files associated with the action and, if necessary, re-download the files if they are
outdated. See Re-download package files on page 255.

o

Verify the validity of the certificates that the server uses when downloading packages from remote sources. Update
the certificates if necessary. See Managing downloads authentication on page 144.

l

If the logs indicate package caching issues, you can Manage the package file repository on page 445.

Deploying actions
After you use Tanium Interact to issue a question, analyze the question results, and determine which endpoints require
administrative action, you can deploy actions to those endpoints.
Do not deploy an action unless you completely understand its scope, impact on individual endpoints, and impact on
the environment given the number of targeted endpoints. Furthermore, be sure your organization has authorized
you to perform the action. Some organizations require a second administrator to review and approve actions: see
Managing action approval on page 228.

For the user role permissions required to deploy actions, see Action management permissions on page 55.
Tanium has predefined roles, content, computer groups, and action groups for deploying actions. If you need to
customize your environment to optimize action deployment, see Action deployment overview on page 186.
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After an action is created or edited, a user might update the files or settings of the associated package. Before you
reissue an action, you can check the status of package files and optionally update them: see Re-download package
files on page 255. When you reissue or edit an action, the workflow includes an option for updating the Deployment
Package to use its latest settings.

1.

Select a method to initiate action deployment based on how many actions you want to issue, whether they are recurring
(scheduled) or non-recurring (unscheduled), and whether they have similar settings:
l

Issue a new action: You can deploy only one new action at a time. To start, issue a dynamic question or, for a policy
action, issue a saved question. Then select rows (up to 100) in the Question Results page for the endpoints that
require the action, click Deploy Action, and proceed to the next step.
You can also deploy a new action from other pages in the Tanium Console:
o

Administration > Configuration > Client Status page: See Troubleshoot Tanium Client
registration and communication.

o

Administration > Permissions > Packages page: See Deploy actions from the Packages
page.

l

Issue existing actions:
a.

Go to the Administration > Actions page that lists the actions you will issue:
o

To issue scheduled or unscheduled actions that were previously issued, go to Administration > Actions
> Action History.

o

To immediately issue scheduled actions that are configured with a future start date, go to
Administration > Actions > Scheduled Actions.

b.

Select one or more actions and perform one of the following steps:
o

To re-issue a single action, or to re-issue multiple actions that each require a different start time or
distribution period, click Reissue and proceed to the next step.

o

To re-issue multiple actions with the same start time and distribution period, select More > Bulk
Reissue, specify the time standard (Local Time / UTC), Start At, and Distribute Over values (see Table
21), click Confirm, and skip the remaining steps. This option is for a one-time deployment only. If you
select multiple recurring actions, the Tanium Server creates copies of the actions with their Schedule
Type set to One Time Deployment.
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2.

Configure the following settings. If you are issuing multiple actions, use the

and

widgets to navigate among the pages

for each action.

If you save an action with Start At and Re-issue every values and subsequently clear those settings instead of
specifying new values, the Tanium Server discards the changes. To stop deploying an action, disable or delete
it: see Manage scheduled actions.
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Table 21: Action settings
Settings

Guidelines

Deployment Package

Select a package from the drop-down list or enter a search string to find a package by name.
If you select a parameterized package, configure the parameters. For example, if you select the Set
Tanium Server Name List package, enter the Server Name List. For details, see Example:
Parameterized packages.
If you select a package that has a sensor variable in its name, the Tanium Server creates a separate
action for each unique value that the sensor returns among the question results that you selected for
the action. For example, if the package name includes the sensor Computer Name, the action
deployment workflow automatically creates an action for each endpoint in the selected results. For
details, see Package settings.
If you are re-issuing or editing an action, you cannot change the Deployment Package and any
package parameters are read-only by default. However, if the package settings changed after the action
was last issued or saved, clicking Update Source Package makes the action use the latest version of
the package and enables you to update parameter values. Click Revert Source Package if you want to
revert to the default behavior of using the same package version and parameter values as when the
action was last issued or saved. If the Console cannot show the original package settings, a link below
the Deployment Package prompts you to Click here to continue to use updated package
parameters. For more information, see Update action packages.

Local Time / UTC

Name

Select a time standard for the Start At and End At date-times:
l

Local Time (default) is local to the system that you use to access the Tanium Console.

l

UTC is Coordinated Universal Time.

Specify a name to identify the action. The name appears in the record for the action on the Scheduled
Actions, Action History, and action approval pages.

Description

(Optional) Enter a description helps other users understand the purpose of the action.

Status

This read-only setting appears when you create or reissue an action, and indicates whether the action
is New or Pending Reissue.

Created

This read-only setting appears when you reissue or edit an action, and indicates the date and time
when the action was created.
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Table 21: Action settings (continued)
Settings

Guidelines

Expiration Period

This read-only setting indicates when the action expires. The value is the larger result of the following
calculations:
l

The sum of the Command Timeout and Download Timeout values in the selected package

l

The sum of the package Command timeout and optional Distribute Over setting that you
configure for the action

The expiration applies to each deployment of a recurring action but does not change the schedule
settings (Reissue Every, Start At, and End At).
Schedule Type

Select one of the following options:
l

One Time Deployment: Deploy the action only once.

l

Recurring Deployment: Schedule the action to deploy at intervals (Re-issue every) over a
specified period (from the Start At to End At date-times). This option is required for policy actions.

Re-issue every

This setting appears only if you set the Schedule Type to Recurring Deployment. Scheduling the
action to repeat at intervals is useful when:
l

Action approval is required and you are not certain that an approver will approve the action before
its initial deployment expires.

l

You want to deploy software or configuration updates to endpoints that might not be online during
the initial deployment but that you expect to be online at some point between the Start At and
End At dates.

l

The action is a continual hygiene practice. For example, you want to check periodically that a
Tanium Client service is running or a client configuration has a particular value.

Specify a number and unit: Minutes, Hours, Days.
The Re-issue every interval must exceed the action Expiration Period.
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Table 21: Action settings (continued)
Settings

Guidelines

Start At / End At

By default, actions that do not require approval deploy as soon as you click Deploy Action at the
bottom of the Action Deployment page, but you can set a Start At date-time to override the default.
For example, you might want deployment to start during a maintenance window for the targeted
endpoints.
Note the following behavior when action approval is enabled:
l

If you omit a Start At time, the action deploys immediately after it is approved, provided other
action conditions do not preclude the Tanium Server from deploying it.

l

If you specify a Start At time, the action deploys at the next start time following approval. For
example, if you set the action to deploy daily at 1:00 am and a user approves it at 2:00 am, the
action deploys the next day at 1:00 am.

The End At setting appears only if you set the Schedule Type to Recurring Deployment. Configure the
setting if you do not want to re-deploy the action indefinitely. For example, you might want to stop
deployment before the end of a maintenance window for the targeted endpoints.
Specify an End At date-time unless you are sure that you want to re-deploy the
action indefinitely. If you are not sure, configuring the schedule to end in six months
is better than running indefinitely.

Distribute over

The Tanium Server distributes actions to endpoints in batches. The Distribute Over option randomizes
the distribution over the specified period to prevent spikes in network traffic or other resource
consumption. For example, an action that depends on a sensor that queries Active Directory (AD) might
cause a flood of traffic to the AD server unless the action is distributed over time. Similarly, an action
that targets endpoints in a virtual machine farm might exhaust the shared CPU or memory resources if
all endpoints simultaneously run a resource-intensive program.
Specify a number and unit: Minutes, Hours, Days.
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Table 21: Action settings (continued)
Settings

Guidelines

Targeting Criteria

Configure which endpoints to target for the action. By default, the action targets all endpoints that
match:
l

The Target Question, which is initially based on the rows that you selected in the Question
Results page when you clicked Deploy Action there. The Target Question updates automatically
when you change other targeting criteria.

l

The predefined Default - All Computers action group, which includes all managed endpoints
unless you changed the group membership before initiating the action deployment. You can also
select a different Action Group.

Optionally, refine the targeting by adding:
l

Computer groups: Click Add Computer Groups, select one or more computer groups, and click
Save.

l

Manual list: Enter a comma-separated list of endpoints by computer name or IP address and click
Save.

l

Filter question: Enter a question to target endpoints that return results and click Save.

The Tanium Server applies a Boolean AND to the criteria that you specify. For a recurring action, only
the endpoints that match the latest results of the Target Question will perform the action.

3.

Click Show Preview to Continue and review the affected endpoints.

4.

Perform one of the following steps:
l

If you are issuing or reissuing the action, click Deploy Action.

l

If you are editing the action, click Save Action.
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5.

If the number of Estimated clients affected exceeds the configured threshold (the default is 100), enter the estimated
number and click Confirm. The Tanium Server enforces this confirmation step to ensure that you understand the impact that
an action will have on your network.
To change the threshold that controls whether the Tanium Console prompts users for the Estimated clients
affected, go to Administration > Configuration > Settings > Platform Settings and edit the Prompt
Estimate Threshold setting. Note that changing the value to 0 causes the Tanium Console to prompt users
whenever they deploy actions regardless of the number of affected endpoints.

6.

Perform one of the following steps to review the action status based on if the action requires approval.
For details about the Action Status page and the steps to access it from the Action History page, see View
action status.

l

Approval not required: Confirm that the action produces the expected results on the Action Status page, which
opens automatically unless you specified a future Start At value in the action configuration. An action with a future
Start At value appears in the Scheduled Actions page. For scheduled actions, wait until deployment starts and then
check the status in the Action History page.

l

Approval required: Confirm that the action appears in the Scheduled Actions page. The action remains in a pending
state until a user approves it, as described in Approve pending actions. After the action is approved and deployment
starts, check the action status in the Action History page.

Non-recurring actions that you deploy immediately appear only in the Action History page, not the Scheduled
Actions or action approval pages.

On the Scheduled Actions page, the Policy column displays Yes for a policy action. To show the column, click
Customize Columns

and select Policy. The Next Issue Time column, which is visible by default, displays if

applicable for a policy action because that type of action deploys only if one or more endpoints returns results
for the associated saved question at the next interval.
To troubleshoot action deployment issues, see Monitor actions.

Managing scheduled actions and action history
The Tanium Server creates a scheduled action when you deploy an action from the Question Results page and specify a Start At
date (instead of deploying immediately) or set the Schedule Type to Recurring Deployment (see Deploying actions on page 198). A
scheduled action configuration has the following components:
l

Package

l

Schedule settings, including start times, end times, reissue intervals, and distribution periods

l

Targeting criteria that specifies which endpoints run the action
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When you first sign in to the Tanium Console after installing the Tanium Server, the server automatically imports the Default
Content pack, which includes several predefined scheduled actions. These actions relate to the hygiene of the Tanium environment.
Under certain circumstances, some predefined scheduled actions are assigned the Default action group, which targets the No
Computers computer group. You must manually assign another action group before those actions can deploy to endpoints, as
described under Reconfigure actions that target the Default action group on page 225.
The Tanium Server creates additional scheduled actions when you import other Tanium solutions. For details about the action
groups for particular solutions, see the user guides for those solutions at docs.tanium.com.
After a scheduled or unscheduled (one-time deployment) action deploys for the first time, you can see its status in the Action
History page.
For the user role permissions that are required to manage scheduled actions and view action history, see Action
management permissions on page 55.

Manage scheduled actions
Perform the following steps to manage existing scheduled actions. To create a new scheduled action, see Deploying actions on page
198.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Actions > Scheduled Actions.

2.

(Optional) To find specific actions, configure any of the following filters:
l

Text string: Filter the grid by any value text in any column by entering a text string in the Filter items field.

l

Date Range: Filter the grid to display only actions for which the Next Issue Time is within a specific future date range,
such as the next 24 Hours. The default All means no date range filter is applied.

l

Source Package: The default All specifies that the grid shows all actions regardless if the settings in their associated
packages changed after the actions were last issued or saved. To show only actions that have changed package
settings, click Has Updates. In the Source Package column, clicking Update Source Package

opens the Edit

Action page, where you can update the package that is associated with the action. See Update action packages on
page 209.
l

Action group: Add one or more action groups as a filter by selecting one at a time in the Select Action Group dropdown.

l

Attribute: Expand the

Filters section, click Add, select an action attribute (such as Issuer) and operator (such as is

equal to), enter an attribute value (such as administrator), and click Apply. If you add multiple attributes, the
Boolean AND operator applies. After you finish specifying attributes, click Apply All to filter the grid.
3.

Select the actions that you want to manage.
To export all actions, you can skip this step.
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Action buttons for administrative tasks appear above the grid and in the Source Package column. The available buttons
depend on the row you select. For example, the Status column displays a green check mark
and a red minus

to indicate enabled actions

to indicate disabled actions. When you open the More drop-down list for an enabled action, the options

include Disable Action, but not Enable Action. If the status column indicated a disabled action, the More list would include
Enable Action but not Disable Action.

4.

Click a button or menu to perform one of the following tasks.
To stop deploying a scheduled action, you must use the More menu to disable or delete it instead of clearing
the Start At and Re-issue every values.

Table 22: Administrative tasks for scheduled actions
Button / Task

Guideline

Reissue

Displays the Reissue Action page, where you can change the name, schedule, and targeting criteria before reissuing the action: see Deploying actions on page 198. If you selected multiple actions, use the

and

widgets to navigate among the pages for each action.
To use a the same start time and distribution period for multiple actions in a one-time
deployment, select More > Bulk Reissue instead.

Edit

Displays the Edit Action page, where you can change the schedule and targeting criteria: see Deploying
actions on page 198. If you selected multiple actions, use the

and

widgets to navigate among the pages

for each action.
To set the same scheduling values for multiple actions, select More > Bulk Edit instead.

Status

Displays details about any files associated with the action package. You can use this dialog to re-download
package files if you encountered issues with outdated files: see Re-download package files on page 255.
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Table 22: Administrative tasks for scheduled actions (continued)
Button / Task

Guideline

Copy

Copies information from the selected rows to your clipboard to paste the information into a message, text file,
or spreadsheet. Each row in the grid is a comma-separated value string.
To copy information from an individual cell, hover over the cell, click Options
Copy

, and click

.

More > Enable/Disable

Prompts you to enable or disable the action. You can click the name of an action to review its configuration in

Action(s)

the Edit Action page before clicking Confirm to enable or disable it.

More > Change Group

Prompts you to select a new action group for the scheduled action.

More > Copy Action

Prompts you to copy the scheduled action to a new action group. You can copy only one action at a time.

More > Bulk Reissue

For a one-time deployment only, select this option to configure multiple actions with the same values for the
following settings, and then re-issue the actions:
l

Local Time / UTC (time standard)

l

Start At date-time

l

Distribute Over period

For a description of these settings, see Deploying actions on page 198.
If you bulk reissue multiple recurring actions, the Tanium Server creates copies of the
actions with their Schedule Type set to One Time Deployment.

To use a different start time or distribution period for each action, click Reissue instead.
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Table 22: Administrative tasks for scheduled actions (continued)
Button / Task

Guideline

More > Bulk Edit

Select this option to configure multiple actions with the same values for one or more of the following settings.
The bulk edit applies only to the settings that you change.
l

Local Time / UTC (time standard)

l

Schedule Type (One Time Deployment or Recurring Deployment)

l

Re-issue every interval (for recurring deployments)

l

Start At date-time

l

End At date-time

l

Distribute Over period

For a description of these settings, see Deploying actions on page 198.
To use different values for each action, click Edit instead.

More > Delete

Prompts you to delete the selected actions. You can click the name of an action to review its configuration in
the Edit Action page before clicking Confirm to delete it.

Import

Import actions on page 211.

Local Time / UTC

Specify the time standard that the Scheduled Actions grid uses to display settings that have date-time values:
l

Local Time (default), which is local to the system that you use to access the Tanium Console

l

UTC (Coordinated Universal Time)

Refresh

Manually refresh the Scheduled Actions grid.

Export

Export actions on page 210 as a file.

Customize Columns

Select hidden columns to show them in the grid or deselect columns to hide them. Some columns are hidden
by default, such as ID and Issue Count.

Update Source Package

This icon appears in the Source Package column only for actions that use a package that was updated after
the action was initially created. Clicking the icon opens the action in edit mode to enable updating the
package parameters. See Update action packages on page 209.

UPDATE ACTION PACKAGES
When you update Tanium modules, shared services, or content packs, the Tanium Server imports any packages that are associated
with those solutions. After updating solutions, perform the following steps to verify whether any scheduled actions use updated
packages and then update the actions.
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1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Actions > Scheduled Actions and set the Source Package filter to Has
Updates.
The grid lists only the actions that have updated packages. Perform the remaining steps for each of those actions.

2.

In the Source Package column, click Update Source Package

to edit the action.

3.

Perform one of the following sub-steps in the Deployment Package section:
l

If the Tanium Console shows the original parameters, click Update Source Package and enter the new values.

l

If the Tanium Console shows the message, Original package parameters cannot be displayed, you
must leave the Edit action page to review the original parameters:
a.

Go to Administration > Actions > Action History, select an instance of the action that deployed before the
package update, click Status, and review the package Command. The Command value shows the original
parameters.

b.

Repeat the previous steps to edit the action, click Click here to continue to use updated package
parameters, and enter the new values.

4.

Update other action settings as necessary (see Action settings), click Show Preview to Continue, and click Save Action.

EXPORT ACTIONS
Export actions as a file in one of the following formats:
l

CSV: When you open the file in an application that supports CSV format, it lists the actions with the same attributes
(columns) as the Scheduled Actions or Action History page displays.

l

JSON: If you are assigned a role with the Export Content permission, you can export action configurations as a JSON file to
import them into another Tanium Server. The Administrator reserved role has that permission.

Perform the following steps to export actions:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Actions and select Scheduled Actions or Action History.

2.

(Optional, CSV exports only) To add or remove attributes (columns) for the CSV file, click Customize Columns

in the grid

and select the attributes.
3.

Select rows in the grid to export only specific actions. If you want to export all actions, skip this step.

4.

Click Export

5.

(Optional) Edit the default export File Name.

.

The file suffix (.csv or .json) changes automatically based on the Format selection.

6.

Select an Export Data option: All actions in the grid or just the Selected actions.

7.

Set the file Format to JSON (Administrator reserved role only) or CSV.

8.

Click Export.
The Tanium Server exports the file to the downloads folder on the system that you used to access the Tanium Console.
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IMPORT ACTIONS
Develop and test content in your lab environment before importing that content into your production environment .

Users who are assigned a role with Import Signed Content permission can import content files that are in JSON or XML format. The
Administrator reserved role has this permission.
1.

(Non-Tanium-provided content only) Digitally sign the content file and ensure a public key is in place to validate the signature.
See Authenticating content files.
You do not have to generate keys or signatures for Tanium-provided solutions, such as the Default Computer
Groups content pack. Tanium signs this content before making it available, and the associated public key is
distributed to the Tanium Server key store during the server installation process.

2.

3.

From the Main menu, go to any of the following Administration pages:
l

Configuration > Solutions

l

Permissions > Filter Groups

l

Under Content, select Sensors, Packages, or Saved Questions

l

Under Actions, select Scheduled Actions, All Pending Approvals, or Actions I Can Approve

Select an Import option based on the source of the content:
l

l

4.

Import > Import Files: Perform one of the following steps to select one or more files:
o

Drag and drop files from your file explorer.

o

Click Browse for File, select the files, and click Open.

Import > Import URL: Enter the URL in the Import URL field, and click Import.

For each file, expand

the File name, review the content to import, and select resolutions for any conflicts with existing

content (see Resolve conflicts when importing updates).
5.

If you want to overwrite existing content set assignments for all imported objects with the default Tanium-defined
assignments, select Include content set overwrite. By default, the Include content set overwrite check box is deselected
and the Tanium Server preserves the existing content set assignments.

6.

Click Begin Install.

Manage actions that are completed or in progress
The Action History page provides a chronology of initiated, completed, and scheduled actions that have been approved (if approval
is required) and have deployed at least once. You can use the page to show action details (such as status and issuer), display action
log data, stop actions that are in progress, and reissue actions.
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1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Actions > Action History.
The page displays the Status of each action:
l

Open: The time window for the action has not expired. The expiration period is the larger result from the following
calculations:
o

The sum of the Command Timeout and Download Timeout values in the selected package

o

The sum of the package Command timeout and optional Distribute Over setting that you configure for the
action

l

Closed: The time window has expired. If an action is reissued, the grid displays a new row based on the new start
time.

l

2.

Stopped: An administrator stopped the action.

(Optional) To find specific actions, configure any of the following filters:
l

Text string: Filter the grid by any value text in any column by entering a text string in the Filter items field.

l

Date Range: Filter the grid to display only actions for which the Start Time is within a specific past date range, such
as the last 24 Hours. The default All means no date filter is applied.

l

Action group: Add one or more action groups as a filter by selecting one at a time in the Select Action Group dropdown.

l

Attribute: Click

Filters, click Add, select an action attribute (such as Issuer) and operator (such as is equal to),

enter an attribute value (such as administrator), and click Apply. If you add multiple attributes, the Boolean AND
operator applies. After you finish specifying attributes, click Apply All to filter the grid.
3.

Select the actions that you want to manage.
To export all actions, you can skip this step.
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4.

Click a button to perform one of the following tasks.
Table 23: Administrative tasks for action history
Button / Task

Guideline

Show Status

Display the Action Status page to see additional status details, view information from action logs, or edit the
package that is associated with the action. See View action status on page 214.

Stop

Stop the action if its Status is Open.

Reissue

Displays the Reissue Action page, where you can change the name, schedule, and targeting criteria before
reissuing the action: see Action settings on page 201. If you selected multiple actions, use the

and

widgets to navigate among the pages for each action.
To set the same start time and distribution period for multiple action in a one-time
deployment, select More > Bulk Reissue instead.

Copy

Copies information from the selected rows to your clipboard to paste the information into a message, text file,
or spreadsheet. Each row in the grid is a comma-separated value string.
To copy information from an individual cell, hover over the cell, click Options
Copy

More > Bulk Reissue

, and click

.

For a one-time deployment only, select this option to configure multiple actions with the same values for the
following settings, and then re-issue the actions:
l

Local Time / UTC (time standard)

l

Start At date-time

l

Distribute Over period

For a description of these settings, see Action settings on page 201.
If you bulk reissue multiple recurring actions, the Tanium Server creates copies of the
actions with their Schedule Type set to One Time Deployment.

To use a different start time or distribution period for each action, click Reissue instead.

Local Time / UTC

Specify the time standard that the Action History grid uses to display settings that have date-time values:
l

Local Time (default), which is local to the system that you use to access the Tanium Console

l

UTC (Coordinated Universal Time)
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Table 23: Administrative tasks for action history (continued)
Button / Task

Guideline

Export

The steps to export actions from the Action History page are the same as from the Scheduled Actions page
except that your user account requires the Administrator reserved role to export the actions as a JSON file.
See Export actions on page 210.

View action status
The Action Status page displays details about actions that are completed or in progress, and enables you to:
l

Re-download package files

l

View action logs

l

Edit scheduled action settings: click Edit beside the Source ID.

l

Edit the package that is associated with the action: click Edit beside Files.

The page opens automatically when you deploy an action immediately instead of setting a Start At date-time in the action
configuration. For any scheduled action that has deployed at least once, you can also open the page from the Administration
> Actions > Action History page by selecting an action and clicking Show Status. If you select multiple actions, the Action Status
page displays a separate Action Summary for each action.
Figure 49: Action Status page
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ACTION STATES
The Tanium Client reports the following action states when it receives an action that targets the client. You can monitor the
progression of an action through these states in the Action Status page.
The action timeout controls several action states. The Tanium Server calculates the timeout relative to the moment
when you deploy the action or, if approval is required, a user approves the action. To that start time, the server adds
the sum of the Distribute Over value (if it is configured in the action configuration) and the Command Timeout and
Download Timeout values that are configured in the associated package. All targeted Tanium Clients then receive
the same calculated timestamp from the server.

Table 24: Action states
Action State

Description

Waiting

This is the initial state of an action that has a non-zero Distribute over value. If Distribute over is zero, the action skips the
Waiting state. An action in the Waiting state waits for a random amount of time up to the Distribute over value before
proceeding to the next state.

Downloading

The client is downloading package Files on page 258 if the action requires them. Otherwise, the client skips the
Downloading state and enters the Running state. An action in the Downloading state proceeds to the next state when one
of the following events occurs:

Running

l

The client finishes downloading the files before the action timeout: The next state is Running.

l

The client reaches the action timeout before finishing the download: The next state is Expired.

The client is running the Command on page 257 that is configured in the associated package. The action proceeds to the
next state when one of the following events occurs:
l

The command finishes executing before the action timeout: The next state is Completed.

l

The command reaches the action timeout before finishing execution: The command terminates and the next state is
Expired.

l

The command runtime reaches the Command Timeout before the action timeout and before the command finishes
execution: The command terminates and the next state is Failed.

l

The command execution fails before any timeout (for example, the client might fail to spawn a new process to run the
command): The next state is Failed.

Completed

The command finishes executing. This state applies regardless of whether the command produced the expected results. For
example, a command might finish executing but generate errors. If the package specifies a Verification Query on page 259
(to verify the results), the next state is Pending Verification. Otherwise, Completed is the final state.

Expired

This is the final state if the client reaches the action timeout before finishing one of the following processes:
l

Command execution

l

Package file downloads
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Table 24: Action states (continued)
Action State

Description

Failed

The action enters this state if one of the following events occurs:
l

The command execution fails before the action timeout or command timeout

l

The command reaches the Command Timeout before the action timeout and before completing execution

l

The command completes execution but the client does not report Verification Query results before the query timeout

For Tanium Client 7.4 or later, Failed is a final state. For Tanium Client 7.2, the next state is Waiting to Retry.
Waiting to Retry

(Tanium Client 7.2 only) This is the same as the Waiting state, but applies only to actions that previously entered the Failed
state and that the client is currently retrying (re-running the command). The client continuously retries an action until it
enters the Expired state (the action times out) or Completed state.

Pending

If the associated package specifies a Verification Query, the action proceeds from the Completed state to the Pending

Verification

Verification state. The client then executes the Verification Query sensors to determine whether the query targets the
client:
l

Yes: The next state is Verified.

l

No: The next state is Failed Verification.

The client executes all the sensors in the Verification Query instead of reading from the sensor cache,
regardless of the Max Sensor Age setting for those sensors.

Verified

The action proceeds from the Completed state to the final Verified state if the associated package specifies a Verification
Query and the query results are positive (the query targets the client).

Failed Verification

The action proceeds from the Completed state to the final Failed Verification state if the associated package specifies a
Verification Query and the query results are negative (the query does not target the client).

INVESTIGATE ACTION-RELATED ISSUES
The Tanium Client generates action logs to record the CLI output associated with action commands. You can display the log records
to investigate issues related to an action. To display the records, you require the Read Sensor permission on the Client Management
content set. Perform the following steps to display the log records for an action.
For additional troubleshooting tasks related to actions, see Monitor actions on page 195.
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1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Actions > Action History, select an action, and click Show Status to open the
Action Status page.

2.

Click Show Client Status Details, select up to 50 endpoints in the preview list, and click Get action log for selected
machines.
The Tanium Server then issues the question Get Computer Name and Tanium Action Log[<action_ID>, 100] from
all machines with (Computer Name equals <computer_name>) through the Interact Explore Data field. Endpoints

that ran the action respond with the first 100 lines of the corresponding action log. Endpoints that did not run the action
respond with Error: Cannot read Action_<ID>.log.

Track Action IDs
The Tanium Server assigns an action ID to each action that you deploy. Knowing the ID is useful when you want to see details about
an action. For example, if you want to investigate unexpected outcomes related to actions (such as package scripts that failed to
run), you can use action IDs to find and review actions logs and action history log entries. The Tanium Console displays action IDs in
multiple places.
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l

For actions that have deployed at least once, the Administration > Actions > Action History page displays the action ID as
a column.

l

For actions that are recurring or have a future start date, the Administration > Actions > Scheduled Actions page also
displays the ID as a column, although it is hidden by default. To display the column on that page, click Customize Columns
and select ID.

l

The Action Status page displays the Action ID in the Details section (see View action status on page 214).

On managed endpoints, the Tanium Client displays action IDs in the action status file and log files. In the following file paths,
<Tanium Client> represents the Tanium Client installation folder.
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l

In the <Tanium Client>\Downloads\config\ActionStatuses.ast file, action IDs map each action to its status.
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l

In the <ClientInstallationFolder>\Downloads folder, each action log contains the associated action ID in its file
name.

l

In the <ClientInstallationFolder>\Logs folder, action history logs identify actions by their IDs.
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Managing action groups
Action groups define which managed endpoints are the targets for actions. You configure the targets by assigning computer groups
to the action groups. Before creating, editing, or deleting action groups, see the associated Best practices for action groups on page
225.
All Tanium deployments include the following action groups. These action groups have predefined computer group assignments,
but you can change the assignments.
l

Default - All Computers: This is the default action group selection when you deploy a custom action. It targets the All
Computers computer group. Therefore, actions that are assigned the Default - All Computers action group deploy to all the
managed endpoints in your organization.

l

Default: This action group targets only the No Computers computer group. Therefore, actions that are assigned the Default
action group do not deploy to endpoints.

Under certain circumstances, some predefined scheduled actions target the Default action group and you must manually assign
another action group before those actions can deploy to endpoints. See Reconfigure actions that target the Default action group on
page 225.
Action Group read permission is required to view action groups in the Administration > Actions > Action Groups
page. Action Group write permission is required to create, edit, and delete action groups. The Administrator
reserved role has these permissions.

View action groups
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Actions > Action Groups.
The page displays the ID and Name of each action group.

2.

(Optional) Display action group attributes (columns) that are hidden by default, by clicking Customize Columns

and

selecting the attributes.
3.

(Optional) Use the filters to find specific action groups:
l

Filter by text: To filter the grid by an alphanumeric string that matches ID or Name values, enter the string in the
Filter items field.

l

Filter by attribute: Filter the grid by one or more attributes, such as ID or Name. Expand the

Filters section, click

Add, select an attribute and operator, enter a text string that contains all or part of the attribute value, and click
Apply. If you add multiple attribute filters, the Boolean AND operator applies. After you finish specifying attributes,
click Apply All to filter the grid.
4.

(Optional) To see the RBAC visibility setting, assigned computer groups, and associated actions of an action group, click the
action group Name.
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Create an action group
Computer management groups and filter groups are the building blocks of action groups. Therefore, you must create the necessary
computer groups (see Managing computer groups on page 365) before performing the following steps:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Actions > Action Groups and click New Group.

2.

Configure the following settings and click Save.
Table 25: Action group settings
Setting

Description

Name

Enter a Name to identify the action group.

Visibility

Select a Visibility option:
l

Only administrators can see this group: Only users with the Administrator or Content Administrator
reserved role can see this action group.

l

All users can see this action group

l

Limit visibility to specific user groups: Select the User Groups that can see the action group.

Action Group read permission overrides the Visibility setting. A user who has Action Group
read and action deployment permissions can select any action group when deploying an
action. A user who has Action Group read and Approve Action permissions can approve
actions that target any action group. However, the computer groups that are assigned to a
user still control which endpoints run an action that the user deploys to the selected action
group.

Computer Groups

Select Computer Groups and select the type of Boolean matching to apply:
l

AND: Endpoints run an action only if they are in all the computer groups that are assigned to the action
group. For example, a macOS endpoint runs an action that targets an action group containing the All
Computers and All Mac computer groups, but does not run an action that targets an action group
containing the All Windows and All Mac computer groups.

l

OR: Endpoints run an action if they are in any of the computer groups that are assigned to the action
group. For example, a macOS endpoint runs an action that targets an action group containing the All
Windows and All Mac computer groups.

Edit an action group
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Actions > Action Groups.

2.

Click the action group Name.

3.

Edit the settings that are listed in Table 25.

4.

Review the Actions associated to this Group to assess the impact of your changes and then click Save.
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Edit action group assignments for scheduled actions
Reassign actions to a different action group as follows:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Actions > Scheduled Actions.

2.

Select the actions that you want to reassign.

3.

Select More > Change Group.

4.

Select the action group and click Confirm.

Export and import action groups
The following procedures describe how to export and import specific action groups or all action groups.
Develop and test content in your lab environment before importing that content into your production environment.

EXPORT ACTION GROUPS
Export action groups as a file in one of the following formats:
l

CSV: When you open the file in an application that supports CSV format, it lists the action groups with the same attributes
(columns) as the Action Groups page displays.

l

JSON: If you are assigned the Administrator reserved role, you can export action group configurations as a JSON file to
import them into another Tanium Server.

Perform the following steps to export action groups:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Actions > Action Groups.

2.

(Optional, CSV exports only) To add action groups IDs as a column in the CSV file, click Customize Columns

in the grid and

select ID. If you skip this step, the file show only action group names.
3.

Select rows in the grid to export only specific action groups. If you want to export all action groups, skip this step.

4.

Click Export

5.

(Optional) Edit the default export File Name.

.

The file suffix (.csv or .json) changes automatically based on the Format selection.

6.

Select an Export Data option: All action groups in the grid or just the Selected action groups.

7.

Select the file Format:
l

List of Action Groups - CSV

l

Action Group Definitions - JSON (Administrator reserved role only)
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8.

Click Export.
The Tanium Server exports the file to the downloads folder on the system that you use to access the Tanium Console.

IMPORT ACTION GROUPS
Users who are assigned a role with Import Signed Content permission can import content files that are in JSON or XML format. The
Administrator reserved role has this permission.
1.

(Non-Tanium-provided content only) Digitally sign the content file and ensure a public key is in place to validate the signature.
See Authenticating content files.
You do not have to generate keys or signatures for Tanium-provided solutions, such as the Default Computer
Groups content pack. Tanium signs this content before making it available, and the associated public key is
distributed to the Tanium Server key store during the server installation process.

2.

3.

From the Main menu, go to any of the following Administration pages:
l

Configuration > Solutions

l

Permissions > Filter Groups

l

Under Content, select Sensors, Packages, or Saved Questions

l

Under Actions, select Scheduled Actions, All Pending Approvals, or Actions I Can Approve

Select an Import option based on the source of the content:
l

l

4.

Import > Import Files: Perform one of the following steps to select one or more files:
o

Drag and drop files from your file explorer.

o

Click Browse for File, select the files, and click Open.

Import > Import URL: Enter the URL in the Import URL field, and click Import.

For each file, expand

the File name, review the content to import, and select resolutions for any conflicts with existing

content (see Resolve conflicts when importing updates).
5.

If you want to overwrite existing content set assignments for all imported objects with the default Tanium-defined
assignments, select Include content set overwrite. By default, the Include content set overwrite check box is deselected
and the Tanium Server preserves the existing content set assignments.

6.

Click Begin Install.

Copy action group configuration details
Copy information from the Action Groups page to your clipboard to paste the information into a message, text file, or spreadsheet.
Each row in the grid is a comma-separated value string.
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1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Actions > Action Groups.

2.

Perform one of the following steps:
l

Copy row information: Select one or more rows and click Copy

l

Copy cell information: Hover over the cell, click Options

.

, and click Copy

.

Delete an action group
You can delete any action group except Default and Default - All Computers. If any scheduled actions target the action group that
you will delete, you can transfer those actions to another action group during the deletion workflow.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Actions > Action Groups.

2.

Select the action group and click Migrate and Delete.

3.

Scroll to the Actions associated to this Group grid. The next steps depend on whether any actions currently target the action
group:
l

No associated actions: Scroll to the bottom of the dialog and click Delete Action Group.

l

Actions are associated:
a.

Review the Computer Groups that are assigned to the current action group to understand the impact of
migrating the actions to a new action group.

b.

Select a new action group in the Migrate existing scheduled actions to selected action group drop-down list.

c.

Click Show Preview to Continue and review the affected computer groups and endpoints in the new action
group.

d.

Click Transfer Actions and Delete Action Group.

Best practices for action groups
RECONFIGURE ACTIONS THAT TARGET THE DEFAULT ACTION GROUP
Some predefined scheduled actions distribute tools that endpoints need to perform functions for certain core sensors and packages.
For example, the action Distribute Application Management Tools deploys a package that includes scripts for starting and
stopping services. Tanium provides these actions through the Default Content and Core Content packs (such as Core Content and
Core Content - Default Content). Under certain circumstances, these actions are assigned the Default action group. Because
Default includes only the No Computers computer group, these actions do not deploy to endpoints until you assign a different
action group as described under Edit action group assignments for scheduled actions on page 223. The best practice is to assign the
Default - All Computers action group to these actions. To see the actions that are assigned the Default action group, go to
Administration > Actions > Scheduled Actions and select Action Group > Default.
Actions in the the Default Content and Core Content packs target the Default action group under the following circumstances:
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l

When you sign in to the Tanium Console for the first time after installing the Tanium Server, the server imports the Default
Content pack and sets the action group to Default for the associated scheduled actions.

l

The method that you select for manually importing content packs determines whether their scheduled actions target the
Default - All Computers or Default action group:
o

Tanium Recommended Installation: This import method sets the action group to Default - All Computers,
including for scheduled actions in the Default Content pack that were initially assigned the Default action group.
See Import all modules and services on page 75.

o

Any other import method: The action group remains set to Default. See Import or update specific solutions on
page 76.
When you import Tanium Interact, the Tanium Server automatically imports the Default Content and Core
Content packs. In this case, the import method that you select for Interact has the same effect as for
importing content packs in determining the action group assignment for the actions in those content packs.

l

When you update content packs that include scheduled actions, their action group assignment reverts to Default regardless
of their previous assignment. See Import or update specific solutions on page 76.

When you change the action group assignment for Default Content and Core Content actions, the best practice is keep their
default scheduling settings. The actions are configured to reissue at intervals to ensure that core tools are deployed to all endpoints,
including:
l

Endpoints that were introduced to your network after the last time the Tanium Server deployed the actions

l

Rebuilt endpoints

l

Endpoints on which the tools were uninstalled

l

Virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) endpoints that periodically refresh

DEFINE A SPECIFIC USE FOR EACH ACTION GROUP
Action groups comprise one or more computer management groups. You can create an action group for a particular event and add
computer groups over time: first a test group, then groups that are based on operating system or region.
LIMIT ACCESS TO EDIT ACTION GROUPS
Coordinate changes you make to the action groups configuration with all affected administrators. An administrator might have
configured scheduled actions that target the set of computers that belong to the action group as it existed when the scheduled
action was last configured.
MINIMIZE ACTION GROUP COMPLEXITY
When the Tanium Server issues a recurring action, action groups with long and complex targeting conditions use more resources
and network traffic than groups with short and simple conditions. To reduce resource usage and traffic, minimize the number of
computer groups associated with each action group, and keep the definitions of those computer groups as simple as possible.
Contact Tanium Support on page 456 for options to simplify computer groups.
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Managing action locks
When you want to prevent the Tanium Client from running Tanium package scripts on certain endpoints, you can deploy an action
lock. An action lock prevents any actions from running except those associated with packages that have the Ignore action lock
option enabled (see Create a package on page 257). The Default Content pack includes action lock packages for Windows and nonWindows endpoints. This content pack also includes a sensor named Action Lock Status and saved questions that use this sensor,
which enable you to track Tanium Clients that have the action lock turned on.

Turn on action lock
1.

Ask a targeting question, such as Get Computer Name and Action Lock Status from all machines.

2.

Select the result rows for endpoints that require the action lock, and click Deploy Action.

3.

Select the Tanium Client - Set Action Lock On package and select the appropriate Action Group.

4.

Click Show Preview to Continue and then Deploy Action.

5.

Monitor the action status. If you want to test the action lock, record the Action ID and wait for the action to complete.

Test action lock
1.

Issue the saved question Clients That Cannot Take Actions - Action Lock On.

2.

Sign in to an endpoint that is included in the question results, and review the settings. Turning on the action lock creates an
ActionLockFlag setting on endpoints and sets the value to 1. On Windows endpoints, this setting is a registry key.
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3.

On the endpoint, open the associated action log and look for a message that indicates the action lock is on. Action logs are in
the <Tanium_Client_installation_directory>/Downloads folder. You can identify the log for a specific action by
the log file name (Action_<ID>.txt), which contains the Action ID displayed in the Action Status page or Administration
> Actions > Action History page.

4.

Deploy an action to the endpoint (see Deploying actions on page 198). After the Action Status page opens, the action
eventually times out and its status changes to Expired. The Action History page shows the Status as Closed after the action
expires.

Turn off action lock
1.

Issue the saved question Clients That Cannot Take Actions - Action Lock On.

2.

Select the result rows for endpoints that require the action lock turned off, and click Deploy Action.

3.

Select the Tanium Client - Set Action Lock Off package and select the appropriate Action Group.

4.

Click Show Preview to Continue and then Deploy Action.

5.

Monitor the action status and wait for the action to complete. See View action status on page 214.
Perform the remaining steps to verify that the action lock is off.

6.

Issue the saved question Clients That Cannot Take Actions - Action Lock On, and verify that the results do not include the
endpoints for which you turned off the action lock.

7.

Sign in to an endpoint that is not included in the question results, and review the settings. Turning off the action lock removes
the ActionLockFlag setting on endpoints.

8.

On the endpoint, open the associated action log and look for a message that indicates the action lock is off. Action logs are in
the <Tanium_Client_installation_directory>/Downloads folder. You can identify the log for a specific action by
the log file name (Action_<ID>.txt), which contains the Action ID displayed in the Action Status page or Administration
> Actions > Action History page.

Managing action approval
Some organizations implement two-person integrity, which means that actions a user initiates cannot deploy until another user
approves those actions. A pending action is one that is initiated but not yet approved. Approvers can be users with the
Administrator reserved role or a role that grants Approve Action and Sensor read permissions. If your organization allows
exceptions to approval requirements, you can configure a role that grants Bypass Action Approval permission.
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For the role permissions that are required to manage action approval, see Manage action approval on page 60.

Create an action approver role
Users who have a role that grants Approve Action permission can approve pending actions that are associated with packages in the
specified content sets.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Roles.

2.

Configure a custom role on page 347 that grants Approve Action and Sensor read permissions on the content sets that you
specify, and click Save.

Create a bypass action approval role
Users who have a role that grants Bypass Action Approval permission are not subject to approval requirements when they deploy
actions that are associated with packages in the specified content sets.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Roles.

2.

Configure a custom role on page 347 that grants Bypass Action Approval permission on the content sets that you specify, and
click Save.

Assign the action approval and bypass roles
You can assign the action approval and bypass roles to personas, users, and user groups:
l

Manage role assignments for a persona on page 404

l

Manage role assignments for a user on page 380

l

Managing user groups on page 390

Enable or disable action approval
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Settings > Platform Settings.

2.

Set Require Action Approval to ON (enable) or OFF (disable), and click Save All.

3.

(Optional) Give users the option to approve multiple actions without being prompted to review the action configurations:Set
Bulk Approval to ON (enable) or OFF (disable), and click Save All.
This setting enables the More > Bulk Approval option in the Actions I can Approve page.
If any pending actions exist when you disable action approval, those actions can never deploy. To avoid this, ask
your approver to delete the pending actions before disabling the feature. Alternatively, after disabling the feature,
go to Administration > Actions > Scheduled Actions, review the pending actions, and reissue any that are still
needed.
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Review and manage pending actions
When action approval is enabled, users with the Administrator reserved role can display the Administration > Actions > All
Pending Approvals page. The page has the same fields and action buttons as the Administration > Actions > Scheduled Actions
page (see Manage scheduled actions on page 206), but displays only the actions that are waiting for approval.
Figure 50: All Pending Approvals page

Approve pending actions
You can approve one-time only or recurring (scheduled) actions. For recurring actions, approval is a manual process only for the first
deployment interval and is automatic for subsequent intervals. The approval remains in force until the End At date-time that is set
in the action configuration or until someone modifies the configuration.
Even if you are assigned a role that grants Approve Action permission, you cannot approve an action that you
modified. If you modify an action, only other users who have Approve Action permission can approve it.
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1.

Sign in as a user who is assigned a role with Approve Action permission.
In the Tanium Console header, a number beside the Administration menu indicates the number of pending actions that you
can approve.

2.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Actions > Actions I Can Approve.

3.

(Optional) To find specific actions, configure any of the following filters and click Apply All:
l

Text string: Enter a text string in the Filter items field to filter the grid by any value text in any column.

l

Date Range: Filter the grid to display only actions for which the Start At date is within a specific future date range,
such as the next 24 Hours. The default All means no date range filter is applied.

l

Action group: Add one or more action groups as a filter by selecting one at a time in the Select Action Group dropdown.

l

Attribute: Click Filters, click Add, select an action attribute (such as Issuer), select an operator (such as is equal to),
enter a attribute value (such as administrator), and click Apply. After you finish specifying attributes, click Apply All
to filter the grid.

4.

5.

(Optional) Specify the time standard that the page uses to display action settings that have date-time values:
l

Local Time: This is local to the system that you use to access the Tanium Console.

l

UTC: Coordinated Universal Time.

Select the actions that you want to approve and perform one of the following steps:
l

To approve actions without reviewing their configurations, select More > Bulk Approval and click Confirm. You can
skip the remaining steps. This option is available only if the Bulk Approval setting is enabled (see Enable or disable
action approval on page 229).
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l

6.

To review action configurations before approving them, click Preview and perform the remaining steps.

Review the action configuration and click Approve. If you selected multiple actions, use the Previous

and Next

widgets

to navigate among the pages for each action.
The Tanium Console indicates the estimated number of endpoints that the action will affect, as entered by the user who
created the action. Note that the Tanium Server does not recalculate this estimate during the approval workflow; the
displayed number is the same as when the action creator configured the action, regardless of how the actual endpoint count
might have changed since then.
7.

If the number of Estimated clients affected exceeds the configured threshold (default is 100), enter the estimated number
and click Confirm.
The Tanium Server enforces this confirmation step to ensure that you understand the impact that the action will have on your
network.
To change the threshold that controls whether the Tanium Console prompts approvers for the Estimated
clients affected, go to Administration > Configuration > Settings > Platform Settings and edit the Prompt
Estimate Threshold setting. Note that changing the value to 0 causes the Tanium Console to prompt
approvers regardless of the number of affected endpoints.
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Part 10: Managing content
Content overview
In a Tanium™ deployment, content refers to sensors, packages, saved questions, dashboards, categories, filter groups, and plugins.
Tanium provides predefined content through content packs that you manually import or that the Tanium Server imports
automatically (see Part 4: Managing Tanium solutions on page 71). You can create custom content to extend Tanium solutions for
particular environments or objectives. For example, if users start using a new application in your environment, a content developer
can write a sensor script that maintains data about the application and write a package script that starts or stops the application.

Custom content development
Content developers require the following knowledge and experience:
l

Understand the Tanium platform

l

Expert knowledge of the endpoint operating system

l

Experience writing and testing scripts written in VBScript (Windows), shell script (non-Windows), or Python

Your team might include content developers who create saved questions that you can reissue at scheduled intervals or that you can
associate with packages for deploying actions. These content developers do not necessarily write scripts, but they must be aware of
the systems and processes running on endpoints, understand the impact that scheduled questions and actions might have on
endpoints, and make any necessary adjustments. Most customers leverage the content provided in Tanium content packs and
solution modules as much as possible, and work with Tanium Support (see Contact Tanium Support on page 456) on customizations
and new use cases.
When developing content for the Tanium Core Platform, examine the content in the Tanium content packs as
examples of code and settings that were tested for best results. Use the tested sensors and packages as models for
your custom content. As a best practice, do not edit content that is provided through Tanium content packs; create
custom content instead. For details, see Tip 4: Limit customizations to Tanium content on page 87.
Another best practice is to develop and test custom content in your lab environment before distributing the content
to the production servers in your Tanium Core Platform deployment. You can use the Tanium Console to export and
import content between Tanium Servers: see Part 4: Managing Tanium solutions on page 71.

Packages with third-party files
Tanium might deliver package files from third-party providers. For more information on each package, please refer to the
README.txt file that is referenced with the package.

Content sets
All content is assigned to content sets. To grant users access to the content sets, you specify content set permissions in custom
roles, and then assign those roles to users and user groups. For details, see Managing content sets on page 325.
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By default, users own the content that they create, but you can transfer ownership from a non-active user when necessary. For
details, see Delete or transfer content for a non-active user on page 387.

Managing sensors
Sensors overview
A sensor is a script that runs on an endpoint to compute a response to a Tanium question. The Tanium Server distributes sensors to
endpoints during Tanium Client registration. Sensors enable you to ask questions that collect information such as the following:
l

Hardware and software inventory and configuration

l

Running applications and processes

l

Files and directories

l

Network connections

The installation process for the Tanium Server automatically imports the Tanium™ Default Content and Tanium™ Interact content
packs that include sensors for a wide range of common questions. Other Tanium solutions that you import might provide more
sensors, depending on which Tanium content packs or Tanium solution modules you import. If you cannot find a sensor that you
need within Tanium-provided content, you can create custom sensors.
A sensor configuration includes settings, script content, and script parameters. Sensors use industry-standard scripting languages
rather than proprietary coding syntax. The best practice is for sensors to use the scripting engine available on the largest number of
managed endpoints. On Windows endpoints, VBScript typically provides the most comprehensive out-of-the-box coverage because
it is installed by default in every desktop release of Microsoft Windows since Windows 98 and in every Windows Server release since
Windows NT 4.0 Option Pack. On macOS and Linux endpoints, shell script generally provides the most comprehensive out-of-the-box
coverage. Of course, you can develop sensors using any other scripting language that the operating system supports (such as
PowerShell on Windows), as long as the associated scripting engine already exists on the endpoint, or you can deploy and configure
the engine on the endpoints that do not have it installed.
For the role permissions required to manage sensors, see Content management permissions on page 60.

View sensor details
To see sensor configuration attributes and runtime metrics:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Sensors.
The Sensors grid displays most of the sensor attributes that are described in .

2.

(Optional) To display attributes that the grid hides by default, click Customize Columns

and select the attributes.

3.

(Optional) For the Runtime option, click Show to display sensor runtime metrics or Hide (default) to conceal them.
For each sensor, the Runtime column displays an icon that indicates whether the sensor has exceeded a runtime threshold.
You can hover over the icon to display a tooltip with the runtime average in milliseconds. For details about the icons and the
steps to configure runtime thresholds, see Managing sensor runtime thresholds on page 276.
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Set the Show Hidden option to Yes to display hidden sensors and a Hidden State column, which indicates
which sensors are configured as Visible or Hidden. For details on hidden sensors, see Hide this sensor from
sensor lists and parse results on page 240.

4.

(Optional) Use the filters to find specific sensors:
l

Filter by text: To filter the grid by sensor Name, Category, or Description, enter a text string in the Filter items field.

l

Filter by attribute: Filter the grid by one or more attributes, such as the Content Set assignment. Expand the
Filters section, click

Add, select an attribute, select an operator, enter a text string that contains all or part of the

attribute value, and click Apply. If you add multiple attribute filters, the Boolean AND operator applies. After you finish
specifying attributes, click Apply All to filter the grid.
5.

(Optional) To see all the attributes that are described in , click a sensor Name.

Edit a sensor
You can edit all the settings of all sensors except Tanium reserved sensors, which are core system sensors that include Computer
Name, Action Statuses, Computer ID, and Download Statuses. For reserved sensors, you can edit only the Max String Age and
Max Strings settings.
As a best practice, do not edit predefined sensors that are provided through content packs imported from Tanium.
For details, see Tip 4: Limit customizations to Tanium content on page 87. Contact Tanium Support on page 456 if
editing the Tanium-provided sensors is necessary. Alternatively, you can clone Tanium-provided sensors (see Clone
a sensor on page 236) and edit the copies. You can also edit custom sensors that you created from scratch.

To change the content set assignment for multiple sensors that must belong to the same set, see Move sensors
between content sets on page 235.

To edit a sensor:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Sensors.

2.

(Optional) Use the search and column sorting features to find the sensor that you want to edit.

3.

Click the sensor Name.

4.

Click Edit Mode, configure the settings described in Table 26, and click Save.

Move sensors between content sets
You can move sensors between content sets as necessary to accommodate changes to the role-based access control (RBAC)
configuration of your Tanium deployment. For example, you might want to move certain sensors to a content set that only highly
privileged users can access.
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1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Sensors.

2.

Select the sensor and click Move to Content Set.

3.

Select a content set and click Confirm.

Clone a sensor
Cloning is useful when you need to:
Create a modified version of a predefined sensor from a Tanium content pack.

l

Do not modify the original Tanium sensor.

Create a new sensor with settings that differ only slightly from an existing sensor; this is often easier than creating a new

l

sensor from scratch.
Perform the following steps to clone a sensor:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Sensors.

2.

Use the search and column sorting features to find the sensor that you want to clone.

3.

Select the sensor and click Clone.

4.

Configure the settings as described in Table 26 and click Save.

Create a sensor
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Sensors.

2.

Click New Sensor, configure the following settings, and click Save.

Table 26: Sensor configuration guidelines
Settings

Guidelines

Name

Specify a name of up to 256 characters to identify the sensor wherever the Tanium Console displays sensor
lists. The name cannot have certain special characters and the best practice is to avoid reserved words. See
Special characters and reserved words.
If you change the sensor name, reconfigure content that references it. For example,
update the sensor name in any saved questions that are configured with the previous
name.

Description

Enter a description to help other users understand the purpose of the sensor. It might help to include
examples of formatted results. The description appears in the Sensors page and in the Browse Sensors
dialog of the Question Builder.

Content Set

Assign the sensor to a content set. The list is populated with all content sets for which you have Write
Sensor permission.
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Table 26: Sensor configuration guidelines (continued)
Settings

Guidelines

Category

Select the sensor category, which you can use to filter the list of sensors on the Sensors page and in the
Browse Sensors dialog of the Question Builder.
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Table 26: Sensor configuration guidelines (continued)
Settings

Guidelines

Result Type

Select the data type for the values that the sensor returns. Choosing the correct type is required for the
Tanium Server to properly evaluate results and sort them in results grids. For example, if you issue the
question Get Uptime > "10 days", the server evaluates the greater than (>) operation based on the
Time Duration type of the Uptime sensor. This ensures that the server returns results only for endpoints
that rebooted more than 10 days ago. If that sensor used the Text result type instead, the server would
evaluate the operation alphabetically and return results such as 2 days.

For a multi-column sensor, set the Result Type to Text and then select a
specific result type for each column. For example, the Tanium Client Dump
Files sensor returns both Date/Time (WMI) and Integer result types. See Split
into multiple columns on page 240.
Different sensors can return values in different units even if the sensors use the same
result type. For example, the Tanium Client CPU sensor returns a percentage value while
the CPU Speed Mhz sensor returns a megahertz value, even though both sensors use the
Numeric result type.

The result types are:
l

Text: An alphanumeric text string. For example, the Computer Name sensor returns a string such as
workstation-1.company.com.

l

File Size: The size of the result, including both the number and units. For example, the Page File Details
sensor returns size values for the page files on a Windows endpoint, such as 11264 MB for the Size On
Disk.
To return size values without the associated units, select Integer as the result type.
For instance, a sensor that returns file sizes and uses Integer as the result type
displays only the number of bytes: 1048576 instead of 1 MB, as an example.

l

IP Address: One or more IPv4 and/or IPv6 addresses. For example, the Tanium Client IP Address sensor
returns the IP address (such as 192.168.1.1) that a Tanium Client is using to communicate with the
Tanium Server or Tanium Zone Server.

l

Version: The version of an operating system, file, application, or other component on an endpoint. For
example, the NET Version sensor returns the full version numbers of all .NET installations, such as
version 4.5.51641.

l

Numeric: A number that can have decimals and a positive or negative value. For example, the Tanium
Client CPU sensor returns the percentage of CPU utilization that the Tanium Client process currently
uses on an endpoint, such as 1.4.
For sensors that return unsigned whole numbers, select the Integer result type
instead.

l

Date/Time (RFC822): A date-time string in RFC-822 format. For example, the OS Boot Time sensor

returns the date and time when an endpoint operating system last booted, such as Mon, 05 Jan
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l

Date/Time (WMI): A date-time string in Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) format. For

Table 26: Sensor configuration guidelines (continued)
Settings

Guidelines

Max Sensor Age

Enter the maximum time for which the Tanium Client can use a cached result for this sensor when answering
questions that use the sensor. For example, the Max Sensor Age for the File Size sensor is 15 minutes by
default. When a Tanium Client receives a question that executes the File Size sensor, it caches the result.
Over the next 15 minutes, if the Tanium Client receives a question that includes the File Size sensor, it
responds with the cached answer. After 15 minutes, if the Tanium Client receives a question that includes
the File Size sensor, it executes the sensor script again to compute a fresh answer.
Use shorter ages for sensors that return values that change frequently, such as status and utilization sensors.
Use longer ages for values that typically change infrequently, such as the chassis type or Active Directory
domain membership.

The Max Sensor Age affects only the results cache on the Tanium Client, not the results
cache that the Tanium™ Data Service stores on the Tanium Server (see Manage sensor
results collection on page 247).

Max String Age

If you want to reduce the impact that question results have on Tanium Server disk space, select Enable and
specify the maximum age that answer strings can reach before the server removes them. The default is one
week. The string age is based on the number of minutes since the Tanium Server last used the string or
received it from Tanium Clients. For details, see Manage sensor string growth on page 474.
The Max String Age does not apply to the results cache that the Tanium Data Service
stores on the Tanium Server (see Manage sensor results collection on page 247).

Max Strings

If you want to reduce the impact that question results have on Tanium Server disk space, select Enable and
enter the maximum number of answer strings that the server stores for this sensor before removing the
oldest strings. The server includes the string count for temporary sensors when calculating the string count
for their source sensors. The default is 0, which specifies no limit. The string age is based on when the
Tanium Server last used the string or received it from Tanium Clients.
When limiting string growth, set the Max Strings Age instead of the Max Strings (see
Manage sensor string growth on page 474). Contact Tanium Support on page 456
before setting the Max Strings in extreme cases that might require a string count limit for
individual sensors.

The Max Strings does not apply to the results cache that the Tanium Data Service stores
on the Tanium Server (see Manage sensor results collection on page 247).

Ignore case in result values

Group and count result values regardless of differences in upper-case and lower-case characters.
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Table 26: Sensor configuration guidelines (continued)
Settings

Guidelines

Hide this sensor from sensor lists

Select this option if you want sensor lists throughout the Tanium Console to exclude the sensor.

and parse results
Split into multiple columns

(Multi-column sensors only) If the sensor returns multiple results from each endpoint, display the results in
multiple columns on the Question Results grid. In the Use delimiter field, specify a character to separate
result values in the sensor script. Enter column names and corresponding result types, and arrange them in
the order you want the results grid to display them. Select the Hide option if you want to hide the column
from the default view of the results grid. The following figure shows the settings for the Running Applications
sensor.

When creating questions that filter multi-column sensors, single-column filtering works
only if the sensor definition specifies column delimiters with a single character (such as |),
not multiple characters (such as |:).

Parameter Inputs

(Parameterized sensors only) In the Parameters section perform the following steps for each parameter. For
details on the parameter types and their settings, see Parameter input settings on page 298.
1.

Select Add Parameter > <Type>.

2.

Select a time standard for any date- or time-based parameter:

3.
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l

Local Time (default) is local to the system that you use to access the Tanium Console

l

UTC is Coordinated Universal Time

Configure the settings for the selected parameter type.
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Table 26: Sensor configuration guidelines (continued)
Settings

Guidelines

Scripts

Perform the following steps for each target operating system (OS):
1.

Select the OS type and select Enable sensor for <OS> platform.

2.

Set the Query Type to the desired scripting engine.

3.

Enter the script text.
For details about scripts for parameterized sensors, see Sensor script on page 295.

Sensor Preview

Previewing sensor results on a small number of non-critical endpoints enables you to test the sensor before
making it available for questions or sensor harvesting. Previewing is a useful precaution in case the sensor
script has flaws that might adversely affect endpoints.
1.

Click Select Groups to Preview and perform one of the following steps:
l

Select an existing computer group.

l

Click Create Ad Hoc Group, perform one of the following steps to define group membership, and
click Create Group. Note that the computer group will exist only for the sensor preview and will not
appear elsewhere in the Tanium Console.
o

Dynamic membership: Select a method to define the membership filter:
n

Select Filter Bar if you want to define a filter using the same syntax as in the from clause
of the Interact Explore Data field. For details, see Issue a question through the Explore Data
field on page 160.

n

Select Filter Builder if you want to define a filter using the same from computers with
fields as in the Interact Question Builder. For details, see Issue a question through the
Question Builder on page 163.

o

Manually defined membership: Select Manual Group and enter a list of computer names or IP
addresses. Computer names must match the results that the Computer Name sensor returns.
Short forms or alternative names do not work.

2.

Click Preview Sensor Results and review the results.

Export or import sensors
The following procedures describe how to export and import specific sensors or all sensors.
Develop and test content in your lab environment before importing that content into your production environment.

EXPORT SENSORS
Export sensors as a file in one of the following formats:
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l

CSV: When you open the file in an application that supports CSV format, it lists the sensors with the same attributes
(columns) as the Sensors page displays.

l

JSON: If you are assigned a role with the Export Content permission, you can export sensor configurations as a JSON file to
import them into another Tanium Server. The Administrator reserved role has that permission.

Perform the following steps to export sensors:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Sensors.

2.

(Optional, CSV exports only) To add or remove attributes (columns) for the CSV file, click Customize Columns

in the grid

and select the attributes.
3.

Select rows in the grid to export only specific sensors. If you want to export all sensors, skip this step.

4.

Click Export

5.

(Optional) Edit the default export File Name.

.

The file suffix (.csv or .json) changes automatically based on the Format selection.

6.

Select an Export Data option: All sensors in the grid or just the Selected sensors.

7.

Select the file Format:

8.

l

List of Sensors - CSV

l

Sensor Definitions - JSON (Administrator reserved role only)

Click Export.
The Tanium Server exports the file to the downloads folder on the system that you used to access the Tanium Console.

IMPORT SENSORS
Users who are assigned a role with Import Signed Content permission can import content files that are in JSON or XML format. The
Administrator reserved role has this permission.
1.

(Non-Tanium-provided content only) Digitally sign the content file and ensure a public key is in place to validate the signature.
See Authenticating content files.
You do not have to generate keys or signatures for Tanium-provided solutions, such as the Default Computer
Groups content pack. Tanium signs this content before making it available, and the associated public key is
distributed to the Tanium Server key store during the server installation process.

2.

From the Main menu, go to any of the following Administration pages:
l

Configuration > Solutions

l

Permissions > Filter Groups

l

Under Content, select Sensors, Packages, or Saved Questions

l

Under Actions, select Scheduled Actions, All Pending Approvals, or Actions I Can Approve
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3.

Select an Import option based on the source of the content:
l

l

4.

Import > Import Files: Perform one of the following steps to select one or more files:
o

Drag and drop files from your file explorer.

o

Click Browse for File, select the files, and click Open.

Import > Import URL: Enter the URL in the Import URL field, and click Import.

For each file, expand

the File name, review the content to import, and select resolutions for any conflicts with existing

content (see Resolve conflicts when importing updates).
5.

If you want to overwrite existing content set assignments for all imported objects with the default Tanium-defined
assignments, select Include content set overwrite. By default, the Include content set overwrite check box is deselected
and the Tanium Server preserves the existing content set assignments.

6.

Click Begin Install.

Copy sensor configuration details
Copy information from the Sensors page to your clipboard to paste the information into a message, text file, or spreadsheet. Each
row in the grid is a comma-separated value string.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Sensors.

2.

Perform one of the following steps:
l

Copy row information: Select one or more rows and click Copy

l

Copy cell information: Hover over the cell, click Options

.

, and click Copy

.

Manage sensor quarantines
OVERVIEW OF SENSOR QUARANTINES
Enforcing sensor quarantines prevents sensors from running on an endpoint for the current question or action if those sensors
exceeded the runtime timeout during a previous question or action. Quarantines are useful for limiting the impact on endpoint
resources, such as CPU utilization, when questions and actions use excessively long-running sensors. The non-configurable timeout
is set to one minute.
By default, quarantines are not enforced: after a sensor exceeds the timeout and stops running, the sensor has quarantined status
but still runs for future questions or actions until it completes or times out. In this case, the Tanium Client uses the quarantined
status just to record that the sensor timed out.
Regardless of whether you enable enforcement, the Tanium Client stops any sensor at the moment it exceeds the timeout. Each
client quarantines sensors and enforces the quarantines independently. Consequently, a sensor might be quarantined on some
endpoints and not on others.
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When a Tanium Client quarantines a sensor, the Tanium Console displays the following message in the Question Results grid: TSEError: Sensor evaluation timed out. When you issue a question that uses a sensor that is already quarantined and
enforcement is enabled, the Question Results grid displays TSE-Error: The sensor is quarantined. The Tanium Client
adds entries to the client logs and sensor history logs when it quarantines a sensor or prevents an already quarantined sensor from
running.
If temporary sensors exceed the one-minute timeout, the Tanium Client quarantines the original sensor as well as all current and
future temporary sensors that are based on the original sensor.
When enforcement is enabled, quarantined sensors do not run when you use them for targeting endpoints, even if
the sensors are members of computer groups. However, quarantined sensors might skew the targeting of a question
that has a vague from clause, such as from all machines with Is Windows not equals true. In this case,
Windows endpoints on which the Is Windows sensor is quarantined would match the condition not equals true
because their response would be TSE-Error: The sensor is quarantined rather than true. To avoid
such outcomes, make the target clause as specific as possible and do not use negative matching conditions such as
not equals true.

VIEW QUARANTINED SENSORS
To see the attributes of quarantined sensors:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Quarantined Sensors.
The Quarantined Sensors grid displays many of the sensor attributes that are described in Table 26.

2.

(Optional) To display attributes that the grid hides by default, click Customize Columns

3.

(Optional) Use the filters to find specific sensors:

and select the attributes.

l

Filter by text: To filter the grid by sensor Name or Description, enter a text string in the Filter By Text field.

l

Filter by attribute

: Filter the grid by one or more attributes, such as the Content Set assignment. Expand the

Filters section, click

Row or

Grouping (to group by Boolean operators), click

Add, select an attribute and

operator, enter a text string that contains all or part of the attribute value, and click Apply. After you finish specifying
attributes, click Apply All to filter the grid.
4.

(Optional) To see all the attributes that are described in Table 26, click a sensor Name.

ADD A SENSOR TO QUARANTINE
You can manually quarantine a sensor on an endpoint if you anticipate that running the sensor will negatively affect the endpoint.
Quarantining a sensor does not automatically enable quarantine enforcement.

1.

In the URL field of the browser that you use to access the Tanium Console, enter https://<Tanium
Server>/hash/<sensor>. For the <Tanium Server>, enter theTanium Server FQDN or IP address. The <sensor> must

match the sensor name that the Tanium Console displays with respect to capitalization and spaces.
The browser displays the hash value associated with the sensor.
2.

Access the operating system CLI on the endpoint and change directory (cd) to the Tanium Client installation directory.
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3.

Enter the following command.
l

Windows: TaniumClient quarantine add <sensor_hash>

l

Non-Windows: ./TaniumClient quarantine add <sensor_hash>

REMOVE SENSORS FROM QUARANTINE
You can use the Tanium Console to unquarantine a sensor on some or all endpoints if you imported Default Content (previously
Initial Content - Base) version 7.1.10.0000 or later (see Part 4: Managing Tanium solutions on page 71). After you unquarantine a
sensor, the Tanium Client allows it to run for subsequent questions and actions, but will stop and quarantine the sensor again if it
exceeds the timeout.
If you modify a sensor, Tanium Clients that receive its new definition will automatically unquarantine that sensor.
The Tanium Server cannot unquarantine sensors on endpoints that are offline. If you know that some endpoints
might come online only at a later time, consider scheduling an action that uses the Un-Quarantine Sensor or UnQuarantine Sensor (Non-Windows) package (see Deploying actions on page 198).

1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Quarantined Sensors.

2.

Select the sensors and click Unquarantine.

3.

Select the Action Group that includes the endpoints where you want to unquarantine the sensors.

4.

Preview the affected endpoints and then click Unquarantine.

ENABLE OR DISABLE ENFORCEMENT OF QUARANTINED SENSORS
After you enable quarantine enforcement, Tanium Clients do not answer questions that use quarantined sensors and those sensors
do not run for actions. After you disable enforcement, clients still quarantine sensors and log quarantine events, but do not prevent
those sensors from running.
Your user account must have a role with the Global Settings write permission to enable or disable quarantine
enforcement. Users with the Administrator reserved role have this permission.

The first time you enable enforcement, you must add the EnableSensorQuarantine setting to the platform settings on the Tanium
Server as follows. By default, enforcement is disabled and the setting does not appear in the Tanium Console. After you add the
setting, the Tanium Server applies it to all Tanium Clients.
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1.

Access the Tanium Console.

2.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Settings > Advanced Settings, and click Add Setting.

3.

Enter the following values and click Save.
l

Setting Type = Server

l

Platform Setting Name = EnableSensorQuarantine

l

Value Type = Numeric

l

Value = 1

Perform the following steps if you want to change the enforcement setting after adding it to the platform settings:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Settings > Advanced Settings.

2.

In the Name column, click EnableSensorQuarantine, set the value to 1 to enable enforcement or 0 to disable enforcement,
and click Save.
If you want to change the enforcement setting in specific Tanium Clients instead of all clients, add or edit the
EnableSensorQuarantine setting in the local configuration of those clients (see Tanium Client Management User
Guide: Tanium Client CLI and client settings).

EXPORT QUARANTINED SENSOR DETAILS
Export information about quarantined sensors as a CSV file to view in an application that supports that format. The file lists the
sensors with the same attributes (columns) as the Quarantined Sensors page displays.
You can export the details of specific quarantined sensors if you are assigned a role with Write Sensor permission
on the content sets for those sensors. Users with the Administrator or Content Administrator reserved role can
export the details of all quarantined sensors.

1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Quarantined Sensors.

2.

(Optional) To add or remove attributes (columns) for the CSV file, click Customize Columns

in the grid and select the

attributes.
3.

Select rows in the grid to export only specific sensors. If you want to export all sensors, skip this step.

4.

Click Export

5.

(Optional) Edit the default export File Name.

6.

To include grid column headers in the CSV file, select Include headers in export.

.

Skip the Flatten rows option. It does not apply to quarantined sensors.
7.

Click Export.
The Tanium Server exports the file to the downloads folder on the system that you used to access the Tanium Console.
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COPY QUARANTINED SENSOR DETAILS
Copy information from the Quarantined Sensors page to your clipboard to paste the information into a message, text file, or
spreadsheet. Each row in the grid is a comma-separated value string.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Quarantined Sensors.

2.

Perform one of the following steps:
l

Copy row information: Select one or more rows and click Copy

l

Copy cell information: Hover over the cell, click Options

.

, and click Copy

.

Manage sensor results collection
The Tanium Data Service enables you to see stored sensor results for endpoints when you issue a question. After you register
sensors for collection, the service queries all managed endpoints to collect the results of those sensors and store the data. To keep
the results current, the service periodically reissues questions that contain the registered sensors. The Interact Question Results
grid displays only the latest collected results. For details on displaying the results, see Display results for online and offline
endpoints on page 170.
When you decide which sensors to register, consider that results collection consumes resources such as network bandwidth,
processing on endpoints, and disk space on the Tanium Server. Resource consumption increases with the cardinality of sensors. For
example, the IP Address sensor produces a unique result string for each endpoint, whereas the Operating System (OS) sensor
produces the same string for all endpoints that have the same OS. In this case, the high cardinality IP Address sensor requires more
bandwidth, CPU usage, and storage than the Operating System sensor.

To optimize resource consumption, configure collection only for low cardinality sensors that produce frequently
accessed results, such as for daily reports. For example, you might generate reports based on the results of the
Applicable Patches sensor to assess the hygiene or security posture of both online and offline endpoints. Conversely,
the results of the High CPU Processes sensor fluctuate too much to be reliable for gauging activity on offline
endpoints.

For details on monitoring the resource consumption associated with results collection, see Monitor resource usage for sensor results
collection on page 447.
The Tanium Server automatically registers certain sensors for collection. For example, the server automatically registers sensors that
identify endpoints or define membership in computer management groups. For the full list, see Sensors that are registered by
default on page 253.
For the user role permissions required to manage sensor collection, see Tanium Data Service permissions on page
51.
To modify the service account that the Tanium Data Service uses to collect sensor results, see Tanium Interact User
Guide: Configure the service account.

DISPLAY SENSOR COLLECTION REGISTRATION DETAILS
Display the registration status and other details of each sensor:
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1.

Go to the Interact Overview page and click Settings

.

In the Registration & Collection tab, the Status column contains a status for all sensors. Status icons include the following:
Status

Description
The sensor is registered and enabled for collection.
The sensor is registered but collection is disabled.
The sensor is blocked due to high cardinality and cannot be registered.

(no icon)

The sensor is not registered.

You can hover the mouse cursor over any icon to see additional information.
In the far right column, the Actions drop-down contains the available operations for each sensor: register (Add), unregister
(Release), pause collection (Disable), resume collection (Enable), and purge results (Purge). Note that you cannot unregister,
pause collection, or purge results for the sensors listed under Sensors that are registered by default on page 253.
By default, the sensor grid is filtered to exclude hidden sensors. For details about hidden sensors, see the Hide this sensor
from sensor lists and parse results setting in Table 26.
2.

(Optional) To show only specific sensors, click
l

to expand Filters and select from the following options:

Category: Show only the sensors that are used in questions that are assigned to dashboards contained in a specific
category.

l

Registered: Show only the sensors that are registered and enabled for collection (True), or are not registered (False)
for collection.

l

Show Hidden Sensors: Show only the sensors that are hidden (True) or are not hidden (False).

l

Has Parameters: Show only parameterized sensors (True) or non-parameterized sensors (False).

l

Status: Show only sensors that match the corresponding status.

To clear a filter, select Any in the corresponding field.
3.

(Optional) Enter a text string in the Filter Items field above the grid to filter it by sensor Name or Category.

REGISTER OR UNREGISTER SENSORS FOR COLLECTION
After you register or unregister sensors for collection, the Tanium Data Service automatically applies the changes for the next
Collection Interval (see Configure advanced settings for sensor collection on page 250), when it issues questions to update the
sensor results. Additionally, after you register a sensor for collection, the Tanium Server immediately begins collecting results for the
sensor. Registration changes also apply if you Manually start collection on page 250. You cannot unregister sensors that are
registered by default.
After you unregister a sensor, the Tanium Data Service purges results for the sensor 30 days later. To purge results
sooner so that the Question Results page does not display them, see Purge results for specific sensors on page 250.
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1.

Go to the Interact Overview page and click Settings

.

2.

(Optional) Filter the Registration & Collection tab to find specific sensors: see Display sensor collection registration details on
page 247.

3.

Perform one of the following actions:
l

Register sensors: Select Actions > Add to register a sensor.
The Sensor Preview page opens with a preview of the results while the Tanium Data Service checks the cardinality of
the sensor results. After the cardinality is checked, a message indicates if the sensor can be registered or if the sensor
is blocked due to high cardinality. If the sensor can be registered, click Confirm and then click Yes to confirm the
registration.
For each parameterized sensor, you can register multiple instances. For each instance, specify the parameters and
click Apply.
To disable the cardinality check when registering sensors, configure the tds_disable_registration_
check platform setting. Tanium recommends that you do not disable the cardinality check as high
cardinality sensors can negatively impact server performance.
From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Platform Settings, click Create
Setting, and complete the following fields:

l

o

For Setting Type, select Server.

o

For Name, enter tds_disable_registration_check.

o

For Value Type, select Numeric.

o

For Value, enter 1.

Unregister sensors: Select Actions > Release to unregister a sensor.

PAUSE OR RESUME COLLECTION FOR SENSORS
When the Tanium Server issues questions to update sensor results, it excludes any paused sensors. You can pause or resume
collection for individual sensors without unregistering or re-registering them. When you pause a sensor, the Interact Question
Results page continues displaying the last results (if any) that the server collected for that sensor before you paused it. You cannot
pause sensors that are registered by default.
1.

Go to the Interact Overview page and click Settings

.

2.

(Optional) Filter the Registration & Collection tab to find specific sensors: see Display sensor collection registration details on
page 247.

3.

Select Actions > Disable to pause collection or Actions > Enable to resume collection for a sensor.

After you resume collection for a sensor, the server immediately begins collecting results for the sensor.
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MANUALLY START COLLECTION
To keep sensor results up-to-date, the Tanium Server automatically reissues questions to all endpoints at every Collection Interval
(hourly by default). The Tanium Server also collects results immediately for sensors that you register or for which you resume
collection. Note that manual collections do not affect the Collection Interval schedule (see Configure advanced settings for sensor
collection on page 250).
In Interact 2.12 and later, the following steps are useful only if you have Continuous Harvest disabled (not
recommended).

1.

Go to the Interact Overview page and click Settings

.

2.

In the Registration & Collection tab, click Collect Now above the grid.

PURGE RESULTS FOR SPECIFIC SENSORS
You can purge the results of selected sensors from storage so that the Question Results page does not display them.
You cannot purge the results of sensors that are registered by default.
The Tanium Data Service automatically removes results for endpoints that do not answer questions within the Max
Endpoint Age interval. To configure this garbage collection process, see Configure removal of expired sensor results
on page 251.

1.

Go to the Interact Overview page and click Settings

.

2.

(Optional) Filter the Registration & Collection tab to find specific sensors: see Display sensor collection registration details on
page 247.

3.

4.

Unregister or pause collection for the sensors that you want to purge:
l

Pause collection: Select Actions > Disable.

l

Unregister: Select Actions > Release.

For each sensor that you want to purge, select Actions > Purge and click Confirm.

CONFIGURE ADVANCED SETTINGS FOR SENSOR COLLECTION
To collect results for registered sensors, the Tanium Data Service issues questions that contain the sensors. The service issues one
batch of questions at a time, downloads the results from the Tanium Server, and writes the results to the Tanium database. The
default collection settings prevent the questions from consuming too much network bandwidth and endpoint processing. The
default settings also prevent the service from consuming too much Tanium Server memory when downloading and writing results.
You can edit the settings as necessary based on the number of sensors that you registered for collection and on the resource limits
of your network, endpoints, and Tanium Server.
Contact Tanium Support on page 456 before modifying the collection settings. Only users with the Administrator
reserved role can modify the settings.
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To monitor or troubleshoot the sensor collection process, go to the Interact Overview page, click Info

, and view

the Data Collection metrics in the Data Service Status chart.

1.

Go to the Interact Overview page and click Settings

.

2.

Select Service Configuration and configure the following settings in the Collection tab:
Table 26: Sensor collection process settings
Setting

Description

Max Sensors Per Question

Specify the maximum number of single-column sensors in each question that the Tanium Data Service
issues to collect results. A single-column sensor returns an answer that the Question Results grid
displays in a single column. The default is 30 sensors per question.
The service applies a non-configurable limit of one multi-column sensor per question.

Continuous Harvest

Keep collection questions open continuously so that results are sent from endpoints when available
instead of on a periodic schedule. This increases the speed at which results are updated. Contact
Tanium Support on page 456 before you change this setting.

CONFIGURE REMOVAL OF EXPIRED SENSOR RESULTS
When the Tanium Data Service stores results, it maps them to each endpoint and evaluates their expiration age relative to when the
endpoint last returned updates. This means that if multiple endpoints returned the same results but at different times, the garbage
collection process removes only the results for endpoints that did not return updates within the expiration interval (Max Endpoint
Age). You can edit garbage collection settings as necessary based on the growth rate for result strings and the available resources
(storage space and memory) in your deployment. To monitor string growth and determine which sensors are generating the most
strings, see Monitor resource usage for sensor results collection on page 447.
Contact Tanium Support on page 456 before modifying garbage collection settings. Only users with the
Administrator reserved role can modify the settings.

To monitor or troubleshoot the garbage collection process, go to the Interact Overview page, click Info

, and

view the Garbage Collection metrics in the Data Service Status chart. For example, the chart displays an error
for the process if it times out before removing all the expired results.
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1.

Go to the Interact Overview page and click Settings

.

2.

Select Service Configuration > Garbage Collection and configure the following settings:
Table 27: Garbage collection settings for sensor results
Setting

Description

Garbage Collection Interval

Specify how frequently the Tanium Data Service checks which results have expired and removes them.
The units are minutes and the default is 15.

Garbage Collection Timeout

Specify how long the garbage collection process runs before timing out. The units are minutes and the
default is 30. While the process is running, the Tanium Data Service delays any pending updates to the
stored results. Be sure to specify enough time to remove all the expired results without delaying
updates to a degree that significantly affects users who need to see the latest results.
If the garbage collection process times out before removing all the expired results, it
resumes the removal at the next Garbage Collection Interval.

Max Endpoint Age

Specify the expiration age of the collected results. For each endpoint, the Tanium Data Service
evaluates the age of its results based on when the endpoint last returned updates for any sensors. The
units are days and the default is 30. The garbage collection process removes the entries for any
endpoints and their associated results from storage if those endpoints have not answered sensor
collection questions within the Max Endpoint Age interval.

Reference Sensor Name

Specify the sensor that the Tanium Data Service uses to identify endpoints when evaluating which
results have expired based on the Max Endpoint Age. The default sensor is Computer ID. The best
practice is to use one of the following endpoint identification (EID) sensors because they are updated
most frequently: Computer ID, Computer Name, or Computer Serial Number.

Computer Group Max Endpoint

For each computer group, you can specify the expiration age of the collected results. Use this option to

Age

set lower expiration ages than the value specified in Max Endpoint Age. Note that any values that you
set in Computer Group Max Endpoint Age do not override the value set in Max Endpoint Age;
whichever value is lower triggers the garbage collection process. The units are hours.

TROUBLESHOOT SENSOR COLLECTION
To determine whether sensor collection is consuming too much network bandwidth, processing on endpoints, or Tanium Server
resources, see Monitor resource usage for sensor results collection on page 447.
To troubleshoot other sensor collection issues, see:
l

Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide: Tanium Data Service logs: The logs indicate when the Tanium Server
issued each question to collect results, the question ID, and information about each sensor in the question.

l

Question history on page 166: In the Administration > Content > Question History page, use the question ID
(Harvesting qid) from the Tanium Data Service logs to find specific questions that the Tanium Server issued to collect
sensor results.
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SENSORS THAT ARE REGISTERED BY DEFAULT
There are certain Tanium Core Platform sensors that are registered for collection by default, including the following examples. After
you install Interact, the Tanium Data Service immediately begins collecting and storing results for the registered sensors. You cannot
unregister, pause collection, or purge results for these sensors.
l

l

Endpoint identifier (EID) sensors:
o

Computer ID

o

Computer Name

o

Computer Serial Number

Sensors that define membership in computer management groups:
o

Chassis Type

o

Computer Name

o

Is AIX

o

Is Linux

o

Is Mac

o

Is Solaris

o

Is Virtual

o

Is Windows

o

Operating System

o

Operating System Generation

o

Windows OS Release ID

o

Windows OS Type

Certain Tanium modules include additional sensors that are registered by default when you import the modules.
If some sensors that define computer group membership are not yet available in your deployment, you can import
them through the Default Computer Groups content pack: see Part 4: Managing Tanium solutions on page 71.

Managing packages
Packages overview
A package configuration includes settings, a command, a script, and any other files needed to orchestrate an action on a managed
endpoint. You deploy packages through the action deployment workflow, which you initiate from the Interact Question Results
page (see Deploying actions) or from the Packages page (see Deploy actions from the Packages page on page 261).
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The Tanium Client service runs with the permissions of the LocalSystem account (Windows) or root account (non-Windows), so it can
perform almost any command line instruction available to an Administrator user who is signed into the endpoint. Consequently,
even if signed in users do not have administrative rights, a Tanium Console user can deploy actions to the endpoint that install,
update, or remove client applications as long as those applications meet the following conditions:
l

The applications are installed from a command line using the permissions of the LocalSystem account or root.

l

The applications are configured to suppress any interaction with an end user signed into a target endpoint at installation
time.

l

The applications can be dynamically customized at installation if necessary through options, switches, or input files passed
to the application installer.

If the required executables, scripts, and configuration files do not natively have these characteristics, you might be able to use a
commercial software packaging tool such as InstallShield or an open-sourced application like Nullsoft Scriptable Install System to
create a new version of the installer.
You can use the Tanium Core Platform to track the count of installed applications, as well as whether those applications are being
used. Therefore, before installing new software or upgrading versions of existing software, verify that your organization owns the
required number of licenses or meets the Acceptable-Use criteria to centrally distribute and install the commercial or open-sourced
software to endpoints within your organization.
For the role permissions that are required to manage package configurations, see Manage packages on page 61.
To troubleshoot issues relating to package downloads, see Troubleshoot actions on page 197.

View package details
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Packages.
The Packages grid displays most of the attributes that are described in Table 28.

2.

(Optional) To display attributes that the grid hides by default, click Customize Columns

3.

(Optional) Use the filters to find specific packages:

and select the attributes.

l

Filter by text: To filter the grid by package Name or Command, enter a text string in the Filter items field.

l

Filter by attribute: Filter the grid by one or more attributes, such as the Content Set assignment. Expand the
Filters section, click

Add, select an attribute and operator, enter a text string that contains all or part of the

attribute value, and click Apply. If you add multiple attribute filters, the Boolean AND operator applies. After you finish
specifying attributes, click Apply All to filter the grid.
4.

To see all the attributes of a particular package, click the package Display Name. Table 28 describes the package attributes.
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Edit a package
As a best practice, do not edit predefined packages that are provided through Tanium content packs. For details,
see Tip 4: Limit customizations to Tanium content on page 87. Contact Tanium Support on page 456 if editing the
Tanium-provided packages is necessary. Alternatively, you can clone Tanium-provided packages (see Clone a
package on page 256) and edit the copies. You can also edit custom packages that you created from scratch.

To change the content set assignment for multiple packages that must belong to the same set, see Move packages
between content sets on page 255.

1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Packages.

2.

(Optional) Use the search and column sorting features to find the package you want to edit.

3.

Click the package Display Name.

4.

Click Edit Mode, configure the settings described in Table 28, and click Save.

Move packages between content sets
You can move packages between content sets as necessary to accommodate changes to the role-based access control (RBAC)
configuration of your Tanium deployment. For example, you might want to move certain packages to a content set that only highly
privileged users can access.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Packages.

2.

Select the package and click Move to Content Set.

3.

Select a content set and click Confirm.

Re-download package files
The Tanium Server stores package files in its cache. If updated file versions are available, or re-downloading the current file versions
is necessary for troubleshooting, you can manually re-download to the server so that it deploys the correct files to endpoints. Note
that the server automatically retries downloading every few minutes if the initial download failed for a package.
To download the files of a package associated with an action, go to Administration > Actions > Scheduled Actions,
select the action, and click Show Status.
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1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Packages and select the package for which you want to download
files.

2.

Click Status.
A pop-up displays the status.

3.

Click Re-Download for each file that you want to re-download, or click Re-Download All to re-download all the files.

Tip: If you want the Tanium Server to automatically check for, and download, updated versions of remote package files, set a Check
for update interval in the package configuration (see Files on page 258).

Clone a package
Cloning is useful when you need to:
l

Create a modified version of a predefined package from a Tanium content pack.
Do not modify the original Tanium package.

l

Create a new package with settings that differ only slightly from an existing package; this is often easier than creating a new
package from scratch.

Perform the following steps to clone a package:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Packages.

2.

Use the search and column sorting features to find the package that you want to clone.

3.

Select the package and click Clone.

4.

Configure the settings as described in Table 28 and click Save.
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Create a package
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Packages.

2.

Click New Package, configure the following settings, and click Save.

Table 28: Package configuration guidelines
Settings

Guidelines

Package Name

Specify a configuration name to identify the package. For sensor-sourced packages, you have the option to
use a sensor variable in the package name. See Package settings on page 310.

Display Name

(Optional) Specify a name to display for the package in the Packages page and Action Deployment page. If
you do not enter a value, the Package Name is the default Display Name.

Content Set

Assign the package to a content set. The list displays all content sets for which you have Write Package
permission. If you do not select a content set, the Default set is assigned.

Command

Specify the command to run on the endpoint.
For details about the commands and scripts for parameterized packages, see Example: Parameterized
packages on page 300.
For details about the commands and scripts for sensor-sourced packages, see Example: Sensor-sourced
packages on page 308.

Command Timeout and Download

These timeouts affect the state (Completed, Expired, or Failed) of an action that uses the package. The

Timeout

Download Timeout is the amount of time available to download packages files. The Command Timeout is
the amount of time available for the command to run. For details on all the settings that determine action
states, see View action status on page 214.

Ignore action lock

Enable endpoints to execute actions that include this package regardless of whether the action lock is on for
those endpoints. Use this option in packages that promote hygiene. For details, see Managing action locks
on page 227.
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Table 28: Package configuration guidelines (continued)
Settings

Guidelines

Launch this package in a process

Run the package command within a process group. When the command completes or times out, the process

group

group and any remaining descendant processes are killed.
By default, you cannot change this setting and its default state depends on how the package was added:
l

l

You created the package through the Tanium Console: The check box is selected by default.
You manually imported the package or the Tanium Server automatically imported the package: When
you view the configurations of Tanium-defined packages, the check box is selected for most packages
but deselected for those that must run processes outside of a process group. When you manually import
a package file, the check box is deselected unless you set the <process_group_flag> to 1 in the file
before importing.

For most packages that you create or manually import, running processes within a process group is the best
practice. Some exceptions are:
l

Packages that initiate an installation process that must be able to run beyond the command completion
or timeout.

l

A process that must run constantly. For example, some Tanium modules have predefined packages that
initiate long-running indexing processes.

To change the Launch this package in a process group setting after you import a package, or while you are
creating or editing the package, first make the setting editable as follows:

Files

1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Settings > Platform Settings.

2.

Set Run Commands in Process Group to ON and click Save All.

To select files for the package, select an option in the Add drop-down list:
l

Local Files: Upload one or more files from your local host computer by drag-and-dropping them or by
clicking Browse for Files. When you upload it, a SHA-256 hash is generated.

l

Remote File: Enter the File Address, enter the file Name, select a Check for update option, and
optionally enter a SHA-256 hash.

To view or edit file settings for an existing package, select the file name in the list. You can filter the list by
entering a search string in the Filter by File Name field.
All the files related to packages are stored in a sub-directory of the Tanium Server installation directory.
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Table 28: Package configuration guidelines (continued)
Settings

Guidelines

Parameter Inputs

(Parameterized packages only) Expand

the Parameters section and, for each parameter, perform the

following steps. For details on the parameter types and their settings, see Parameter input settings on page
305.
1.

Select Add Parameter > <Type>.

2.

Select a time format for any date- or time-based parameter:
l

Local Time (default) is local to the system that you use to access the Tanium Console

l

Coordinated Universal Time (UTC)

This setting applies only to date-time parameters that you see while configuring the
package. The setting is not saved with the package configuration.

3.
Verification Query

Configure the settings for the selected input type.

Configure a preview question that indicates whether an action that used the package produced the expected
results on endpoints. When you run the action, the Action Status page shows the verification states and the
Client Status Details section shows the endpoints for which the action is verified: see Action states on page
215. You require the Read Sensor permission on the Reserved content set to issue the Verification Query.
1.

Click Add, use the Filter Bar, Filter Builder, or Manual Group tab to build the filter part of the
question, and then click Confirm.

2.

Specify a verification failure timeout. The clock begins when the action finishes. If the action is not
verified within the timeout period, the Tanium Client reports the action state is Failed.

Export or import packages
The following procedures describe how to export and import specific packages or all packages.
Develop and test content in your lab environment before importing that content into your production environment.

EXPORT PACKAGES
Export packages as a file in one of the following formats:
l

CSV: When you open the file in an application that supports CSV format, it lists the packages with the same attributes
(columns) as the Packages page displays.

l

JSON: If you are assigned a role with the Export Content permission, you can export package configurations as a JSON file
to import them into another Tanium Server. The Administrator reserved role has that permission. The export file contains
only the configuration settings, not associated files.

Perform the following steps to export packages:
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1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Packages.

2.

(Optional, CSV exports only) To add or remove attributes (columns) for the CSV file, click Customize Columns

in the grid

and select the attributes.
3.

Select rows in the grid to export only specific packages. If you want to export all packages, skip this step.

4.

Click Export

5.

(Optional) Edit the default export File Name.

.

The file suffix (.csv or .json) changes automatically based on the Format selection.

6.

Select an Export Data option: All packages in the grid or just the Selected packages.

7.

Select the file Format:

8.

l

List of Packages - CSV

l

Package Definitions - JSON (Administrator reserved role only)

Click Export.
The Tanium Server exports the file to the downloads folder on the system that you use to access the Tanium Console.

IMPORT PACKAGES
Users who are assigned a role with Import Signed Content permission can import package configuration files that are in JSON or
XML format. The Administrator reserved role has this permission.
1.

Digitally sign the package file and ensure a public key is in place to validate the signature. See Authenticating content files.

2.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Packages.

3.

Select an Import option based on the source of the content:
l

l

4.

Import > Import Files: Perform one of the following steps to select one or more files:
o

Drag and drop files from your file explorer.

o

Click Browse for File, select the files, and click Open.

Import > Import URL: Enter the URL in the Import URL field, and click Import.

For each file, expand

the File name, review the content to import, and select resolutions for any conflicts with existing

content (see Resolve conflicts when importing updates).
5.

If you want to overwrite existing content set assignments for all imported objects with the default Tanium-defined
assignments, select Include content set overwrite. By default, the Include content set overwrite check box is deselected
and the Tanium Server preserves the existing content set assignments.

6.

Click Begin Install.
Perform the next step only for imported packages that reference other files. You must manually download these files on the
Tanium Server because the file that you imported contains only the package configurations, not associated files.
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7.

For each package that you imported, select the package, click Status, and click Re-Download All to download the referenced
files.
If the Tanium Server cannot access a file location, move the file to an accessible location, change the File Address in the
package configuration (see Edit a package on page 255), and repeat this step.

Copy package configuration details
Copy information from the Packages page to your clipboard to paste the information into a message, text file, or spreadsheet. Each
row in the grid is a comma-separated value string.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Packages.

2.

Perform one of the following steps:
l

Copy row information: Select one or more rows and click Copy

l

Copy cell information: Hover over the cell, click Options

.

, and click Copy

.

Deploy actions from the Packages page
You can configure an action to deploy any package from the Packages page except for sensor-sourced packages (see Example:
Sensor-sourced packages on page 308). You can deploy actions for sensor-sourced packages only from the Question Results page
(see Deploying actions).
You require a role with Action write and Sensor read permissions to deploy actions.

1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Packages.

2.

Select a package, click Deploy Action, and complete the action deployment workflow as described in Deploying actions (skip
the first step in the workflow).

Managing saved questions
Saved questions overview
Saved questions are questions that you can reissue without reconstructing them in the Interact Explore Data field. They are
configuration objects for which you can define reissue intervals, access permissions, associated packages, and other settings. You
can issue saved questions manually or based on a schedule. You can also issue saved questions through Tanium modules or through
custom applications that use the Tanium XML API. For example, you can use Tanium™ Connect to periodically issue a saved question
and send the results to an external server. You create saved questions by issuing a dynamic question through the Explore Data field
and saving it. Tanium modules and content packs that you import also provide predefined saved questions. The Interact module
organizes saved questions under dashboards and organizes dashboards under categories. Each category, dashboard, and saved
question is assigned to one content set.
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Dashboard
A dashboard is a group of saved questions that are related with respect to the information that they retrieve from endpoints.
For example, the predefined Hardware Inventory dashboard contains questions that retrieve CPU, disk, memory, and BIOS
information. You can issue all the questions in a dashboard simultaneously.
Category
A category is a group of dashboards. It serves as an umbrella term for questions that you use for a particular purpose. For
example, the Security category includes multiple dashboards that contain security-related questions.
Content set
A content set is a group of saved questions, dashboards, categories, and other content to which you apply user role
permissions to control access. Tanium provides several predefined content sets through the Default Content pack and
through Tanium modules. You can also create custom content sets. For details and related tasks, see Managing content sets.
Use the following Tanium Console pages to view, issue, and edit saved questions, and to move the questions between content sets.
You can also perform actions that are specific to each page:
l

Content > Saved Questions page: Use this page to see the configuration settings of saved questions, and to copy, export, or
delete questions.

l

Interact Overview page. Use this page to define categories and dashboards, and assign saved questions to them. You can
also select specific questions, dashboards, and categories as favorites, and create new saved questions.

For details about the user roles and permissions required to manage saved questions, see Content management
permissions on page 60.

User-specific saved questions
When multiple users work with the same saved question, the following factors control which users can see the question, and which
question settings and results the users can see:
l

User role permissions: To view and edit a saved question, a user must have the required role permissions for the content
set to which the question is assigned (see Manage saved questions). Additionally, the Visibility setting in the question
determines whether the question is visible only to the owner (question creator) or to any user who has the required role
permissions.

l

User-specific configuration changes: When a user saves changes to the question configuration, the Tanium Server saves a
copy of the question. When users sign in to the server, the users see only the copy with their own changes.

l

Computer group management rights: The computer groups assigned to users, user groups, and personas determine the
visibility of the saved question Reissue interval and recent question results.

For details, see Tanium Console User Guide: User-specific saved questions.
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View saved question details
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Saved Questions.
The Saved Questions grid displays many of the attributes that are described under Create a saved question on page 263.

2.

(Optional) To display attributes that the grid hides by default, click Customize Columns

3.

(Optional) Use the filters to find specific saved questions:

and select the attributes.

l

Filter by text: To filter the grid by question Name or Question Text, enter a text string in the Filter items field.

l

Filter by attribute: Filter the grid by one or more attributes, such as the Content Set assignment. Expand the
Filters section, click

Add, select an attribute and operator, enter a text string that contains all or part of the

attribute value, and click Apply. If you add multiple attribute filters, the Boolean AND operator applies. After you finish
specifying attributes, click Apply All to filter the grid.
4.

To see all the attributes for a particular question, click the question Name. Table 29 describes the attributes.

Create a saved question
1.

Use the Interact Explore Data field or Question Builder to ask a dynamic question.
The Question Results page shows the results.

2.

Click Save above the question field and configure the following settings:
Table 29: Saved question settings
Settings

Guidelines

Name

Enter a name to identify the saved question in lists that appear in Tanium Console workflows.

Content Set

Assign the question to a content set. The list is populated with all content sets for which you have Saved
Question write permission.

Tags

To add tags for filtering lists of saved questions in the Tanium Console, click Add tags, enter a Name to identify
the tag, and enter the tag Value. Add

a Name-Value pair for each additional tag.

In the Sensors page, the Tags column is hidden by default. To show the column, click
Customize Columns
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Table 29: Saved question settings (continued)
Settings
Visibility

Guidelines
l

According to RBAC. Users must have the Saved Question read permission for the content set to which the
saved question belongs to see the saved question.

l

Only the Owner and Admins can see this object. Only the question owner and users with the
Administrator reserved role can see the saved question. By default, the user who creates the question is
the owner.
If the user account of the initial owner is deleted, ownership of the question might
transfer to another user: see Delete, undelete, or lock out a user.

Reissue

If you want to periodically reissue the question, select Reissue this question every and specify a number and
unit for the reissue interval: Minutes, Hours, Days. The Tanium Server first issues the saved question
immediately after you save the configuration. Tanium Clients that are online at that time respond with their
answers. You can use the reissue option to account for clients that are currently offline but will be online later.
For example, employee laptops that are offline at the moment you save the saved question configuration might
be online at least once during an eight-hour reissue interval.
If you configure reissuing, the Tanium Server reissues the saved question in the background at the specified
interval. For example, if you save the saved question configuration at 9:00 a.m. local time and specify a reissue
interval of every eight hours, the the server reissues the saved question at 5:00 p.m., 1:00 a.m., 9:00 a.m., and
so on. By default, the server caches responses for seven days, and displays the cached responses in the
Question Results grid for endpoints that are offline when the server issues the question. You can use the
Question History to verify that the server issues the saved questions based on the specified reissue interval.

If you specify an eight-hour reissue interval, the Tanium Server reissues the
question exactly every eight hours, regardless of time changes due to daylight
savings time.
Which users can see the reissue interval for a saved question depends on the computer
groups assigned to those users. For details, see Tanium Console User Guide: User-specific
saved questions.

Show this question in the

Enable this option to include the question in the list that users see when selecting a question for a drill-down

list of questions that are

operation on question results. For details, see Drill down into results.

available for drilling
down
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Table 29: Saved question settings (continued)
Settings

Guidelines

Show this question in the

Enable this option to include the question in the list that users see when selecting a question for a merge

list of questions that are

operation on question results. Only non-counting questions provide this option. For details, see Merge

available to merge

questions.

You cannot change this setting after you save a new saved question configuration.
Enabling this option automatically enables the Yes, turn into non-counting question
option.

Do not turn into non-

The option to convert the question to a non-counting question is available only if the question has one sensor

counting question

in the get clause. Converting to a non-counting question enables the Tanium Server to store the answers as
recent data, which the server uses when live data is unavailable, such as when the answering endpoints are
offline. For details, see Display current or recent question results.

Yes, turn into noncounting question

You cannot change this setting after you save a new saved question configuration.
Non-counting questions consume more disk storage because the Tanium Server maintains
the answer strings for each endpoint (based on computer ID).

Save these settings for

Select whether the User Settings values that you configured are visible to other users who might view the

myself and other users

saved question configuration. This visibility option is useful when you want a question to initially have the

with no prior settings

same User Settings values for everyone until individual users specify their own values.

saved
l

Save these settings for myself and other users with no prior settings saved: The User Settings that
you configured appear to all users who view the question configuration. If a user subsequently edits the

Save these settings for

settings, only that user will thereafter see the values that the user configured instead of the values that you

my view only

initially configured.
l

Save these settings for my view only: When users other than yourself view the question configuration,
the User Settings have no values until individual users specify values.

Associated Packages

Optionally, select the packages that you want to appear at the top of the Deployment Package drop-down list
in the Action Deployment page when users deploy an action based on the question. By default, the
Deployment Package selection is set to the first package that you add to the Associated Packages. As an
example, for a question that returns the logging level of Tanium Clients on Windows endpoints, you might want
to add Set Windows Tanium Client Logging Level as an Associated Package. For details, see Deploying
actions and Example: Saved questions with associated packages.

3.

Expand the Preview section to preview the results of the saved question, and then click Save.

The question appears in the Administration > Content > Saved Questions page.
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When you save a question that has a parameterized sensor, the sensor definition, including the substituted values, is
saved in an object called a temporary sensor. On the endpoint, the Tanium™ Client runs the temporary sensor when
it computes answers to a saved question that calls it. A saved question that is reissued according to a schedule
continues to use the temporary sensor even if the sensor from which it was based is updated. Therefore, if a sensor
is updated, and you want the saved question to use the updated code, you must re-create the saved question.

Edit a saved question
As a best practice, do not edit saved questions that are provided through Tanium-provided content packs. For
details, see Tip 4: Limit customizations to Tanium content on page 87. Contact Tanium Support on page 456 and
review User-specific saved questions on page 262 if editing Tanium-provided questions is necessary. Alternatively,
you can create copies of Tanium-provided questions and edit the copies. You can also edit custom saved questions
that you created from scratch.

To change the content set assignment for multiple saved questions that must belong to the same set, see Move
saved questions between content sets on page 266.

1.

Use one of the following methods to open the Edit Saved Question page:
l

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Saved Questions and click the question Name.

l

In the Interact Overview page, find the question in the Saved Questions panel, mouse over the question, click
Options

2.

, and select Edit Properties.

Configure the settings described in Create a saved question on page 263 and click Save.
If you create a saved question based on a parameterized sensor and then modify the sensor, the saved question
behavior will still reflect the original sensor definition. You must modify the saved question before it will behave as
expected with the new sensor definition. See Questions with parameterized sensors on page 155.

Move saved questions between content sets
You can move saved questions between content sets as necessary to accommodate changes to the role-based access control (RBAC)
configuration of your Tanium deployment. For example, you might want to move certain saved questions to a content set that only
highly privileged users can access.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Saved Questions.

2.

Select the saved question and click Move to Content Set.

3.

Select a content set and click Confirm.
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Filter saved questions
The number of saved questions tends to increase as your team uses the Tanium system more. To find specific questions in a long
list, you can apply filters. The available filters vary by Tanium Console page. In the Content > Saved Questions page, you can filter
by text strings (in the filter field above the grid) or by column values (question settings). In the Interact Content page, you can filter
based on text strings, categories, dashboards, or favorites.
FILTER BY COLUMN (SETTING) VALUE
The Administration > Content > Saved Questions grid displays a column for each question setting. Perform the following steps for
each setting that you want to use to filter the grid:
1.

Click

in the desired column header to open the drop-down list.

2.

Select Filter and select an operator (such as Is equal to).

3.

Enter a filter value and click Filter.

FILTER BY CATEGORIES AND DASHBOARDS
In the Interact Overview page, you can select check boxes in the panels so that only items belonging to the selected categories or
dashboards appear. You can apply multiple filters. Click Deselect in a panel header to deselect all its filters.
Figure 51: Interact content filters

FILTER BY TEXT STRINGS
In the Interact Overview page, use text filters in the panels to find items that match a specified string. Click the x in the text search
box to deselect the filter.
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Figure 52: Text filters

FILTER BY FAVORITES
A favorite is a category, dashboard, or saved question that you want to appear on the Interact Overview page. You can also use
favorites as an optional filter on the Interact Overview page. The Tanium Server saves favorites as a user-specific setting; your
favorites selections do not apply to other users.
Items that you select as favorites before upgrading to Interact 2.0 or later remain favorites after upgrading. If you did not have
favorites before an upgrade or before you install a new Tanium Server, all categories and dashboards for which you have read
permission are set as favorites anyway.
To configure the display of favorite content, perform the following steps:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Modules > Interact.
On the Tanium Home page, click the Favorites icon

for an item to deselect it as a favorite and remove it

from the page. However, the Tanium Home page does not provide the option to show items that are not
favorites, so you cannot restore favorite status to items on that page.

2.

Click the Favorites icon next to the name of a category, dashboard, or saved question to select

or deselect

that item as

a favorite.
To reduce clicks, click Favorite All or Unfavorite All in a panel header and then toggle on or off individual
items in that panel.

3.

To view only favorite categories, dashboards, and saved questions, click Favorites in the upper right of the Content section.
The button changes to a dark background to indicate that the panels display only favorites. Click Favorites again to toggle off
the filter.
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After you find and select your favorite Categories or Dashboards, you might want to toggle off the Favorites
filter so that the Saved Questions panel displays both favorite and non-favorite questions.

Issue a saved question
After you save a question, you can manually issue it anytime by performing one of the following steps:
l

From the Interact menu, click Content and click the question name in the Saved Questions panel.

l

If the question is selected as a favorite, go to the Interact Home page, scroll down to the Favorite Saved Questions, and
click the question name. You can also find and click the question name after navigating to it in the Favorite Categories or
Favorite Dashboards sections.

l

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Saved Questions, select a question, and click Load.

The Tanium Console displays the results in the saved question results page. This page provides the option to see recent results from
offline endpoints if those results still reside on the Tanium Server after the last time the question was issued. The server stores the
results of saved questions for seven days by default. For details, see Display results for online and offline endpoints on page 170.
If you want the Tanium Server to automatically reissue a saved question, edit the question configuration and set the
Reissue interval: see Edit a saved question on page 266.
If you want to simultaneously issue all the questions in a dashboard, see Issue a dashboard of saved questions on
page 269.

Issue a dashboard of saved questions
In some cases, it is useful to issue several saved questions that are related based on the kind of information they retrieve from
endpoints. In such cases, you can group the questions in a single dashboard and issue them simultaneously. For example, the
predefined Hardware Inventory dashboard contains questions that retrieve chassis type, operating system, monitor, CPU, disk,
memory, and BIOS information.
To issue all the questions in a dashboard:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Modules > Interact.

2.

In the Dashboards panel, click the dashboard name.
The dashboard results page appears, which shows a results grid for each saved question in the dashboard.
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Figure 53: Dashboard results page

For each question, the dashboard results page provides all the features that are available in the saved question results page, such as
viewing Current, Recent, or Cached results (see Managing question results). The dashboard results page also has the following
features (matching the numbers in Figure 53):
1

Use the dashboards drop-down list to issue a different dashboard.

2

Use the Filter All Questions Displayed drop-down to filter all the results grids by computer group.

3

The page shows the dashboard name, favorite status (
dashboard. Click the favorite icon

4

/

for favorite,

for non-favorite), and number of saved questions in the

to toggle the favorite status of the dashboard.

For each results grid, the page shows the question name and favorite status. Click the favorite icon

/

to toggle the favorite status of

the question. Click the question name to reissue the question. Click Edit to change the question settings (see Edit a saved question).
5

Filter by computer group or text.
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6

Apply additional filters to a specific results grid.

Manage categories and dashboards
Tanium solutions that you import provide predefined dashboards as containers for organizing saved questions. The solutions also
provide predefined categories as containers for dashboards. You can create custom categories and dashboards, and assign saved
questions to them based on how you set up role-based access control (RBAC) for your Tanium deployment. You perform all the
following tasks on the Interact Overview page.
CREATE A CATEGORY
1.

In the Categories panel heading, click Options

and select New Category.

2.

Specify a Name, Content Set, Icon, and Visibility option, and click Save.

CREATE A DASHBOARD
1.

In the Dashboards panel heading, click Options

and select New Dashboard.

2.

Specify a Name, Filter Group, Content Set, and Visibility option, and click Save.

ASSIGN DASHBOARDS TO A CATEGORY
1.

In the Categories panel, mouse over the category, click Options

, and select Add/Remove Dashboards.

2.

In the Dashboards panel, select the dashboards to include in this category and click Apply.

ASSIGN SAVED QUESTIONS TO A DASHBOARD
1.

In the Dashboards panel, mouse over the category, click Options

2.

In the Saved Questions panel, select the saved questions to include in this dashboard and click Apply.
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EDIT CATEGORY OR DASHBOARD SETTINGS
1.

In the Categories or Dashboards panel, mouse over the category or dashboard, click Options

, and select Edit Category

Information or Edit Dashboard Information.

2.

Edit the settings and save the configuration.
To edit saved questions settings, see Edit a saved question.

DELETE A CATEGORY OR DASHBOARD CONFIGURATION
When you delete a category, the Tanium Server does not assign its dashboards to any other category. When you delete a dashboard,
the server does not assign its saved questions to any other dashboard.
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1.

In the Categories or Dashboards panel, mouse over the category or dashboard and click Delete

2.

Confirm that you want to delete the configuration.

.

You cannot delete a saved question configuration from the Interact Overview page, only from the Administration
> Content > Saved Questions page.

EXPORT OR IMPORT CATEGORIES, DASHBOARDS, OR QUESTIONS
The following procedures describe how to export and import the configurations of categories, dashboards, or saved questions.
Develop and test content in your lab environment before importing that content into your production environment.

Export categories, dashboards, or questions

If you want to export multiple content types in a single operation, see Manage Tanium shared services and content.

1.

Click Options

in the panel header and select the export option.

2.

Select items to export or Select all.

3.

Click Export, optionally modify the File Name, and click Export again.

The JSON file is saved to the downloads folder on the computer that you use to access the Tanium Console.
Import categories, dashboards, or questions
Users who are assigned a role with Import Signed Content permission can import content files that are in JSON or XML format. The
Administrator reserved role has this permission.
1.

(Non-Tanium-provided content only) Digitally sign the content file and ensure a public key is in place to validate the signature.
See Authenticating content files.
You do not have to generate keys or signatures for Tanium-provided solutions, such as the Default Computer
Groups content pack. Tanium signs this content before making it available, and the associated public key is
distributed to the Tanium Server key store during the server installation process.

2.

From the Main menu, go to any of the following Administration pages:
l

Configuration > Solutions

l

Permissions > Filter Groups

l

Under Content, select Sensors, Packages, or Saved Questions

l

Under Actions, select Scheduled Actions, All Pending Approvals, or Actions I Can Approve
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3.

Select an Import option based on the source of the content:
l

l

Import > Import Files: Perform one of the following steps to select one or more files:
o

Drag and drop files from your file explorer.

o

Click Browse for File, select the files, and click Open.

Import > Import URL: Enter the URL in the Import URL field, and click Import.

For each file, expand

4.

the File name, review the content to import, and select resolutions for any conflicts with existing

content (see Resolve conflicts when importing updates).
5.

If you want to overwrite existing content set assignments for all imported objects with the default Tanium-defined
assignments, select Include content set overwrite. By default, the Include content set overwrite check box is deselected
and the Tanium Server preserves the existing content set assignments.

6.

Click Begin Install.

You can also export and import saved questions through the Administration > Content > Saved Questions page:
see Export or import saved questions on page 274.

Export or import saved questions
The following procedures describe how to export and import specific saved questions or all saved questions.

Develop and test content in your lab environment before importing that content into your production environment.

EXPORT SAVED QUESTIONS
Export saved questions as a file in one of the following formats:
l

CSV: When you open the file in an application that supports CSV format, it lists the saved questions with the same attributes
(columns) as the Saved Questions page displays.

l

JSON: If you are assigned a role with the Export Content permission, you can export saved question configurations as a
JSON file to import them into another Tanium Server. The Administrator reserved role has that permission.

Perform the following steps to export saved questions:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Saved Questions.

2.

(Optional, CSV exports only) To add or remove attributes (columns) for the CSV file, click Customize Columns

in the grid

and select the attributes.
3.

Select rows in the grid to export only specific saved questions. If you want to export all saved questions, skip this step.

4.

Click Export

.
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5.

(Optional) Edit the default export File Name.
The file suffix (.csv or .json) changes automatically based on the Format selection.

6.

Select an Export Data option: All saved questions in the grid or just the Selected saved questions.

7.

Select the file Format:

8.

l

List of Saved Questions - CSV

l

Saved Question Definitions - JSON (Administrator reserved role only)

Click Export.
The Tanium Server exports the file to the downloads folder on the system that you used to access the Tanium Console.

IMPORT SAVED QUESTIONS
Users who are assigned a role with Import Signed Content permission can import content files that are in JSON or XML format. The
Administrator reserved role has this permission.
1.

(Non-Tanium-provided content only) Digitally sign the content file and ensure a public key is in place to validate the signature.
See Authenticating content files.
You do not have to generate keys or signatures for Tanium-provided solutions, such as the Default Computer
Groups content pack. Tanium signs this content before making it available, and the associated public key is
distributed to the Tanium Server key store during the server installation process.

2.

3.

From the Main menu, go to any of the following Administration pages:
l

Configuration > Solutions

l

Permissions > Filter Groups

l

Under Content, select Sensors, Packages, or Saved Questions

l

Under Actions, select Scheduled Actions, All Pending Approvals, or Actions I Can Approve

Select an Import option based on the source of the content:
l

l

4.

Import > Import Files: Perform one of the following steps to select one or more files:
o

Drag and drop files from your file explorer.

o

Click Browse for File, select the files, and click Open.

Import > Import URL: Enter the URL in the Import URL field, and click Import.

For each file, expand

the File name, review the content to import, and select resolutions for any conflicts with existing

content (see Resolve conflicts when importing updates).
5.

If you want to overwrite existing content set assignments for all imported objects with the default Tanium-defined
assignments, select Include content set overwrite. By default, the Include content set overwrite check box is deselected
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and the Tanium Server preserves the existing content set assignments.
6.

Click Begin Install.

Copy saved question configuration details
Copy information from the Saved Questions page to your clipboard to paste the information into a message, text file, or
spreadsheet. Each row in the grid is a comma-separated value string.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Saved Questions.

2.

Perform one of the following steps:
l

Copy row information: Select one or more rows and click Copy

l

Copy cell information: Hover over the cell, click Options

.

, and click Copy

.

Managing sensor runtime thresholds
Sensor runtime thresholds overview
The time that a Tanium Client takes to run a question varies widely, based on which sensors, and how many, the question invokes.
To help you assess the impact that running Tanium questions has on endpoint resources, you can customize sensor runtime
thresholds that trigger indicator icons in the Tanium Console.
Figure 54: Sensor runtime indicators

Your user account requires the Administrator reserved role to see and use the Administration > Content > Sensor
Thresholds page.

The Tanium Client tracks the runtime for each sensor when a question runs it, calculates the average of all the past runtimes for that
sensor, and sends the updated runtime information to the Tanium Server every three hours. The Tanium Server calculates the
average runtime based on the latest updates from all the endpoints that reported runtimes for the sensor.
The following table describes the threshold icons and their default labels and values.
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Table 30: Sensor runtime threshold icons
Threshold icon
Not Run

Description
The Tanium Server has not yet received runtime information from any endpoints for this sensor.
This icon also displays for built-in sensors regardless of their runtimes. The Tanium Server does not record
runtime statistics for built-in sensors, and does not account for those sensors when calculating runtimes for
questions that use them. The built-in sensors are:
l

Action Statuses

l

Download Statuses

l

Computer Name

l

Computer ID

l

Manual Group Membership

l

IP Address

Below any threshold

The runtime average for a sensor does not exceed any threshold.

Low

The runtime average exceeds the Low threshold but does not exceed the Medium threshold. By default, the
Low threshold is 100 ms. You can customize the threshold and the label.

Medium

The runtime average exceeds the Medium threshold but does not exceed the High threshold. By default, the
Medium threshold is 500 ms. You can customize the threshold and the label.

High

The runtime average exceeds the High threshold, which by default is 1,000 ms. You can customize the
threshold and the label.

When viewing threshold indicators, note the following caveats:
l

The Tanium Server does not use cached responses to questions when calculating runtime averages.

l

Sensors that require data sampling are more likely to exceed runtime thresholds. However, the longer runtimes required for
sampling do not necessarily indicate high resource usage when endpoints run these sensors. Contact Tanium Support on
page 456 for details. The affected sensors include:
o

CPU by Process

o

CPU Consumption

o

Disk IOPS

o

High CPU Consumption

o

High CPU Processes

o

Network Throughput Inbound
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o

Network Throughput Outbound

o

SQL Server CPU Consumption

o

Tanium Client CPU

Before you begin
Work with your Tanium Support (see Contact Tanium Support on page 456) to determine the runtime thresholds that you expect will
influence administrator decisions about whether to run a question, how often to run it, and which sensors to include in the question.
The goal is to plan questions in a way that does not interfere with other, more critical tasks that endpoints perform.
Set thresholds that reflect decisions Tanium users must make, based on the endpoint management policies of your
organization. For example, policies might dictate that users must never run a question that exceeds 10 seconds
during peak traffic times on endpoints that perform tasks with a higher priority than responding to questions.

Configure sensor thresholds
The Tanium Console displays threshold indicators by default. However, you can change the default thresholds as follows.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Content > Sensor Thresholds.

2.

Select whether you want the Tanium Console to Display thresholds to only those Tanium users with predefined
administrative roles (Admin) or to all users who are allowed to see questions and sensors (Admin and Users).

3.

Set the average runtime (in milliseconds) for each threshold (High, Medium, and Low) or accept the defaults, and then click
Save.

Verify sensor thresholds
Threshold indicator icons appear wherever you view and select sensors in the Tanium Console. After modifying threshold values,
verify that the Tanium Server applied your changes.
The Administration > Content > Sensors page displays runtime statistics for all sensors.

1.

Go to the Tanium Home page or Interact Overview page.

2.

In the Explore Data field, enter a question that uses a sensor expected to have a short runtime, such as Computer Name, and
a sensor expected to have a long runtime, such as Running Processes of User. For example: Get Computer Name and
Applicable Patches from all machines. Press Enter to display a list of suggested questions.

3.

Verify that the list of suggested questions displays the expected threshold icons. If you see unexpected indicators, review the
icon descriptions and caveats described in Sensor runtime thresholds overview on page 276.
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4.

Hover over the icon for the suggested question that you want, and verify that the popup displays the expected runtime (in
milliseconds) and the expected threshold icons for each sensor.

Managing filter groups
Filter group overview
Filter groups are a type of computer group that you use as filters in questions (see Use filter groups) and question results (see Filter
question results on page 171). Users acquire permissions for a filter group when you assign it to a content set that is associated with
a custom role, assign the role to personas, and assign the personas to users or user groups. The following figure shows an example
of a custom role that grants Read Filter Group and Write Filter group permissions to the Default Filter Groups content set:
Figure 55: Filter group assignment

Users cannot receive question results from endpoints in a filter group unless those endpoints also belong to a
computer management group that is assigned to the persona that the user used to issue the question. For details
about the interaction between computer management groups and filter groups, and how best to use them, see
Computer groups overview on page 365.

Use the Administration > Permissions > Filter Groups page to view, create, clone, edit, and delete filter groups, as described in the
following procedures. After creating a filter group, you cannot change its membership definition.
To manage computer groups that are both filter groups and management groups, use the Administration > Permissions
> Computer Groups page (see Managing computer groups on page 365). The reserved computer groups All Computers and No
Computers function as both types. These reserved groups are in the Reserved content set, and you cannot edit them. When you first

sign in to the Tanium Console after a fresh installation of the Tanium Server, the server automatically imports default computer
groups that are both filter groups and management groups: see Default computer groups on page 369.
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For the role permissions required to manage filter groups, see Content management permissions on page 60.
In Tanium Core Platform 7.3, all computer groups bestow both management and filtering permissions. After you
upgrade to version 7.4 or later, the Tanium Server automatically creates a management group and filter group for
each computer group that existed on the pre-upgrade server. However, this automatic duplication does not occur
for computer groups of either type that you add after the upgrade.

View filter group details
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Filter Groups.
The Filter Groups grid displays the following attributes for each filter group:
Table 31: Filter group attributes
Setting

Description

Name

The name that identifies the filter group.

Type

Indicates how membership is defined for the group:
l

Standard: Dynamic membership based on a sensor filter

l

Manual: Manually defined membership

For details, see Computer group membership on page 369.
Content Set

The content set to which the group is assigned.

Expression

For standard filter groups, the expression is a sensor-based filter that defines group membership. For manual
filter groups, the value is [Manual List].

2.

(Optional) Use the filters to find specific filter groups:
l

Filter by text: To filter the grid by filter group Name or membership Expression, enter a text string in the Filter items
field.

l

Filter by attribute: Filter the grid by one or more attributes, such as the Content Set assignment. Expand the
Filters section, click

Add, select an attribute and operator, enter a text string that contains all or part of the

attribute value, and click Apply. If you add multiple attribute filters, the Boolean AND operator applies. After you finish
specifying attributes, click Apply All to filter the grid.
3.

To see the members of a particular filter group, click the group Name and scroll to the Members section.

Create a filter group
Before you create a filter group, be sure to understand the difference between dynamic membership and manually defined
membership (see Computer group membership on page 369).
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1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Filter Groups and click New Group.

2.

Enter a Name to identify the group.

3.

Assign the group to a Content Set.

4.

Define which endpoints are Members of the filter group.
You cannot change the Members definition after you save the filter group. However, if you configure dynamic
membership and base it on a custom tag, you can change tag assignments on endpoints to adjust the group
membership. See Manage custom tags for computer groups on page 372.

l

Dynamic membership (best practice): Select a method for defining the membership filter:
o

Select Filter Bar to define a filter using the same syntax as in the from clause of the Interact Explore Data
field. For details, see Issue a question through the Explore Data field on page 160.

o

Select Filter Builder to define a filter using the same from computers with fields as in the Interact Question
Builder. For details, see Issue a question through the Question Builder on page 163.

l

Manually defined membership: Select Manual Group and enter a list of endpoint identifiers, which can be one of the
following:
o

Computer names that match the results of the Computer Name sensor. Short forms or alternative names do
not work.

o

Fully qualified domain names (FQDNs).

o

IP addresses that match the entries in the Administration > Configuration > Client Status page, Network
Location (from server) column.

5.

Review the list of endpoints that are members of the group and click Save.

Clone a filter group
Cloning is useful when you need a new filter group with membership conditions that differ only slightly from an existing group.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Filter Groups.

2.

Select the filter group and click Clone.

3.

Enter a Name to identify the group.

4.

Assign the group to a Content Set.

5.

Define which endpoints are Members of the group. For details, see Create a filter group on page 280.

6.

Review the list of endpoints that are members of the group and click Save.

Edit a filter group
You can edit the display name and content set assignment of a filter group. However, changing the display name does not change
the object ID of a filter group. Also, you cannot change the group membership definition.
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1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Filter Groups.

2.

Click the filter group Name and click Edit Mode.

3.

(Optional) Enter a new Name.

4.

(Optional) Change the Content Set assignment.

5.

Review the list of endpoints that are members of the group and click Save.

Export or import filter groups
The following procedures describe how to export and import specific filter groups or all filter groups.
Develop and test content in your lab environment before importing that content into your production environment.

EXPORT FILTER GROUPS
Export filter groups as a file in one of the following formats:
l

CSV: When you open the file in an application that supports CSV format, it lists the filter groups with the same attributes
(columns) as the Filter Groups page displays.

l

JSON: If you are assigned a role with the Export Content permission, you can export filter group configurations as a JSON
file to import them into another Tanium Server. The Administrator reserved role has that permission.

Perform the following steps to export filter groups:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Filter Groups.

2.

(Optional, CSV exports only) To add or remove attributes (columns) for the CSV file, click Customize Columns

in the grid

and select ID.
3.

Select rows in the grid to export only specific filter groups. If you want to export all filter groups, skip this step.

4.

Click Export

5.

(Optional) Edit the default export File Name.

.

The file suffix (.csv or .json) changes automatically based on the Format selection.

6.

Select an Export Data option: All filter groups in the grid or just the Selected filter groups.

7.

Select the file Format:

8.

l

List of Filter Groups - CSV

l

Filter Group Definitions - JSON (Administrator reserved role only)

Click Export.
The Tanium Server exports the file to the downloads folder on the system that you used to access the Tanium Console.

IMPORT FILTER GROUPS
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Users who are assigned a role with Import Signed Content permission can import content files that are in JSON or XML format. The
Administrator reserved role has this permission.
1.

(Non-Tanium-provided content only) Digitally sign the content file and ensure a public key is in place to validate the signature.
See Authenticating content files.
You do not have to generate keys or signatures for Tanium-provided solutions, such as the Default Computer
Groups content pack. Tanium signs this content before making it available, and the associated public key is
distributed to the Tanium Server key store during the server installation process.

2.

3.

From the Main menu, go to any of the following Administration pages:
l

Configuration > Solutions

l

Permissions > Filter Groups

l

Under Content, select Sensors, Packages, or Saved Questions

l

Under Actions, select Scheduled Actions, All Pending Approvals, or Actions I Can Approve

Select an Import option based on the source of the content:
l

l

4.

Import > Import Files: Perform one of the following steps to select one or more files:
o

Drag and drop files from your file explorer.

o

Click Browse for File, select the files, and click Open.

Import > Import URL: Enter the URL in the Import URL field, and click Import.

For each file, expand

the File name, review the content to import, and select resolutions for any conflicts with existing

content (see Resolve conflicts when importing updates).
5.

If you want to overwrite existing content set assignments for all imported objects with the default Tanium-defined
assignments, select Include content set overwrite. By default, the Include content set overwrite check box is deselected
and the Tanium Server preserves the existing content set assignments.

6.

Click Begin Install.

Copy filter group configuration details
Copy information from the Filter Groups page to your clipboard to paste the information into a message, text file, or spreadsheet.
Each row in the grid is a comma-separated value string.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Filter Groups.

2.

Perform one of the following steps:
l

Copy row information: Select one or more rows and click Copy

l

Copy cell information: Hover over the cell, click Options
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Delete filter groups
Before you delete filter groups, be sure to understand the consequences for scheduled actions and questions: see Delete computer
groups on page 376. If you delete a filter group that also functions as a management group, it remains on the Tanium Server as a
management group with filtering disabled; the Administration > Permissions > Computer Groups page continues displaying the
group but the Administration > Permissions > Filter Groups page does not.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Filter Groups.

2.

Select the filter group, click Delete Selected

, and click Confirm.

Authenticating content files
Overview of content imports and exports
The Tanium Console supports exporting and importing content, which is useful when you want to copy the content between Tanium
Servers. You can export and import the content files in JSON format (best practice) or XML format. In Tanium deployments with a
production license, content that you import requires a digital signature by default. Signature validation helps to protect your
deployment from imports of unauthorized files. A private key is used to create the signature. The Tanium Server uses the associated
public key to validate the signature during the import process. You maintain the public keys of trusted signers on the Tanium Server.
If none of the public keys in the Tanium Server key store can validate the signature, the server does not import the content, and the
Tanium Console displays failure messages.
Figure 56: Signature validation errors

In Tanium deployments with a lab license, the Tanium Console notifies you if the file you selected to import is
unsigned and lets you choose whether to proceed. However, the best practice is to not import unsigned files in any
deployment.
Develop and test custom content in your lab environment before distributing the content to the production servers
in your Tanium deployment.

You do not have to generate keys or signatures for content that you import as a component of Tanium solutions or Tanium content
packs (see Part 4: Managing Tanium solutions on page 71). Tanium signs this content before making it available, and the associated
public key is distributed to the Tanium Server key store during the server installation process. For all other content, you must
manually generate a public-private key pair to sign and validate the content files that you import.
Users who are assigned a role with Import Signed Content permission can import signed content files. Users who have the
Administrator reserved role can export and import all content types. For other users, the ability to export varies by content type
and role assignments. For details, see Content management permissions on page 60.
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As one-time tasks before importing content, you must generate the public-private key pair and copy the public key to the Tanium
Server key store. You must then use the private key to sign each new content file that you import. If you plan to import a file that
another user signed, you can first perform an integrity check on the file as described at Verify content file signatures on page 288.
For the steps to import signed content files, see: Import content files on page 84.
Users who have the Administrator reserved role can export and import all content types. For other users, the ability
to export varies by content type and role assignments. For details, see Content management permissions on page
60.
To troubleshoot content import issues, see Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide: Tanium
Downloader logs.

Create content authentication keys
The Tanium Server provides a command-line program to generate a cryptographic key pair for signing and validating content files.
The program is KeyUtility on Windows and TaniumKeyUtility on Linux. The program and its associated files reside in the top-level
installation directory of the Tanium Server. You can run the program from the server installation directory (Windows only) or copy
the files to a working directory on another system and run the program from that working directory.
WINDOWS: CREATE CONTENT AUTHENTICATION KEYS
1.

(Optional) To run KeyUtility from a working directory, set up the directory as follows:
a.

Copy the following files from the Tanium Server installation directory (such as \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium
Server) or from the location where you unzipped the KeyUtility-<release>.zip file that Tanium Support
provided:

b.
2.

l

KeyUtility.exe

l

libeay32.dll

l

ssleay32.dll

Paste the files into the working directory.

Open the Windows Command Prompt (cmd.exe) and run the following command from the directory where the KeyUtility
files reside. The <file name> argument defines the key-file names, but you do not have to specify the suffix. KeyUtility
automatically appends the suffix .pub for the public key and .pvk for the private key.
KeyUtility.exe makekeys <file name>

The following is an example of the command and the resulting contents of a working directory:

D:\Tanium\Working>KeyUtility.exe makekeys import

D:\Tanium\Working>dir
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Directory of D:\Tanium\Working

09/05/2018

08:05 PM

<DIR>

.

09/05/2018

08:05 PM

<DIR>

..

08/17/2018

03:04 AM

4,254,704 KeyUtility.exe

03/27/2018

07:03 PM

2,632,192 libeay32.dll

03/27/2018

07:03 PM

457,728 ssleay32.dll

09/05/2018

08:05 PM

158 import.pub

09/05/2018

08:05 PM

241 import.pvk

5 File(s)
2 Dir(s)

7,345,023 bytes
41,049,174,016 bytes free

LINUX: CREATE CONTENT AUTHENTICATION KEYS
On a Tanium Appliance, running TaniumKeyUtility requires shell access, which is not available in most cases. The following steps
describe how to run the program from another working directory instead.
1.

Contact Tanium Support on page 456 to request the the KeyUtility-<release>.tgz file that contains
TaniumKeyUtility and associated files:
l

TaniumKeyUtility

l

libcrypto.so.1.0.0

l

libssl.so.1.0.0

You can also find the files in the Tanium Server installation directory (such as
/opt/Tanium/TaniumServer).

2.

Copy KeyUtility-<release>.tgz to the working directory and uncompress it:
tar -xvf KeyUtility-<release>.tgz

3.

Run the following command from the directory where TaniumKeyUtility resides. The <file name> argument defines the
key-file names, but you do not have to specify the suffix. TaniumKeyUtility automatically appends the suffix .pub for the
public key and .pvk for the private key.
./TaniumKeyUtility makekeys <file name>

The following is an example of the command and the resulting contents of a working directory:

./TaniumKeyUtility makekeys import
ls -l
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-r-xr-x---

1 tanium tanium

7947792 Jun

1 13:39 TaniumKeyUtility

-r-xr-x---

1 tanium tanium

2947600 Jun

1 13:39 libcrypto.so.1.0.0

-r-xr-x---

1 tanium tanium

459272 Jun

-rw-r-----

1 tanium tanium

158 Jul 19 16:38 import.pub

-rw-r--r--

1 tanium tanium

241 Jul 19 16:38 import.pvk

1 13:39 libssl.so.1.0.0

Sign content files
After you create a public-private key pair for authenticating content files, use the private key to sign the files.
WINDOWS: SIGN CONTENT FILES
1.

Copy the content file to a location that you can access from the directory where the KeyUtility and content-signing key files
reside.
The directory is either the Tanium Server installation directory (such as \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Server) or a
working directory that you set up: see Windows: Create content authentication keys on page 285.

2.

Open the Windows Command Prompt (cmd.exe) and go to the directory where the KeyUtility and key files reside.

3.

Sign the content file.
KeyUtility.exe signcontent <private_key> <content_file>

The following is an example of the command:
KeyUtility.exe signcontent import.pvk sensors.json

4.

Open the content file in a text editor and verify that a signature such as the following appears at the bottom:

<!-hash=2a8bc7529c9fcdad037982bcbfc12306aa88ac8b9d95d02248ec369008188b7c0e356ad1
811609c7
54eb01dc97c09b9f2acb10331e2d9dbf77d309124c61950a;signature=01AF3D547A97CCBD62
A022F398
586DEAD4E29A30C29406283DA2E8F1E9FCF176194D66D4D9602538102F8F2FBBCFBC7AF370DB4
4E839C04
7253A246447E9A146706F00E94CD26D2CF29D8916E6EE0F21C77F0E13A6769905E5DDC0945891
2A94BB74
C1311C9B26301DB8D8C73AC043EBC6A5A836FB6815011F1ACB37E0248A30F100B631-->
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LINUX: SIGN CONTENT FILES
1.

Copy the content file to a location that you can access from the directory where the TaniumKeyUtility and content-signing
key files reside.

2.

Go to the directory where the TaniumKeyUtility and key files reside.
cd <working directory>

3.

Sign the content file.
./TaniumKeyUtility signcontent <private_key> <content_file>

The following is an example of the command:
./TaniumKeyUtility signcontent import.pvk "sensors.json"

4.

Open the content file in a text editor and verify that a signature such as the following appears at the bottom:

<!-hash=2a8bc7529c9fcdad037982bcbfc12306aa88ac8b9d95d02248ec369008188b7c0e356ad1
811609c7
54eb01dc97c09b9f2acb10331e2d9dbf77d309124c61950a;signature=01AF3D547A97CCBD62
A022F398
586DEAD4E29A30C29406283DA2E8F1E9FCF176194D66D4D9602538102F8F2FBBCFBC7AF370DB4
4E839C04
7253A246447E9A146706F00E94CD26D2CF29D8916E6EE0F21C77F0E13A6769905E5DDC0945891
2A94BB74
C1311C9B26301DB8D8C73AC043EBC6A5A836FB6815011F1ACB37E0248A30F100B631-->

Verify content file signatures
Users might copy content files between systems to make the files accessible for importing. For example, after testing custom
sensors in a lab environment, a user might export the sensors as a JSON file and copy it to a production environment. Before you
import a file that another user digitally signed, you can verify the integrity of the file as a security measure. Signature verification
ensures that the correct private key was used to sign the file and that no one modified the file after it was signed. To verify the
signature of a private key, you specify its associated public key in the verification command.
WINDOWS: VERIFY FILE SIGNATURES
1.

Copy the content file to a location that you can access from the directory where the KeyUtility and content-signing key files
reside.
The directory is either the Tanium Server installation directory (such as \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Server) or a
working directory that you set up: see Windows: Create content authentication keys on page 285.

2.

Open the Windows Command Prompt (cmd.exe) and go to the directory where the KeyUtility and key files reside.
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3.

Run the following command, where <public_key> is the public key associated with the private key that you are verifying:
KeyUtility.exe verifycontent <public_key> <content_file>

The following is an example of the command:
KeyUtility.exe verifycontent import.pub sensors.json

If the file passes verification, the output is:

Signature Verified.

LINUX: VERIFY FILE SIGNATURES
1.

Copy the content file to a location that you can access from the directory where the TaniumKeyUtility and content-signing
key files reside.

2.

Go to the directory where the TaniumKeyUtility and key files reside.
cd <working directory>

3.

Run the following command, where <public_key> is the public key associated with the private key that you are verifying:
./TaniumKeyUtility verifycontent <public_key> <content_file>

The following is an example of the command:
./TaniumKeyUtility verifycontent import.pub sensors.json

If the file passes verification, the output is:

Signature Verified.

Copy the public key to the key store
Before you import a content file, the Tanium Server keys directory must have a copy of the public key that the server uses to
validate the signature in the file. This is the public key that is associated with the private key that you use to sign content files, not
the Tanium Server root public key tanium.pub.
WINDOWS: COPY THE PUBLIC KEY TO THE KEY STORE
1.

Copy the public key from the directory where you ran the key-generation command. The directory is either the Tanium Server
installation directory (such as \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Server) or a working directory that you set up: see
Windows: Create content authentication keys on page 285.

2.

Paste the public key into the \Program Files\Tanium\Tanium Server\content_public_keys\content
directory.
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LINUX: COPY THE PUBLIC KEY TO THE KEY STORE
To add the public key to the Tanium Server on an Appliance, perform the steps in Tanium Appliance Installation Guide: Enable
import of user-created content. Because you already generated the keys, skip the steps to download the utility and generate keys.

Example: Package files
When you deploy actions, the Tanium Server distributes packages that run commands on the target endpoints. Some package
commands depend on files that are distributed with the package, while other commands depend on utilities and resources that
were previously installed in known locations on the endpoints. For example, the Tanium Client uninstall utility resides in the toplevel installation folder on Windows (such as C:\Program Files (x86)\Tanium\Tanium Client). You can easily develop a
package that invokes the uninstall utility.
Figure 57: Package that invokes the uninstall application

The syntax that you enter in the Command field must include all the appropriate command-line switches to ensure
silent execution. For example, setup.exe /S, msiexec.exe /i installme.msi /qn, installme.exe /S /D=DIR, and
ipconfig /flushdns.

On macOS, the Tanium Client distribution does not include an uninstall utility. You can create a shell script to uninstall the Tanium
Client and use a package to deploy it: see Tanium Client Management User Guide: Manage the Tanium Client on macOS.
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Figure 58: Package that distributes and runs an uninstall script

In these example actions, the Tanium Client is uninstalled. If an action to uninstall the Tanium Client succeeds, the
endpoint does not send a final success message for the action. Because the Tanium Client is removed, the endpoint
has no way to communicate with the Tanium Server.

Example: Multi-column sensors
Multi-column sensors collect multiple pieces of related data in a single answer from each Tanium Client. Create multi-column
sensors for data that you want the Question Results page to display as a single record. For example, Registry Key Value Names
with Data is an example of a Tanium-provided multi-column sensor. For the registry key that you specify, the sensor returns the

User (if the key is associated with a user hive), Key Path, Value, Data, data Type, and OS Architecture type.
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Figure 59: Results from a multi-column sensor

Sensor script
When you create a sensor (see Create a sensor on page 236), its script must add a delimiter between each property as it writes to the
standard output channel. The delimiter in the script must match the delimiter in the Use delimiter field of the sensor configuration.
In the following example, the delimiter is the pipe | character.
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Figure 60: Multi-column delimiters in sensor script

Sensor settings
For multi-column sensors, when you configure sensor settings, select Split into multiple columns, specify a string separator (a pipe
| is common), and use the controls to specify the columns. Note that when creating questions that filter multi-column sensors,
single-column filtering works only if the sensor definition specifies column delimiters with a single character (such as "|"), not
multiple characters (such as "|:").
Figure 61: Multi-column result settings
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Example: Parameterized sensors
Parameterized sensors prompt you to specify a value when asking a dynamic question. If you save the question, the sensor value
becomes part of the saved question configuration. When you then issue the saved question, the Tanium Server automatically
specifies the sensor value. Create parameterized sensors to query endpoints for specific values that are often variable, such as file
names, process names, and registry key values.
Registry Value Data is a Tanium-provided parameterized sensor. When you use that sensor in a dynamic question, the Tanium
Server prompts you to specify values for the Registry Key and Registry Value parameters.
Figure 62: Dynamic question with parameterized sensor

When you specify values and click Ask Question, the Tanium Server issues the question. Then the question field shows the
substituted values and the Question Results grid shows the results.
Figure 63: Results from a dynamic question with a parameterized sensor
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When you save a question that has a parameterized sensor, the sensor definition, including the substituted values, is
saved in an object called a temporary sensor. On the endpoint, the Tanium Client runs the temporary sensor when it
computes answers to a saved question that calls it. A saved question that is reissued according to a schedule
continues to use the temporary sensor even if the sensor from which it was based is updated. Therefore, if a sensor
is updated, and you want the saved question to use the updated code, you must re-create the saved question.

Sensor script
When you develop the sensor script (see Create a sensor on page 236), enclose the input parameters with double vertical bars (||),
like ||strKey|| in the following example.
Figure 64: Sensor script

The Tanium Server encodes parameter data before passing it to the underlying script and the data must have UTF-8 decoding
applied before use. The Registry Value Data sensor script in Figure 64 uses an @include to the i18n/UTF8Decode.vbs script.
This script ensures that user input in the Tanium Console form is properly encoded when passed to the sensor script.

'- Begin file: i18n/UTF8Decode.vbs
'========================================
' UTF8Decode
'========================================
' Used to convert the UTF-8 style parameters passed from
' the server to sensors in sensor parameters.
' This function should be used to safely pass non english input to sensors.
'----'----Function UTF8Decode(str)
Dim arraylist(), strLen, i, sT, val, depth, sR
Dim arraysize
arraysize = 0
strLen = Len(str)
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for i = 1 to strLen
sT = mid(str, i, 1)
if sT = "%" then
if i + 2 <= strLen then
Redim Preserve arraylist(arraysize + 1)
arraylist(arraysize) = cbyte("&H" & mid(str, i + 1, 2))
arraysize = arraysize + 1
i = i + 2
end if
else
Redim Preserve arraylist(arraysize + 1)
arraylist(arraysize) = asc(sT)
arraysize = arraysize + 1
end if
next
depth = 0
for i = 0 to arraysize - 1
Dim mybyte
mybyte = arraylist(i)
if mybyte and &h80 then
if (mybyte and &h40) = 0 then
if depth = 0 then
Err.Raise 5
end if
val = val * 2 ^ 6 + (mybyte and &h3f)
depth = depth - 1
if depth = 0 then
sR = sR & chrw(val)
val = 0
end if
elseif (mybyte and &h20) = 0 then
if depth > 0 then Err.Raise 5
val = mybyte and &h1f
depth = 1
elseif (mybyte and &h10) = 0 then
if depth > 0 then Err.Raise 5
val = mybyte and &h0f
depth = 2
else
Err.Raise 5
end if
else
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if depth > 0 then Err.Raise 5
sR = sR & chrw(mybyte)
end if
next
if depth > 0 then Err.Raise 5
UTF8Decode = sR
End Function
'- End file: i18n/UTF8Decode.vbs

In shell scripts, you can use a function similar to the following to decode the parameter data:

#!/bin/sh

percent_decode() {
local data=$(echo "$1" | sed 's/%/\\\x/g')
/usr/bin/printf '%b' "$data"
}

myVariable=`percent_decode "||parameter_value||"`

The printf utility might not be available or might not work correctly on all Linux, macOS, and UNIX platforms. A more fool-proof but
less elegant implementation is:

#!/bin/sh

brute_force_percent_decode() {
# decode everything between 0x20-0x7E except:
#0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 (0x30-0x39)
#A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z (0x41-0x5A)
#a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z (0x61-0x7A)
echo "$1" | sed -e 's/%20/ /g' \
-e 's/%21/!/g' \
-e 's/%22/"/g' \
-e 's/%23/#/g' \
-e 's/%24/$/g' \
-e 's/%25/%/g' \
-e 's/%26/\&/g' \
-e "s/%27/'/g" \
-e 's/%28/(/g' \
-e 's/%29/)/g' \
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-e 's/%2[aA]/*/g' \
-e 's/%2[bB]/+/g' \
-e 's/%2[cC]/,/g' \
-e 's/%2[dD]/-/g' \
-e 's/%2[eE]/./g' \
-e 's#%2[fF]#/#g' \
-e 's/%3[aA]/:/g' \
-e 's/%3[bB]/;/g' \
-e 's/%3[cC]/</g' \
-e 's/%3[dD]/=/g' \
-e 's/%3[eE]/>/g' \
-e 's/%3[fF]/?/g' \
-e 's/%40/@/g' \
-e 's/%5[bB]/[/g' \
-e 's/%5[cC]/\\/g' \
-e 's/%5[dD]/]/g' \
-e 's/%5[eE]/^/g' \
-e 's/%5[fF]/_/g' \
-e 's/%60/`/g' \
-e 's/%7[bB]/{/g' \
-e 's/%7[cC]/|/g' \
-e 's/%7[dD]/}/g' \
-e 's/%7[eE]/-/g'
}

myVariable=`brute_force_percent_decode "||parameter_value||"`

Parameter input settings
Parameter Inputs that you set in a sensor configuration determine the settings that the Tanium Console prompts users to configure
upon issuing a question with parameterized sensors (see Questions with parameterized sensors on page 155). In the Key field,
specify the parameter names that are used in the script. Do not enter the double vertical bars (||). The bars are included
automatically when you add a parameter.
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Figure 65: Parameter inputs

The most common widget for user input is a text box, but you can select any of the following options. For the List, Text Area, and
Text Input widgets, you can add Validation Expressions to define the allowed values. The expressions are based on Perl
Compatible Regular Expressions (PCRE). Boolean AND logic applies if you add fields for multiple expressions. You can apply Boolean
OR logic to multiple expressions by entering them as a single field entry with vertical bars "|" as separators. Each expression field has
an adjacent text box where you can enter a description to help users understand the expression. For example, if the expression is \S
{5}, you might enter the help text Value must be at least 5 characters.

Include validation for input parameters in the script, not just in Validation Expressions.

Because it is the Tanium Console that validates expressions, not the Tanium Server, the validation does not apply to
custom sensors that you import or that you create through the Tanium API.

l

Checkbox: The user enables a setting by checking a box. The value 0 or 1 is entered into the variable. The sensor returns 1 if
checked and 0 if not checked.

l

Date, Date Time, Date Time Range: The user selects a date and time or a date-time range. The date-time format is epoch
with milliseconds. For a range, the user specifies two date-times separated by a pipe.

l

Drop Down List: The user selects only one option from a list.

l

List: The user selects one or more values. Multiple values are separated by a pipe.
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l

Numeric: The user enters a number. The input can be controlled with minimum and maximums. You can specify a Step Size
to require that the input be divisible by the specified value. Snap Interval is the amount that a number is increased or
decreased by pressing the up or down button respectively. The Step Size value should be a multiple of the Snap Interval
value unless Snap Interval is 0. The user-selected number is entered into the variable.

l

Numeric Interval: The user selects a number and an item from a list. The list item has a numeric value. The value entered
into the variable is the result of the multiplication. For example, if a user selects 2 and selects High (with high having a value
of 3), the value is 6 in the variable.

l

Separator: A separator is a graphical way to separate sections in the user input form.

l

Text Area: The user enters a large amount of text, which is entered into the variable.

l

Text Input: The user enters text input, which is entered into the variable.

l

Time: The user selects a time from a drop-down list. The input can be subject to restrictions.

Most parameter types provide Options for specifying read-only values that help users understand how to configure the parameters
when issuing a question. Figure 65 shows the read-only values that you can specify for Text Input. The Preview section shows how
the settings appear when users issue a question. Note that the Provide Help Text content appears as a tooltip when a user hovers
over Information

:

Figure 66: Parameter options

Example: Parameterized packages
Parameterized packages prompt you to specify values for command-line parameters when deploying actions. For example, when
you deploy an action that uses the Tanium-provided Registry - Set Value package, the Action Deployment page prompts you to
enter the Registry Key Name and other key value parameters.
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Figure 67: Parameterized package

If you configure the action for periodic redeployment, it becomes a scheduled action. When a scheduled action is
based on a parameterized package, the package definition, including the substituted values, is saved in an object
called a temporary package. On the endpoint, the Tanium Client runs the temporary package when it has a directive
to run the scheduled action that calls it. A scheduled action continues to use the temporary package even if the
package from which it was based is updated. Therefore, if a package is updated, and you want the scheduled action
to use the updated code, you must re-issue or edit the scheduled action and click the Update Source Package
option for the Deployment Package setting.

Package script and command-line parameters
When you configure a parameterized package (see Create a package on page 257), the Command specifies a script. The parameters
that are coded in the script and the order in which values are specified during action deployment are aligned according to position,
not number. In the following example, the script parameters are numbers 0 through 4.
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Figure 68: set-value.vbs script parameters

The command-line parameters are numbered $1 through $5.
Figure 69: Command-line parameters

The Tanium Server encodes parameter data before passing it to the underlying script and the data must have UTF-8 decoding
applied before use. The VB script for the Registry - Set Value example in Figure 68 uses an @include to the
i18n/UTF8Decode.vbs script. This script ensures that user input in the Tanium Console form is properly encoded when passed
to the package script.

'- Begin file: i18n/UTF8Decode.vbs
'========================================
' UTF8Decode
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'========================================
' Used to convert the UTF-8 style parameters passed from
' the server to sensors in sensor parameters.
' This function should be used to safely pass non english input to sensors.
'----'----Function UTF8Decode(str)
Dim arraylist(), strLen, i, sT, val, depth, sR
Dim arraysize
arraysize = 0
strLen = Len(str)
for i = 1 to strLen
sT = mid(str, i, 1)
if sT = "%" then
if i + 2 <= strLen then
Redim Preserve arraylist(arraysize + 1)
arraylist(arraysize) = cbyte("&H" & mid(str, i + 1, 2))
arraysize = arraysize + 1
i = i + 2
end if
else
Redim Preserve arraylist(arraysize + 1)
arraylist(arraysize) = asc(sT)
arraysize = arraysize + 1
end if
next
depth = 0
for i = 0 to arraysize - 1
Dim mybyte
mybyte = arraylist(i)
if mybyte and &h80 then
if (mybyte and &h40) = 0 then
if depth = 0 then
Err.Raise 5
end if
val = val * 2 ^ 6 + (mybyte and &h3f)
depth = depth - 1
if depth = 0 then
sR = sR & chrw(val)
val = 0
end if
elseif (mybyte and &h20) = 0 then
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if depth > 0 then Err.Raise 5
val = mybyte and &h1f
depth = 1
elseif (mybyte and &h10) = 0 then
if depth > 0 then Err.Raise 5
val = mybyte and &h0f
depth = 2
else
Err.Raise 5
end if
else
if depth > 0 then Err.Raise 5
sR = sR & chrw(mybyte)
end if
next
if depth > 0 then Err.Raise 5
UTF8Decode = sR
End Function
'- End file: i18n/UTF8Decode.vbs

In shell scripts, you can use a function similar to the following to decode the parameter data:

#!/bin/sh

percent_decode() {
local data=$(echo "$1" | sed 's/%/\\\x/g')
/usr/bin/printf '%b' "$data"
}

myVariable=`percent_decode "||parameter_value||"`

The printf utility might not be available or might not work correctly on all Linux, macOS, and UNIX platforms. A more fool-proof but
less elegant implementation is:

#!/bin/sh

brute_force_percent_decode() {
# decode everything between 0x20-0x7E except:
#0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 (0x30-0x39)
#A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z (0x41-0x5A)
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#a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z (0x61-0x7A)
echo "$1" | sed -e 's/%20/ /g' \
-e 's/%21/!/g' \
-e 's/%22/"/g' \
-e 's/%23/#/g' \
-e 's/%24/$/g' \
-e 's/%25/%/g' \
-e 's/%26/\&/g' \
-e "s/%27/'/g" \
-e 's/%28/(/g' \
-e 's/%29/)/g' \
-e 's/%2[aA]/*/g' \
-e 's/%2[bB]/+/g' \
-e 's/%2[cC]/,/g' \
-e 's/%2[dD]/-/g' \
-e 's/%2[eE]/./g' \
-e 's#%2[fF]#/#g' \
-e 's/%3[aA]/:/g' \
-e 's/%3[bB]/;/g' \
-e 's/%3[cC]/</g' \
-e 's/%3[dD]/=/g' \
-e 's/%3[eE]/>/g' \
-e 's/%3[fF]/?/g' \
-e 's/%40/@/g' \
-e 's/%5[bB]/[/g' \
-e 's/%5[cC]/\\/g' \
-e 's/%5[dD]/]/g' \
-e 's/%5[eE]/^/g' \
-e 's/%5[fF]/_/g' \
-e 's/%60/`/g' \
-e 's/%7[bB]/{/g' \
-e 's/%7[cC]/|/g' \
-e 's/%7[dD]/}/g' \
-e 's/%7[eE]/-/g'
}

myVariable=`brute_force_percent_decode "||parameter_value||"`

Parameter input settings
Parameter Inputs that you specify in the package configuration determine the settings that the Tanium Console prompts users to
configure upon deploying an action that uses the package. Add one parameter at a time. The first one you add is matched to the
command line variable $1, the second is matched to variable $2, and so on.
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You can select and drag to rearrange the items in the Parameter Inputs list that appears in the navigation menu on
the left side of the form. Be sure the final order lines up with the numbered parameters in the command.

Figure 70: Parameter input settings

The most common widget for user input is a text box, but you can select any of the following options. For the List, Text Area, and
Text Input widgets, you can add Validation Expressions to define the allowed values. The expressions are based on Perl
Compatible Regular Expressions (PCRE). Boolean AND logic applies if you add fields for multiple expressions. You can apply Boolean
OR logic to multiple expressions by entering them as a single field entry with vertical bars "|" as separators. Each expression field has
an adjacent text box where you can enter a description to help users understand the expression. For example, if the expression is \S
{5}, you might enter the help text Value must be at least 5 characters.

Include validation for input parameters in the script, not just in Validation Expressions.

Because it is the Tanium Console that validates expressions, not the Tanium Server, the validation does not apply to
custom packages that you import or that you create through the Tanium API.

l

Checkbox: User enables a setting by checking a box. 0 or 1 is entered into the variable. Returns 1 if checked and 0 if not
checked.

l

Date, Date Time, Date Time Range: User selects a date and time or a range. The date time format is epoch with
milliseconds. For a range, the user specifies two date times separated by a pipe.

l

Drop Down List: User selects only one option from a list.

l

List: User selects one or more values. Multiple values are separated by a pipe.
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l

Numeric: User enters a number. The input can be controlled with minimum and maximums. You can specify a Step Size to
require that the input be divisible by the specified value. Snap Interval is the amount that a number is increased or
decreased by pressing the up or down button respectively. The Step Size value should be a multiple of the Snap Interval
value unless Snap Interval is 0. The user-selected number is entered into the variable.

l

Numeric Interval: User selects a number and an item from a list. The list item has a numeric value. The value entered into
the variable is the result of the multiplication. For example, if a user selects 2 and selects High (with high having a value of
3), the value is 6 in the variable.

l

Separator: A separator is a graphical way to separate sections in the user input form.

l

Text Area: User enters a large amount of text, which is entered into the variable.

l

Text Input: User enters text, which is entered into the variable.

l

Time: User selects a time from a drop-down list. The input can be subject to restrictions.

Most parameter types provide Options for specifying read-only values that help users understand how to configure the parameters
when deploying an action. The following example shows the read-only values that you can specify for Text Input. The Preview
section shows how the settings appear to users who deploy an action that uses the package.
Figure 71: Parameter options

Note that the Provide Help Text content appears as a tooltip when a user hovers over Information
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Figure 72: Provide Help Text

Example: Sensor-sourced packages
Sensor-sourced packages are designed like parameterized packages (see Example: Parameterized packages on page 300), but take
sensor output instead of user input as run-time arguments. The command syntax requires a sensor result that is passed from the
Interact Question Results grid when you initiate the action deployment workflow. For example, Start Service - || Stopped Service
|| is a Tanium-provided sensor-sourced package. You can issue a question with the Stopped Service sensor to find endpoints that
have stopped services and then deploy an action with the Start Service - || Stopped Service || package to start the services.
Figure 73: Deploy an action with a sensor-sourced package
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On the Action Deployment page, the Deployment Package list includes sensor-sourced packages only if your selections in the
Question Results grid have a value to pass to the package. For example, if you select a result that has Windows Defender in the
Stopped Service column of the grid, the Start Service - ||Stopped Service|| package appears in the Deployment Package list. If
you select a result with the value [no results] instead, the list does not show that package.
Figure 74: Deployment Package list

In the Targeting Criteria section of the Action Deployment page, note that the Target Question includes the name of the stopped
service. This value is passed to the package command line.
Figure 75: Targeting Criteria

Package script
In the startservice.vbs script, the value passed to strService must be UTF-8-decoded, just as if it were a parameterized
package that took user input: see Package script and command-line parameters on page 301.
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Figure 76: startservice.vbs script

Package settings
When you configure a sensor-sourced package (see Create a package on page 257), add the sensor in the Command field: click Add
sensor variable, select a sensor, and click Confirm.
Optionally, you can also add a sensor to the Package Name by typing ||<sensor name>|| in that field. When you deploy an
action based on the package, the sensor output determines the Action Name. For example, if you issue a question that uses the
sensor Stopped Service, configure an action based on results that have the sensor output Windows Defender Network
Inspection Service, and select a package that has the name Start Service - ||Stopped Service||, the Action Name is Deploy
Restart Service - Windows Defender Network Inspection Service. If you select results with multiple output
values for a sensor, the Tanium Server creates a separate action for each value. For example, if the package name includes the
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sensor Computer Name, the action deployment workflow automatically creates an action for each endpoint in the selected results
because each has a unique computer name. Because you can select a maximum of 100 results for one action deployment, the server
creates a maximum of 100 actions for a single package that has a sensor in its name.
Figure 77: Package name and command with sensor output arguments

You cannot use a sensor that has an underscore character (_) in the name. The underscore is a delimiter for sensor
sub-columns. If the sensor name has an underscore, it causes errors and unexpected results in sensor-sourced
packages.

Example: Saved questions with associated packages
A saved question configuration can include optional associated packages, which are a recommendation from the question creator
about the best packages to deploy when acting on results. An associated package is just a recommendation. The Tanium Server
does not deploy it automatically and users can select any other package. Add associated packages to create workflow associations,
especially when another person might use the saved question that you create as a tool to detect and remediate error states.
For details on the permissions required to manage associated packages, see Manage saved questions on page 62.

When you create or edit a saved question (see Managing saved questions on page 261), use the Associated Packages section to add
a package. The following example shows packages that are added to the Tanium-provided saved question Has Tanium Standard
Utilities.
Figure 78: Adding a package to a saved question

When you issue the question, it checks the Tanium Client installation directory for the existence of utilities that Tanium questions or
actions rely on, and it returns Yes, No, or the names of missing files.
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Figure 79: Has Tanium Standard Utilities

When you click Deploy Action, the Action Deployment page automatically populates the Deployment Package with the first
associated package that you added to the saved question configuration. All the packages that you added appear at the top of the
Deployment Package drop-down list.
Figure 80: Associated package is preselected
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Part 11: Role-based access control
RBAC overview
Tanium RBAC implementation and concepts
Role-based access control (RBAC) enables you to configure granular permissions that control what individual Tanium Console and
API users can see and do with the Tanium Core Platform, and which endpoints they can monitor and manage. The permissions
derive from personas, roles, and computer groups that are assigned to user accounts and that users inherit from user groups. The
Tanium implementation of RBAC involves the following key concepts and configuration objects.
To investigate and remediate RBAC issues, see Troubleshoot role-based access control (RBAC) issues on page 447.

PERMISSIONS
Permissions define the features and configuration objects that users can access in the Tanium Core Platform. A role configuration
specifies one or more activities to allow or deny for each permission that is assigned to the role:
Activity

Description

Read

Read permissions control object visibility. For example, the Package read permission determines if users can open the
Administration > Content > Packages page and view package configurations.

Write

Write permissions control the ability to create, edit, or delete objects. For example the Package write permission determines if
users can create, edit, or delete package configurations.

Execute

Delete

Execute permissions control the ability to:
l

Run processes, such as initializing endpoints for Tanium™ Patch.

l

Use service accounts, such as the Tanium™ Connect service account.

l

Perform API operations, such as through the Tanium™ Detect API.

Delete permissions control the ability to delete objects that are beyond the scope of write permissions. For example, the Threat
Response Live Connection File delete permission controls the ability to delete a file on an endpoint during a live connection.

Special

Special permissions control the ability to perform activities that are beyond the scope of other permissions. For example, most
modules have a Show permission that determines if users can view the module workbench.

The configuration pages for roles, users, user groups, and personas group permissions based on the type of features and
configuration objects for which the permissions control access:
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Feature or

Description

object type
Platform content

Platform content permissions control access to content types that apply across all Tanium modules and that are assigned to
content sets. For example, you can assign permissions for sensors, packages, and saved questions in the Default content set.

Module

Module permissions control access to module workbenches, features, and module-specific content (such as Tanium™ Trends
data).

Administration

Administration permissions control access to the Administration > Permissions and Administration > Configuration pages
of the Tanium Console.

Global

Global permissions control access to activities that are exclusively for reserved roles. For example, only the Administrator
reserved role has permission to manage the Tanium license.

For more information, see Provided role permissions on page 338 and View effective role permissions on page 348.
ROLES
A role specifies allow permissions for allowed activities or deny permissions for prohibited activities. You assign the roles to users,
user groups, and alternative personas to control user access to Tanium features and configuration objects. For details and related
procedures, see Managing roles on page 331 and best practices for Roles on page 324.
CONTENT SETS
A content set is a group of configuration objects (such as sensors, packages, and saved questions) for which permissions control
access at the set level. For example, you can configure a role that applies Sensor read permission to all the sensors in the Base
content set. A content set can contain platform content (such as sensors) that applies across all modules or module-specific content
(such as Tanium Trends data). You cannot explicitly assign actions to a content set but they effectively belong to the same content
set as their associated packages. Tanium provides several predefined content sets through the Default Content pack and Tanium
modules. You can create a content set to contain custom content or to accommodate changes in the RBAC configuration of your
Tanium deployment. You can assign each content object to only one content set. For example, you cannot assign the Domain Name
sensor to both the Base and Default content sets, although you can move the sensor from one set to another. A role can apply a
permission to multiple content sets. For details and related tasks, see Managing content sets on page 325 and best practices for
Content sets on page 324.
USERS
A Tanium user configuration associates personas, user groups, computer groups, and roles with a user account. A user can have one
or more roles. Users have no permissions other than what their roles provide. A user with no roles can sign in, but is directed to a
page indicating insufficient permissions. A user can have one or more computer groups and zero or more user groups. Every user has
a default persona and can have zero or more alternative personas. To authenticate users when they access the Tanium Console or
API, you can configure a remote authentication service or use the authentication service that is local to the Tanium Server. For
details and related tasks, see Managing users on page 377 and best practices for User permissions on page 325.
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USER GROUPS
A Tanium user group configuration associates personas, computer groups, and roles with a set of users who inherit all the
permissions of the user group. A user group can have zero or more users and one or more roles and computer groups. Every user
group has a default persona and can have zero or more alternative personas. For details and related tasks, see Managing user
groups on page 390 and best practices for User group permissions on page 325.
COMPUTER GROUPS
Tanium users can issue questions and deploy actions only to endpoints that belong to a computer management group that is
assigned to users or their user groups. Tanium users use computer filter groups as filters in questions and question results. Users can
use only the filter groups that are assigned to a content set that is associated with a role, and the role must be assigned to the users
or their user groups. For details and related tasks, see Managing computer groups on page 365 and best practices for Computer
management groups on page 324.
PERSONAS
All user accounts have a predefined default persona, which is the persona that applies when users sign in to the Tanium Console.
When using the default persona, a user has permissions derived from all the roles and computer groups that are assigned to that
persona. The default persona of a user also provides permissions inherited from the default personas of user groups to which the
user is assigned. After switching to an alternative persona, the user has only the permissions derived from the roles and computer
groups assigned to that persona. For details and related tasks, see Managing personas on page 401 and best practices for RBAC
overview on page 313.

RBAC configuration overview
The following figure illustrates the relationships among RBAC components. The arrows indicate how you assign the components to
configure user permissions. Note that the roles and computer groups that you assign directly to user groups and user accounts are
effectively assigned to the default persona of those user groups and users.
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Figure 81: Relationships and assignments among RBAC components

The following steps summarize the workflow for configuring RBAC. The steps also explain how the components interact to define the
effective permissions of users when they access the Tanium Console under different personas. The figures in these steps depict two
user groups to illustrate the different implications of assigning roles and computer groups to alternative personas and default
personas.
Before starting this workflow, review the important details and best practices described under Plan your RBAC
implementation on page 323.
If you plan to import users and user groups from an LDAP or AD server, configure the imports before configuring
RBAC (see Integrating with LDAP servers on page 412).

1.

Configure custom roles. Note that roles with platform content permissions and module permissions apply permissions to
content sets. Tanium content packs and solution modules provide predefined content and content sets. You can also create
custom content and content sets.
The following figure shows an example with one system role that defines module permissions (
,

,

) and three custom roles (

).
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Figure 82: User role configurations

The next figure illustrates the relationships among content, content sets, and permissions in each example role configuration
(roles

through

in Figure 82).

Figure 83: Role permissions and content sets

For details and procedures related to roles, see Managing roles on page 331.
2.

Define computer management groups.
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Figure 84: Computer management group configurations

For details and procedures related to computer groups, see Managing computer groups on page 365.
3.

Define alternative personas. For each persona, assign roles and computer management groups.
Figure 85: Alternative persona configurations

For details and procedures related to personas, see Managing personas on page 401.
4.

Configure the user groups that you imported from LDAP servers or manually add groups that are local to the Tanium Server.
You can assign alternative personas to each user group, and assign roles and computer management groups to the default
persona of each user group.
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Figure 86: User group configurations

For details and procedures related to user groups, see Managing user groups on page 390.
5.

Configure the user accounts that you imported from LDAP servers or manually add accounts that are local to the Tanium
Server. Assign alternative personas and user groups to each user. You can also assign roles and computer groups to the
default persona of each user.
Figure 87: User configurations

For details and procedures related to users, see Managing users on page 377.
6.

Sign in to the Tanium Console. For every user, the default persona is active by default and has permissions for all the roles and
computer management groups that are directly assigned to the user account or that are inherited from user groups.
In this example, the RBAC_Administrator role and HQ computer group are assigned to the default persona of the user. The
user also inherits permissions from the Monitor role and Europe_Branch computer group that are assigned to the user group
Europe.
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Figure 88: Signing in as default persona

7.

When the user switches to an alternative persona for the Tanium Console session, that user has permissions only for the roles
and computer management groups that are assigned to that persona.
In the following figure, the user selects the NAM_Monitor persona that is inherited from the NAM user group.
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Figure 89: Selecting an alternative persona (example 1)

In the next figure, the user selects the APAC_Trends persona that is assigned to the user account (default persona).
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Figure 90: Selecting an alternative persona—example 2 (click image to enlarge)

The following figure shows the complete workflow to configure the effective permissions of all three personas in this example.
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Figure 91: RBAC configuration workflow

Plan your RBAC implementation
The following are important items and best practices to discuss with your team and Tanium Support (see Contact Tanium Support
on page 456) when planning the RBAC implementation for your Tanium deployment.
If you plan to import users and user groups from a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) or Active Directory
(AD) server, do so before setting up RBAC. For details, see Integrating with LDAP servers on page 412.

NAMING CONVENTION
Before configuring custom roles, content sets, computer groups, and other RBAC objects, devise a naming convention that enables
Tanium users to easily determine the purpose for each object and to distinguish it from similar Tanium-provided objects that are
imported through Tanium modules and content packs. Distinguishing custom objects is important because it is a best practice to
avoid modifying Tanium-provided objects (see Tip 4: Limit customizations to Tanium content on page 87). For example, you can use
the name of your organization as a prefix in the names of custom objects.
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COMPUTER MANAGEMENT GROUPS
Identify the sets of endpoints that you want to manage as a group with respect to operations that Tanium users and modules
perform. For example, you might configure computer groups based on the geographical organization of your organization, with a
group for each region. You can also base computer groups on function (such as data centers and branch offices) or any other
criteria.
Computer groups can have overlapping membership. For example, a computer group for all Windows endpoints might include
endpoints that are also members of region- or function-based computer groups. Be sure to consider the impact of overlapping
membership when configuring and assigning computer groups. For example, you might want users in a security operations center to
have management rights to Windows endpoints so that the users can deploy security updates. However, you might not want those
users to have management rights for the subset of Windows endpoints that store sensitive financial information.
Base computer group membership on sensor-based filters instead of manually defined lists to enable granular
control over which endpoints to include or exclude in the groups.

CONTENT SETS
Determine how to organize content set permissions for controlling access to specific data and deploying actions on endpoints. As a
best practice, ensure that the content in any particular content set is similar to minimize the risk of assigning unintended
permissions to user roles. You can organize content sets based on the following:
l

Capability: read or write permissions

l

Content type: for example, saved questions, sensors, or packages

l

Subject matter: for example, Tanium Client administration or Windows system administration
For content that is provided through Tanium modules and content packs, keep the content objects in their original
Tanium-provided content sets. To sustain this practice when moving content between content sets, create copies of
Tanium-provided content and move the copies instead of the original versions. Contact Tanium Support on page
456 before proceeding if you need to move original Tanium-provided content.

ROLES
The following are best practices for managing roles:
l

Configure custom roles that specify module permissions before configuring roles that specify platform content or
administration permissions. Module permissions allow access to a specific module and often provide additional platform
content and administration permissions.

l

When configuring roles, take advantage of their modularity and cumulative effect on user permissions. For example, instead
of creating a role with all the permissions that a particular user needs, and creating another role with only slightly different
permissions for another user, create several roles with smaller but unique permissions sets. You can then mix and match
these minimalistic roles among various users to achieve the same effective permissions as individual roles that have
comprehensive permissions. For details, see View effective role permissions on page 348.
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USERS AND USER GROUPS
LDAP support
If you plan to import users and user groups from a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) or Active Directory (AD) server, set
up the imports before you perform other RBAC tasks. The Tanium Server automatically synchronizes with the LDAP server every five
minutes, and you can manually synchronize at any time. The synchronization updates the Tanium Server with any changes that
occurred on the LDAP server, including any new or deleted users, new or deleted user groups, and changes to group membership.
Optionally, you can use an LDAP server to authenticate the imported users. For details and related tasks, see Integrating with LDAP
servers on page 412.
User group permissions
Control permissions at the user group level as much as possible instead of at the user level. Assigning computer groups, roles,
personas, and users to user groups minimizes the administrative effort required to update your RBAC configuration. For example,
instead of modifying role assignments for the personas of each user who might join or leave your organization, or whose
responsibilities might change, you can configure user groups that use sensor-based filters to dynamically adjust group membership
when such changes occur.
User permissions
To identify which permissions are needed, consider what each team in your organization needs to accomplish through the Tanium
system. In particular, consider the following:
l

Which users require access to which Tanium module workbenches and module content?

l

Do you want to use the Administrator reserved role to assign full administrator permissions to a few users or assign
granular administration permissions that allow or deny page-specific read and write access to the Administration
> Configuration pages?

SAML authentication
You can use a Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) identity provider (IdP) to provide single sign-on authentication for Tanium
Console users. For details and related tasks, see Integrating with a SAML IdP on page 427.

Managing content sets
Content sets overview
A content set is a group of sensors, saved questions, packages, dashboards, categories, filter groups, and plugins to which a
permission applies. Tanium provides several predefined content sets through the Default Content pack and through Tanium
modules and shared services. You can create a content set to contain custom content or to accommodate changes in the role-based
access control (RBAC) configuration of your Tanium deployment. For example, you can create a content set for sensors and
packages related to Tanium Client maintenance, and then configure roles that allow a wide group of users read access to the
content but write access to a smaller group of users. You can assign content to only one content set. A role can specify permissions
for multiple content sets. Configure custom roles to define platform content permissions for content that is used across all modules
and module permissions for module-specific content. Tanium also provides pre-defined module roles for module-specific content.
The following figure shows the relationship between contents sets and content, permissions, and roles.
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Figure 92: Content sets in relation to content, permissions, and roles
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For details about roles, see Managing roles on page 331.
To see and use the Content Sets page, and to import or export content set and role configurations, you must have
the Administrator or Content Set Administrator reserved role, or a custom role with the Permission
Administrator permission.

View content set details
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Content Sets.

2.

(Optional) In the Filter items field, enter a search string to find specific content sets based on Name or Description values.
The Used By column indicates which Tanium modules or shared services use the content that is in a content
set. If the column displays no value for a content set, that means its content is used across the Tanium Core
Platform and is not module-specific.

3.

Click the Name of the content set for which you want to review content and permissions.

4.

Expand

the content type that you want to review.

The top grid lists all the objects of that type in the content set.
The bottom grid displays the Roles
5.

, Users

, and User Groups

with permissions that are associated with the content.

When you finish reviewing, click Exit to return to the Content Sets summary page.

Create a content set
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Content Sets and click New Content Set.

2.

Enter a Content Set Name and optional Description, and then click Save.

3.

Perform the following tasks to assign content to the content set:
l

Move content between content sets on page 328

l

Managing content sets on page 325

Move content between content sets
Move content between content sets as necessary to accommodate changes to the RBAC configuration of your Tanium deployment.
For example, if a sensor collects sensitive information from endpoints, you might want to move that sensor to a content set that
only highly privileged user roles can access. Before moving content, be sure that you understand how the move affects workflows.
For example, if a user configures a scheduled action, and you later move the associated package to a content set for which that user
does not have permission, the Tanium Server will not deploy the action.
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Keep predefined content that is included in Tanium modules and content packs in the original predefined content
sets. As much as possible, create copies of Tanium-provided content and move the copies to other content sets
when necessary. Contact Tanium Support on page 456 before proceeding if moving original Tanium-provided
content becomes necessary.

If the attributes of a sensor, package, saved question, or filter group might influence which content set you assign it
to, use the Administration > Content pages to review the attributes and assign content sets. For the steps, see:
l

Edit a sensor on page 235

l

Edit a package on page 255

l

Edit a saved question on page 266

l

Edit a filter group on page 281

To move content between content sets, you require the Administrator or Content Set Administrator reserved role or a role that
has write permission on the content and content sets. You can move content between any content sets except:
l

The Reserved content set, which includes fundamental sensors that the Tanium Core Platform uses.

l

Certain Tanium solution-based content sets.

Perform the following steps to move content:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Content Sets.

2.

Click the Name of the content set that contains the content you want to move.

3.

Expand

4.

Click Move to Content Set, select the target content set, and click Confirm.

the content type and select the content that you want to move.

Export or import content sets
The following procedures describe how to export and import specific content sets or all content sets.
Test content sets and roles in your lab environment before importing their configuration into your production
environment.

EXPORT CONTENT SETS
Export content sets as a file in one of the following formats:
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l

CSV: When you open the file in an application that supports CSV format, it lists the content sets with the same attributes
(columns) as the Content Sets page displays.

l

JSON: If you are assigned a role with the Export Content permission, you can export content set configurations as a JSON
file to import them into another Tanium Server. The Administrator reserved role has that permission. The content set
section of the file includes the content set names but not the content set assignments.

Perform the following steps to export content sets:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Content Sets.

2.

(Optional, CSV exports only) To add or remove attributes (columns) for the CSV file, click Customize Columns

in the grid

and select the attributes.
3.

Select rows in the grid to export only specific content sets. If you want to export all content sets, skip this step.

4.

Click Export

5.

(Optional) Edit the default export File Name.

.

The file suffix (.csv or .json) changes automatically based on the Format selection.

6.

Select an Export Data option: All content sets in the grid or just the Selected content sets.

7.

Select the file Format:

8.

l

List of Content Sets - CSV

l

Content Set Definitions - JSON (Administrator reserved role only)

Click Export.
The Tanium Server exports the file to the downloads folder on the system that you used to access the Tanium Console.

IMPORT CONTENT SETS
Users who are assigned a role with Import Signed Content permission can import content files that are in JSON or XML format. The
Administrator reserved role has this permission.
1.

(Non-Tanium-provided content only) Digitally sign the content file and ensure a public key is in place to validate the signature.
See Authenticating content files.
You do not have to generate keys or signatures for Tanium-provided solutions, such as the Default Computer
Groups content pack. Tanium signs this content before making it available, and the associated public key is
distributed to the Tanium Server key store during the server installation process.

2.

From the Main menu, go to any of the following Administration pages:
l

Configuration > Solutions

l

Permissions > Filter Groups

l

Under Content, select Sensors, Packages, or Saved Questions
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l

3.

Select an Import option based on the source of the content:
l

l

4.

Under Actions, select Scheduled Actions, All Pending Approvals, or Actions I Can Approve

Import > Import Files: Perform one of the following steps to select one or more files:
o

Drag and drop files from your file explorer.

o

Click Browse for File, select the files, and click Open.

Import > Import URL: Enter the URL in the Import URL field, and click Import.

For each file, expand

the File name, review the content to import, and select resolutions for any conflicts with existing

content (see Resolve conflicts when importing updates).
5.

If you want to overwrite existing content set assignments for all imported objects with the default Tanium-defined
assignments, select Include content set overwrite. By default, the Include content set overwrite check box is deselected
and the Tanium Server preserves the existing content set assignments.

6.

Click Begin Install.

Delete a content set
You must empty a content set configuration before you can delete it. To empty a content set, move its content to another set or
delete the content. To move content, see Move content between content sets on page 328.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Content Sets and click the content set Name.

2.

Click Delete Content Set.

Managing roles
Roles overview
In the context of Tanium™ role-based access control (RBAC), a role assigns allow permissions to specify allowed activities or deny
permissions to specify prohibited activities. You assign roles to users, user groups, and personas to control what users can see and
do in the Tanium Core Platform.
If you plan to import users and user groups from a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) or Active Directory
(AD) server, do so before configuring or assigning roles. For details, see Integrating with LDAP servers on page 412.

The Tanium implementation of RBAC supports two role categories, which the Administration > Permissions > Roles page
distinguishes with an icon in the Role Name column:
Custom roles
You can create, edit, or delete custom roles, which allow or deny any combination of administration, platform content, and
module permissions. See Configure a custom role on page 347.
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System roles
Tanium provides predefined system roles that you cannot edit or delete. These roles include:
l

Modules roles: These roles allow or deny permissions for access to module workbenches, features, and content sets.
Some module permissions automatically enable additional provided permissions. For example, the Patch Module
write permission automatically grants the Ask Dynamic Questions (Interact module) permission.

l

Reserved roles: These roles assign permissions for a range of tasks that, in many organizations, are commonly
exclusive to a few users. For example, organizations typically have a small set of users who oversee all Tanium
operations and require the full administrative permissions that the Administrator reserved role provides. For
details, see Reserved roles on page 342.

The following figure shows the configurable components of the different role categories, and the order in which you assign the
components:
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Figure 93: Role configurations
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For an overview of how roles relate to other RBAC configuration objects such as content sets, personas, users, user groups, and
computer groups, see Tanium RBAC implementation and concepts on page 313.
Roles have a many-to-many relationship with users and user groups. For example, all Tanium Interact users can have the Interact
Show module role, and each of those users can have additional custom roles that provide access to the sensors and questions that
they use in Interact. Similarly, you can configure permissions for the same content set across multiple roles, and each role can
specify permissions across multiple content sets.
As a best practice when configuring roles, take full advantage of their modularity and cumulative effect on user
permissions. For example, instead of creating a single role with all the permissions that a particular user needs, and
creating another role with only slightly different permissions for another user, create several roles with smaller but
unique permissions sets. You can then mix and match these minimalistic roles among various users to achieve the
same effective permissions as individual roles that have comprehensive permissions. For details, see View effective
role permissions on page 348.

Some permissions that you assign to a role automatically provide additional permissions. For example, if you assign Package write
permission, it implicitly provides Package read permission. For details, see Provided role permissions on page 338.
Users inherit roles from the user groups to which you assign those users. For details, see Inherited roles on page 341.
For a given Tanium Console session, only the permissions of the currently selected persona are available to a user, even if multiple
personas are assigned to that user. For details, see Managing personas on page 401.
To add, edit, or delete roles, you must have the Administrator or Content Set Administrator reserved role.
However, a Content Set Administrator cannot manage the assignment of personas or reserved roles to users and
user groups.
Roles do not control access to computer management groups (see Manage computer management groups on page
66) or action groups (see Managing action groups on page 221) that users select for targeting when issuing questions
or deploying actions. However, roles do control the permissions required to manage computer group and action
group configurations.
If the Tanium Console displays RBAC errors, such as RBACInsufficientPrivilege, see Troubleshoot
permission issues on page 447.

Allow and deny roles
On the Roles page, the Type column indicates if a role allows or denies permissions. You can assign multiple allow or deny roles to a
user or user group. The Tanium Server bases the effective permissions of a user or group on the cumulative effect of all the roles
that are assigned to that user or group: all explicitly granted or implicitly provided allow permissions minus explicit deny
permissions.
You can view the effective permissions of a user or user group in the Tanium Console: see View effective role
permissions on page 348.
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In custom roles, a permission and content set in the deny role must match a permission and content set in the allow role to negate
the allow permission. In the following example, the deny Package write permission on Content Set A matches the allow Package
write permission on Content Set A, so the allow permission is negated.
Figure 94: Allow and deny roles on content set permissions (match)
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In the following example, the deny Package write permission on Content Set D does not match any allow permissions. Therefore,
the deny permission has no impact on the effective permissions of the user.
Figure 95: Allow and deny roles on content set permissions (no match)
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When you assign content sets to permissions in custom roles, the Add all Content Sets that exist or will exist to the permissions
option is equivalent to listing every content set. The following figure illustrates an example where the deny Package write
permission on Content Set D has an effect.
Figure 96: Add All Content Sets option
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Allow and deny matching also applies to administration permissions. In the following example, the user has one allow role and two
deny roles that specify administration permissions. The Tanium Server factors out exact matches between allow and deny
permissions. The user has all of the capabilities that the allow role specifies, minus the capabilities that the deny roles specify.
Figure 97: Allow and deny roles on administration permissions

Provided role permissions
Some permissions automatically provide additional permissions because of dependencies. For example, the Package write
permission that enables creating packages depends on the Package read permission that enables accessing the Packages page.
Similarly, the Interact Execute action permission that enables action deployment depends on the Action write permission that
enables action configuration.
In allow roles, every write permission implicitly provides the associated read permission. In the following example, the custom role
that is assigned to Eric and Grace has the Package write permission on the specified content sets, and therefore the configuration
does not need to specify the Package read permission. A role that has only the Package read permission on the same content set is
created for users who must have read-only permissions, like Bob in this example.
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Figure 98: Eric and Grace effectively have both read and write permissions
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Deny roles do not implicitly provide associated permissions. For deny roles to have an effect, they must explicitly specify
permissions and those permissions must exactly match the permissions that an allow role specifies. For example, if a deny role
specifies that Package write permission is denied on a content set, the role does not also deny Package read permission. In the
following example, the deny role permissions do not exactly match any allow role permissions. Therefore, the deny role is
disregarded and Bob still has Package read permission on the specified content sets.
Figure 99: Bob effectively has read permissions

Some module permissions and platform content permissions implicitly provide additional permissions because of
dependencies that are unrelated to read-write associations. For example, the Interact Execute action permission provides
several additional permissions that are required to deploy and configure actions.
Figure 100: Permission dependencies
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Provided permission automatically apply to content set assignments. For example, if you assign the Action write
permission to the Base content set, it automatically provides Package read permission for the Base content set. If
you assign Sensor write permission to the Default content set, it automatically provides Sensor read permission for
the Default content set.
The configuration pages for roles, users, user groups, and personas use different icons to distinguish between
explicitly assigned and implicitly provided permissions. See View effective role permissions on page 348.

Inherited roles
Users inherit role permissions from their user groups. In the following example, Eric inherits permissions from the roles that are
assigned to the NOC user group. He also has permissions that are assigned directly to his user account. The Tanium Server enforces
the net effect. In this example, even though Eric inherits the Isolated Subnets write permission and Separated Subnets write
permission from the user group, the deny role that is assigned directly to his user account negates those permissions. Because no
deny roles are assigned to the accounts of Bob and Grace, they have all the permissions that are inherited from the user group,
including Isolated Subnets and Separated Subnets write permissions.
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Figure 101: Inherited roles

Reserved roles
The predefined reserved roles assign permissions for a range of tasks that, in many organizations, are commonly exclusive to a few
users. For example, organizations typically have a small set of users who oversee all Tanium operations and require the full
administrative permissions that the Administrator reserved role provides. Reserved roles can include special permissions, such as
managing the Tanium license, that are not available to non-reserved roles.In addition to the special permissions, reserved roles can
have some or all of the platform content, administration, and module permissions that are associated with other roles. You cannot
edit or delete reserved roles. Special logic applies when you assign both a reserved role and non-reserved role to a user or user
group, as described in the following sections.
ADMINISTRATOR RESERVED ROLE
Assign the Administrator reserved role to users who manage all Tanium content, modules, shared services, and administrative
functionality.
This role can perform the following tasks:
l

Import, export, update, uninstall, and use all Tanium solutions and content

l

Configure all Tanium Core Platform settings (such as bandwidth throttles) and customize the Tanium Console

l

Manage the Tanium license and manage trust among platform components (such as Tanium Servers and Zone Servers)
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l

View, create, edit, delete, import, and export all RBAC configurations, including users, user groups, personas, roles, computer
groups, LDAP connections, SAML IdP connections, and API tokens

l

View, create, edit, delete, import, and export all content configurations such as sensors, packages, and scheduled actions

When you assign the Administrator role, other allow roles are superfluous and deny roles are ineffective, with the following
exceptions:
l

Bypass Action Approval: A custom role with the Bypass Action Approval permission does have effect when it is assigned to
a user who has the Administrator reserved role. The Administrator reserved role does not have this permission by default.
Due to the sensitive nature of bypassing approval, you must explicitly assign this permission in all cases.

l

Deny All: The Deny All reserved role on page 345 negates all the permissions of the Administrator reserved role.

Figure 102: Administrator reserved role

CONTENT SET ADMINISTRATOR RESERVED ROLE
Assign the Content Set Administrator reserved role to users who manage content set and role configurations.
This role can perform the following tasks:
l

View, create, edit, delete, import, or export content set configurations

l

Manage content assignments to content sets

l

View, create, edit, delete, import, or export user role configurations

l

Manage role assignments to users, user groups, and personas

The Content Set Administrator role makes all other allow roles superfluous. The Deny All reserved role on page 345 is the only role
that can affect a user who has the Content Set Administrator role.
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Figure 103: Content Set Administrator reserved role

Notice the result when both the Content Set Administrator and Administrator roles are assigned. Only the
Content Set Administrator role remains effective. Be careful not to assign the Content Set Administrator role to
users who must have other roles. Be careful not to assign (directly or by user group inheritance) the Content Set
Administrator role to users who are assigned the Administrator role.

CONTENT ADMINISTRATOR RESERVED ROLE
Assign the Content Administrator reserved role to users who manage content and actions.
This role can perform the following tasks:
l

View, create, edit, and delete all content configurations (such as sensors, packages, and saved questions) across all content
sets

l

View, create, edit, deploy, and delete actions

When the Tanium Server evaluates effective permissions for a user who has the Content Administrator role, the server disregards
the content permissions in other roles but evaluates other types of permissions.
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Figure 104: Content Administrator reserved role

DENY ALL RESERVED ROLE
Assign the Deny All reserved role to user accounts that must be disabled even though they are not yet deleted.
Users who have the Deny All role cannot access anything in the Tanium Core Platform, regardless of any other role that you assign
to them, including the Administrator reserved role. In the following example, the only role assigned to Frank that has any effect is
Deny All.
Figure 105: Deny All

TASKS THAT REQUIRE RESERVED ROLES
To perform the following tasks, a user must have a reserved role because the tasks are not associated with administration
permissions that you can assign to custom roles.
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Table 32: Tasks requiring a reserved role
Task

Administrator

Content

Content Set

Administrator

Administrator

Manage content sets
Create, edit, or delete content set configurations.

Manage role configurations and assignments
Edit roles and edit the role assignments of users, user groups, and personas.

Manage Tanium solutions
Manage Tanium solutions (modules, shared services, and content packs) on
the Administration > Configuration > Solutions page.

Manage Tanium Core Platform configuration
View or manage many of the Administration > Configuration pages,
including those for proxy settings, logging levels, plugins, plugin schedules,
sensor threshold indicators, package file repository, Tanium licenses,
Tanium root keys, downloads authentication, trust among Tanium Core
Platform servers, LDAP servers, SAML, and Tanium Console customizations.

View role details
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Roles.
The page displays each role name and category, and the number of users, user groups, and personas to which each role is
assigned. The Total Users column indicates the sum of all the users who are assigned the role through their user accounts or
who inherit the role from user groups.

2.

(Optional) To display attributes that the grid hides by default, click Customize Columns

3.

(Optional) Use the filters to find specific roles:

and select the attributes.

l

Filter by text: To filter the grid by column values, enter a text string in the Filter items field.

l

Filter by attribute: Filter the grid by one or more attributes, such as the Role Name. Expand the
click

Filters section,

Add, select an attribute and operator, enter a text string that contains all or part of the attribute value, and

click Apply. If you add multiple attribute filters, the Boolean AND operator applies. After you finish specifying
attributes, click Apply All to filter the grid.
l

Filter by category: By default, the grid shows roles of All categories but you can click a Category button to show only
System roles on page 332 or

l

Custom roles on page 331.

Filter by type: By default, the grid shows roles of All types but you can click a Type button to show only Allow or
Deny roles. See Allow and deny roles on page 334.
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4.

(Optional) View the permissions (and associated content sets), users, and user groups that are assigned to a role by clicking
the Role Name.
To view or edit the configuration of an assigned user or user group, click the user or group name.
For details about the icons in the Permissions and Content Sets grids, see View effective role permissions on
page 348.
To view the roles that are assigned to a persona, see Manage role assignments for a persona on page 404.

Configure a custom role
Create or edit a custom role that assigns administration, platform content, or Tanium solution permissions:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Roles.

2.

Perform one of the following steps:
l

To create a role, click New Role.

l

To edit a role, click a Role Name and click Edit Mode.

3.

Specify a Role Name to identify the role.

4.

Set the Permission Type to Allow or Deny.
For details, see Allow and deny roles on page 334.

5.

Configure the RBAC assignments and permissions as described in the following tasks, and then click Save.
You configure persona assignments in the persona configuration page instead of the role configuration pages.
See Configure role assignments for a persona on page 407.

l

Manage user assignments for a role on page 347

l

Manage user group assignments for a role on page 348

l

Configure role permissions on page 351

l

Manage content set permissions for a role on page 361

Manage user assignments for a role
Skip the first step if you opened the Create Role or Edit Role page in a previous task.
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1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Roles, click the Role Name, and click Edit Mode.

2.

Expand

the Users section, click Manage Users, select or deselect users, and click Select.
If you are editing a role that already has users assigned, click the number above the Users field in the Role
Details section to scroll to the Users section and expand it.
To view or edit the configuration of a particular user, click the user Name in the Users section. The Edit User
page opens in a new tab.

3.

Click Save.

Manage user group assignments for a role
Skip the first step if you opened the Create Role or Edit Role page in a previous task.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Roles, click the Role Name, and click Edit Mode.

2.

Expand

the User Groups section, click Manage User Groups, select or deselect groups, and click Select.
If you are editing a role that already has user groups assigned, click the number above the User Groups field
in the Role Details section to scroll to the User Groups section and expand it.
To view or edit the configuration of a particular user group, click the group Name in the User Groups section.
The Edit User Group page opens in a new tab.

3.

Click Save.

Manage role permissions
For an overview of how roles determine the effective permissions of users, and to view the permissions and associated content sets
that are assigned to a role, see View effective role permissions on page 348.
To assign or unassign permissions for a role, see Configure role permissions on page 351.
For descriptions of the permissions that you can assign to roles, see:
l

Administration permissions on page 351

l

Solution permissions on page 356 (such as Interact or Patch permissions)

l

Platform content permissions on page 357

VIEW EFFECTIVE ROLE PERMISSIONS
The effective permissions of a user account are based on the cumulative effect of all roles that are assigned to the account or
inherited from user groups, including:
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l

Permissions specified in allow roles minus permissions specified in deny roles

l

Implicitly provided permissions in allow roles

l

Roles that are assigned to the persona that a user selects for a Tanium Console session. The persona can be assigned
directly to the user account or inherited from a user group to which the user belongs.

Perform the following steps to see the effective permissions for a role:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Roles, click the Role Name, and click Edit Mode.

2.

Review the Permissions and Content Sets. The page displays icons to indicate how permissions are derived:
Allow permissions that you explicitly assign and that automatically provide additional permissions because of dependencies. For
example, when you assign the Interact Module write permission, it automatically provides the Ask Dynamic Questions
permission. For details, see Provided role permissions on page 338. The icons are grayed out for permissions that are not
assigned.
Allow permissions that you explicitly assign but that do not provide additional permissions. The icons are grayed out for
permissions that are not assigned.
Allow permissions that are implicitly assigned because other permissions provide them. You can hover over the icon to show a
tool tip that indicates how the permission was derived from an explicit permission

.

Deny permissions that you explicitly assign.

When you view the configuration page for reserved roles (such as Administrator), it displays a single Special
permission

under Global Permissions. When you view the configuration page for a custom role, the Global

Permissions of reserved roles are hidden because you cannot assign them.

You can expand

individual solution content permissions (such as Trends Administrator permission) and Platform Content

Permissions (such as Sensor read permission) to see the content sets to which the permission applies. The following icons
indicate how content set assignments are derived:
Content set that is explicitly assigned to the permission.
Content set that is assigned because another permission implicitly provides it. You can hover over the icon to show a tool tip that
indicates how the content set assignment was derived from an explicit permission

.

Content set that is assigned to a deny permission.
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Figure 106: Effective permissions
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To review the effective permissions for a user, user group, or persona, see:
l

View effective role permissions for a user on page 381

l

View effective role permissions for a user group on page 392

l

View effective role permissions for a persona on page 404

CONFIGURE ROLE PERMISSIONS
Perform the following steps to assign or unassign permissions for a role. Skip the first step if you opened the Create Role or Edit
Role page in a previous task.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Roles, click the Role Name, and click Edit Mode.

2.

Expand

3.

the section that corresponds to the type of permissions that you want to assign or unassign:

l

Administration permissions on page 351

l

Solution permissions on page 356 (such as Interact or Patch permissions)

l

Platform content permissions on page 357

Assign or unassign permissions by clicking the appropriate icons in the Special, Read, Write, Execute, or Delete column.
For details about the icons, see View effective role permissions on page 348.
Click an icon in a column header to select all the permissions of that type. For example, in the Administration
permissions header, click the Special icon to assign all the available special administration permissions.

For the steps to assign content sets to permissions that are associated with content, see Manage content set
permissions for a role on page 361.

4.

(Optional) Review all the permissions that you selected.
If you are configuring a single role, you can click Preview at the top right of the page to display only the
permissions that you selected. When you finish reviewing, click Edit Mode to continue configuring the role.

5.

Click Save.

ADMINISTRATION PERMISSIONS
The following table describes administration permissions.
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Table 33: Administration permissions
Permission

Description

Action Group

Read permission enables users to view and export action group configurations in the Action
Groups page.

Action Group read permission overrides the Visibility setting. A user who
has Action Group read and action deployment permissions can select any
action group when deploying an action. A user who has Action Group read
and Approve Action permissions can approve actions that target any
action group. However, the computer groups that are assigned to a user
still control which endpoints run an action that the user deploys to the
selected action group.

Write permission enables users to create, edit, and delete action group configurations. Write
permission provides the Action Group read permission.
Allowed URLs

Read permission enables users to view allowed URL configurations on the Allowed URLs page
and to export the configurations in CSV format. The Export Content administrationmicro
admin permission is required to export in JSON format.
Write permission enables users to create, edit, and delete allowed URL configurations. Write
permission provides Allowed URLs read permission.

Audit
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Read permission enables users to view:
l

Last Sign In information on the Users page

l

Last Modified information on the user configuration page

l

Last Modification information on the Settings page
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Table 33: Administration permissions (continued)
Permission

Description

Computer Group

Read permission enables users to view computer management groups and export them in
CSV format. The Export Content permission is required to export in JSON format.
Additional permissions are required to view the user group, user, and
persona assignments of computer management groups: see Manage
computer management groups on page 66.

Write permission enables users to create, edit, and delete computer management groups.
Write permission provides the Computer Group read permission.
To create a computer management group in which membership is based on a sensor filter,
users require the following permissions in addition Computer Group write:
l

Sensor (platform content): Read permission on the Reserved content set, which includes
content that is used to ask preview questions

l

Interact Module (module): Write permission

Computer groups with manually defined membership do not require the Sensor read or
Interact Module write permissions.
Export Content

Enables users to export the following content types in JSON format:
l

Allowed URLs

l

Computer management groups

l

Content sets

l

Filter groups

l

Packages

l

Roles

l

Saved questions

l

Scheduled actions

l

Sensors

Only the Administrator reserved role can export categories and
dashboards.

Import Signed Content
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Enables users to import digitally signed content files.
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Table 33: Administration permissions (continued)
Permission

Description

Global bandwidth throttles

Read permission enables users to view global bandwidth throttles on the Bandwidth
Throttles page.
Write permission enables users to create, edit, and delete global bandwidth throttles.

Global Settings

Read permission enables users to view the global settings of Tanium Core Platform servers
and Tanium Clients on the Settings page.
Write permission enables you to edit, create, or delete global settings. Write permission
provides the Global Settings read permission.

Intentional Subnets

Read permission enables users to view and export intentional client subnet configurations on
the Administration > Configuration > Subnets page.
Write permission enables users to create, edit, and delete intentional client subnet
configurations. Write permission provides Intentional Subnets read permission.

Isolated Subnets

Read permission enables users to view and export isolated client subnet configurations on the
Administration > Configuration > Subnets page.
Write permission enables users to create, edit, and delete isolated client subnet
configurations. Write permission provides Isolated Subnets read permission.

Persona

Read permission enables users to view and export persona configurations.
Write permission enables users to create, edit, and delete personas. Write permission provides
the Persona read permission.

Users require additional permissions to edit the assignment of other RBAC
objects (such as users) to personas: see Manage personas on page 69.

Public Key

Read permission enables Tanium REST API users to download the Tanium public key
(tanium.pub) or initialization file (tanium-init.dat).
Only the Administrator reserved role can access the Infrastructure page to download those
files through the Tanium Console.
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Table 33: Administration permissions (continued)
Permission

Description

Question History

Read permission enables users to view the Question History page.
To issue a question from the Question History page, users also require the following
permissions:
l

l

Interact module permissions:
o

Interact show

o

Interact Module read

Platform Content Permissions:
o

Saved Question read permission on the content sets that contain the questions that
the user is allowed to issue.

o

Sensor read permission on the content sets that contain the sensors that are used in
the questions that the user is allowed to issue.

Separated Subnets

Read permission enables users to view and export separated client subnet configurations on
the Subnets page.
Write permission enables users to create, edit, and delete isolated client subnet
configurations. Write permission provides Separated Subnets red permission.

Server Status

Read permission enables users to view the https://<Tanium_Server>/info page. For
details, see View the info page on page 455.

Subnet bandwidth throttles

Read permission enables users to view site-specific bandwidth throttles on the Bandwidth
Throttles page.
Write permission enables users to create, edit, and delete site-specific bandwidth throttles.

Client Status

Read permission enables users to view the Client Status page.

Token - Revoke

Enables users to create or revoke API tokens that are used to access the Tanium Server.

Token - Use

Enables users to send requests to the the Tanium Server for new API tokens.

Token - View

Enables users to view the API Tokens page.

User

Read permission enables users to view and export user configurations on the Users page.
Write permission enables users to create, edit, and delete user configurations. Write
permission provides User read permission.

Additional permissions are required to view and edit the role, user group,
and persona assignments of users: see Manage users on page 67.
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Table 33: Administration permissions (continued)
Permission

Description

User Group

Read permission enables users to view and export user group configurations on the User
Groups page.
Write permission enables users to create, edit, and delete user group configurations. Write
permission provides User Group read permission.

Additional permissions are required to view and edit the role, user, and
persona assignments of user groups: see Manage user groups on page 68.

SOLUTION PERMISSIONS
See the following Tanium solution user guides for information about solution-specific permissions. Some of these permissions
require content set assignments. See Manage content set permissions for a role on page 361.
l

API Gateway

l

Asset

l

Client Management

l

Comply

l

Connect

l

Deploy

l

Direct Connect

l

Discover

l

Endpoint Configuration

l

End-User Notifications

l

Enforce

l

Health Check

l

Impact

l

Integrity Monitor

l

Interact

l

Map

l

Patch

l

Performance

l

Provision
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l

Reporting

l

Reputation

l

Reveal

l

Risk

l

Threat Response

l

Trends

PLATFORM CONTENT PERMISSIONS
The following table describes the permissions for Tanium Core Platform content. After assigning these permissions to a role, you
must apply them to content sets. See Manage content set permissions for a role on page 361.
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Table 34: Platform content permissions
Permission

Description

Action

Action read permission enables users to perform the following tasks on the Scheduled
Actions, All Pending Approvals, and Action History pages:
l

View actions. The visibility of specific actions (grid rows) depends on Action read
permission on the content set for the associated packages.

l

Export the actions in CSV format. The Export Content administration permission is
required to export actions in JSON format.

l

Copy the actions to the clipboard.

l

View action status, when combined with other content permissions: see View action
status on page 59.

Action read and write permissions enable users to perform the following tasks on the
Scheduled Actions, All Pending Approvals, and Action History pages:
l

Reissue or edit actions, when combined with Sensor read permissions on the Reserved
content set. The Reserved content set includes content that is used to ask preview
questions.

l

View the status of, and re-download, packages that are associated with actions.

l

Disable or enable actions.

l

Change the action groups that actions target.

l

Create copies of action configurations.

l

Delete actions.

l

Stop actions.

Action read permission provides Own Action read permission.
Action write permission provides Own Action read, Package read, and Show Preview
permissions.
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Table 34: Platform content permissions (continued)
Permission

Description

Action for Saved Question

Write permission enables users to:
l

Access the Scheduled Actions page and see the actions they have deployed.

l

See and use the Deploy Action button on the Question Results grid for saved questions
that have associated packages. The Package read permission is not required for the
associated packages. If the saved question does not have associated packages, the
Deploy Action button does not appear.

Write permission provides Own Action read and Show Preview permissions.

Use the Action for Saved Question write permission instead of the Action
write permission to limit use by action users who use Tanium products to
execute standard operating procedures that someone else created.

Approve Action

Enables users to perform the following tasks on the Actions I Can Approve page:
l

View actions that require approval. Users cannot view their own actions on this page.

l

Approve actions that other users own, when combined with Sensor read permission.
Users cannot approve their own actions.

l

Export the actions in CSV format. Export Content (administration) permission is required
to export actions in JSON format.

l

Bypass Action Approval

Copy the actions to the clipboard.

Actions created by a user with this permission are not subject to approval requirements.
No role, including the Administrator reserved role, includes this permission by default.
This is the one platform content permission that has effect when granted to a user with the
Administrator role.

Dashboard

Read permission enables users to view dashboards in the Interact Content page, if those
users also have Interact show permission. The users also require read permissions for Saved
Question and Sensor on related content to use the dashboard.
Write permission enables users to create, edit, and delete dashboard configurations. Write
permission providesDashboard read permission.

Dashboard Group

Read permission enables users to view categories in the Interact Content page, if those users
also have Interact show permission. Users also require read permissions for Dashboard,
Saved Question, and Sensor on the related content to use the category.
Write permission enables users to create, modify, and delete category configurations. Write
permission provides the Category read permission.
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Table 34: Platform content permissions (continued)
Permission

Description

Filter Group

Read permission enables users to:
l

View the Filter Groups page

l

Use filter groups for filtering questions, question results, and various lists in the Tanium
Console

l

Export filter groups in CSV format. The Export Content administration permission is
required to export in JSON format.

Write permission enables users to create, edit, and delete filter group configurations. Write
permission provides the Filter Group read permission.
Own Action

Enables users to perform the following tasks on their own actions (not those of other users)
on the Scheduled Actions, All Pending Approvals, and Action History pages:
l

View the actions.

l

Export the actions in CSV format. The Export Content administration permission is
required to export actions in JSON format.

l

Copy the actions to the clipboard.

l

View action status, when combined with other content permissions: see View action
status on page 59.

The following permissions provide Own Action read permission:
l

Action read

l

Action write

l

Action for Saved Question write

User cannot create their own actions unless they have Action write and
Interact Module read permissions.

Package

Read permission enables users to:
l

View packages in the Deployment Package list of the Action Deployment page.

l

View packages in the Packages page.

l

Export packages in CSV format. The Export Content administration permission is
required to export in JSON format.

Write permission enables users to create, edit, and delete package configurations. Write
permission provides Package read and Show Preview permissions.
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Table 34: Platform content permissions (continued)
Permission

Description

Associated Packages

Associated Packages read permission is not an explicit permission; the Action for Saved
Question write permission provides Associated Packages read permission.

Plugin

Reserved for future use.

Saved Question

Read permission enables users to:
l

View saved questions in the Question Results grid drill-down and similar user interfaces.

l

View saved questions in the Interact Overview page, if the user also has Interact show
permission.

l

Issue saved questions, if the user also has Sensor read permission on the content sets
that contain the sensors in those questions.

l

View the Saved Questions page.

l

Export saved questions in CSV format. The Export Content administration permission is
required to export in JSON format.

Write permission enables users to create, edit, and delete saved question configurations.
Write permission provides Saved Question read permission but does not provide Ask
Dynamic Questions permission.
Sensor

Read permission enables users to:
l

View sensor configurations.

l

View sensors in the Question Builder and similar user interfaces throughout the Tanium
Console.

l

Use sensors in questions if the user also has the ability to ask questions.

Write permission enables users to create, edit, and delete sensor configurations. Write
permission provides Sensor read and Show Preview permissions.
Show Preview

Show Preview is not an explicit permission. The write permissions for Action, Action for
Saved Question, Sensor, and Package provide Show Preview. Show Preview enables users
to ask questions that are necessary to preview the impact of new and changed action, sensor,
and package configurations. To ask preview questions, the user also needs Sensor read
permission on the Reserved content set, which includes content that is used to ask the
preview questions.

Manage content set permissions for a role
When you configure a role with permissions for Tanium solution content (such as Trends Administrator permission) or platform
content (such as Sensor read permission), you must assign Content Sets to the pertinent permissions. Skip the first step in this
procedure if you opened the Create Role or Edit Role page in a previous task.
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1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Roles, click the Role Name, and click Edit Mode.

2.

Perform one of the following sub-steps:
l

To assign all existing and future content sets to all the pertinent content permissions that you selected, select Add all
Content Sets that exist or will exist to the permissions selected above. This option is useful, for example, when you
want a user to always be able to read sensors or never be able to write actions, regardless of content set assignments.

l

To assign specific content sets to all the pertinent content permissions that you selected, click Apply Content Sets,
select the sets, and click Select. The Content Sets selection dialog shows a check mark

for any contents sets that

are already assigned to all the selected permissions and shows a dash — for content sets that are applied to some (but
not all) of the selected permissions.
Content sets that you assign through the Content Sets selection dialog override content set
assignments for individual permissions. For example, if you previously assigned the Interact content
set specifically to the Sensor read permission but then deselect that content set during the Apply
Content Sets workflow, the Sensor read permission does not apply to the Interact content set.

l

To assign specific content sets to a specific permission:
a.

Scroll to the Permissions section and click the number beside the permission icon, such as:

b.

Select the content sets and click Select.
Content sets that you assign to specific permissions are added to any previous assignments. For
example, if you assigned the Base content set to all pertinent content permissions (Apply
Content Sets workflow) and subsequently assigned the Interact content set specifically to the
Sensor read permission, then both the Base and Interact content sets are assigned to the
Sensor read permission.

To create a custom content set without leaving the role configuration page, click New Content Set,
enter a Name to identify the set, and click Save. You can then assign the new content set to
permissions.

3.

(Optional) Review the content set assignments.
The role configuration pages use icons to indicate how permissions and content set assignments are derived.
For details, see View effective role permissions on page 348.

4.

l

To review the content set assignments of a specific permission, expand it

in the Permissions section.

l

To review the content set assignments for all permissions, see the Content Sets grid.

Click Save.
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Clone a role
To add a role that has many settings in common with an existing role, cloning the existing role and then modifying the clone is often
a quicker method than configuring a new role. You can clone any role except the reserved roles.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Roles.

2.

Select a role and click Clone.

3.

Enter a Role Name to identify the role.

4.

Update the user, user group, role, and content set assignments if necessary:

5.

l

Manage user assignments for a role on page 347

l

Manage user group assignments for a role on page 348

l

Configure role permissions on page 351

l

Manage content set permissions for a role on page 361

Click Save.

Export and import roles
The following procedures describe how to export and import specific roles or all roles.
Develop and test content in your lab environment before importing that content into your production environment.

EXPORT ROLES
Export roles as a file in one of the following formats:
l

CSV: When you open the file in an application that supports CSV format, it lists the roles with the same attributes (columns)
as the Roles page displays.

l

JSON: If you are assigned the Administrator reserved role, you can export role configurations as a JSON file to import them
into another Tanium Server.

Perform the following steps to export roles:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Roles.

2.

(Optional, CSV exports only) To add or remove attributes (columns) for the CSV file, click Customize Columns

in the grid

and select the attributes.
3.

Select rows in the grid to export only specific roles. If you want to export all roles, skip this step.

4.

Click Export

.
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5.

(Optional) Edit the default export File Name.
The file suffix (.csv or .json) changes automatically based on the Format selection.

6.

Select an Export Data option: All roles in the grid or just the Selected roles.

7.

Select the file Format:

8.

l

List of Roles - CSV

l

Role Definitions - JSON (Administrator reserved role only)

Click Export.
The Tanium Server exports the file to the downloads folder on the system that you used to access the Tanium Console.

IMPORT ROLES
Users who are assigned a role with Import Signed Content permission can import content files that are in JSON or XML format. The
Administrator reserved role has this permission.
1.

(Non-Tanium-provided content only) Digitally sign the content file and ensure a public key is in place to validate the signature.
See Authenticating content files.
You do not have to generate keys or signatures for Tanium-provided solutions, such as the Default Computer
Groups content pack. Tanium signs this content before making it available, and the associated public key is
distributed to the Tanium Server key store during the server installation process.

2.

3.

From the Main menu, go to any of the following Administration pages:
l

Configuration > Solutions

l

Permissions > Filter Groups

l

Under Content, select Sensors, Packages, or Saved Questions

l

Under Actions, select Scheduled Actions, All Pending Approvals, or Actions I Can Approve

Select an Import option based on the source of the content:
l

l

4.

Import > Import Files: Perform one of the following steps to select one or more files:
o

Drag and drop files from your file explorer.

o

Click Browse for File, select the files, and click Open.

Import > Import URL: Enter the URL in the Import URL field, and click Import.

For each file, expand

the File name, review the content to import, and select resolutions for any conflicts with existing

content (see Resolve conflicts when importing updates).
5.

If you want to overwrite existing content set assignments for all imported objects with the default Tanium-defined
assignments, select Include content set overwrite. By default, the Include content set overwrite check box is deselected
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and the Tanium Server preserves the existing content set assignments.
6.

Click Begin Install.

Copy role configuration details
Copy information from the Roles page to your clipboard to paste the information into a message, text file, or spreadsheet. Each row
in the grid is a comma-separated value string.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Roles.

2.

Perform one of the following steps:
l

Copy row information: Select one or more rows and click Copy

l

Copy cell information: Hover over the cell, click Options

.

, and click Copy

.

Delete a role
Deleting a role removes it from any user, user group, and persona to which it was assigned.
Perform the following tasks before deleting a role:
1.

Delete the user assignments from the role configuration: Manage user assignments for a role on page 347.

2.

Delete the user group assignments from the role configuration: Manage user group assignments for a role on
page 348.

3.

Go to the effective permissions page for your users and review the resulting impact on the effective
permissions: View effective role permissions for a user on page 381.

To delete a role:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Roles.

2.

Select the role and click Delete

.

Managing computer groups
Computer groups overview
A computer group defines a set of endpoints that you want to manage as a group with respect to operations that Tanium users,
modules, and shared services perform. For example, you can define a computer group that includes all endpoints that are in a data
center, and assign the group only to users who will issue questions and deploy actions to data center endpoints. Computer groups
are also the building blocks of action groups, which filter the target endpoints for actions (see Managing action groups on page 221).
Furthermore, you can use computer groups to filter various lists in the Tanium Console, such as on the Administration
> Permissions > Users page.
Based on the permissions that you want users to have when querying sets of endpoints, you can create the following types of
computer groups:
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Computer management group
A Tanium user can view question results from, and deploy actions to, only those endpoints that belong to a computer
management group that is assigned to the user persona selected for the current session. Roles do not control access to
computer management groups, but roles do control which content is available to the user for questions and actions. For
example, you might want a user to see the processes running on endpoints in a data center. You must assign that user a role
with Read Sensor permissions on the content set containing the Running Processes sensor, and also assign the user a
computer management group that contains the data center endpoints. The following figure illustrates the relationship
between computer management groups and other Tanium role-based access control (RBAC) components.

Computer filter group
Tanium users use computer filter groups as filters in questions (see Use filter groups) and question results (see Filter
question results on page 171). Users acquire permissions for a filter group when you assign it to a content set, grant filter
group permissions to that content set in custom roles, and assign the role to the personas of users or user groups. The
following figure shows an example of a custom role that grants Read Filter Group and Write Filter Group permissions to
the Default Filter Groups content set:

Users cannot receive question results from endpoints in a filter group unless those endpoints also belong to a computer
management group and you assign that management group to users or user groups.
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You can configure computer groups to function as both management groups and filter groups. The reserved computer groups All
Computers and No Computers function as both types. These reserved groups are in the Reserved content set, and you cannot edit
them. When you first sign in to the Tanium Console after a fresh installation of the Tanium Server, the server automatically imports
additional predefined computer groups that function as both filter groups and management groups: see Default computer groups on
page 369.
Use the Administration > Permissions > Computer Groups page to manage computer groups that function as both management
groups and filter groups or that function exclusively as management groups. To manage computer groups that function exclusively
as filter groups, use the Administration > Permissions > Filter Groups page (see Managing filter groups on page 279). After creating
a computer group of either type, you cannot change its membership definition.
For the role permissions required to manage computer groups, see RBAC management permissions on page 65.
In Tanium Core Platform 7.3, all computer groups bestow both management and filtering permissions. After you
upgrade to version 7.4 or later, the Tanium Server automatically creates a management group and filter group for
each computer group that existed on the pre-upgrade server. However, this automatic duplication does not occur
for computer groups of either type that you add after the upgrade.

To understand the interaction between computer management groups and filter groups, and how best to use them, it is important
to understand how Tanium Clients process questions. Figure 107 illustrates an example of how computer group and role
assignments control what question results a user can receive and filter. In this example, the user persona is assigned computer
management groups that contain branch office endpoints, and therefore the user can issue a question that determines which of
those endpoints has PowerShell version 2.0 installed. However, for security reasons, the management groups exclude headquarters
endpoints because the user is not authorized to see information from those endpoints. The user issues the question Get Computer
Name and PowerShell Version equals 2.0 from all machines with Country Code equals 44. All Tanium Clients

that are online receive the question and process its components in the following order:
1.

Computer group management permissions
Each Tanium Client first evaluates whether it belongs to a computer management group that is assigned to the user (persona)
who issues the question. If no, the client does not process the question further, and does not add its answer to the answer
message.
In the example, only the clients in the UK and France management groups (UK_1 to UK_4 and FRA_1 to FRA_4) continue
processing the question. Note that because All Windows and All Mac are filter groups, they are assigned to a content set
(Default). Even though the user has a role (euro_admin) that provides access to that content set, filter groups bestow only
filtering permissions, not the permission to receive answers from clients. Therefore, Windows and macOS clients HQ_1 to HQ4
do not continue processing the question. The other Windows and macOS clients continue to process the question, but only
because they are also members of the UK and France management groups.

2.

Target filter (from) clause
The from clause specifies whether question results are required from all Tanium Clients (from all machines) or only from
clients that evaluate the filtering sensor to true. Optionally, you can use the Is <computer_group> sensor to base the filter
on a filter group.
In the example, only the UK clients match the target filter clause from all machines with Country Code equals 44
and continue to process the question.
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3.

Select statement (get) clause
The get clause specifies the sensors that Tanium Clients run to answer the question. If the select statement has a filter, clients
do not process it; only the Tanium Server processes select statement filters after receiving the answers. The Tanium Console
then displays the answers in the Question Results grid.
In the example, the UK clients run the select statement sensors Computer Name and PowerShell Version, and add their
output to the answer message. Because equals 2.0 is a filter for the select statement PowerShell Version, the Tanium
Server processes that filter after receiving the answers from all the UK clients. The Tanium Console then displays results only
for UK clients that have PowerShell version 2.0 installed.

In the example, the user then decides to display results only for endpoints that run Windows, and therefore selects the All Windows
filter group in the Filter by Computer Group drop-down list. The Tanium Server reissues the question using both Country Code
equals 44 and Is Windows in the target filter clause. Only Tanium Clients UK_1 and UK_3 match both filters, and so the Tanium

Console then displays results only for those clients.
Figure 107: Computer management groups and filter groups
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Computer group membership
Before you create a computer management group or filter group, be sure to understand the following options for defining which
endpoints are members. After creating a group, you cannot change its membership definition.
l

Dynamic membership:
Membership is based on the results of a sensor filter expression, such as is Windows equals true. Tanium Clients
process the expression to determine whether their endpoints belong to the group.
If you base the sensor filter on a custom tag, you can change tag assignments on endpoints to adjust the
membership of a computer group. See Manage custom tags for computer groups on page 372.

l

Manually defined membership:
Membership is based on a manually entered list of computer names, IP addresses, or fully qualified domain names (FQDNs).
The Tanium Client obtains configuration information for the computer groups when registering with the Tanium Server.

Whenever possible, define computer group membership based on sensors. Only groups based on a sensor
dynamically adjust their membership as endpoints join or leave your network. For example, you might create a
manual group called Critical Servers for three special servers. If you later add a fourth server to the cluster, you
cannot change the Critical Servers membership. Instead, you would have to: create a new manual computer group;
assign it to users; and re-create pertinent action groups and saved questions that you want to target the new
computer group. A better approach is to define the computer group based on a sensor that identifies which servers
qualify as critical, so that the fourth server automatically becomes a member.

Default computer groups
When you first sign in to the Tanium Console after a fresh installation of the Tanium Server, the server automatically imports the
Default Computer Groups content pack, which includes predefined computer groups. They all function as both management
groups and filter groups, and are assigned to the Default Filter Groups content set. To list the defaults groups on the Computer
Groups page, filter the grid by Content Set. See View computer group details on page 370.
The Tanium Server does not import these default computer groups when you upgrade.
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View computer group details
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Computer Groups.
The Computer Groups grid displays the following attributes for each computer group:
Table 35: Computer group attributes
Setting

Description

Name

The name that identifies the computer group.

Type

Indicates how membership is defined for the group:
l

Standard: Dynamic membership

l

Manual: Manually defined membership

For details, see Computer group membership on page 369.
Management

Indicates whether you can (true) or cannot (false) use the group as a computer management group.

Content Set

(Filter groups only) The content set to which the group is assigned.

Expression

The filter used to define membership in the computer group. The value is [Manual List] for groups with
manually defined membership.

2.

(Optional) Use the filters to find specific computer groups:
l

Filter by text: To filter the grid by computer group Name or membership Expression, enter a text string in the Filter
items field.

l

Filter by attribute: Filter the grid by one or more attributes, such as the Content Set assignment. Expand the
Filters section, click

Add, select an attribute and operator, enter a text string that contains all or part of the

attribute value, and click Apply. If you add multiple attribute filters, the Boolean AND operator applies. After you finish
specifying attributes, click Apply All to filter the grid.
3.

To see a list of endpoints that are members of a group, click the group Name and scroll to the Members section.

Create a computer group
Before you create a computer group, be sure to understand the difference between dynamic membership and manually defined
membership (see Computer group membership on page 369). Perform the following steps to create a group that functions
exclusively as a management group or that functions as both a management group and filter group.
To create a computer group that functions exclusively as a filter group, see Create a filter group on page 280.
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1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Computer Groups and click New Computer Group.

2.

Enter a Name to identify the group.

3.

Under Additional Options, select whether users can (Enable) or cannot (Disable) use this group as a filter group. If you
enable the filter group function, select a content set. To use the filter group, users require a role that specifies permissions for
that content set.

4.

Define which endpoints are Members of the computer group.
You cannot change the Members definition after you save the computer group. However, if you configure
dynamic membership and base it on a custom tag, you can change tag assignments on endpoints to adjust
the group membership. See Manage custom tags for computer groups on page 372.

l

Dynamic membership (best practice): Select a method for defining the membership filter:
o

Select Filter Bar if you want to define a filter using the same syntax as in the from clause of the Interact
Explore Data field. For details, see Issue a question through the Explore Data field on page 160.

o

Select Filter Builder if you want to define a filter using the same from computers with fields as in the
Interact Question Builder. For details, see Issue a question through the Question Builder on page 163.

l

Manually defined membership: Select Manual Group and enter a list of endpoint identifiers, which can be one of the
following:
o

Computer names that match the results of the Computer Name sensor. Short forms or alternative names do
not work.

o

Fully qualified domain names (FQDNs).

o

IP addresses that match the entries in the Administration > Configuration > Client Status page, Network
Location (from server) column.

5.

Review the list of endpoints that are members of the group and click Save.

To provide computer group management rights to users, assign the computer groups to user accounts, user groups, and personas:
l

Manage computer group assignments for a user on page 384

l

Managing user groups on page 390

l

Manage computer group assignments for a persona on page 407

Edit a computer group
You can change the name and filtering settings of computer groups. However, changing the name does not change the object ID of a
computer group. Also, you cannot change the group membership definition.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Computer Groups.

2.

Click the computer group Name and click Edit Mode.

3.

(Optional) Enter a new Name.
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4.

Under Additional Options, select whether users can (Enable) or cannot (Disable) use this group as a filter group. If you
Enable the filter group function, select a content set. To use the group as a filter, users require a role that specifies
permissions for that content set.

5.

Click Save.

To change computer group assignments, edit the configurations of users, user groups, and personas:
l

Manage computer group assignments for a user on page 384

l

Managing user groups on page 390

l

Manage computer group assignments for a persona on page 407

Manage custom tags for computer groups
If you configure a computer group with dynamic membership that is based on a custom tag, you can change which endpoints are
members by changing tag assignments, even though you cannot change the Members setting in the group configuration. For
example, you can configure a computer group with Members set to the filter Custom Tags contains "Lab". Then you can add or
remove the tag Lab on endpoints that move in or out of the environment to change the group membership.
REVIEW CUSTOM TAGS
To see which custom tags are assigned to endpoints, ask a question using the Custom Tags sensor, such as:
Get Custom Tags from all machines

To see which endpoints have a specific custom tag, ask a question using the Custom Tag Exists parameterized sensor, such as:
Get Tanium Client Version from all machines with Custom Tag Exists[lab,1] equals true

For details on asking questions, see Part 6: Asking questions on page 152.
ADD CUSTOM TAGS
1.

Ask a question to target the endpoints that require custom tags. Because different packages add tags for Windows or nonWindows endpoints, ask a question that specifies the distinction, such as:
Get Tanium Client Version from all machines with Is Windows equals true

2.

Select the endpoints to target and click Deploy Action.
You can drill-down or merge questions to refine the results before selecting endpoints.

3.

Select one of the following packages as the Deployment Package:
l

Custom Tagging - Add Tags for Windows endpoints

l

Custom Tagging - Add Tags (Non-Windows)
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4.

Enter a list of tag names with spaces as delimiters.
(Windows only) To include any tag names with spaces, use the character sequence #|# as a delimiter. To
apply a single tag that includes spaces, enter the character sequence #|# after the tag name.

5.

Configure the remaining action settings.

6.

Click Show Preview To Continue, review the list of targeted endpoints, and click Deploy Action.

REMOVE CUSTOM TAGS
1.

Ask a question to target the endpoints from which to remove custom tags. Because different packages remove tags for
Windows or non-Windows endpoints, ask a question that specifies the distinction, such as:
Get Custom Tags from all machines with ( Is Windows equals true and Computer Name contains ABC )

2.

Select the Question Results rows for the tags that you want to remove and click Deploy Action.
You can drill-down or merge questions to refine the results before selecting endpoints.

3.

Select one of the following packages as the Deployment Package:
l

Custom Tagging - Remove Tags for Windows endpoints

l

Custom Tagging - Remove Tags (Non-Windows)

4.

Configure the remaining action settings.

5.

Click Show Preview To Continue, review the list of targeted endpoints, and click Deploy Action.

Clone a computer group
Cloning is useful when you need a new computer group with a membership filter that differs only slightly from an existing group.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Computer Groups.

2.

Select the computer group that you want to duplicate, and then click Clone.

3.

Enter a Name to identify the new computer group.

4.

Under Additional Options, select whether users can (Enable) or cannot (Disable) use this group as a filter group. If you
Enable the filter group function, select a content set. To use the group as a filter, users require a role that specifies
permissions for that content set.
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5.

Define which endpoints are Members of the computer group:
l

Dynamic membership (best practice): Select a method for defining the membership filter:
o

Select Filter Bar if you want to define a filter using the same syntax as in the from clause of the Interact
Explore Data field. For details, see Issue a question through the Explore Data field on page 160.

o

Select Filter Builder if you want to define a filter using the same from computers with fields as in the
Interact Question Builder. For details, see Issue a question through the Question Builder on page 163.

l

Manually defined membership: Select Manual Group and enter a list of endpoint identifiers, which can be one of the
following:
o

Computer names that match the results of the Computer Name sensor. Short forms or alternative names do
not work.

o

Fully qualified domain names (FQDNs).

o

IP addresses that match the entries in the Administration > Configuration > Client Status page, Network
Location (from server) column.

6.

Review the list of endpoints that are members of the group and click Save.

Export or import computer groups
The following procedures describe how to export and import specific computer groups or all computer groups.
Develop and test content in your lab environment before importing that content into your production environment.

EXPORT COMPUTER GROUPS
Export computer groups as a file in one of the following formats:
l

CSV: When you open the file in an application that supports CSV format, it lists the computer groups with the same
attributes (columns) as the Computer Groups page displays.

l

JSON: If you are assigned a role with the Export Content permission, you can export computer group configurations as a
JSON file to import them into another Tanium Server. The Administrator reserved role has that permission.

Perform the following steps to export computer groups:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Computer Groups.

2.

(Optional, CSV exports only) To add or remove attributes (columns) for the CSV file, click Customize Columns

in the grid

and select the attributes.
3.

Select rows in the grid to export only specific computer groups. If you want to export all computer groups, skip this step.

4.

Click Export

.
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5.

(Optional) Edit the default export File Name.
The file suffix (.csv or .json) changes automatically based on the Format selection.

6.

Select an Export Data option: All computer groups in the grid or just the Selected computer groups.

7.

Select the file Format:

8.

l

List of Computer Groups - CSV

l

Computer Group Definitions - JSON (Administrator reserved role only)

Click Export.
The Tanium Server exports the file to the downloads folder on the system that you used to access the Tanium Console.

IMPORT COMPUTER GROUPS
Users who are assigned a role with Import Signed Content permission can import content files that are in JSON or XML format. The
Administrator reserved role has this permission.
1.

(Non-Tanium-provided content only) Digitally sign the content file and ensure a public key is in place to validate the signature.
See Authenticating content files.
You do not have to generate keys or signatures for Tanium-provided solutions, such as the Default Computer
Groups content pack. Tanium signs this content before making it available, and the associated public key is
distributed to the Tanium Server key store during the server installation process.

2.

3.

From the Main menu, go to any of the following Administration pages:
l

Configuration > Solutions

l

Permissions > Filter Groups

l

Under Content, select Sensors, Packages, or Saved Questions

l

Under Actions, select Scheduled Actions, All Pending Approvals, or Actions I Can Approve

Select an Import option based on the source of the content:
l

l

4.

Import > Import Files: Perform one of the following steps to select one or more files:
o

Drag and drop files from your file explorer.

o

Click Browse for File, select the files, and click Open.

Import > Import URL: Enter the URL in the Import URL field, and click Import.

For each file, expand

the File name, review the content to import, and select resolutions for any conflicts with existing

content (see Resolve conflicts when importing updates).
5.

If you want to overwrite existing content set assignments for all imported objects with the default Tanium-defined
assignments, select Include content set overwrite. By default, the Include content set overwrite check box is deselected
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and the Tanium Server preserves the existing content set assignments.
6.

Click Begin Install.

Copy computer group configuration details
Copy information from the Computer Groups page to your clipboard to paste the information into a message, text file, or
spreadsheet. Each row in the grid is a comma-separated value string.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Computer Groups.

2.

Perform one of the following steps:
l

Copy row information: Select one or more rows and click Copy

l

Copy cell information: Hover over the cell, click Options

.

, and click Copy

.

Delete computer groups
Deleting a computer group involves the following tasks and considerations:
l

Account for user and user group configurations that might reference the computer management group through personas. Be
prepared to modify those configurations as needed.

l

Account for other configurations that might have referenced the computer group, such as action groups, scheduled actions,
and saved questions. The scheduled actions and saved questions that are configured to target the computer group continue
to do so because they do not depend on the computer group ID, just the information that the computer group provided at
the time it was created.

l

Endpoints continue to match targeting questions as long as they match the sensor filter expression or manual group ID. The
manual group ID obtained during registration is never erased from the Tanium Client configuration, so targeting questions
based on a manual group ID continue to match as well.

l

If you intend to stop the scheduled activities (such as scheduled actions and saved questions) that target those computers,
you must disable, edit, or delete the corresponding configurations.

l

Deleting a computer management group through the Administration > Permissions > Computer Groups page removes all
instances of the group from the Tanium Server even if the group also functions as a filter group. However, if you use the
Content > Filter Groups page to delete a filter group that also functions as a management group, the group remains on the
server as a management group with filtering disabled.
To delete a filter group, see Delete filter groups on page 284.

When you are ready to delete the computer management group, perform the following steps.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Computer Groups.

2.

Select the computer group, click Delete Selected
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Managing users
A user configuration associates personas, user groups, computer management groups, and roles with a user account. You can create
user accounts locally on the Tanium Server or import them from a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) or Active Directory
(AD) server.
If your deployment requires both local and imported users, configure the imports first. See Integrating with LDAP
servers on page 412.

The following figure illustrates the relationship between users and other Tanium role-based access control (RBAC) components:
Figure 108: Tanium users

For the user role permissions required to manage users, see Manage users on page 67.
If you imported Tanium solutions with default settings, the service account that the solutions use to run background
processes is the user account that performed the import. See Manage service accounts on page 88.

User authentication
You can configure the following methods to authenticate users when they access the Tanium Console or API:
l

LDAP server. See Integrating with LDAP servers on page 412.

l

Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) identity provider (IdP). See Integrating with a SAML IdP on page 427.

l

(Windows only) AD server for the domain to which the Tanium Server is joined.
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l

(Windows only) Windows authentication for accounts that are defined locally on a Tanium Server. The user passwords are
stored in the Windows user database, not in the Tanium database.

l

(Appliance only) Local authentication service. See Tanium Appliance Deployment Guide: Configure the local authentication
service.
For details about settings and events that affect the duration of Tanium Console sessions and how often users must
re-authenticate, see Set Console user preferences on page 97 and Sign in to the Console on page 25.
If users have issues signing in to the Tanium Console, see Troubleshoot Console access on page 441.

If you use an external service for authentication, maintain at least one user account that relies on local
authentication and assign the Administrator reserved role to that account. If the external service ever becomes
unavailable (for example, the connection to the LDAP server or SAML IdP goes down), this local user can still access
the Tanium Console and reconfigure the connection to the external service as necessary. Optionally, you can use the
default user that is created during Tanium Server installation for this purpose.

Default user
The Tanium Server installation process creates a Tanium Console user account that has permissions similar to the root or admin
superuser in some operating systems. This initial user is assigned the All Computers computer group and the Administrator
reserved role, enabling this user to do anything in the Tanium Core Platform. However, this user is not a built-in user like root or
admin, so you can modify or delete the account.

View user settings
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Users.
The Users grid displays the basic attributes of each user, such as the user Name and the number of assigned computer
groups. However, to see the specific user groups, computer groups, personas, or roles (and permissions) that are assigned,
you must display the configuration of a particular user.
To display deleted users, set the Users toggle to All (default is Active users only). The Status column
indicates which users are active

2.

or deleted

.

(Optional) Use the filters to find specific users:
l

Filter by text: To filter the grid by user name, display name, or domain name, enter a text string in the Filter items
field.

l

Filter by attribute: Filter the grid by one or more attributes, such as the number of assigned Computer
Groups. Expand the

Filters section, click

Add, select an attribute and operator, enter a text string that contains

all or part of the attribute value, and click Apply. If you add multiple attribute filters, the Boolean AND operator
applies. After you finish specifying attributes, click Apply All to filter the grid.
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3.

(Optional) To see the user groups, computer groups, personas, roles, and permissions that are assigned to a user, click the
user Name. For details about the permissions, see View effective role permissions for a user on page 381.

Create a user
All users who require access to the Tanium Console, REST API, modules, and shared services require user configurations on the
Tanium Server. Create only the user configurations that the server does not import from an AD or LDAP server (see Integrating with
LDAP servers on page 412). If you create users who are local to the Tanium Server and who authenticate through an IdP, work with
the IdP administrator to ensure that their user accounts are also configured in the remote identity store (see Integrating with a SAML
IdP on page 427). For details about all the methods to authenticate users, see User authentication on page 377.
When you create a user, assigning roles, alternative personas, and computer groups is optional. However, a user with no roles
cannot access anything after signing in to the Tanium Console. You can assign roles and computer groups directly to the user
(default persona) or assign them to alternative personas and user groups that you assign to the user. If you set a default user group,
all new users are automatically assigned to it (see Set the default user group on page 398). Otherwise, you must manually assign
users to groups.
Managing user role, computer group, and persona assignments through user groups is a best practice. By combining
that practice with a default user group, you can automatically provision new users with all the RBAC permissions
that they need.

1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Users and click New User.

2.

Specify a User Name that matches one of the following:
l

A user account that is defined locally on the Tanium Server. If the account does not yet exist on the server, a later step
in this procedure describes how to add it.

l

(Windows deployment only) An AD account name. Specify just the user name, not the domain name. The Tanium
Server uses Windows Authentication, and does not store or manage sign-in credentials for the user.

3.

Configure any settings that the user requires but does not inherit from a default user group. If necessary, you can reassign the
user to a user group other than the default group.
l

Configure user display name and properties on page 380

l

Configure role assignments for a user on page 384

l

Manage user group assignments for a user on page 384

l

Manage computer group assignments for a user on page 384

l

Manage persona assignments for a user on page 385

4.

Click Save to create the user.

5.

(Tanium Appliance deployment only) Add the user account on the Appliance and configure the local authentication service as
described in Tanium Appliance Deployment Guide: Configure the local authentication service.
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6.

(Windows deployment, local account only) Add the user account on the Tanium Server if it does not yet exist there:
a.

Sign in to the Tanium Server host as the Administrator user.

b.

From the Windows

c.

Select User Accounts, click Manage another account, and click Add a user account.

d.

Complete the following fields and click Next:

e.

menu, open the Control Panel.

l

User name

l

Password

l

Reenter password

l

Password hint

Click Finish and verify that the list of accounts includes the one that you just added.

Configure user display name and properties
For each user, you can configure an optional display name that appears as the label for the user drop-down list in the Main menu:

You can also configure user properties, which are name-value pairs that record optional user details such as full name, organization,
email address, and phone number.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Users.

2.

Click the user Name and click Edit Mode.

3.

Enter a Display Name.

4.

Update properties as follows and then click Save:
l

Add: Click Add properties or, if the user already has some properties, click Add

, and then enter a name-value pair

in the text fields.
l

Edit: Overwrite the entries of existing name-value pairs.

l

Delete: Click Delete

beside a name-value pair.

Manage role assignments for a user
For an overview of how effective permissions are derived for a user, and to view the roles and associated content sets that are
assigned to a user, see View effective role permissions for a user on page 381.
To assign or unassign roles and associated content sets for a user, see Configure role assignments for a user on page 384.
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VIEW EFFECTIVE ROLE PERMISSIONS FOR A USER
The effective permissions of a user are based on the cumulative effect of all the assigned and inherited roles, including:
l

Permissions specified in allow roles minus permissions specified in deny roles

l

Implicitly provided permissions in allow roles

Perform the following steps to see the effective permissions for a user:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Users and click the user Name.

2.

Review the assigned and inherited roles, permissions, and content sets. The page displays icons to indicate:
Allow roles or permissions
Deny roles or permissions
The role configuration pages indicate whether permissions are explicitly assigned or implicitly provided. See
View effective role permissions on page 348.
If you assign reserved roles (such as Administrator), they appear under Global Permissions with a single
Special permission

3.

(Optional) Expand

.

an individual permission to review the content sets that are assigned to it. Only solution content

permission (such as Trends Administrator permission) and platform content permissions (such as Sensor read permission)
are associated with content sets. The page displays icons to indicate the type of permission to which the content sets are
assigned:
Allow permission
Deny permission
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Figure 109: Effective permissions
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CONFIGURE ROLE ASSIGNMENTS FOR A USER
Perform the following steps to update the role assignments for the default persona of a user. To configure roles through an
alternative persona, edit the persona configuration (see Manage role assignments for a persona on page 404) and assign the persona
to the user (see Manage persona assignments for a user on page 385).
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Users.

2.

Click the user Name and click Edit Mode.

3.

In the Roles section, click Manage Roles.

4.

Select or deselect roles and click Apply.

5.

(Optional) Review the Permissions and Content Sets that are associated with the selected roles. See View effective role
permissions for a user on page 381.

6.

Click Save.

Manage user group assignments for a user
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Users.

2.

Click the user Name and click Edit Mode.

3.

Expand

4.

Select or deselect user groups and click Select.

5.

Review the inherited Roles, Permissions, Content Sets, and Computer Groups, and then click Save.

the User Groups section and click Manage User Groups.

Manage computer group assignments for a user
Perform the following steps to update the computer management group assignments for the default persona of a user. To configure
the assignments through alternative personas, configure the personas (see Create a persona on page 403) and assign the persona to
the user (see Manage persona assignments for a user on page 385).
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Users.

2.

Click the user Name and click Edit Mode.

3.

Expand

4.

If you want the user to have management rights for all endpoints, select Unrestricted Management Rights and click Save

the Computer Groups section.

(you can skip the remaining steps).
Tanium strongly recommends that you do not assign Unrestricted Management Rights, unless you want the
user to be able to issue questions to all endpoints across all computer groups regardless of security
considerations.
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5.

Click Manage Computer Groups, select or deselect computer management groups, and click Select.
Selections are logically combined. For example, the union of All Computers and No Computers is effectively
All Computers.

6.

Review the list of computer groups that you assigned or that the user inherits from user groups, and then click Save.

Manage persona assignments for a user
The Tanium Server automatically assigns a default persona to new user accounts and, after you upgrade to Tanium Core Platform
7.4 or later, to existing pre-upgrade accounts. A user with the Administrator reserved role must manually update the assignment of
alternative personas as follows. For details on personas, see Managing personas on page 401.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Users.

2.

Click the user Name and click Edit Mode.

3.

Expand

4.

Select or deselect personas, and click Select.

5.

Review the assigned Personas and click Save.

the Personas section and click Manage Personas.

Delete, un-delete, or lock out a user
When employees leave your organization, you have the following options for locking down their access to the Tanium system:
l

Assign the Deny All role to the user. The user can still sign in to the Tanium Console, but cannot access any Console
functionality.

l

Delete the Tanium Console configuration for a manually created user.

l

Disable the AD or LDAP user account that is associated with the Tanium Console user configuration, or change the password
if it is an administrator alias account. If the Tanium Server imported the user through an LDAP server, it is important to
modify the user details on the LDAP server so that the Tanium Server does not import the user again at the next
synchronization. When you disable a user account on the LDAP server, the account has locked out status on the Tanium
Server: see Locked-out users on page 386.

CONSIDERATIONS WHEN DELETING USERS
When you delete a user or persona, scheduled content that the user or persona owns stops running, including:
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l

Plugin schedules

l

Scheduled saved questions

l

Scheduled actions

l

Tasks for specific Tanium solutions, such as a scheduled Tanium Connect job that the user created.
Besides transferring the scheduled connections of a deleted user to another user, you can also export and
import the connections to create new ones. See Tanium Connect User Guide: Problem: Scheduled
connection owned by a deleted user no longer runs.

LOCKED-OUT USERS
The Tanium Server designates users that it imported from an LDAP server as locked out when the LDAP synchronization data
indicates that the associated LDAP account is disabled or when the data is missing. While the user has locked-out status, the user
cannot sign in, but scheduled content that the user owns continues to run.
The Administration > Permissions > Users page shows the Locked out status of users:
l

Locked out - disabled: The data that the latest LDAP synchronization returns indicates the user account is disabled.
When off-boarding employees, disable LDAP accounts rather than delete them to avoid deleting associated
records.

l

Locked out - missing: The latest LDAP synchronization returned no data for the user. Data might be missing if the user was
deleted from the LDAP server or otherwise no longer matches the filter expression that the LDAP server uses.

Check the policy of your organization for managing locked-out users. One option is to delete them and transfer the content that they
own to another user see Delete or transfer content for a non-active user on page 387.
DELETE A USER
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Users and select the user.

2.

Click Delete

and Confirm.
To display deleted users, set the Users toggle to All (default is Active users only). The Status column
indicates which users are active

or deleted

.

To transfer or delete content that the deleted user owned, see Delete or transfer content for a non-active user on page 387.
UN-DELETE A USER
By default, the persona that a user selects for a Tanium session is the owner of any content that the user creates during the session.
When you un-delete users who own content, you can delete or transfer ownership of that content.
Un-delete one user at a time:
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1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Users.

2.

Set the Users toggle to All (default is Active users only).
The Status column indicates which users are active

3.

Select the row for the deleted user, click Undelete User

or deleted

.

, and click Confirm.

Delete or transfer content for a non-active user
The Deleted User Content page lists user accounts that are deleted or locked out and that own content. You can use the page to
delete or transfer ownership of that content. The default or alternative persona that a user selects for a Tanium session is the owner
of any content that the user creates during the session. You can transfer ownership from the personas of a non-active user to the
personas of one or more active users.
You can transfer content ownership only to an active user account (persona) that has the same role and computer
management group assignments as the non-active user (persona). To review the role and computer management
group assignments of users, see View effective role permissions for a user on page 381.
In a Tanium Core Platform release before version 7.5.2.2554, if you delete a persona configuration instead of
deleting the user to which the persona is assigned, you can delete or transfer content that the persona owned. In
version 7.5.2554 or later, you cannot delete a persona that owns content.

Perform the following steps to delete or transfer ownership of the content that a non-active user owns:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Deleted User Content.

2.

Click Manage Content in the row of the user account (persona) for which you want to transfer content.

3.

Select content that requires the same action. For example, select all the actions and questions that you want to transfer to the
same user. To transfer content to multiple users, you must repeat this step for each user.
To reassign content to a different content set before transferring, click the name in the Content Set column to
open the configuration page for that content set. See View content set details on page 328.
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4.

Click an action button:
l

Delete: Remove content that the non-active user owns and that no other users need. In the confirmation dialog,
review the content that you selected and click Delete to proceed.

l

Transfer: Select the user name (persona) of the new owner and click Transfer to proceed.

Disable or enable local user access
By default, users whose accounts are local to the Tanium Server can access the Tanium Console. However, if you transition to an
external authentication service such as an LDAP server or SAML IdP and you want to ensure all user access is through that service,
disable local authentication.
LOCAL USERS ON A TANIUM APPLIANCE
To disable or re-enable Tanium Console access for user accounts that are local to a Tanium Appliance, see Tanium Appliance
Deployment Guide: Configure the local authentication service.
LOCAL USERS ON A WINDOWS SERVER
Perform the following steps to disable or re-enable Tanium Console access for user accounts that are local to a Tanium Server
installed on a Windows server.
If you disable local account sign ins and the remote authentication service later stops working (for example, the
connection to the LDAP server or SAML IdP goes down), no users can access the Tanium Console, including the
default user. In such cases, you must re-enable local authentication through the CLI by running the following
command from the Tanium Server installation folder:
TaniumReceiver global-settings set soap_enable_local_auth 1

1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Settings > Advanced Settings.

2.

In the Name column, click soap_enable_local_auth.

3.

In the Value, enter 0 to disable or 1 t o enable local authentication, and then click Save.

Export or import user configurations
The following procedures describe how to export and import specific users or all users.
Develop and test content in your lab environment before importing that content into your production environment.

EXPORT USER CONFIGURATIONS
Export users as a file in one of the following formats:
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l

CSV: When you open the file in an application that supports CSV format, it lists the users with the same attributes (columns)
as the Users page displays.

l

JSON: If you are assigned the Administrator reserved role, you can export user configurations as a JSON file to import them
into another Tanium Server.

Perform the following steps to export users:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Users.

2.

(Optional, CSV exports only) To add or remove attributes (columns) for the CSV file, click Customize Columns

in the grid

and select the attributes.
3.

Select rows in the grid to export only specific users. If you want to export all users, skip this step.

4.

Click Export

5.

(Optional) Edit the default export File Name.

.

The file suffix (.csv or .json) changes automatically based on the Format selection.

6.

Select an Export Data option: All users in the grid or just the Selected users.

7.

Select the file Format:

8.

l

List of Users - CSV

l

User Definitions - JSON (Administrator reserved role only)

Click Export.
The Tanium Server exports the file to the downloads folder on the system that you used to access the Tanium Console.

IMPORT USER CONFIGURATIONS
Users who are assigned a role with Import Signed Content permission can import content files that are in JSON or XML format. The
Administrator reserved role has this permission.
1.

(Non-Tanium-provided content only) Digitally sign the content file and ensure a public key is in place to validate the signature.
See Authenticating content files.
You do not have to generate keys or signatures for Tanium-provided solutions, such as the Default Computer
Groups content pack. Tanium signs this content before making it available, and the associated public key is
distributed to the Tanium Server key store during the server installation process.

2.

From the Main menu, go to any of the following Administration pages:
l

Configuration > Solutions

l

Permissions > Filter Groups

l

Under Content, select Sensors, Packages, or Saved Questions

l

Under Actions, select Scheduled Actions, All Pending Approvals, or Actions I Can Approve
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3.

Select an Import option based on the source of the content:
Import > Import Files: Perform one of the following steps to select one or more files:

l

Drag and drop files from your file explorer.

o

Click Browse for File, select the files, and click Open.

Import > Import URL: Enter the URL in the Import URL field, and click Import.

l

4.

o

For each file, expand

the File name, review the content to import, and select resolutions for any conflicts with existing

content (see Resolve conflicts when importing updates).
5.

If you want to overwrite existing content set assignments for all imported objects with the default Tanium-defined
assignments, select Include content set overwrite. By default, the Include content set overwrite check box is deselected
and the Tanium Server preserves the existing content set assignments.

6.

Click Begin Install.

Copy user configuration details
Copy configuration details from the grid in the Users page to your clipboard for pasting into a message, text file, or spreadsheet.
Each row in the grid is a comma-separated value string.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Users.

2.

Perform one of the following steps:
l

Copy row information: Select one or more rows and click Copy

l

Copy cell information: Hover over the cell, click Options

.

, and click Copy

.

Managing user groups
A user group configuration associates personas, users, computer management groups, and roles with a user group. You can create
user groups locally on the Tanium Server or import them from a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) or Active Directory
(AD) server. After you create or import user groups, you must assign roles, computer groups, and personas to them. For user groups
that you create locally, you must also assign users.
If your deployment requires both local and imported groups, configure the imports first. See Integrating with LDAP
servers on page 412.

The following figure illustrates the relationship between user groups and other Tanium role-based access control (RBAC)
components:
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Figure 110: Tanium user groups

For the user role permissions required to manage user groups, see RBAC management permissions on page 65.
If the Tanium Console displays permission errors (such as RBACInsufficientPrivilege) for permissions that
you expected your user account to inherit from a user group, see Troubleshoot permission issues on page 447.

View user group details
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > User Groups.
The User Groups grid displays the basic attributes of each user group, such as the group Name and the number of assigned
Computer Groups and Users.
A star

2.

beside the name indicates the default user group. See Set the default user group on page 398.

(Optional) Use the filters to find specific user groups:
l

Filter by text: To filter the grid by user group name, enter a text string in the Filter items field.

l

Filter by attribute: Filter the grid by one or more attributes, such as the number of assigned Computer
Groups. Expand the

Filters section, click

Add, select an attribute and operator, enter a text string that contains

all or part of the attribute value, and click Apply. If you add multiple attribute filters, the Boolean AND operator
applies. After you finish specifying attributes, click Apply All to filter the grid.
3.

To see the users, computer groups, personas, roles, and permissions that are assigned to a user group, click the user group
Name. For details about the permissions, see View effective role permissions for a user group on page 392.
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Create a user group
Perform the following steps to configure a user group that is local to the Tanium Server. Do not create configurations for groups that
you import from an LDAP server (for details, see Integrating with LDAP servers on page 412).
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > User Groups.

2.

Click New User Group and enter a User Group Name.

3.

Assign roles, users, computer groups, and personas to the user group:

4.

l

Configure role assignments for a user group on page 396

l

Manage user assignments for a user group on page 396

l

Manage computer group assignments for a user group on page 396

l

Manage persona assignments for a user group on page 397

Review the assignments and click Save.

Edit a user group
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > User Groups.

2.

Click the user group Name and click Edit Mode.

3.

(Optional) Enter a new User Group Name.

4.

Edit the RBAC assignments:

5.

l

Configure role assignments for a user group on page 396

l

Manage user assignments for a user group on page 396

l

Manage computer group assignments for a user group on page 396

l

Manage persona assignments for a user group on page 397

Review your changes and click Save.

Manage role assignments for a user group
For an overview of how effective permissions are derived for a user group, and to view the roles and associated content sets that are
assigned to a user group, see View effective role permissions for a user group on page 392.
To assign or unassign roles and associated content sets for a user group, see Configure role assignments for a user group on page
396.
VIEW EFFECTIVE ROLE PERMISSIONS FOR A USER GROUP
The effective permissions of a user group are based on the cumulative effect of all the assigned roles, including:
l

Permissions specified in allow roles minus permissions specified in deny roles

l

Implicitly provided permissions in allow roles

Perform the following steps to see the effective permissions for a user group:
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1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > User Groups and click the user group Name.

2.

Review the assigned and inherited roles, permissions, and content sets. The page displays icons to indicate:
Allow roles or permissions
Deny roles or permissions
The role configuration pages indicate whether permissions are explicitly assigned or implicitly provided. See
View effective role permissions on page 348.
If you assign reserved roles (such as Administrator), they appear under Global Permissions with a single
Special permission

3.

(Optional) Expand

.

an individual permission to review the content sets that are assigned to it. Only solution content

permission (such as Trends Administrator permission) and platform content permissions (such as Sensor read permission)
are associated with content sets. The page displays icons to indicate the type of permission to which the content sets are
assigned:
Allow permission
Deny permission
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Figure 111: Effective permissions
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CONFIGURE ROLE ASSIGNMENTS FOR A USER GROUP
Perform the following steps to update role assignments for the default persona of a user group. To configure roles through an
alternative persona, edit the persona configuration (see Manage role assignments for a persona on page 404) and assign the persona
to the user group (see Manage persona assignments for a user group on page 397).
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > User Groups.

2.

Click the user group Name and click Edit Mode.

3.

In the Roles section, click Manage Roles, select or deselect roles, and click Apply.

4.

(Optional) Review the Permissions and Content Sets that are associated with the selected roles. See View effective role
permissions for a user group on page 392.

5.

Click Save.

Manage user assignments for a user group
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > User Groups.

2.

Click the user group Name and click Edit Mode.

3.

Expand

4.

Select or deselect users, and click Select.

5.

Review the assigned Users and click Save.

the Users section and click Manage Users.

Manage computer group assignments for a user group
Perform the following steps to configure computer management group assignments for the default persona of a user group. To
configure the assignments through alternative personas, configure the personas (see Create a persona on page 403) and assign the
persona to the user group (see Manage persona assignments for a user group on page 397).
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > User Groups.

2.

Click the user group Name and click Edit Mode.

3.

Expand

the Computer Groups section.

By default, No Management Rights Assigned is selected.
4.

If you do not want users to inherit computer groups from this user group, leave No Management Rights Assigned selected
and click Save (skip the remaining steps).

5.

Deselect No Management Rights Assigned, click Manage Computer Groups, select or deselect computer management
groups, and click Select.
Selections are logically combined. For example, the union of All Computers and No Computers is effectively
All Computers.
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6.

Review the assigned computer groups and click Save.

Manage persona assignments for a user group
The Tanium Server automatically assigns a default persona to new user groups and, if you upgrade to Tanium Server 7.4 or later, to
existing pre-upgrade groups. A user with the Administrator reserved role must manually update the assignment of alternative
personas as follows.
Alternative personas do not inherit permissions from the user groups to which they are assigned. For details, see
Personas overview on page 401.

1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > User Groups.

2.

Click the user group Name and click Edit Mode.

3.

Expand

4.

Select or deselect personas, and click Select.

5.

Review the assigned Personas and click Save.

the Personas section and click Manage Personas.

Clone a user group
To add a user group that has many settings in common with an existing group, cloning the existing group and then modifying the
clone is often a quicker method than configuring a new group.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > User Groups.

2.

Select the user group and click Clone.

3.

Enter a new User Group Name.

4.

Edit the RBAC assignments:

5.

l

Configure role assignments for a user group on page 396

l

Manage user assignments for a user group on page 396

l

Manage computer group assignments for a user group on page 396

l

Manage persona assignments for a user group on page 397

Review your changes and click Save.
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Delete a user group
When you delete a user group configuration, users stop inheriting personas, computer management groups, and roles from it.
Before deleting a user group:
1.

Delete the persona and user assignments from the user group. For the steps, see Manage user assignments for
a user group on page 396 and Manage persona assignments for a user group on page 397.

2.

Review the impact that deleting persona and user assignments from the user group has on the effective
permissions of users. For the steps, see View effective role permissions for a user group on page 392.

Delete a user group as follows:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > User Groups.

2.

Select the group, click Delete Selected

, and click Confirm.

Set the default user group
Configuring a default user group is useful in deployments where you expect many new users to belong to the same group. After you
set a user group as the default, the Tanium Server automatically assigns it to user accounts that are subsequently added to your
remote identity store. The group that is the default has a star

beside its name in the User Groups grid.

Write permissions for User Group and Global Settings are required to set the default user group.
The default user group applies only to users who authenticate through Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML)
and are not synchronized with an LDAP server. See Integrating with a SAML IdP on page 427.
If no user groups are defined, the User Groups page does not display the Settings

for configuring a default

group.
You can also see and modify the default user group on the Administration > Configuration > Settings > Advanced
Settings page through the user_auto_provision_group_id setting. See Manage advanced settings on page 104.

Perform the following steps to set the default user group. Select the No Default Selected option if you do not want any default user
group.
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1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > User Groups.

2.

Click Settings

, select a Default User Group, and click Save.

Export or import user groups
The following procedures describe how to export and import specific user groups or all user groups.
Develop and test content in your lab environment before importing that content into your production environment.

EXPORT USER GROUP CONFIGURATIONS
Export user groups as a file in one of the following formats:
l

CSV: When you open the file in an application that supports CSV format, it lists the user groups with the same attributes
(columns) as the User Groups page displays.

l

JSON: If you are assigned the Administrator reserved role, you can export user group configurations as a JSON file to
import them into another Tanium Server.

Perform the following steps to export user groups:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > User Groups.

2.

(Optional, CSV exports only) To add or remove attributes (columns) for the CSV file, click Customize Columns

in the grid

and select the attributes.
3.

Select rows in the grid to export only specific user groups. If you want to export all user groups, skip this step.

4.

Click Export

5.

(Optional) Edit the default export File Name.

.

The file suffix (.csv or .json) changes automatically based on the Format selection.

6.

Select an Export Data option: All user groups in the grid or just the Selected user groups.
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7.

8.

Select the file Format:
l

List of User Groups - CSV

l

User Group Definitions - JSON (Administrator reserved role only)

Click Export.
The Tanium Server exports the file to the downloads folder on the system that you used to access the Tanium Console.

IMPORT USER GROUP CONFIGURATIONS
Users who are assigned a role with Import Signed Content permission can import content files that are in JSON or XML format. The
Administrator reserved role has this permission.
1.

(Non-Tanium-provided content only) Digitally sign the content file and ensure a public key is in place to validate the signature.
See Authenticating content files.
You do not have to generate keys or signatures for Tanium-provided solutions, such as the Default Computer
Groups content pack. Tanium signs this content before making it available, and the associated public key is
distributed to the Tanium Server key store during the server installation process.

2.

3.

From the Main menu, go to any of the following Administration pages:
l

Configuration > Solutions

l

Permissions > Filter Groups

l

Under Content, select Sensors, Packages, or Saved Questions

l

Under Actions, select Scheduled Actions, All Pending Approvals, or Actions I Can Approve

Select an Import option based on the source of the content:
l

l

4.

Import > Import Files: Perform one of the following steps to select one or more files:
o

Drag and drop files from your file explorer.

o

Click Browse for File, select the files, and click Open.

Import > Import URL: Enter the URL in the Import URL field, and click Import.

For each file, expand

the File name, review the content to import, and select resolutions for any conflicts with existing

content (see Resolve conflicts when importing updates).
5.

If you want to overwrite existing content set assignments for all imported objects with the default Tanium-defined
assignments, select Include content set overwrite. By default, the Include content set overwrite check box is deselected
and the Tanium Server preserves the existing content set assignments.

6.

Click Begin Install.

Copy user group configuration details
Copy configuration details from the grid in the User Groups page to your clipboard for pasting into a message, text file, or
spreadsheet. Each row in the grid is a comma-separated value string.
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1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > User Groups.

2.

Perform one of the following steps:
l

Copy row information: Select one or more rows and click Copy

l

Copy cell information: Hover over the cell, click Options

.

, and click Copy

.

Managing personas
Personas overview
A persona is a set of roles and computer groups that a user selects for a Tanium session. Assigning multiple personas to a user
account enables you to enforce different sets of restrictions on what that user can see and do with the Tanium Core Platform, based
on the work scope for a given session, without having to configure multiple accounts for the user. As an example, users might
manage endpoints across multiple countries, each with unique privacy laws restricting the actions that users can deploy to specific
endpoints based on security clearance. You might configure one persona with a role that allows actions relating only to Tanium
Client maintenance on all computer groups for a particular country. You could give the same user another persona that allows
security patch installations but only for the subset of computer groups that the user directly manages.
If you plan to import users and user groups from a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) or Active Directory
(AD) server, do so before configuring and assigning personas. For details, see Integrating with LDAP servers on page
412.

The persona types are as follows:
Default persona
User permissions derive from roles and computer groups that are assigned to the persona and, if the user belongs to user
groups, from roles and computer groups that are assigned to the default persona of those user groups. The default persona
automatically applies when users sign in to the Tanium Console. The Tanium Server automatically assigns the default
persona to new users and user groups and, after you upgrade to Tanium Server 7.4 or later, to existing pre-upgrade users
and groups. Each user and group has only one default persona and it is unique; multiple users and groups cannot share a
default persona. You cannot delete default personas or reassign them to different users or groups.
Alternative persona
User permissions derive only from roles and computer groups that are assigned to the persona. A user can inherit multiple
alternative personas from user groups, but only the permissions of the single persona that the user selects for the current
Tanium session apply. Note that when you assign alternative personas to a user group, the personas do not inherit
permissions from that group. In the example that Figure 112 illustrates, persona A is assigned to user group SOC, in which
user John is a member. If John switches to persona A, his permissions are limited to the roles and computer groups that are
assigned to persona A. As long as John uses persona A, he has none of the permissions that are assigned to the default
persona of his user account or that his account inherits from the default persona of user group SOC. John can inherit roles
and computer groups from SOC only by switching back to his default persona.
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You can assign an alternative persona to multiple users and user groups. Each user and group can have zero or more
alternative personas.
Figure 112: Tanium personas

For details on how personas interact with users, user groups, computer groups, and roles to determine the effective permissions of a
user, see Tanium RBAC implementation and concepts on page 313.
For the role permissions that are required to manage personas, see Manage personas on page 69.
If the Tanium Console displays RBAC errors (such as RBACInsufficientPrivilege) when you try to access
certain features after switching to a persona, see Troubleshoot permission issues on page 447.

View persona details
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Personas.
The page displays the persona attributes.

2.

(Optional) To display persona identifiers, click Customize Columns
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3.

(Optional) Use the filters to find specific personas:
l

Filter by text: To filter the grid by column values, enter a text string in the Filter items field.

l

Filter by attribute: Filter the grid by one or more attributes, such as persona Name. Expand the
click

Filters section,

Add, select an attribute and operator, enter a text string that contains all or part of the attribute value, and

click Apply. If you add multiple attribute filters, the Boolean AND operator applies. After you finish specifying
attributes, click Apply All to filter the grid.
4.

View the effective permissions of a persona and the assigned roles, computer groups, users, and user groups by clicking the
persona Name. For details about the permissions, see View effective role permissions for a persona on page 404.

Create a persona
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Personas and click New Persona.

2.

Enter a Persona Name to identify the persona.

3.

(Optional) Enter a Description of the purpose for this persona. The Personas page will show your entry in the Display Name
column. Users will also see the description when they switch personas.

4.

Select the Color that the Main menu will display to help you quickly identify the persona.

5.

Configure the role, user group, user, and computer group assignments:

6.

l

Configure role assignments for a persona on page 407

l

Manage user group assignments for a persona on page 407

l

Manage user assignments for a persona on page 407

l

Manage computer group assignments for a persona on page 407

Review the assignments and click Save.

Edit a persona
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Personas

2.

Click the persona Name and click Edit Mode.

3.

Update the Name, Description, and Color settings.

4.

Edit the role, user group, user, and computer group assignments:
l

Configure role assignments for a persona on page 407

l

Manage user group assignments for a persona on page 407

l

Manage user assignments for a persona on page 407

l

Manage computer group assignments for a persona on page 407
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5.

Review your changes and click Save.

Manage role assignments for a persona
For an overview of how effective permissions are derived for a persona, and to view the roles and associated content sets that are
assigned to a persona, see View effective role permissions for a persona on page 404.
To assign or unassign roles and associated content sets for a persona, see Configure role assignments for a persona on page 407.
VIEW EFFECTIVE ROLE PERMISSIONS FOR A PERSONA
The effective permissions of a persona are based on the cumulative effect of all the assigned roles, including:
l

Permissions specified in allow roles minus permissions specified in deny roles

l

Implicitly provided permissions in allow roles

Perform the following steps to see the effective permissions for a persona:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Personas and click the persona Name.

2.

Review the assigned and inherited roles, permissions, and content sets. The page displays icons to indicate:
Allow roles or permissions
Deny roles or permissions
The role configuration pages indicate whether permissions are explicitly assigned or implicitly provided. See
View effective role permissions on page 348.
If you assign reserved roles (such as Administrator), they appear under Global Permissions with a single
Special permission

3.

(Optional) Expand

.

an individual permission to review the content sets that are assigned to it. Only solution content

permission (such as Trends Administrator permission) and platform content permissions (such as Sensor read permission)
are associated with content sets. The page displays icons to indicate the type of permission to which the content sets are
assigned:
Allow permission
Deny permission
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Figure 113: Effective permissions
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CONFIGURE ROLE ASSIGNMENTS FOR A PERSONA
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Personas.

2.

Click the persona Name and click Edit Mode.

3.

In the Roles section, click Manage Roles.

4.

Select or deselect roles and click Apply.
You cannot assign the Content Administrator or Content Set Administrator reserved role to a persona.

5.

(Optional) Review the Permissions and Content Sets that are associated with the selected roles. See View effective role
permissions for a persona on page 404.

6.

Click Save.

Manage user group assignments for a persona
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Personas.

2.

Click the persona Name and click Edit Mode.

3.

Expand

4.

Select or deselect user groups and click Select.

5.

Review the user group assignments and click Save.

the User Groups section and click Manage User Groups.

Manage user assignments for a persona
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Personas.

2.

Click the persona Name and click Edit Mode.

3.

Expand

4.

Select or deselect users and click Select.

5.

Review the user assignments and click Save.

the Users section and click Manage Users.

Manage computer group assignments for a persona
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Personas.

2.

Click the persona Name and click Edit Mode.

3.

Expand

the Computer Groups section.
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4.

If you want the persona to have management rights for all endpoints, select Unrestricted Management Rights and click Save
(you can skip the remaining steps).
Tanium strongly recommends that you do not assign Unrestricted Management Rights, unless you want the
users with the persona to be able to ask questions of all endpoints across all computer groups regardless of
security considerations.

5.

Click Manage Computer Groups, select or deselect computer management groups, and click Select.
Selections are logically combined. For example, the union of All Computers and No Computers is effectively
All Computers.

6.

Review the list of computer groups that you assigned or that derive from user group assignments, and then click Save.

Clone a persona
To add a persona that has many settings in common with an existing persona, cloning the existing persona and then modifying the
clone is often a quicker method than configuring a new persona.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Personas.

2.

Select a persona and click Clone.

3.

Specify a new Name, Description (optional), and Color.

4.

Edit the RBAC assignments and click Save:

5.

l

Configure role assignments for a persona on page 407

l

Manage user group assignments for a persona on page 407

l

Manage user assignments for a persona on page 407

l

Manage computer group assignments for a persona on page 407

Review your changes and click Save.
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Select a persona for your Console session
In the Main menu, the field beside your user name indicates your current persona. The colored disk beside the persona name is
another useful indicator:

When you sign in, the Default Persona for your user account applies automatically. To switch to an alternative persona or revert to
the Default Persona, perform the following steps:
1.

In the Main menu, select <current persona> > Change Persona.
The Select a Persona dialog opens and lists the personas that are assigned to your user account or to the user groups to
which you belong. The dialog identifies personas by their name, description (if specified), and color.

2.

Click Apply beside the persona that you want to use.

The Tanium Console refreshes to display only the features and modules for which the selected persona has access
permissions.

Export and import personas
The following procedures describe how to export and import specific personas or all personas.
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Develop and test content in your lab environment before importing that content into your production environment.

EXPORT PERSONAS
Export personas as a file in one of the following formats:
l

CSV: When you open the file in an application that supports CSV format, it lists the personas with the same attributes
(columns) as the Personas page displays.

l

JSON: If you are assigned the Administrator reserved role, you can export persona configurations as a JSON file to import
them into another Tanium Server.

Perform the following steps to export personas:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Personas.

2.

(Optional, CSV exports only) To add or remove attributes (columns) for the CSV file, click Customize Columns

in the grid

and select the attributes.
3.

Select rows in the grid to export only specific personas. If you want to export all personas, skip this step.

4.

Click Export

5.

(Optional) Edit the default export File Name.

.

The file suffix (.csv or .json) changes automatically based on the Format selection.

6.

Select an Export Data option: All personas in the grid or just the Selected personas.

7.

Select the file Format:

8.

l

List of Personas - CSV

l

Persona Definitions - JSON (Administrator reserved role only)

Click Export.
The Tanium Server exports the file to the downloads folder on the system that you used to access the Tanium Console.

IMPORT PERSONAS
Users who are assigned a role with Import Signed Content permission can import content files that are in JSON or XML format. The
Administrator reserved role has this permission.
1.

(Non-Tanium-provided content only) Digitally sign the content file and ensure a public key is in place to validate the signature.
See Authenticating content files.
You do not have to generate keys or signatures for Tanium-provided solutions, such as the Default Computer
Groups content pack. Tanium signs this content before making it available, and the associated public key is
distributed to the Tanium Server key store during the server installation process.
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2.

3.

From the Main menu, go to any of the following Administration pages:
l

Configuration > Solutions

l

Permissions > Filter Groups

l

Under Content, select Sensors, Packages, or Saved Questions

l

Under Actions, select Scheduled Actions, All Pending Approvals, or Actions I Can Approve

Select an Import option based on the source of the content:
l

l

4.

Import > Import Files: Perform one of the following steps to select one or more files:
o

Drag and drop files from your file explorer.

o

Click Browse for File, select the files, and click Open.

Import > Import URL: Enter the URL in the Import URL field, and click Import.

For each file, expand

the File name, review the content to import, and select resolutions for any conflicts with existing

content (see Resolve conflicts when importing updates).
5.

If you want to overwrite existing content set assignments for all imported objects with the default Tanium-defined
assignments, select Include content set overwrite. By default, the Include content set overwrite check box is deselected
and the Tanium Server preserves the existing content set assignments.

6.

Click Begin Install.

Copy persona configuration details
Copy information from the Personas page to your clipboard to paste the information into a message, text file, or spreadsheet. Each
row in the grid is a comma-separated value string.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Personas.

2.

Perform one of the following steps:
l

Copy row information: Select one or more rows and click Copy

l

Copy cell information: Hover over the cell, click Options

.

, and click Copy

.

Delete a persona
You can delete alternative personas but not the default persona that is assigned to each user. When you delete a persona, the
Tanium Server removes the persona from any user or user group configurations that included it. In a Tanium Core Platform release
before version 7.5.2.2554, if you delete a persona configuration instead of deleting the user to which the persona is assigned, you
can delete or transfer content that the persona owned: see Delete or transfer content for a non-active user on page 387. In version
7.5.2554 or later, you cannot delete a persona that owns content.
Before deleting a persona, delete the user and user group assignments from the persona configuration: see Manage
user assignments for a persona on page 407 and Manage user group assignments for a persona on page 407.
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1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > Personas and select the persona that you want to delete.

2.

Click Delete Selected

and click Confirm.

Integrating with LDAP servers
LDAP overview
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) is a standard, cross-platform, client-server protocol for interacting with directory
services such as Active Directory (AD) over an Internet Protocol (IP) network. The Tanium Core Platform supports LDAP for
authenticating users and importing users and user groups. You can configure the Tanium Server to connect with multiple LDAP
servers.
The Tanium Server automatically synchronizes with each LDAP server every five minutes and you can manually synchronize at any
time. The synchronization updates the Tanium Server with any changes that occurred on the LDAP server, including:
l

New, updated, disabled, or deleted users

l

New, updated, or deleted user groups

l

Changes to user group membership
At any given time in an active-active deployment, only one Tanium Server synchronizes with LDAP servers and
records synchronization events in its LDAP logs. For details, see:
l

Manually synchronize with an LDAP server on page 424

l

Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide: LDAP logs

After the Tanium Server imports new users and user groups, you must assign roles, computer groups, and personas to them. If you
import any user accounts that are not assigned to user groups, you must manually configure those assignments also. See:
l

Managing users on page 377

l

Managing user groups on page 390

In each LDAP server configuration, you specify whether to authenticate the synchronized users through the LDAP server. Otherwise,
the Tanium Server applies whatever other authentication methods you configured (see User authentication on page 377).
Configure the integration with LDAP servers before performing other role-based access control (RBAC) configuration
tasks.

You require the Administrator reserved role to see and use the Administration > Configuration > LDAP/AD Sync
Configurations page.
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If a user account that is imported from an LDAP server cannot sign in to the Tanium Console, ask the LDAP
administrator to check the account status. To troubleshoot other issues with your LDAP integration, review the LDAP
logs. See Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide: LDAP logs.

Figure 114 illustrates LDAP synchronization and authentication for the following example deployment:
l

The Tanium Server is installed on a Tanium Appliance and uses Secure LDAP (LDAPS) encryption for connections to LDAP
servers.
The available Encryption on page 419 options depend on the operating systems of the Tanium Server and
LDAP servers.

l

All the LDAP configurations specify that the LDAP servers will authenticate the imported users.

l

One account (Tanium_Admin) with the Administrator reserved role is not imported from an LDAP server, and the Tanium
Appliance uses its local authentication service for that user. This configuration ensures that at least one user can access the
Tanium Console even if LDAP connections go down.

Figure 114: LDAP synchronization and authentication

The following steps (matching the numbers in Figure 114) summarize the LDAP synchronization process for this example
deployment.
1

Each LDAP server configuration identifies which users and user groups to synchronize with which LDAP server. For configuration details,
see User and user group filtering on page 414 and Configure an LDAP server on page 418.
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2

The Tanium Server initiates connections with the LDAP servers to perform the initial import of users and user groups and to periodically
query for updates. All the LDAP server configurations specify LDAPS encryption in this example, so the Tanium Server connects to port
636 on the LDAP servers.

The following steps (matching the letters in Figure 114) summarize the LDAP authentication process for this example deployment.
A

A synchronized user enters a domain (if required), user name, and password to sign in to the Tanium Console.

B

The Tanium Server uses the specified user name to find the corresponding external identifier (such as objectGUID) in the Tanium
database. (In the LDAP server configuration, the User Unique ID Property specifies this identifier).

C

The Tanium Server uses the external identifier to query the LDAP server for the matching distinguished name (DN) of the user, such as

cn=jdoe,ou=noc,dc=acme,dc=com. (The query is based on the same settings as those used for synchronization: see User and
user group filtering on page 414 and Configure an LDAP server on page 418.) The LDAP server then authenticates the user based on the
DN and sign in password. After the LDAP server returns an authentication success message, the Tanium Server provides the user access
to the Tanium Console.
D

When a user configured locally (Tanium_Admin) enters sign in credentials, the Tanium Server uses the local authentication service to
authenticate the user, and then provides access to the Tanium Console.

User and user group filtering
Before configuring LDAP server connections, be sure to understand the interactions among the following settings, which the Tanium
Server uses to filter users and user groups that it synchronizes. For example, because the best practice is to configure role-based
access control (RBAC) for Tanium users based on group permissions instead of user permissions, you might want to exclude users
who are not assigned to groups. Figure 115 and Figure 116 illustrate an example of the steps that the servers perform in that use
case, with separate workflows for filtering users on the LDAP servers and Tanium Server.
l

Group Base: When the Tanium Server sends a synchronization request (Step 1 in both figures), the LDAP server searches
only for user groups that are under this base DN, such as cn=adm,ou=tanium,dc=acme,dc=com.

l

Group Filter: The LDAP server uses this field to filter the user groups in the Group Base. In this example, the LDAP server
returns groups only if their objectClass attribute is set to group (Step 2 in both figures). The Tanium Server then
synchronizes those groups (Step 3 in both figures).

l

Users Base: The LDAP server searches only for users that are under this base DN, such as
cn=adm,ou=tanium,dc=acme,dc=com.

l

Users Filter: The LDAP server uses this field to filter the users in the Users Base. In this example, the LDAP server returns
users only if their objectClass attribute is set to user (Step 4 in both figures).

l

Filter Users: If you want to exclude users who are not assigned to user groups that are synchronized with the Tanium
Server, select one or both of the following options:
o

Filter on LDAP Server (Figure 115): The LDAP server returns users only if they have a value (DN) in their User’s
Group Membership Attribute (the memberOf attribute, in this example) that matches one of the groups from the
group search (Step 4). Selecting this option is the best practice because filtering on the LDAP server is faster and
results in less network traffic than filtering on the Tanium Server. Most LDAP servers support this option. Upon
receiving the filtered users, the Tanium Server synchronizes them (Step 5).
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o

Filter on Tanium Server (Figure 116): The LDAP server returns all users to the Tanium Server if they match the
Users Filter (Step 4); the LDAP server does not filter by the User’s Group Membership Attribute. The Tanium
Server then discards any users (Step 5) if none of the synchronized user groups have the user DN in their Group
Membership Attribute (the member attribute, in this example). This option is intended as a backup in cases where
the LDAP server does not support filtering by the User’s Group Membership Attribute.

After consolidating any duplicates in the synchronized users and groups, the Tanium Server updates the Tanium database
(Step 6 in both figures).

The following figure illustrates user filtering on LDAP servers.
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Figure 115: Filtering on LDAP servers

The following figure illustrates user filtering on the Tanium Server.
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Figure 116: LDAP user and group filtering

Before you begin
l

For synchronization, the Tanium Server initiates the connection with the LDAP server. The standard LDAP port is 389 (3268
for an AD global catalog) for unencrypted connections, connections that use StartTLS, or AD connections that use the Sign
and encrypt option for Encryption on page 419. The standard port for LDAPS encryption is 636 (3269 for an AD global
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catalog). In the LDAP server configuration, you can specify whatever port your LDAP server listens on for its inbound LDAP
traffic. Your network administrator must configure network security to allow this traffic.
l

(Tanium Appliance only) If you plan to use LDAPS or StartTLS as the Encryption on page 419 option, you must first import
the certificate authority (CA) certificate for the LDAP server and enable the encryption configuration on the Appliance. In an
active-active deployment, upload the certificate and enable encryption on both Tanium Servers. See Tanium Appliance
Deployment Guide: Configure additional security.

l

You must know the base distinguished name (DN), IDs, and filter expressions for the users and user groups that you want to
import. The values are case sensitive.

l

The LDAP server must allow queries using the configured filter expressions.

l

Review the Best practices for LDAP integrations on page 425 for integrating with an LDAP server.

Configure an LDAP server
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > LDAP/AD Sync Configurations.

2.

Click Add Server to create a new LDAP server connection or click Edit

in the row for an existing connection to modify its

settings.
3.

Configure the following settings:
Table 36: LDAP server configuration
Settings

Guidelines

Set Status

Set the synchronization and authentication state of the LDAP server connection:
l

Enable: Synchronization occurs every five minutes and users can authenticate through
the LDAP server if you select Use LDAP for user authentication.

l

Disable: The Tanium Server does not synchronize with, or allow users to authenticate
through, the LDAP server.
Never disable the configuration. If you do, at the next synchronization
time the Tanium Server locks out the users and deletes the user
groups that it previously imported. If you subsequently re-enable the
configuration, the Tanium Server unlocks the users and re-adds the
user groups. The re-added groups do not have any RBAC or computer
management group assignments. Also note that the re-added groups
have new Tanium IDs but use the same LDAP objectGUIDs as the
deleted groups.

l

Pause: The Tanium Server does not synchronize with the LDAP server but authentication
continues to work and existing RBAC assignments are preserved.

Name
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Table 36: LDAP server configuration (continued)
Settings

Guidelines

Host

Fully-qualified domain name (FQDN) of the LDAP server. If you connect using LDAPS, the
Host value must match the Common Name (CN) or one of the Subject Alternative Names
(SANs) of the LDAP certificate.

Port

Specify the number of the port on which your LDAP server listens for its inbound LDAP
traffic. The standard port depends on the protocol:
l

LDAP: The standard port is 389 (3268 for an AD global catalog). The LDAP server uses this
port for unencrypted connections, connections that use StartTLS, and AD connections
that use the Sign and encrypt option.

l

Referrals

LDAPS: The standard port is 636 (3269 for an AD global catalog).

Disable referrals if the LDAP server is a Microsoft AD server. Disabling referrals is optional for
other server types.

Encryption

Select an encryption option:
l

None. Do not use this option in a production environment.

l

Sign and encrypt. The LDAP connector turns on the LDAP_OPT_SIGN and LDAP_OPT_
ENCRYPT session options. The session is encrypted, but it does not use Transport Layer
Security (TLS). Use this option only for Tanium Server on Windows. The external LDAP
server must be an AD server.

l

StartTLS. The LDAP connector calls the ldap_start_tls_s function to set up a TLS
connection. You can use this option with Tanium Server on Windows or the Appliance.

l

LDAPS. The LDAP connector initiates an SSL connection to the LDAPS server. You can
use this option with Tanium Server on Windows or the Appliance.

(Appliance only) If you plan to use LDAPS or StartTLS, you must first
import the LDAP server CA certificate and enable the encryption
configuration on the Appliance. In an active-active deployment, upload the
certificate and enable encryption on both Tanium Servers. See Tanium
Appliance Deployment Guide: Configure additional security.
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Table 36: LDAP server configuration (continued)
Settings

Guidelines

NTLM

Select whether the Tanium Server uses Microsoft NT LAN Manager (NTLM) for the connection
with the LDAP server. This option is enabled by default. If you use NTLM, the Tanium Server
uses its service account to access the LDAP server, and you do not need to configure an
LDAP User Name or LDAP Password. The LDAP server must allow this account to query with
the configured filter expressions.
Use NTLM if the Tanium Server is installed on a Windows Server and the
connection is to an AD server.

LDAP User Name and

If you selected Do not use NTLM, specify the user name and password of an account on the

Password

LDAP server that the Tanium Server can use for LDAP queries. If the account credentials ever
change, be sure to update them in the LDAP server configuration on the Tanium Server.
Provision a special account for this purpose with permissions that are low
but sufficient to query the LDAP server.

Group Sync

Enable (Yes) or disable (No) user group synchronization. If you enable the feature, the
Tanium Server synchronizes with the groups on the LDAP server based on the settings that
you configure in the Groups section.
If you disable user group synchronization, at the next synchronization time
the Tanium Server deletes the groups that it previously imported. If you
subsequently re-enable group synchronization, the Tanium Server re-adds
the user groups but with no RBAC or computer management group
assignments.

Group Base

This is the base DN for the user groups container. The Tanium Server synchronizes groups
from all locations below this path.
Example: cn=Ops,ou=TaniumAdmins,dc=tam,dc=local
If setting the Group Base or Users Base to the root of a domain produces
errors, select Disable referrals in the General section.
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Table 36: LDAP server configuration (continued)
Settings

Guidelines

Group Filter

The LDAP server uses this field to filter the user groups in the Group Base. For example, if
you enter objectCategory=group, the LDAP server returns groups only if their

objectCategory attribute is set to group.
Use a backslash (\) to escape special characters in a group name. For
Windows, use one backslash (example: name=\#myGroup). For the
Appliance (Linux), use two backslashes (example: name=\\#myGroup).
See the LDAP server documentation for a list of special characters.

Group Unique ID Property

Enter the attribute (such as objectGUID) that uniquely identifies each user group.
The value is case sensitive.

Group Name Property

Enter the attribute (such as cn) that identifies the name of a user group.
The value is case sensitive.

Group Membership Attribute

Enter the user group attribute (such as member) that indicates which users are members.
The value is case sensitive.

Filter Users

If you want to exclude users who are not assigned to user groups that are synchronized with
the Tanium Server, select one or both of the following options:
l

Filter on LDAP Server via User's Group Membership Attribute. Specify an attribute in
the User's Group Membership Attribute text box. The most common LDAP attribute is

memberOf. You must enter an attribute name, not an expression. The LDAP server
returns users only if they have a value (DN) for that attribute that matches one of the
groups from the group search. Selecting this option is the best practice because filtering
on the LDAP server is faster and results in less network traffic than filtering on the
Tanium Server. Most LDAP servers support this option.
l

Filter on Tanium Server. The LDAP server returns all users to the Tanium Server if they
match the Users Filter; the LDAP server does not filter by the User’s Group
Membership Attribute. The Tanium Server then discards any users if none of the
synchronized user groups have the user DN in their Group Membership Attribute. This
option is intended as a backup in cases where the LDAP server does not support filtering
by the User’s Group Membership Attribute.
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Table 36: LDAP server configuration (continued)
Settings

Guidelines

User Domain

Enter the domain that the Tanium Server uses to match users in the Tanium database.
Specify a NetBIOS name to match users who sign in using the <domain>\<username> format
(such as example-corp\user1) or specify a <domain>.<top-level_domain> name to match
users who sign in using the <username>@<domain.top-level_domain> format (such as
user1@example-corp.com). Either domain format matches users who sign in using only their
user name.

Sync group members

By default, the LDAP server searches for users to synchronize based on the Users Base value.

individually

However, if your LDAP implementation does not allow for a base user group that lists all
users, select Sync group members individually to skip the Users Base search. Instead, this
option directs the LDAP server to search for the DN of each user group member based on the
Group Membership Attribute. The users must still match the Users Filter, which can
exclude group members that are computers or other groups.
Compared to a Users Base search, a search based on Group Membership
Attribute requires more processing and can take noticeably more time if
you have many users.

Users Base

This is the base DN for the users container. The Tanium Server synchronizes users from all
locations below this path.
Example: cn=Users,dc=tam,dc=local
If setting the Group Base or Users Base to the root of a domain produces
errors, select Disable referrals in the General section.

Users Filter

The LDAP server uses this field to filter the users in the Users Base. For example, if you enter

objectCategory=user, the LDAP server returns users only if their objectCategory
attribute is set to user.
You must precede special characters in the filter with a backslash \ to escape them. See the
LDAP server documentation for a list of special characters.
Use the following filter to exclude an account from synchronization, where <account_name>
is the user name:

((&(objectCategory=user)(!(sAMAccountName=<account_name>))))
If you add an LDAP server for the local authentication service of a Tanium
Server running on a Tanium Appliance, you must use the following user
filter: (&(objectCategory=person)(uidNumber>=20000))
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Table 36: LDAP server configuration (continued)
Settings

Guidelines

User Unique ID Property

Enter the attribute (such as objectGUID) that uniquely identifies each user.
The value is case sensitive.

User Name Property

Enter the attribute that identifies the name of a user. The value that the Tanium Server
imports for this field becomes the user name that users type to sign in to the Tanium
Console. Be sure to specify the attribute that is suitable for this purpose and be sure to
communicate the expected form to your users. Use sAMAccountName for AD providers
and cn for other LDAP providers.
The value is case sensitive.

User Display Name Property

Enter the attribute that identifies the display name for users (typically displayName).

Authentication

Select Use LDAP for user authentication to use the configured server as the authentication
source. Otherwise, the Tanium Server uses the LDAP server only to synchronize users and
user groups, and for authentication uses whatever other method you configured (see User
authentication on page 377).

4.

Click Show Preview to Continue, review the users and groups to import, and click Save.

Clone an LDAP server
Cloning an LDAP server configuration enables you to quickly add connections for multiple domains.
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1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > LDAP/AD Sync Configurations.

2.

Click Clone

3.

Click Edit

4.

Edit the settings (such as User Domain) as necessary using the guidance provided in Table 36.

5.

Click Show Preview to Continue, review the users and user groups to import, and click Save.

in the row of the LDAP server that you want to clone.
in the row for the cloned configuration.

Manually synchronize with an LDAP server
The Tanium Server automatically synchronizes with LDAP servers every five minutes. To make the Tanium Console immediately
display changes made on the LDAP servers (such as user group membership updates), you must synchronize manually.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > LDAP/AD Sync Configurations.

2.

Click Sync Now.
At any given time in an active-active deployment, only one Tanium Server synchronizes with LDAP servers and
records synchronization events in the LDAP logs. If you see an error when you click Sync Now, sign in to the
Tanium Console of the other Tanium Server to synchronize.

Pause or resume an LDAP server
If you are upgrading an LDAP server, or troubleshooting unexpected synchronization results, you can pause synchronization for a
particular LDAP server without fully disabling its configuration. When synchronization is paused, authentication continues to work
and existing RBAC assignments are preserved. After you finish upgrading or troubleshooting, you can resume synchronization.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > LDAP/AD Sync Configurations.

2.

Click Edit

3.

Select the Pause check box to pause LDAP synchronization or select Enable to resume synchronization.

4.

Click Show Preview to Continue, review the affected users and user groups, and click Save.

in the row for the LDAP server.

Delete an LDAP server
When you delete an LDAP server configuration, the Tanium Server stops updating the users and user groups that it previously
imported from that LDAP server. When the Tanium Server next performs synchronization for the remaining LDAP servers, it removes
the users and groups associated with the deleted configuration. Delete the configuration as follows when you no longer want that
information saved in the Tanium Server:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > LDAP/AD Sync Configurations.

2.

Click Edit

in the row for the LDAP server and click Delete at the top right.

Disabling an LDAP server configuration has the same effect as deleting it. See Set Status on page 418.
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Import LDAP server configurations
Users who are assigned a role with Import Signed Content permission can import content files that are in JSON or XML format. The
Administrator reserved role has this permission.
1.

(Non-Tanium-provided content only) Digitally sign the content file and ensure a public key is in place to validate the signature.
See Authenticating content files.
You do not have to generate keys or signatures for Tanium-provided solutions, such as the Default Computer
Groups content pack. Tanium signs this content before making it available, and the associated public key is
distributed to the Tanium Server key store during the server installation process.

2.

3.

From the Main menu, go to any of the following Administration pages:
l

Configuration > Solutions

l

Permissions > Filter Groups

l

Under Content, select Sensors, Packages, or Saved Questions

l

Under Actions, select Scheduled Actions, All Pending Approvals, or Actions I Can Approve

Select an Import option based on the source of the content:
l

l

4.

Import > Import Files: Perform one of the following steps to select one or more files:
o

Drag and drop files from your file explorer.

o

Click Browse for File, select the files, and click Open.

Import > Import URL: Enter the URL in the Import URL field, and click Import.

For each file, expand

the File name, review the content to import, and select resolutions for any conflicts with existing

content (see Resolve conflicts when importing updates).
5.

If you want to overwrite existing content set assignments for all imported objects with the default Tanium-defined
assignments, select Include content set overwrite. By default, the Include content set overwrite check box is deselected
and the Tanium Server preserves the existing content set assignments.

6.

Click Begin Install.

Best practices for LDAP integrations
When transitioning from manually-created users to LDAP-synchronized users, you might inadvertently create multiple configuration
objects for a single real user. For example, you might use the Tanium Console to manually create a user named john.doe and also
synchronize with an LDAP server that returns the same user name. In this case, the Tanium Server has two user configurations for
john.doe, and automatically assigns a unique object ID to each one (object IDs 2 and 3, in this example).
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Figure 117: Redundant user configurations

Before correcting such redundancies, it is important to understand the ramifications of deleting users in different ways:
l

If you delete the configuration for a user defined locally on the Tanium Server, but the user still matches the filters defined in
an LDAP server, the Tanium Server retains a configuration for the user.

l

If you use the Tanium Console to delete a user account that was imported from an LDAP server, that user remains deleted
after the next synchronization.

l

If you delete a user from the back-end LDAP server configuration, the Tanium Server marks that user as locked out after the
next synchronization. The user cannot sign in, but the Tanium Server does not automatically delete the user account. Any
scheduled questions and actions that the user has configured continue to run. This gives other Tanium administrators the
chance to re-create the scheduled questions and actions under a different user account if necessary.

When setting up and managing the integration between Tanium Servers and LDAP servers, the following are best practices to avoid
unexpected issues:
l

When deleting user configurations to correct redundancies, be sure to understand the impact on associated configuration
objects, such as scheduled actions, saved questions, Tanium Connect objects, solution plugins, or solution module services.
In the Figure 117 example, the objects that john.doe - ID 2 created do not also belong to john.doe - ID 3. If you delete the
john.doe - ID 2 configuration, you must be ready to re-create or transfer ownership for the configuration objects that run
under that ID. For details, see Delete, un-delete, or lock out a user on page 385.

l

On the back-end LDAP server, create LDAP user groups that correspond with Tanium user groups, and create user accounts
for the users who require access to the Tanium system.

l

Manage Tanium access through the back-end LDAP server configuration instead of the front-end Tanium Console
configuration. For example, the best way to on-board and off-board users is to modify the membership of synchronized user
groups.

l

Control access to the back-end LDAP server configuration so that LDAP administrators who are not familiar with your
Tanium deployment cannot make changes that affect it.

l

On the Tanium Server, maintain at least one account in the Users configuration that the Tanium Server does not import
from an LDAP server. Assign the Administrator reserved role to this local user so that you can use the account to sign in to
the Tanium Console and re-configure the LDAP server connections in case they fail. Some organizations provision multiple
administrator users outside of the LDAP servers for this reason. To avoid creating duplicate user configurations in cases
where the account name also exists on an LDAP server, you can configure the Users Filter in the LDAP servers to prevent
synchronization for the account (see Table 36).
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Integrating with a SAML IdP
SAML overview
Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) is a standard for exchanging authentication requests and responses between service
providers (SPs) and identity providers (IdPs). It enables SPs to give users access to applications across multiple security domains
through a single sign-on (SSO) authentication service that the IdP provides. Upon receiving an authentication request, the IdP
responds with a SAML assertion, which is a message that indicates whether a user authenticated successfully. In the context of the
Tanium Core Platform, enabling SAML means configuring the Tanium Server as an SP to give users access to the Tanium Console.
You can configure the Tanium Server to support both IdP-initiated and SP-initiated SSO or only IdP-initiated SSO. You cannot
configure only SP-initiated SSO.
After signing into the IdP, a user can start new Tanium Console sessions repeatedly without re-authenticating, until the IdP session
times out. The IdP session timeout is configured on the IdP server; consult your IdP administrator for more information.

Maintain at least one user account on the Tanium Server that does not require SAML authentication and assign that
account the Administrator reserved role. You can use this account to access the Tanium Console if SAML
authentication stops working (for example, if the connection to the IdP goes down).

The Tanium Server does not support user authorization (role-based access control) through SAML. To control the
features, settings, and information that users are allowed to see and use after accessing the Tanium Console, assign
user groups, roles, personas, and computer groups to the users. For details, see Managing users on page 377.
Only users who have the Administrator reserved role can see and manage the SAML configuration.

If a user cannot sign in to the Tanium Console through SAML, verify that the user account is not renamed, deleted,
disabled, or locked out in the IdP identity store. To troubleshoot other issues with your SAML integration, review the
authentication logs. To find specific events, you can open the logs in a text editor and search for key words such as
SAML. See Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide: Authentication logs.

IDP-INITIATED SSO
In some enterprises, users are expected to access many or all applications by signing into a single SSO portal that the enterprise IdP
provides. After you enable SAML on the Tanium Server, users can access the Tanium Console through the IdP SSO portal. An IdPinitiated workflow has the following phases (matching the numbers in Figure 118):
1

A user signs into the IdP SSO portal using an enterprise username and password, and clicks an application tile (the Tanium Console tile,
in this example).

2

The IdP returns a signed response (which contains a SAML assertion) that indicates the user authenticated successfully. The user's
browser automatically forwards the response to the SP (the Tanium Server in this example).

3

The SP uses the IdP certificate to verify that the SAML response signature is valid.

4

The SP provides the user access to the application.
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Figure 118: IdP-initiated SAML SSO

SP-INITIATED SSO
An SP-initiated workflow has the following phases (matching the numbers in Figure 119):
1

The user tries to access the application (the Tanium Console in this example) directly through the SP (the Tanium Server in this example).

2

The SP redirects the user to authenticate through the IdP. The user's browser processes the redirection automatically.

3

The user signs in to the IdP.

4

The IdP returns a signed response (which contains a SAML assertion) that indicates the user authenticated successfully. The user's
browser automatically forwards the response to the SP.

5

The SP uses the IdP certificate to verify that the SAML response signature is valid.

6

The SP provides the user access to the application.
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Figure 119: SP-initiated SAML SSO

Before you begin
l

Work with the IdP administrator to identify which users must access the Tanium Console through the IdP. The IdP
administrator is responsible for configuring authentication through an Active Directory (AD) or Lightweight Directory Access
Protocol (LDAP) server and managing user access through the IdP. For information about setting up an application through
an IdP, refer to your IdP documentation.
An administrator must create the Tanium Console users if they are local to the Tanium Server (see Create a
user on page 379) or must import the users from an LDAP server (see Integrating with LDAP servers on page
412).

l

(Optional) Obtain an IdP metadata file from the IdP administrator. This XML file specifies IdP-specific settings that enable the
Tanium Server to trust the IdP. For example, the file specifies the entity ID, also known as the audience Uniform Resource
Identifier (URI), which is the globally unique identifier for the IdP in SAML communications. Usually and ideally, the metadata
file also includes the IdP certificate, which the Tanium Server must use to validate SAML responses and assertions from the
IdP. Otherwise, you must obtain the certificate from the IdP administrator separately from the metadata file. The certificate
file must be Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM)-encoded.

l

Generate a certificate for signing authentication requests from the Tanium Server. Some IdPs require signed requests. See
Generate a request-signing certificate on page 430.

l

(IdP-initiated SSO only) If changes occur to the URLs where Tanium Console users access the IdP SSO portal, work with the
IdP administrator when rolling out the changes.
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Generate a request-signing certificate
Some IdPs require a digital signature on SAML requests from an SP such as the Tanium Server. To enable the IdP to authenticate
requests, you must generate a request-signing certificate and private key. The Tanium Server uses the key to sign the requests and
the IdP uses the certificate to validate the signature.
GENERATE A REQUEST-SIGNING CERTIFICATE IN A TANIUM APPLIANCE DEPLOYMENT
Contact Tanium Support on page 456 for the steps to generate a request-signing certificate in a Tanium Appliance deployment.
GENERATE A REQUEST-SIGNING CERTIFICATE IN A WINDOWS DEPLOYMENT
After generating the SAML request-signing certificate, you must restart the Tanium Server for it to read the certificate. Therefore,
perform the following steps during a period when restarting the server will not interrupt critical operations.
1.

Access the Tanium Server CLI. If necessary, elevate permissions to open the command prompt as the administrator user.

2.

Go to the Tanium Server installation folder.

3.

Run the following command to generate the certificate and private key. For the <hostname>, specify the FQDN of the Tanium
Server. In an active-active deployment, separate the host names with a comma (such as
ts1.example.com,ts2.example.com). You must specify SAMLEncryption as the certificate and key file names for the

server to use them for SAML communication. The utility automatically appends the .crt and .key suffixes to the certificate
and key file names.
KeyUtility selfsign <hostname> SAMLEncryption

The utility generates the certificate and key at the top level of the Tanium Server installation folder.
4.

Open the Windows Services program and restart the Tanium Server service.
As long as the certificate and key files remain in the top level of the Tanium Server installation folder, the server automatically
uses the key to sign SAML requests and includes the certificate in the Tanium Metadata file that you send to the IdP (see
Configure SAML authentication on page 431).
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Alternatively, you can add the SAMLEncryptionCertPath and SAMLEncryptionKeyPath settings on the
Tanium Server to configure different file names and locations for the certificate and key. Contact Tanium
Support on page 456 for details.

Configure SAML authentication
Perform the following steps to configure SP-initiated or IdP-initiated SAML SSO.
If you previously enabled a password prompt for configuration changes, the Tanium Server automatically changes it
to a Yes/Cancel prompt after you enable SAML authentication.

1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > SAML Configuration and click one of the following buttons:
l

Configure SAML: This button appears if no IdP is currently configured.

l

Edit

: Click this button to edit the existing configuration.
Specifying a new IdP removes any existing IdP configuration because the Tanium Server supports only
one IdP at a time.

2.

Configure the following fields:
Table 37: SAML configuration settings
Settings

Guidelines

Identity Provider Metadata

If your IdP administrator provided an IdP metadata file, upload it to automatically configure the
following SAML settings:
l

Entity ID Configuration: The Validate IdP's Entity ID setting is selected by default and the text
field contains the IdP entity ID.

l

Identity Provider Certificate: The metadata usually contains the certificate. If not, you must
manually upload the certificate file.

l

Identity Provider SSO URL: If the metadata specifies this URL, the Enable SP-initiated SSO
option is automatically selected.

To upload the IdP metadata file, click Choose File, select the file, and click Open.
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Table 37: SAML configuration settings (continued)
Settings

Guidelines

Entity ID Configuration

By default, Validate IdP's Entity ID is selected: the Tanium Server validates the entity ID in SAML
responses from the IdP. The text field displays the ID from the Identity Provider Metadata file that you
imported (for example, http://www.okta.com/gzn4gvh7dvpeDr6oG4g1).
Enabling Validate IdP's Entity ID is optional but a security best practice to provide
another layer of protection in addition to using the IdP certificate to validate SAML
responses.

Elements which must be signed

By default, every SAML Response and SAML Assertion from the IdP require a digital signature, which
the Tanium Server validates using the IdP certificate. Optionally, you can disable the signature
requirement for SAML assertions but not responses.

Identity Provider Certificate

The Tanium Server uses the IdP certificate to validate SAML responses and assertions from the IdP. If
the Identity Provider Metadata specifies the certificate, the Tanium Server automatically extracts it
and populates this setting with the certificate file name. Otherwise, you must manually upload the
certificate that the IdP provided separately from the metadata: click Update File, select the certificate,
and click Open.

Tanium Entity ID

The entity ID of your Tanium environment. The Tanium Server automatically generates an ID, but you
can replace it with any Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) that uniquely identifies your Tanium
environment in SAML communications. The URI is typically a URL that contains the Tanium Server
domain name (such as https://tanium.example.com/sp).
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Table 37: SAML configuration settings (continued)
Settings

Guidelines

Customize Tanium ACS URLs

Select this option if the Assertion Consumer Service (ACS) URL that the Tanium Server generates by
default will not work in your deployment. The server uses the ACS URL to receive and process SAML
assertions from the IdP. The default URL is based on the actual host name or IP address of the server,
which might differ from the host name or address that users specify in their browser to access the
Tanium Console. Select an option:
l

Use the same host name for all Tanium Servers: Select this option if your deployment uses a
load balancer that masks the presence of one or more Tanium Servers. For the Shared Custom
Hostname, enter the host name or IP address that users specify in their browser to access the
Tanium Console.

l

Specify unique host names for each Tanium Server: Select this option if users access the Tanium
Console of each active-active Tanium Server using separate host names or IP addresses. Enter the
Custom Host Name of each server.
In rare circumstances, one of the Tanium Servers in an active-active deployment
might not be registered yet. In such cases, enter the Custom Host Name of each
server anyway to ensure that both can function as an SP when the unregistered
server does register.
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Table 37: SAML configuration settings (continued)
Settings

Guidelines

SP-Initiated SSO Configuration

If the Identity Provider Metadata specifies an Identity Provider SSO URL, the Tanium Server
automatically populates this setting and selects Enable SP-initiated SSO. This is the URL where users
access the Tanium Console (for example, https://company.saml-

provider.com/app/companyinc_tanium/dGFuaXVtc2FtbA/sso/saml). If you want
users to access the Console only through the IdP SSO portal, deselect Enable SP-initiated SSO.
Select the sign-in options if you enable SP-initiated SSO:
l

Allow users to sign in with username and password: This setting controls whether the Tanium
Console sign-in page displays a Sign In with Password link.

This link gives users the option to access the Tanium Console by entering credentials instead of
using SSO. Deselect this option if you want to force all users to authenticate through SAML SSO
when they sign in to the Console. The option applies only to Console access and does not control
access to the Tanium Server CLI or API through any authentication method.
If you disable password sign ins and SP-initiated SSO later stops working (for
example, the connection to the IdP goes down), no users can access the Tanium
Console. In such cases, you must disable SP-initiated SSO through the CLI to reenable local or LDAP password authentication: see Disable SP-initiated SSO
through the CLI on page 436.

To disable LDAP password-based authentication at the API level, disable the
Authentication on page 423 option in the LDAP server configuration.

l

Force full user re-authentication at every sign-in: Select this option if you want to force users to
enter sign-in credentials when they start a new Tanium Console session even if they already
authenticated for a previous session that ended due to inactivity or a manual sign-out event. By
default, this option is deselected and users can just click Sign In with SSO to start another Tanium
Console session without entering sign-in credentials.
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3.

Click Save.
You must wait up to three minutes for the Tanium Server to apply your changes. If you changed the SP-Initiated SSO
Configuration settings for an existing SAML configuration, you must also manually refresh the sign-in page after waiting.
If the Tanium Metadata section displays the message Request Signing Certificate Not
Configured, consider generating the certificate before proceeding. See Generate a request-signing
certificate on page 430.

4.

If the IdP supports metadata exchange documents, click Download in the Tanium Metadata section to export the metadata
file to the Downloads directory on the system that you use to access the Tanium Console. The Tanium Server automatically
generates the metadata based on the settings that you configured in the SAML Configuration page. You must send the file to
the IdP. The IdP administrator then uses the file to configure the IdP with the settings that are required to communicate with
the Tanium Server. If the IdP does not support metadata exchange documents, the IdP administrator must manually configure
the settings in the IdP system. After the administrator configures the IdP system, users can start accessing the Tanium Console
through SSO.
For the steps to sign in to the Tanium Console through SSO, see Sign in to the Console on page 25.

Disable or Enable SAML SSO
Initially, you enable SAML SSO by performing the steps under Configure SAML authentication on page 431. If disabling SSO becomes
necessary, such as for troubleshooting authentication issues, you can later re-enable it. While SSO is disabled, users must enter their
username and password to sign in to the Tanium Console.
If SSO stops working (for example, the connection to the IdP goes down), users can access the Console through sign-in credentials
only if you selected Allow users to sign in with username and password in the SAML configuration. If you deselected that option,
you must Disable SP-initiated SSO through the CLI on page 436 to re-enable access through sign-in credentials.
DISABLE SSO THROUGH THE TANIUM CONSOLE
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > SAML Configuration.

2.

Click Disable SAML.

ENABLE SSO THROUGH THE TANIUM CONSOLE
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > SAML Configuration.

2.

Click Enable SAML.

3.

(Optional) Select Enable SP-initiated SSO and edit the SP-Initiated SSO Configuration options if necessary.

4.

Click Save.
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DISABLE SP-INITIATED SSO THROUGH THE CLI
If you ever need to disable SP-initiated SSO without accessing the Tanium Console, you can set the global setting console_saml_sp_
enabled through the CLI. The steps to disable SP-initiated SSO depend on whether your Tanium deployment uses Tanium Appliance
or Windows infrastructure.
Appliance: Disable SSO
Contact Tanium Support on page 456 for the steps to disable SSO in a Tanium Appliance deployment.
Windows: Disable SSO
1.

Access the Tanium Server CLI. If necessary, elevate permissions to open the command prompt as the administrator user.

2.

Go to the Tanium Server installation folder.

3.

Run the following command:
TaniumReceiver global-settings set console_saml_sp_enabled 0

Wait up to a minute for the change to apply, or restart the Tanium Server service to apply the change immediately. You can
find the Tanium Server service in the Windows Services program.

Managing API tokens
API tokens overview
Tanium REST API authentication tokens enable user and service accounts to establish long-lived sessions with the Tanium Server
without repeatedly re-authenticating for workflows that are long-lived but not continuously running. For example, the service
account for a module might periodically access the Tanium Server for updates to computer groups that the module targets for
actions.
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The Tanium Server generates and stores a token in response to an API request. The token is bound to the user and persona that sent
the request. Each user can have multiple tokens. A token can authenticate only the user who requested it, not other users. The
authentication credentials and authorization permissions of a token are those of the requesting persona.
Tokens have a configurable expiration interval. To prevent interruptions to long-lived workflows, users must rotate tokens: request
new tokens and revoke the current ones before they expire. Contact Tanium Support on page 456 for access to the REST API
Reference that contains procedures for manually or automatically requesting and revoking tokens through the API. You can also see
and manually revoke tokens through the Tanium Console, as described in the following sections.
For the user role permissions that are required to manage API tokens, see Manage API tokens on page 69.
To troubleshoot issues with API tokens, see Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide: Authentication
logs.

View API token details
The API Tokens page displays the attributes of valid API tokens. The API Tokens grid stops displaying tokens that you revoke. The
grid identifies each token by its ID and indicates the User for whom the token is valid.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > API Tokens.
The page displays token attributes but not token strings.

2.

(Optional) To display a token string, select the token in the grid and click View Token.
You cannot view the token string in the Tanium Console after:
• The visibility timeout expires (five minutes)
• You refresh the API Tokens page or grid
• You navigate to another Console page

3.

(Optional) Use the filters to find specific tokens:
l

Filter by text: To filter the grid by any column values, enter a text string in the Filter items field.

l

Filter by attribute: Filter the grid by one or more attributes, such as the user for whom the token is valid. Expand the
Filters section, click

Add, select an attribute and operator, enter a text string that contains all or part of the

attribute value, and click Apply. If you add multiple attribute filters, the Boolean AND operator applies. After you finish
specifying attributes, click Apply All to filter the grid.
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Create an API token
1.

Sign in to the Tanium Console as the user and persona for whom you want to create a token.
The authentication credentials and authorization permissions of a token are those of the requesting persona.
To limit access to computer groups and content sets, create a persona with the desired permissions and then
sign in with the new persona.

2.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > API Tokens.

3.

Click New API Token and configure the token settings:
l

Notes (optional): Enter a description of the purpose for this token.

l

Expire in days: Enter the expiration interval. By default, the maximum interval is 365 days. If you do not enter a value,
the interval defaults to 7 days.
To change the default interval or maximum interval, see Configure token expiration settings on page
439.

l

Trusted IP addresses: Enter the external IP addresses of the systems from which you will use this token to
authenticate with the Tanium Server. Use commas or line breaks to separate multiple entries.
To enable any system to use the token, enter 0.0.0.0/0. However, for security, enable the token for
all systems only in a non-production environment.
To specify systems from which you can use any token, see Enable systems to use API tokens on page
438.

4.

Click Save and review the token details.

5.

(Optional) Copy

the token to your clipboard if you want to record it for future reference, and then click Close.

You cannot view the token in the Tanium Console after the visibility timeout (five minutes) expires, or you
refresh the API Tokens page or grid, or you navigate to another Console page.

Enable systems to use API tokens
Perform this task to specify from which systems users are allowed to use API tokens to access the Tanium Server. To allow the use of
specific API tokens from additional systems, specify those systems when you create the tokens (see Create an API token on page
438).
By default, the Tanium Server allows token requests from the Tanium Module Server, so you do not have to add the
Module Server to the allow list.
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1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Settings > Advanced Settings.

2.

In the Name column, click api_token_trusted_ip_address_list.

3.

Populate the Value with the external IP addresses of the host systems from which users will use tokens to access the Tanium
Server, and then click Save. Use commas to separate the entries, such as 192.0.2.1,192.0.2.2.
To enable any system to use tokens, enter 0.0.0.0/0. However, for security, apply this option only in a nonproduction environment.

4.

Enable the setting authenticate_api_token_with_x_forwarded_for_ip only if all API token access to the Tanium Server must
go through a reverse proxy server. If authenticate_api_token_with_x_forwarded_for_ip is disabled in such deployments,
the api_token_trusted_ip_address_list setting cannot restrict which systems are allowed access.
a.

In the Name column, click authenticate_api_token_with_x_forwarded_for_ip.

b.

Set the Value to 1 and click Save.

Configure token expiration settings
By default, API tokens expire one week after you create them if you did not specify the expiration interval during token creation. Also
by default, you cannot specify an interval beyond 365 days during token creation. You can change both the default interval and
maximum interval. However, changes to the default interval apply only to tokens that are created after you change the setting; you
cannot change the interval for existing tokens. Perform the following steps to change the expiration interval settings:
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Settings > Advanced Settings.

2.

To change the default expiration interval, click api_token_expiration_in_days in the Name column, set the Value to a new
interval (in days), and click Save.

3.

To change the maximum expiration interval, click api_token_max_expiration_in_days in the Name column, set the Value to
a new maximum (in days), and click Save.

Revoke API tokens
You might want to revoke an API token if you have doubts about its security or if its associated user is no longer with your
organization.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Permissions > API Tokens.

2.

Select one or more API tokens, click Delete Selected

, and Confirm the operation.

The revoked tokens no longer appear in the API Tokens grid.
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Part 12: Troubleshooting
Basic troubleshooting tips
l

Regularly run and review the the Tanium Platform Analyzer (TPAN) report. The report can facilitate future troubleshooting
regardless of whether your deployment currently has issues. See Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide:
Troubleshooting workflow.

l

Review any error messages in the Tanium Console error log. See Work with the Console error log on page 442.

l

Contact Tanium Support on page 456 to verify that the Tanium solutions (modules and shared services) you installed are the
recommended versions. The Tanium Console version appears in the Console header. To check the currently installed
versions of other solutions, and to update them if necessary, see Managing Tanium solutions.
You can view the Local Error Log through the Tanium Console, but the requirements for viewing other log types
vary by infrastructure. See Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide: Log and report types.
If the browser that you use to access the Tanium Console displays an HTTP response status code in the 500 to 599
range, this indicates a server error, though the responsible server might or might not be a Tanium Core Platform
server. See Troubleshoot core platform server issues on page 443.
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Troubleshoot Console issues
Troubleshoot Console access
If you cannot access the Tanium Console, review the following causes and troubleshooting tasks.
If you can access the Console but not a particular Tanium solution or Console feature, the issue might be related to
user permissions. See Troubleshoot role-based access control (RBAC) issues on page 447.

CONSOLE IS UNAVAILABLE
l

Verify that your browser meets the requirements for Console access. See Web browsers on page 38.

l

Verify that you are specifying the correct protocol and Tanium Server port for Console access:
o

Protocol: Connect through Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS), not HTTP.

o

Port: The standard port is 8443/443 on the Tanium Appliance and port 443 in a Windows deployment. If the server
uses a non-standard port, you must specify it in your browser in the format https://<Tanium Server FQDN
or IP address>[:<port>]. The port is set during server installation. To view the port setting, see Tanium Core
Platform Deployment Reference Guide: Tanium Core Platform settings.

l

Verify the status of the Tanium databases on the database server. For specific steps, see the documentation for the database
type: Microsoft SQL (MSSQL) or PostgreSQL.

l

Verify the status of the Tanium Server service and, if necessary, restart it:
o

Tanium Appliance: See Tanium Appliance Deployment Guide: Start, stop, and restart Tanium services.

o

Windows Server: See Tanium Core Platform Deployment Guide for Windows: Manage Windows services for core
platform servers.

CONSOLE AUTHENTICATION ERRORS
If you cannot sign in to the Tanium Console:
l

Ask an administrator who has permissions for managing users to verify that your account exists in Administration >
Permissions > Users. For the steps to view or create accounts, see Managing users on page 377.

l

Verify that the account is not renamed, deleted, disabled, or locked out:
o

If your account is imported, ask your Active Directory (AD) or Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
administrator to check the account status. You can also review the LDAP log. See Tanium Core Platform Deployment
Reference Guide: LDAP log.

o

For accounts that authenticate through Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML), ask your IdP administrator to
check the account status in the identity store.

o

(Tanium Appliance only) If your account uses the local authentication service, see Tanium Appliance Deployment
Guide: Configure the local authentication service.
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o

(Windows deployment only) For accounts that are defined locally on a Tanium Server, check the account status in
the Windows user database: From the Windows

menu, open the Control Panel, click User Accounts, and click

Manage another account.
l

If you configured Console access through smart cards, see Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide:
Troubleshoot smart card authentication.

l

Review the authentication log. See Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide: Authentication log.

l

In rare cases, if the Tanium Server was upgraded since your last sign-in session, you might have to clear your browser cache
or try a different browser.

Troubleshoot unexpected Console behavior
If the Tanium Console behaves in unexpected ways, verify that the latest Console version is installed. If a version update is available,
import it. To verify the version and import an update, see Import Console UI updates on page 79.

Troubleshoot session termination issues
If Tanium Console user sessions terminate prematurely, review the events and platform settings that affect the duration of a user
session. See:
l

Sign in to the Console on page 25

l

Set Console user preferences on page 97

The browser that you use to access the Console might display the 401 Unauthorized error when a session expires.

Troubleshoot license issues
To troubleshoot issues with the Tanium license, see Troubleshoot license issues on page 126.

Work with the Console error log
The Tanium Console maintains an error log on the local host computer for your web browser. It includes details on the last 100
errors that were returned to the Console in response to actions that you performed through the browser. For example, the log
records errors that are associated with attempting to save a configuration or import a content file. The Console maintains a separate
log for each browser that you use.
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1.

In the Main menu, expand

the <user name> drop-down menu and select Local Error Log.

2.

(Optional) Expand

3.

(Optional) Click Clear Log if you want to remove all the log entries. For example, you might want to remove the entries after

a log entry and click Copy

to copy the log details to the clipboard.

you finish resolving the associated issues.

Troubleshoot core platform server issues
In some cases, unexpected behaviors that manifest in the Tanium Console might result from issues in Tanium Core Platform servers.
The following sections describe server troubleshooting tasks that you can perform through the Console.
You can perform additional troubleshooting and remediation tasks on the servers through the command-line
interface (CLI) or other means. For example, you can restart services, upgrade servers, or view installation logs. For
details, see:
l

Tanium Appliance Deployment Guide: Troubleshooting

l

Tanium Core Platform Deployment Guide for Windows Troubleshooting

To troubleshoot proxy server issues, test the proxy settings and update them as necessary. See Configure proxy
server settings on page 108.

If the browser that you use to access the Console displays an HTTP response status code in the 500 to 599 range,
this indicates a server error. The responsible server might or might not be a Tanium Core Platform server.
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Troubleshoot digital key and server trust issues
In an active-active deployment, Tanium Servers must trust each other for synchronization. In a deployment with Tanium Zone
Servers, trust is also required between Tanium Servers and Zone Server Hubs, and each Zone Server must be mapped to a hub. To
troubleshoot issues related to server trust and mapping, see:
l

View Tanium Server trust history on page 140

l

Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide: PKI log

l

Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide: Troubleshoot an HSM integration (applies only to deployments where
keys are managed on a hardware security module)

Troubleshoot API token access issues
To troubleshoot issues relating to the Tanium REST API authentication tokens that enable user and service accounts to establish
long-lived sessions with the Tanium Server, see:
l

View API token details on page 437

l

Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide: Authentication log

Configure server logging levels
The logging level determines how much detail the Tanium Server and Tanium Module Server record in their logs.
Tanium Support might instruct you to change the logging level when troubleshooting issues.

Only users who are assigned the Administrator reserved role can access the Logging page.
For details about logging levels, best practice levels for various use cases, and to change the level for other Tanium
Core Platform components, see Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide: Logging levels.

1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Logging.

2.

Set the logging level for each server and click Save.

Troubleshoot Interact issues
Troubleshoot question runtimes
If Tanium Clients answer a question slower than expected, the question might use sensors that have long runtimes. The Tanium
Console displays runtime indicators to indicate the average runtimes of sensors that you select for questions. If necessary, you can
customize the thresholds that determine which indicator appears for a specific runtime. See Managing sensor runtime thresholds on
page 276.
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Troubleshoot question results issues
l

If Tanium Clients do not answer questions:
o

Check the status of client connections. See Troubleshoot Tanium Client issues on page 451.

o

Verify that the appropriate computer management groups are assigned to your user account (persona). See
Managing computer groups on page 365 and Manage computer group assignments for a user on page 384.

l

If answer strings consume too much disk space on the Tanium Server, you can determine which sensors produce the most
string growth and configure age-based string cleaning for those sensors. See Manage sensor string growth on page 474.

Troubleshoot action deployment issues
To ensure actions deploy as expected and to troubleshoot deployment issues, see Monitor actions on page 195.

Collect Interact logs
To send information to Tanium Support for troubleshooting Tanium Interact, perform the following steps to collect logs and other
relevant information. The information is saved as a ZIP file that you can download through your browser.
1.

From the Interact Overview page, click Help

.

2.

In the Troubleshooting section, click Download Support Package.
A tanium-interact-support-<date-time>.zip file downloads to the local download directory.

3.

Attach the ZIP file to your Tanium Support case form or send it to Tanium Support.

Manage the package file repository
By default, the Tanium Server stores the package files that it downloads to Tanium Clients in the
<Tanium Server installation directory>/Downloads folder. When you are troubleshooting download issues,
Tanium Support might instruct you to monitor usage for this repository and to free space in it if necessary.
Only users who have the Administrator reserved role can see the Package File Repository page.

As additional troubleshooting for download issues on the Tanium Server, review the following logs:
l

Download catalog cleaner log

l

Package cache cleaner log

l

Package download log

l

Tanium Downloader log
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VIEW PACKAGE FILE REPOSITORY USAGE
From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Package File Repository and review the information.

CLEAN THE PACKAGE FILE REPOSITORY (WINDOWS INFRASTRUCTURE ONLY)
By default, the Tanium Server automatically cleans the repository (deletes unused package files) every Sunday at 2 AM. However, if
you see symptoms of low disk space on the server, you can manually clean the repository before then if the server is deployed on a
Windows host. For example, when space is low, users might not be able to access the Tanium Console sign-in page or they might
experience sign-in failures.
To manually clean the repository:
1.

Sign in to the Tanium Server host as the Administrator user.

2.

Open the Windows Command Prompt to access the CLI.
For information on using the CLI, see Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide: Command-line
interface.

3.

Navigate to the Tanium Server <installation directory>:
cd <installation directory>

4.

Run the following command to clear the repository:
TaniumReceiver clean-downloads

RELOCATE THE PACKAGE FILE REPOSITORY (WINDOWS INFRASTRUCTURE ONLY)
Optionally, you can relocate the package file repository if another drive on the Tanium Server host has better resources for storing
package downloads. See Tanium Core Platform Deployment Guide for Windows: Relocate the package file repository.
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Troubleshoot role-based access control (RBAC) issues
Troubleshoot permission issues
If you see permission errors when trying to access certain Tanium Console pages or features:
l

Determine which permissions are required (see User role requirements on page 41) and verify that your user account
(persona) has the necessary permissions (see View effective role permissions for a user on page 381).

l

Review the following logs in the Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide:
o

RBAC log
The Console error log might record an entry such as the following to identify permission errors:
ERROR: 400 Bad Request RBAC Exception (Ref# 1f14e8215610cf72):
RBACInsufficientPrivilege
You can use the Ref# value to find the corresponding entry in the RBAC log, which provides
additional details about the error. See Work with the Console error log on page 442.

o

Module-provided privileges logs

If you cannot access the Tanium Console, see Troubleshoot Console access on page 441.
The browser that you use to access the Console might display the 403 Forbidden error for permission issues.

Troubleshoot service account lockouts
If passwords change for service accounts, lockout errors might occur for those accounts until you update the account configurations:
l

l

Tanium Core Platform, module, and shared service accounts: See Manage service accounts on page 88.
LDAP synchronization: See LDAP User Name and Password on page 420.

Troubleshoot TDS issues
Monitor resource usage for sensor results collection
The Tanium Data Service (TDS) collects and stores the results of all sensors that are registered for collection so that users can see
those results for offline endpoints when issuing questions. Sensor collection consumes resources such as network bandwidth,
processing on endpoints, and disk space on the Tanium Server. Resource consumption increases with the cardinality of sensors. For
example, the IP Address sensor produces a unique result string for each queried endpoint, whereas the Operating System (OS)
sensor produces the same string for all endpoints that have the same OS. In this case, the high cardinality IP Address sensor requires
more bandwidth, CPU usage, and storage. Interact provides charts that enable you to visualize resource usage metrics related to
results collection.
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For more details and procedures related to sensor results collection, see Manage sensor results collection on page
247.

1.

Go to the Interact Overview page and click Info

2.

Review the following charts:
l

.

Harvest Metrics: These charts display metrics related to the number of database rows that are processed when
question results are collected for registered sensors. These charts only display when the Continuous Harvest option is
selected. For more information, see Configure advanced settings for sensor collection on page 250.

l

Data Service Status: This chart displays metrics related to sensor collection processes when the Continuous Harvest
option is deselected. By default, the Tanium Data Service runs the Data Collection process every hour to collect
results for registered sensors and runs the Garbage Collection process every 15 minutes to remove expired result
strings. The chart uses the following icons. Hover over an icon to display details about a specific process instance.

l

o

: process that completed successfully

o

: process that is currently running

o

: process with errors

o

: pending process

Data Service Sensor Metrics: Use these charts to determine whether specific sensors are generating result strings
that consume too much storage.

l

Data Service Database Metrics: These charts provide indicators on the disk space usage for the Tanium Data Service.
The Database Key Size and Database Value Size charts show usage in bytes.

l

Data Service Resource Consumption Metrics: Use these charts to determine the resource usage for the Tanium Data
Service.

Resolve TDS resource consumption issues
If you determine that sensor collection consumes too many resources, consider the following solutions:
l

Pause collection for sensors that you determine are currently not important for users who view the stored results of offline
endpoints: see Pause or resume collection for sensors on page 249.

l

Unregister specific sensors for which users will never need to see stored results: see Register or unregister sensors for
collection on page 248.

l

Purge the results of specific sensors if those results are not useful to users: see Purge results for specific sensors on page
250.

l

Contact Tanium Support on page 456 about editing the default settings that govern results collection and garbage
collection: see Configure advanced settings for sensor collection on page 250 and Configure removal of expired sensor
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results on page 251.
l

Simplify the management rights for the service account user to improve the performance of cache queries: see Managing
computer groups on page 365.

Troubleshoot Tanium solution issues
Verify and update solution versions
Contact Tanium Support on page 456 to verify that the Tanium solutions you installed are the recommended versions. The Tanium
Console version appears in the Console header (Main menu). To check the current installed versions of other solutions and update
them if necessary, see Part 4: Managing Tanium solutions on page 71.

Troubleshoot installation, update, or uninstallation issues
If issues occur when you install, update, or uninstall Tanium modules, shared services, or content packs, consider the following
causes and solutions:
l

(Active-active deployments only) If module operations succeed on one Tanium Server but fail to synchronize on the peer, see
Resolve module synchronization errors on page 83.

l

If any installed solutions are incompatible with the current Tanium Console version, a warning

banner lists those

solutions. Clicking Uninstall in the banner uninstalls those solutions.
l

If a solution workbench did not install or uninstall correctly, see Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide:
Workbenches manager log.

l

To troubleshoot other issues related to solution installations and updates, see Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference
Guide: TDownloader log.
If the browser that you use to access the Console displays the 404 Not Found error, solution files might be missing
due to an incomplete installation. However, this error might also occur for other reasons, such as browser extension
issues.

Troubleshoot plugin issues
A plugin is an extension to a Tanium Core Platform component, module, or shared service. Tanium modules and shared services run
scheduled plugins as background processes at intervals. Plugin operations are usually transparent to users. However, Tanium
Support might instruct you to review plugin details when troubleshooting unexpected behavior.
Only users who are assigned the Administrator reserved role can access the Configuration pages for viewing plugin
information.

To see details about installed plugins and scheduled plugins, from the Main menu go to Administration > Configuration > Plugins.
The Plugins page displays separate grids for installed plugins and scheduled plugins.
The following tasks are additional troubleshooting steps for plugin errors:
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l

Verify that passwords are up-to-date for the service accounts that Tanium solutions use to create plugins. Solutions might
create new plugins during version upgrades or other events. See Manage service accounts on page 88.

l

Review the module plugin history logs. See Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide: Module plugin history logs.

l

Contact Tanium Support on page 456 for more help with plugins.

Troubleshoot solution-specific issues
To troubleshoot issues with a specific solution, see the associated user guide:
l

Tanium API Gateway User Guide: Troubleshooting API Gateway

l

Tanium Asset User Guide: Troubleshooting Asset

l

Tanium Client Management User Guide: Troubleshooting

l

Tanium Comply User Guide: Troubleshooting Comply

l

Tanium Connect User Guide: Troubleshooting Connect

l

Tanium Deploy User Guide: Troubleshooting Deploy

l

Tanium Direct Connect User Guide: Troubleshooting Direct Connect

l

Tanium Discover User Guide: Troubleshooting Discover

l

Tanium Endpoint Configuration User Guide: Troubleshooting Endpoint Configuration

l

Tanium End-User Notifications User Guide: Troubleshooting End-User Notifications

l

Tanium Enforce User Guide: Troubleshooting Enforce

l

Tanium Health Check User Guide: Troubleshooting Health Check

l

Tanium Impact User Guide: Troubleshooting Impact

l

Tanium Integrity Monitor User Guide: Troubleshooting Integrity Monitor

l

Tanium Map User Guide: Troubleshooting Map

l

Tanium Health Check User Guide: Troubleshooting Network Quarantine

l

Tanium Patch User Guide: Troubleshooting Patch

l

Tanium Performance User Guide: Troubleshooting Performance

l

Tanium Provision User Guide: Troubleshooting Provision

l

Tanium Reporting User Guide: Troubleshoot Reporting

l

Tanium Reputation User Guide: Troubleshooting Reputation

l

Tanium Reveal User Guide: Troubleshooting Reveal
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l

Tanium Risk User Guide: Troubleshooting Risk

l

Tanium Threat Response User Guide: Troubleshooting Threat Response

l

Tanium Trends User Guide: Troubleshooting Trends

Troubleshoot Tanium Client issues
The following subsections describe diagnostic and remediation tasks for Tanium Client connectivity, registration, and licensing
issues. For other Client troubleshooting tasks, see Tanium Client Management User Guide: Troubleshooting Tanium Clients and
Client Management.
The Client Status page displays information about the state of Tanium Client registration and connectivity, and enables you to
deploy actions to remediate issues.

You require a role with Client Status read permission is required to see the Client Status page. The Administrator
reserved role has this permission.

View managed endpoints count for license compliance
You can configure the Client Status page to Show systems that have reported in the last 30 days to see the approximate number
of managed endpoints in relation to Tanium license compliance. To tally the count, the Tanium Server identifies each endpoint by
its fully qualified domain name (FQDN). To see the maximum number of managed endpoints that the license allows, go to
Administration > Configuration > Tanium License and check the Seat Count.

In environments where endpoints have dynamic FQDNs that are not necessarily unique, the Tanium Home page,
Environment Status section has a Total Endpoints field that displays a more accurate count of managed
endpoints for the last 30 days. The Total Endpoints count is based on multiple identifiers that the Tanium Data
Service collects from each endpoint. See View environment status on page 33.
To see the Client Status page and filter its grid, you require a role with the Client Status read permission. Users
with the Administrator reserved role have this permission.
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View the status of Tanium Client registration and communication
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Client Status.

2.

(Optional) To display status details only for specific Tanium Clients, edit the default filter settings, such as the registration
intervals and connection status.

The following table lists the information that the Client Status page displays for each Tanium Client:
Table 38: Client Status columns
Column

Description

Host Name

Endpoint host name.

Network Location (from client)

Client IP address returned from a sensor on the client.

Network Location (from server)

Client IP address recorded on the Tanium Server or Zone Server during the last registration.

Direction

A circle represents the client and arrows represent its connections. For a list of possible connection states,
see Table 39.

Valid Key

No indicates an issue with the public key that the Tanium Client uses to secure communication with other
Tanium Core Platform components. To resolve the issue, reinstall the Tanium Client (see Tanium Client
Management User GuideDeploying the Tanium Client) or redeploy the key (see Download infrastructure
configuration files (keys)).

Send State

Receive State

l

Normal: The client is sending data to its backward and forward peers.

l

None: The client is not sending data to its forward or backward peers.

l

Forward Only: The client is sending data to its forward peer but not to its backward peer.

l

Backward Only: The client is sending data to its backward peer but not to its forward peer.

l

Normal: The client is receiving data from its backward and forward peers.

l

None: The client is not receiving data from its forward or backward peers.

l

Next Only: The client is receiving data from its forward peer but not from its backward peer.

l

Previous Only: The client is receiving data from its backward peer but not from its forward peer.
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Table 38: Client Status columns (continued)
Column
Status

Description
l

Normal: The client is communicating normally.

l

Slow Link: The client has connections with abnormally slow throughput.

l

Leader: The client is communicating with the Tanium Server or Zone Server because it is a backward
leader, a forward leader, a neighborhood leader, or a client with no peer connections (such as a client in
an isolated subnet).

l

Blocked: The client is not communicating reliably.

Last Registration

Date and time when the Tanium Client last registered with the Tanium Server or Zone Server.

Protocol Version (hidden by

Tanium Protocol version. For details about the protocol, see TLS communication.

default)
Version

Tanium Client version.

The Direction column displays icons that use the following conventions to depict Tanium Client connection states:
l

An up arrow indicates a connection with the Tanium Server or Zone Server.

l

Side arrows pointing away from the client indicate outbound connections to peers.

l

Side arrows pointing at the client indicate inbound connections from peers.

l

Side arrows on the right side of clients indicate the state of connections to forward peers.

l

Side arrows on the left side of clients indicate the state of connections to backward peers.

l

Side arrows with dashed lines indicate slow connections.

You can use the Direction column to understand why a Tanium Client is a leader and to identify connection issues. The following
table lists the possible connection states:
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Table 39: Tanium Client peer connection states
Attribute

Value

Description

Leader

Backward

The client is a backward leader that terminates one end of a linear chain. It typically has the
lowest IP address in its linear chain.

Forward

The client is a forward leader that terminates one end of a linear chain. It typically has the
highest IP address in its linear chain.

Neighborhood

The client is designated as a neighborhood leader because its linear chain has reached the maximum
number of clients.

Isolated

The client is an isolated leader that connects only to the Tanium Server or Zone Server, and has no
connections to other clients. The client might be isolated because its IP address falls within the range of an
isolated subnet or because it has no peers in its local subnet with which to connect.

Neighbor

No side arrows

This is the same as an isolated leader.

Single side arrow

The client has a neighborhood list of peers but has not established a peer connection. This state generally
results from a misconfiguration, such as when a host-based firewall on the endpoint does not allow

or

Client state

inbound connections to the client.

Double side arrows

The client has a neighborhood list of peers and has connected with peers in the indicated direction.

Normal

The client is communicating normally.

Blocked

The client is not communicating reliably. This might result from a network issue or host resource issue,
such as an anti-virus program that slows the client.

Export Tanium Client status details
Export information in the Client Status page as a CSV file or, if you have the Administrator reserved role, as a JSON file.
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1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Client Status.

2.

Select rows in the grid to export information for specific Tanium Clients. If you want to export information for all clients, skip
this step.

3.

Click Export

.

4.

(Optional) Edit the default export File Name.
The file suffix (.csv or .json) changes automatically based on the Format selection.

5.

Select an Export Data option: information for All clients in the grid or only for the Selected clients.

6.

Select the file Format: JSON (Administrator reserved role only) or CSV.

7.

Click Export.
The Tanium Server exports the file to the downloads folder on the system that you used to access the Tanium Console.

Copy Tanium Client status details
Copy information from the Client Status page to your clipboard to paste the information into a message, text file, or spreadsheet.
Each row in the grid is a comma-separated value string.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Client Status.

2.

Perform one of the following steps:
l

Copy row information: Select one or more rows and click Copy

l

Copy cell information: Hover over the cell, click Options

.

, and click Copy

.

Deploy actions to remediate client registration or connectivity issues
You can deploy actions to Tanium Clients to remediate issues that you observe in the Client Status page. For example, if you want
certain clients to register with a Tanium Zone Server instead of the Tanium Server, you can deploy the Set Tanium Server Name
List package to change the ServerNameList setting on those clients.
1.

From the Main menu, go to Administration > Configuration > Client Status.

2.

Select the Tanium Clients (up to 100) to which you want to deploy actions and click Deploy Action.

3.

Deploy the action.

4.

Review the Client Status grid to verify that the action produced the expected result.

View the info page
Tanium Support might instruct you to review settings or counters that the info page displays.
You require a role with Server Status read permission to view the info page.
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1.

Open a browser and go to https://<Tanium Server>/info, where <Tanium Server> is the FQDN or IP address of the
Tanium Server.

2.

Sign in as a user who is assigned the Administrator reserved role.

Contact Tanium Support
Tanium Support is your first contact for assistance with preparing for and performing a solution installation or upgrade, as well as
verifying and troubleshooting the initial deployment. If you require further assistance from Tanium Support, include version
information for Tanium Core Platform components and specific details on dependencies, such as the host system hardware and OS
details and database server version. You can also send Tanium Support a collection of logs and other information as a ZIP file: see
Collect Interact logs on page 445.
To contact Tanium Support for help, sign in to https://support.tanium.com.
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Reference: Example questions
Review the following examples to learn about the kinds of questions that Tanium Interact enables you to issue to endpoints.

Example starter questions
The following examples show common questions.

How can I get a list of running services on all endpoints or a specific endpoint?
Get Running Service from all machines

Get Service Details from all machines

Get Running Service from all machines with Computer Name containing "<hostname>"

How can I get a list of running processes on all endpoints or a specific endpoint?
Get Running Processes from all machines

Get Running Processes from machines where Computer Name contains "<hostname>"

Get Running Processes and Computer Name contains "<hostname>" from all machines

How can I display Windows Registry keys and values?
Get Registry Value Data[registry key path, value-name] from all machines

Get Registry Value Data[HKEY_LOCAL_
MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion, CommonFilesDir] from all
machines

Get Registry Key Value Exists[registry key path, value-name] from all machines
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Get Registry Key Exists[HKEY_LOCAL_
MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion, CommonFilesDir] from all
machines

How can I get a list of open ports?
Get Computer Name and Open Port from all machines

Get Open Port from machines where Computer Name contains "<hostname>"

Get Open Port from all machines with Computer Name containing "<hostname>"

How can I get user authentication information?
Get Logged In Users contains "<user name>" from all machines

Get Logged In Users containing "BABOON08D9ANGUI\Administrator" from all machines

Get Logged In Users and Computer Name from all machines

Get Local User Login Dates from all machines

Get Logged In Users and Client Date from all machines

Get Last Logged In User and Client Date from all machines

Get Computer Name and Last Date of Local Administrator Login from all machines
with Last Date of Local Administrator Login not containing "no results"

Get Local Administrators from all machines

How can I see the current logged on user?
Get User Sessions from all machines
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How can I see when users last logged in?
Get local User Login Dates from all machines

How can I get the Service Account logins?
Get Service Login Names from all machines

How can I get certificate information?
Get Machine Certificates[authroot] from all machines

Get Machine Certificates[disallowed] from all machines

Get Machine Certificates[root] from all machines
For Intermediate Certs:

Get Machine Certificates[CA] from all machines (Intermediate Certs)

How can I detect all running Oracle instances within a Linux environment?
Get computer name and running processes that contains "ora_pmon" from machines
with running processes contains "ora_pmon"

How can I get asset information?
Get Cpu and Cpu Details and Chassis and Architecture and Serial Number and
Computer Name and Bios and IP Address and Mac Address and serial number from all
machines

Example dashboard questions
Reviewing the list of predefined saved questions in dashboards and categories is a good way to learn how to use questions to get
meaningful results. The following examples illustrate a few such predefined questions that are organized by
<category> > <dashboard>.
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Security > Data Leakage
Get Computer Name and Non-Approved Established Connections from all machines with
Non-Approved Established Connections containing ":"

Security > Wireless Network Security
Get Wireless Networks Visible from all machines

Get Hosted Wireless Ad-Hoc Networks from all machines with Hosted Wireless Ad-Hoc
Networks containing "started"

Get Unencrypted Wireless Networks from all machines with Unencrypted Wireless
Networks containing "open"

Get Wireless Networks Using WEP from all machines with Wireless Networks Using
WEP containing "wep"

Security > Proactive Security
Get Firewall Status containing "disabled" from all machines with Firewall Status
containing "disabled"

Get Computer Name and Open Share Details from all machines with Open Share
Details not containing "No shares"

Security > Workstation USB Write Protection
Get USB device details from all machines

Get Computer Name and Username from all machines with ( Operating System not
containing "server" and USB Write Protected containing "False" )

Get Computer Name and Username from all machines with ( Operating System not
containing "server" and USB Write Protected containing "True" )
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Reference: Advanced question syntax
Use reserved words or characters
The Tanium™ parser uses certain words and characters to interpret the question text that you enter as valid query syntax. For
example, the parser uses the bracket characters [ and ] to enclose the values of parameterized sensors and uses variations of the
word match to support regular expressions. You must enclose these reserved words and characters in quotation marks when you
use them as string literals in questions. For example, to see all endpoints that have computer names containing the letter
combination in, issue the question Get Computer Name from all machines with Computer Name contains "in".
The following characters require quotation marks when you use them as string literals in questions:
l

"
Use double quotation marks as an escape-character sequence for each instance of quotation marks in a text string. For
example, to see which endpoints have a computer name that contains the string "test", issue the question:
Get Computer Name from all machines with Computer Name contains """test"""

l

.

l

,

l

:

l

?

l

$

l

White spaces
For example, to see which endpoints have a computer name that has a blank space before and after the string DBserver,
issue the question:
Get Computer Name from all machines with Computer Name contains " DBserver "

The following words require quotation marks when you use them as string literals in questions:
l

all

l

and

l

any

l

contain

l

containing

l

contains

l

does match

l

does not match

l

ending

l

ends
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l

equals

l

get

l

having

l

in

l

matches

l

matching

l

not

l

or

l

with

l

starting

l

starts
Sensors with names that use reserved words also require quotation marks when you use them as string literals in
questions. See Special characters and reserved words.

Use regular expression filters
The question parser supports regular expression matching based on Boost syntax. The following example matches computer names
that begin with the letter q in the tanium.com domain.
Figure 120: Matching a regular expression

The Detect Primary Alerts sensor uses a regular expression to collect results that match any digit in the range 0 to 9. Because alerts
have numeric IDs, this expression excludes empty results.
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Figure 121: Regular expression to exclude empty results

You can also use a combination of negation and regular expressions to build filter expressions. For example, the predefined
computer group No Computers uses a question with the not matches expression and a regular expression (.*) to match empty
results. Because the Computer Name sensor always returns a string, this combination provides a way to prevent action deployment.
To stop the Tanium Server from deploying certain actions to any endpoints, configure those actions to target the Default action
group, which includes only the No Computers computer group.
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Figure 122: Regular expression to not match anything

Use computer group filters
You can issue questions that specify a computer group in the from clause. Use quotation marks around the computer group name.
The computer group can be a management group or filter group. For details about these types, see Managing computer groups.
For computer groups with filter-defined membership, the question parser converts the specified computer group name into the
question that determines membership.
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Figure 123: From clause with computer group

Use sensor column filters
Multi-column sensors are designed to collect multiple pieces of related information in a single answer.
Figure 124: Results from a multi-column sensor
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Using the regular expression starts with, ends with, or contains to filter results for a multi-column sensor, such as Installed
Applications, can be tricky because the result string for a multi-column sensor is actually a single string with column delimiters. If
you are not careful, you might match a string in an unexpected column or unknowingly match a string in a hidden column. For a
multi-column sensor, you can specify a particular column for results matching. The syntax is get <sensor> having
<sensor>:<column> contains <value>. The column name is case sensitive. Note that single-column filtering works only if the

sensor configuration specifies column delimiters (Split into multiple columns on page 240 field) with a single character (such as |),
not multiple characters (such as |:). To match results from all the columns, the syntax is get <sensor> contains <value>.
The following example uses a sensor column filter in the get clause.
Figure 125: Sensor column filter in the get clause

The following example uses a sensor column filter in both the get clause and the from clause.
Figure 126: Sensor column filter in the get clause and the from clause
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Use $substring() filters
You can use $substring() filters to match result string patterns. The $substring() function takes the following arguments:
sensor name, starting position (where 0 is the first position), number of characters.
The following example matches results from the Installed Applications sensor where the first two characters match the string Go.
Figure 127: $substring() filter

You cannot use the $substring() filter with multi-column sensors.

Use the in operator for filtering
You can use the in operator to specify a collection of matching sensor results. The operator takes a comma-separated list of
arguments that is parsed into a Boolean OR.
The following example uses the in operator to match a sensor filter in the from clause with results containing Virtual or
Physical.

Figure 128: in operator in the from clause

The following example uses the in operator to match a sensor column filter in the from clause. The question syntax is:
Get Computer Name and Installed Applications having Installed Applications:Name contains Adobe
Reader from all machines with Installed Applications:Name contains Adobe Reader and Installed
Applications:Version in(9.5.0,11.0.06)
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Figure 129: in operator with a sensor column filter

Use nested filters
In the from clause of a question, you can configure multiple filters, including nested filters.
The following example shows nested filters in the Question Builder. The example combines one matching expression with either
one of the nested expressions.
Figure 130: Nested filters in the Question Builder

You can also specify nested filters in the Explore Data field.
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Figure 131: Nested filters in the Explore Data field

The following example shows different Boolean logic: match both of these OR this one.
Figure 132: Nested filters in the Explore Data field

Target random endpoints
Use the Online Random Sample sensor to identify a random subset of online endpoints from all targeted endpoints. You might
want to target random endpoints when you test a new package or configuration on a random subset of endpoints, or to check a
random set of endpoints to ensure they have proper configurations prior to an audit. The Online Random Sample sensor is
included in the Default Content pack.
The Online Random Sample sensor retrieves True and False results from all targeted endpoints. The sensor accepts a Sample %
parameter from 0-100 to determine the rough percentage of endpoints that answer with True. For example, if you pass 25 as a
parameter and target from all machines, approximately 25% of endpoints in the environment will return a True response.
Because each endpoint evaluates the sensor and generates a random True or False answer according to the percentage that you
specify, the number of endpoints that return True can vary. The default value for Sample % is 5.
Figure 133: Online Random Sample sensor
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Use advanced sensor options
Question results from Tanium Clients must conform with any advanced options that you specify for sensors in the question. You can
configure advanced sensor options in the Question Builder (see Figure 134) or in the Explore Data field (see the examples after
Table 40).
Figure 134: Question Builder: Advanced sensor options

The following table describes the advanced sensor options:
Table 40: Advanced sensor options
Option

Guidelines

Case Sensitivity

Select whether Interact factors in upper-case and lower-case characters when grouping and counting question
results:
l

Ignore case

l

Match case

See Example: Case Sensitivity on page 472.
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Table 40: Advanced sensor options (continued)
Option

Guidelines

Matching

This option is available only in the from computers with section of the Question Builder, which corresponds to the

from clause of a question in the Explore Data field.
A Tanium Client might compute multiple results for certain sensors. For example, a client that has multiple
interfaces returns multiple results for the IP Address sensor. You can use the Matching option as a filter such that a
client answers the question only if its results conform to your selection:
l

Match Any Value: The client returns results if any of its results match the value that is specified in the question.

l

Match All Values: The client returns results only if all its results match the value that is specified in the
question.

See Example: Matching on page 473.
Treat Data As

Interact treats sensor values as the type of data that you specify. For a descriptions of the data types, see Result
Type. For an example, see Example: Treat data as type on page 471.

Maximum Data Age

Specify the maximum amount of time that the Tanium Client can use a cached result for the sensor when answering
questions that use the sensor. If the cached result exceeds the maximum age, the client computes a fresh result for
the sensor. For details about this option, see Max Sensor Age. For an example, see Example: Maximum Data Age on
page 472.

The following examples describe how to enter advanced sensor options in the Explore Data field using the syntax
<sensor>?<option>=<value>.

Example: Treat data as type
The syntax for filtering by data type is <sensor>?type=<type>. The following example specifies Numeric as the type.
Figure 135: Advanced Sensor Options: Treat Data as Numeric

The File Size data type in the Question Builder corresponds to the DataSize type in the Explore Data field, where the syntax is
<sensor>?type=DataSize. The following example returns results from endpoints where the installation folder of the Tanium

Client is at least 10 GB.
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Figure 136: Advanced Sensor Options: Treat Data as File Size

Use the Treat Data as <type> option only with comparison operators, such as Free Memory > 300.

Example: Maximum Data Age
The syntax for setting the Maximum Data Age for cached results is <sensor>?maxAge=<value>. In the Question Builder, you can
specify the age units (minutes, hours, days). In the Explore Data field, the age is always in seconds. The following example specifies
a maximum age of 3600 seconds.
Figure 137: Advanced Sensor Options: Maximum Data Age

Example: Case Sensitivity
The Case Sensitivity option in the Question Builder corresponds to the ignoreCase option in the Explore Data field, where the
syntax is <sensor>?ignoreCase=[0|1]. The value 0 means match the case and the value 1 means ignore the case for sensor
results with letters. The following example specifies the Case Sensitivity option with a value set to Ignore Case.
Figure 138: Advanced Sensor Options: ignore case
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Example: Matching
This Matching option applies only in the from clause of a question. The syntax for matching all or any results for a sensor is with
[all] <sensor> contains <value>, where omitting the all option specifies Match Any Value. In the following example, the

Matching option is set to Match All Values (with all) for the IP Address sensor. This example addresses a case where each
endpoint might have multiple interfaces and you want to return results only from endpoints on which all the interfaces have an IP
address that contains the string 192.
Figure 139: Advanced Sensor Options: match all

Example: Multiple options
To specify multiple advanced options for a sensor, separate each option with an ampersand &. The syntax is
<sensor>?<option 1>=<value>&<option 2>=<value>...&<option N>=<value>. The following example shows a question

with two options for the Installed Applications sensor:
Figure 140: Advanced sensor options - multiple options

Use advanced question options
Enable the Force Computer ID option to convert a single-sensor, counting question into a non-counting question by forcing Tanium
Clients to include the computer ID in their answers. Note that the Question Results page does not include the computer ID results
when you select this option. Converting to a non-counting question is a workaround that resolves cases where a counting question
returns the too many results answer. For details, see Enable or disable live updates on page 169. You can enable the option in
the Explore Data field by using the Get?forceComputerIdFlag=1 statement. You can also enable the option in the Question
Builder, under Advanced Question Options.
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Manage sensor string growth
You can mitigate the impact that question results have on Tanium Server memory and disk usage by setting a maximum age for the
answer strings that the server stores for individual sensors.
The Tanium Server stores strings in the <Tanium Server installation folder>/strings folder and loads the strings
into memory (the string cache) when it uses them. To prevent string growth from consuming too much space, the server clears a
portion of the strings for all sensors when the total strings exceed a default threshold. However, the default string-cleaning
settings do not distinguish among sensors in terms of how likely they are to generate strings that are unique and that are used only
once. This matters because unique strings consume more space and clearing single-use strings has less impact on server processing
and traffic (the Tanium Server does not have to reissue questions to regenerate the strings for future use). For example, the Detect
Primary Alerts sensor often generates many unique, single-use strings. To account for these factors, Tanium Server 7.3.314.4101 or
later enables you to use the Tanium Console to configure string cleaning for individual sensors based on a Max String Age. The
server bases string ages on when it last used the strings or received them from Tanium Clients and discards strings that exceed the
maximum.
The following procedure describes how to determine which sensors are producing the most string growth and to set the Max String
Age for those sensors. For most sensors that require a limit, use the default maximum of seven days as a best practice. Setting a
lower maximum is required only in rare cases, such as for sensors that produce results containing date or time stamps. The best
practice is to avoid including date and time stamps in string results when writing a sensor, because they tend to result in unusually
large string growth. However, if such sensors are necessary, you can set the maximum as low as one day for sensors that use date
stamps and as low as six hours for sensors that use time stamps. Contact Tanium Support on page 456 if you are considering setting
the Max String Age to lower than six hours; only exceptional cases require such limits.

Before you begin
Install Tanium™ Health Check if it is not already installed. For details, see Tanium Health Check User Guide: Installing Health Check.

Configure age-based string cleaning
Determine which sensors produce the most string growth
Use the Health Check module to determine which sensors produce the most string growth.
To view string counts for each sensor in the Tanium Console, go to the Main menu, select Administration > Content
> Sensors, and display the String Count column, which is hidden by default.

1.

From the Main menu, select Shared Services > Health Check.

2.

Under Manual Report Generation, click Run TPAN Report Now.

3.

Under Reports click the HTML link for the Full Report that you just ran.

4.

At the top of the report, select Environmental Details > String Details.
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5.

Review the grids that list the top sensors by string count and memory usage to determine which sensors produce the most
string growth.

Set the maximum string age
1.

From the Main menu, select Administration > Content > Sensors.
Perform the remaining steps for each sensor that you determine requires a string age limit.

2.

Select the sensor and click Edit.

3.

Enable and set the Max String Age (default is seven days), and then click Save.
For almost all sensors, setting the Max String Age reduces string growth to a manageable level and setting
the Max Strings (string count limit) is unnecessary. Contact Tanium Support on page 456 before setting
the Max Strings in extreme cases that might require a string count limit for individual sensors.

4.

Over the next two days, repeat the steps to run a TPAN report and verify that string counts and memory usage are reduced as
expected for the sensors that have string limits. If necessary, set a lower Max String Age for sensors that still produce too
much string growth.
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Change log
Date

Revision Summary

August 4, 2022

Updated for PLATDOCS-1381, PLATDOCS-1386, and PLATDOCS-1389.

August 2, 2022

Improved Troubleshooting chapter.

July 19, 2022

Updated for PLATDOCS-1259.

July 1, 2022

Updated for PLATDOCS-1354 and PLATDOCS-1359.

June 28, 2022

Released Console 3.2.26 and Tanium Core Platform 7.5.4.1165 to Ring 4.

June 6, 2022

Republished for Interact 2.12.113 and Reporting 1.8.40.

May 17, 2022

Released Console 3.2.24 and Tanium Core Platform 7.5.4.1158 to Ring 4.

April 29, 2022

Released Console 3.2.24 to Ring 2.

April 12, 2022

Released Console 3.1.72 and Tanium Core Platform 7.5.4.1139 to Ring 4.

March 15, 2022

Console 3.0.76 bug fix release and addition of "Action deployment overview."

March 8, 2022

Removed links to obsolete KB articles and updated all the diagrams for browsers in dark mode.

February 22, 2022

Released Console 3.1 to Ring 4.

February 15, 2022

Released Console 3.1 to Ring 2.

February 2, 2022

Updated for PLATDOCS-1161, PLATDOCS-1149, and PLATDOCS-1136.

January 24, 2022

Removed references to Tanium Core Platform 7.2 (EOL).

January 18, 2022

Added links to the Provision user guide (Tanium Cloud only).

December 9, 2021

Removed duplicate content from Getting Started.

November 30, 2021

Updated for PLATDOCS-1133.

November 23, 2021

Updated for PLATDOCS-1056.

November 9, 2021

Added links to Tanium API Gateway User Guide.

November 5, 2021

Updated for DOC-3261.

November 3, 2021

Added Risk module (Tanium Cloud only) to topics that link to all Tanium solutions.

November 1, 2021

Updated platform version numbers to 7.5.2.3503
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Revision Summary

October 26, 2021

Released Console 3.0 and Platform 7.5.2 to Ring 4.

October 19, 2021

Updated for PLATDOCS-1064 and DOC-3197.

September 28, 2021

Updated for PLATDOCS-1031 and PLATDOCS-758.

September 14, 2021

Republished for Interact 2.8.105

September 14, 2021

Changed role types to Allow and Deny instead of Grant and Deny (to match UI).

September 13, 2021

Released Console 3.0.54 and Platform 7.5.2.3474 to Ring 2.

September 2, 2021

Updated for DOC-3070, PLATDOCS-1050, PLATDOCS-899, CONNECT-5253.

August 31, 2021

Updated for PLATDOCS-919.

August 25, 2021

Updated for PLATDOCS-734, DOC-3020, and DOC-3009.

August 17, 2021

Updated for DOC-2960 and DOC-2978.

August 10, 2021

Republished for Console 2.1.702

July 22, 2021

Restored bookmark to module roles list.

July 16, 2021

Updated for DOC-829.

July 13, 2021

Republished for Interact 2.7.215 updates.

July 2, 2021

Released Console 2.1.700 (Dark Mode) to Ring 4.

June 29, 2021

Released Console 2.1.698 to Ring 4.

June 11, 2021

Updated for PLATDOCS-917, DOC-2520, DOC-2725, and DOC-2731.

May 5, 2021

Released Console 2.1.680 to Ring 2.

April 22, 2021

Updated for PLATDOCS-870.

April 21, 2021

Republished for Documentation site redesign.

April 13, 2021

Released Platform 7.4.5.1200.

April 9, 2021

Updated the list of default computer groups for release of Default Computer Groups 1.0.5 to Ring 2.

April 6, 2021

Released Console 2.1 to Ring 2.

April 1, 2021

Republished for Interact 2.6.107

March 16, 2021

Released Console 2.0.250, Platform 7.4.5., Interact 2.6.102
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March 4, 2021

Updated DOC-2476.

February 9, 2021

Released Console 2.0.248, Platform 7.4.4.1362.

February 5

Updated for DOC-2433.

December 23, 2020

Updated for PLATDOCS-736.

December 11, 2020

Released Tanium Console 2.0.246 to Ring 2 (Tanium Cloud only).

December 8, 2020

Updated for PLATDOCS-271, PLATDOCS-493, PLATDOCS-517, PLATDOCS-692, PLATDOCS-708.

November 20, 2020

Updated for PLATDOCS-629, PLATDOCS-693, PLATDOCS-720, DOC-1442, DOC-2067, DOC-2145, DOC-2148,
DOC-2170, DOC-2172, DOC-2178, DOC-2194.

November 2, 2020

Released Tanium Console 2.0.242.

October 29, 2020

Removed Internet Explorer from the list of supported browsers for accessing the Tanium Console.

October 27, 2020

Updated for DOC-2048, PLATDOCS-707, and removed Tanium Cloud Only condition from references to the
Impact module.

October 20, 2020

Updated for PLATDOCS-574 and new illustrations for user roles.

October 13, 2020

Released Console 2.0.239.

July 16, 2020

Republished for Platform 7.4.3.1242 and Console 1.4.3.0135.

June 30, 2020

Republished for Tanium Cloud GA release.

June 16, 2020

Republished for Platform 7.4.3 release.

May 19, 2020

Corrected list of deprecated user preferences and added automatic configuration option for importing
specific modules (instead of all modules).

May 14, 2020

Republished for Interact 2.1.5 and 2.0.6.

May 12, 2020

Added ZS-specific bandwidth throttles.

April 15, 2020

Removed option to configure modules during upgrade.

April 7, 2020

Republished for Interact 2.0.5.

April 2, 2020

Updated content pack names: Initial Content packs become Default Content and Core Content.

March 31, 2020

Updated for PLATDOCS-406 (Tanium Client Management GA release) and support for Tanium Client
7.2.314.3632)

March 19, 2020

Updated for DOC-1455.
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February 25, 2020

Released 7.4.2 (common module import feature).

February 6, 2020

Released 7.4 GA for the Tanium Client.

January 28, 2020

Released 7.4 GA for Tanium Core Platform servers.

November 15, 2019

Republished for 7.4 Limited Availability release.

November 12, 2019

Updated for PLATDOCS-339, PLATDOCS-382, PLATDOCS-316.

October 15, 2019

Fixed typo for DOC-1252.

October 9, 2019

Updated for PLATDOCS-346, PLATDOCS-343, PLATDOCS-315, PLATDOCS-357, DOC-1170, DOC-1113, DOC-940,
DOC-1199, DOC-1253.

September 19, 2019

Updated for PLATDOCS-339.

July 30, 2019

Updated for PLATDOCS-293.

July 30, 2019

Updated for PLATDOCS-302 and PLATDOCS-306.

July 17, 2019

Changed the title of Table 3 in Interact role requirements. Added a link from Action Summary topic to Redownloading package files topic.

July 9, 2019

Changed example build number to 7.3.314.4103.

July 2, 2019

Published 7.3-Next.

June 4, 2019

Updated for Interact 2.0.3.

April 23, 2019

Further updates for PLATDOCS-124 and added diagrams for proxy server and SAML deployments.

April 18, 2019

Updated for PLATDOCS-124: changed links that pointed to the Tanium Core Platform Deployment Guide for
Windows to point instead to the new Tanium Core Platform Deployment Reference Guide.

March 15, 2019

Updated for PLATDOCS-141: case sensitivity in whitelisted URLs.

February 22, 2019

Removed "Other Versions" section from all pages; only current version is available as HTML.

February 5, 2019

Updated for Tanium Core Platform 7.3.314.3641.

December 17, 2018

Updated for DOC-885, DOC-884, DOC-873, DOC-872, DOC-868.

November 27, 2018

Republished for CUIC 1.3.1.0495. Updates for PLATDOCS-126, PLATDOCS-128, PLATDOCS-129, PLATDOCS130.

November 6, 2018

Updated for 7.2 backport release.

October 22, 2018

Updated mentions of 7.3 GA version and updated illustrations and screenshots.
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September 24, 2018

Updated Actions Overview and Deploying Actions for PLATDOCS-80.

September 18, 2018

Published for 7.3 release.

September 10, 2018

Updated "Signing content XML files" for DOC-733.

July 31, 2018

Updated for Interact 2.0.1 release.

June 29, 2018

Updated computer group topic. Added table summarizing tasks that require reserved roles.

May 8, 2018

Added topic on configuring SAML authentication.

March 19, 2018

Added a note on browser width requirements.

March 5, 2018

Removed note to add 127.0.0.1 to Trusted Host List. This is not necessary. Trust is built-in.

February 27, 2018

Updated Interact results topic. Removed illustration that Question bar is redisplayed with the new question
when a computer group filter has been applied. This behavior has changed. The Question bar is no longer
redisplayed.
Updated roles topic to be clear that the Deploy Action button appears for a user with Write Action for Saved
Question only for saved questions that are configured with an associated package.
Added note to add 127.0.0.1 to Trusted Host List because in 7.2 the Client API sends download requests to it.

February 20, 2018

Minor update for the 7.2.314.3019 GA release. Fixed wrong screenshot on user configuration page.

February 13, 2018

Added a section on module home page.

February 9, 2018

Changed title of "Signing content XML file" topic. Updated format (spacing) of lists for package and sensor
parameters so the table row can fit on the PDF page.

February 5, 2018

7.2.314.2962 GA.

December 18, 2017

Updates for 7.2. The Question Builder supports nested filters in the from clause.

January 8, 2018

Updates to LDAP sync documentation.

December 5, 2017

Updates to clarify role requirements.

November 21, 2017

Updated table of links to module documentation for module-provided roles and permissions.

November 14, 2017

Added information about Action ID and action lock content to the Actions chapter.

November 6, 2017

Branding look-and-feel update (PDF).

November 2, 2017

Updated documentation for new and changed RBAC functionality related to module RBAC. 7.1 only.
Improved guidance for LDAP Sync configuration. 7.1 only.

October 31, 2017

Branding look-and-feel update (HTML).
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August 24, 2017

Updates to reflect changes to capitalization style for user documentation.

August 11, 2017

Updates to guidance on Whitelisted URLs configuration for refresh (7.0 and 7.1) and cleanup (7.1) options.

July 21, 2017

Clarification on Bypass Proxy Host List configuration.
Notes on UTF8 decoding added to parameterized package and parameterized sensor topics.
Limitation on sensor name (do not use underscores in sensor names) added to sensor configuration topic.

July 14, 2017

Added a separate section on RBAC upgrade. 7.1 only.

June 30, 2017

Clarifications to LDAP Sync topic. 7.1 only.

June 29, 2017

Reorganized 7.0 guide to be like the 7.1 guide. Tanium now publishes updates to two versions: 7.0 and 7.1.

June 20, 2017

Minor updates to RBAC documentation.

May 5, 2017

Initial publication.
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